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SOFTWARE

Paradox IBM PC comms

Tandy1000,

2000 and 3000,
superiority in numbers.
the right one. Our own Deskmate
Software is included to ensure it
works for you from day one, so you
can tackle not only those number
crunching problems, but handle
letters, reports, telecommunications,
electronic mail plus your daily
calendar. PC compatibility also
means that as you grow you can
develope more solutions using the
most popular business software
available.
If your business needs are
already that much more then the
Tandy 2000 can provide the power
for you to grow in to, not out of.
Available in twin 720K floppy
version or with 10-mb of hard disk
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When the facts and figures in
your business start getting serious its
time to find the right numbers to
trim some weight from your daily
workload. The Tandy 1000, 2000
and 3000 will give you superiority in
your numbers nightmare.
Whether you run your own show
or you've hundreds of staff this
Tandy trio of personal business
computers come up with the
answers you'll like.
No matter how you add up the
numbers, for price and performance
our solution is consistent affordable computing power that
will fit in alongside you, so you
won't have to reorganise your
business around them.
When it comes to taking that first
step into computers the Tandy 1000
goes a long way to making sure it's

storage you have the flexibility to
run all the important business
software programs like Lotus 1-2-3,
Autocad, dBase II, Multimate and

many more.
In any range of computers there
has to be a sophisticate that can
span the breadth of businesses both
big and small. The Tandy 3000 has
that breeding. It is as ideally suited
to a small firm as it is to a
corporation needing to manipulate
'large scale' data bases. IBM PC AT
compatibility with up to 30%

TAN DY °

increased speed of operation
enables complete integration into
existing computer enviroments.
So in the everyday numbers
marathon there can be superiority,
and it doesn't take long to figure out
that it all adds up to the Tandy 1000,
2000 and 3000.

COMPUTERS
The range that's dearly superior
Tandy Corporation (Branch UK), Bridge Street, Walsall, West Midlands. WS1 1LA. Telephone 0922-648181
For further information dial 100 and ask for

Freefone Tandy Computers
Available from selected Tandy Stores, Participating Dealers and AT ComputerWorld
IBM PC AT TM Internattonal Business Machines. Lotus I.2.3 TM Lotus Corp. Autocad TM Autodesk Inc
Mulitmate TM Software Systems Inc dBase TM Ashton Tate
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Bristol Boards
Seven -function add-on board for the IBM PC and compatibles at a fraction of the price of US -manufactured multifunction boards.
up to 384K of parity -checked memory in banks of 64K
serial RS232 port (for modems, etc)
parallel printer port. Epson/Centronics compatible
battery -backed clock/calendar, automatically sets system date and time

Multifunction
Board

RAMdisk software
print spooling software

£99

Price is for 0K board; add £10 for each 64K of memory.

Mono Graphics
Card
£89

High -resolution monochrome graphics adapter with printer port
directly replaces the IBM PC monochrome adapter
text mode, 80 columns x 25 lines, fully compatible
software -selectable high -resolution graphics mode 720h x 348v
fully compatible with 1-2-3, Symphony, Reflex, other leading graphics products under 'Hercules' option
manual includes advanced programming section

built-in parallel printer adapter
includes our standard one-year warranty

Serial (RS232C standard) interface card for
connections to modems, printers, etc.
selectable baud rate - 50 to 9600 baud
5, 6, 7, 8 bit characters with I, 11/2, 2
stop bits

Full-length RAM card, expandable to 512K
maximum in parity -checked banks of 64K.

Serial Card
£29

fully prioritized interrupt system
controllable from DOS, BASIC, various

512K RAM
Board

base
address.
One-year
warranty, as with our other board products.

User -selectable

Please add £10 for each 64K of memory.

£49

languages

Colour graphics adapter, fully compatible with
Big Blue's.
Standard 80 x 25 as well as 40 x 25 text
modes

640 x 200 high -resolution mono graphics
mode

320 x 200 colour graphics mode

16 colours each foreground and background

light pen interface
Standard one year warranty

Colour
Graphics
Card

Printer Card

Interface card
card for IBM/Epson graphics printer,
other printer using parallel (Centronics)
interface.

£19

£69
-

Combination floppy disk controller and multi- controls 2 floppy disk drives

Multi I/O

parallel printer port
RS232 (serial) ports

Card

function card

battery -backed clock/calendar

game port (for joystick)

BOARDS
Please send me:

£99

Amount

Quantity

Multifunction board g £99+

Name:

Shipping Address:

Sets of 64K RAM @ £10

These boards are all available for the IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles. All are
provided with our standard 12 month hardware warranty: if it doesn't work, we will
replace it.

Bristol Micro Traders distribute a full range of hardware and software, including chips,

RAM board @ £49+

City:

Sets of 64K RAM @ £10

Postal Code:

Mono graphics card @ £89

Telephone:

Colour graphics card @ £69

boards, and drives for PC-, XT-, and AT -compatibles, as well as XT- and AT -

Printer card @ £19

note that these boards are
compatible with the IBM bus, and
therefore are available for the IBM PC, XT,
AT and compatibles only. Where software
is supplied, it is supplied in PC-DOS/MS-

Volume buyers, telex 449075 or ring (0272) 298228.

RS232 serial card @ £29

DOS format.

We supply all Borland products, both the Turbo Pascal family and business productivity
software. Turbo Pascal (£49), the Database Toolbox (£39), and the Turbo Tutor (£25) are
available for virtually all Z80 -based CP/M systems, CM/M86, MS/DOS, and PC/DOS.
They will shortly be available on the Macintosh, Atari 520ST, and Amiga. Enhanced 8087
and BCD versions (at £79, or £89 for both) are available for 16 -bit machines.

Game port (2 joysticks) @ £19

These products are warranteed for a full 12

compatibles systems.

Mono card (text) @ £79

For further information on hardware products, write to our Upgrades Group or ring us

Multi I/O card @ £99

on (0272) 279499.

Floppy controller @ £39

months. Defective RAM or boards will be
repaired or replaced.

Hard disk controller @ £129

Hard/floppy controller

The Graphix Toolbox (£39), Editor Toolbox (£49), and Turbo Gameworks (£49) are
available for the IBM PC/XT/AT and true compatibles. In addition we supply various

Official

orders

accepted

from

PLC's,

government and education authorities

@ £149

tools to support programming in Turbo Pascal.

Carriage included within the UK. Else-

only. Outside UK, make payment by bank
draft payable in pounds sterling.

where in Europe, add £3 per board. Out-

Productivity products include Sidekick (£39, £59 for unprotected and Mac versions),
Reflex -the Analyst (09). and Turbo Lightning (£69).
We also distribute other programmers tools, especially those for the language C; write or
ring us on (0272) 279499 for more information.

Please

side Europe, add £8 per board.

Carriage -

L

Total enclosed (UK add 15% VAT) -

Send your order to: Bristol Micro Traders,
Upgrades Group, Maggs House, 78
Queens Road, Bristol 8S8 10X.
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listings but PC cannot guarantee that
programs will run and can accept no
responsibility for any errors.

JAPAN INC.
Four years

ago the Japanese government's

Japanese manufacturers Sony and Toshiba which are
both likely to be significant machines.

The Western response was swift. The Defense
Applied Research Projects Agency of the U.S.

the Japanese have waited until a market has stabilised and reached maturity before they enter it and
dominate it. The PC market is now ripe for such a

Department of Defense announced that it would be
contributing $100 billion for research in this area,

In this issue we look at two more micros from
Also in the last issue was a new machine from
Epson, a cheap but well -made IBMulator. This category is likely to be particularly crucial. Traditionally

conquest. Over the next year we can expect to see a

including work towards a computer for artificial
intelligence. Even the British government, not
renowned for its generosity, coughed up £350

whole flood of very cheap but very high -quality

million to fund the Alvey Project.

together represent only about 25 percent to 30
percent of the leading Japanese companies' turn-

Both were typical overreactions. The Japanese
programme is very modest: there are only about 40
researchers at the new Icot. There is little danger that
huge advances will be made there which will leave
the West gasping. Both responses also totally missd
the point about the Japanese initiative.
It was a red herring, or in this case, red sushi. The
fact that Icot was set up on the 1 April could just be
coincidental. Of course, enormous benefits will one
day accrue from the type of technology involved in
developing the fifth -generation computer. But not
for many years yet.
However, the Icot programme has succeeded in
concentrating the minds of the West wonderfully,
though in the wrong place. It has helped reinforce

the delusion that we are better than the Japanese
because we are creative whereas they are only
productive.
By chasing after glamorous fifth -generation
fantasies, the West's computer industry has allowed

itself to be deflected from the main task of producing mass -market machines more cheaply and
efficiently. As a result the Japanese are set to dominate the world market for micros and computers in
the same way they have with TVs, videos, cars and
electronic components.
The signs were already there in the Icot initiative.
The roll call of the participants reads like a letter of
intent: Matsushita, Hitachi, Toshiba, NEC, Mitsubishi, Fujitsu, Sharp and Oki. In this country these
are

all names that are vaguely familiar in the

computer field. In Japan they represent most of the
top electrical and electronic manufacturers.
Take Matsushita for example. It is the secondlargest company in Japan, with a turnover of around
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the next year. In last month's issue we looked at its
latest portable micro. This is Panasonic's first new
machine for some time, but is unlikely to be the last.

Ministry of Trade and Industry set up Icot, the
Institute for New Generation Computer
Technology. Its task was to develop the so-called
fifth -generation computer. The announcement sent
shock waves through the Western world. It appeared
that Japan was about to forsake its traditional role of
a humble if efficient imitator of the West for a more
innovative, aggressive one.

clones.

At the moment computers and electronics taken
over. There is a tremendous potential for these huge
industrial combines to ramp up sales and profits in

this sector. That the market is not as saturated as
other consumer and industrial fields is an enormous
incentive.
Over the last few years we have seen a number of
computer giants enter the micro market with great
expectations, only to be brought to their knees by

adverse fortune. It will be interesting to see how
Japan Inc., the latest and perhaps greatest of these
titans, fares when it joins the fray in earnest.

YEARS AGO...
With reference to the statement in the January 1981
editorial that schools still use punch cards for
computing, I would like to point out that many
universities and colleges still use them.
It is not totally to do with lack of money, although a
major reason, but because, in business computing,
punch cards are still the norm. The point is that it is not
just computing which needs to be taught in schools but
microcomputing.
Schools are just beginning to to include computer
science in their curricula. Schools should be teaching
pupils that computers are common objects which can
be small and easy to use, rather than being something
large, indistinct and far away in a university and which
seem to take two weeks to run a simple program.
Unless microcomputers are used in schools, the two
fields of computing, in the sense of business data

$20 billion. Yet in the U.K. it is a name that is

processing, and personal computing will not merge.
If they succeed and we have a young generation
aware of personal computers, the micro revolution will
have truly arrived.

hardly known. Its subsidiary Panasonic is more
familiar, and is likely to become increasingly so in
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BEST U.K. SerNVARE PRICES?
TRISOFT LTD. 0629 3021

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 0 LOW PRICES 0 HOTLINE SUPPORT 0 FAST SERVICE
Whether you are seeking specialist advice or simply wish to buy your software at a
competitive price we believe that Trisoft Ltd offers a service second to none. Apart from
Regarded by many accountants as the very offering over 350 software packages, covering most machine formats, we are also
best accounting software available. Pega- dealers in ACT Apricot, Olivetti and North Star Dimension (IBM-compatible, multi-user),
computers and a wide range of peripheral equipment.
sus comprises eight modules, most of
which will operate alone or will 'work
together in a totally integrated system. We
TRISOFT SPECIALS
have professional staff, in London and the
Midlands, fully trained to install and supHERCULES MONO GRAPHICS CARD £279
PEGASUS ACCOUNTING

port Pegasus. Prices and details on re-

8087 5 MHZ MATHS COPROCESSOR £135

quest. We are authorised Pegasus dealers.

HARDWARE SERVICE

Please telephone for prices and details of
our optional
supply: -

installation

service.

We

APRICOT

U.K.'s highest selling serious business
micros; we supply the full range from the
Fl to xi20s.
OLIVETTI

M21 and M24. In our opinion the Olivetti
range offers the finest IBM-compatible,

10 BOXES SONY DS DISKS £345

single -user hardware available.
COMPUTER -AIDED DESIGN

As specialist consultants in this field we can
supply either software only or a total
system configuration with full support. We
are suppliers of AUTOCAD, DOODLE and a
number of other CAD packages. The
productivity benefits of CAD are enormous

- the cost of a system is almost certainly
much less than you would expect. In most

LOTUS 1-2-3
FRAMEWORK 2
DBASE III PLUS
LATTICE C V.3

£275
£325
£335
£289
£275
£269
£199

MICROSOFT C
MS WORD 2.01
SUPERPROJECT 1.1

REFLEX
VP PLANNER
MULTI P LA N 2
WORD PERFECT 4.1
DOMINO

£ 89 NORTHSTAR DIMENSION

£ 79 The only 100% PC -compatible multi-user
£175 multi -processing system currently avail £275 able. Will accept up to 12 work stations and

£375 runs

*

* PEGASUS SYSTEM *

DATAMASTER

* 255 fields per record * 255 characters
per field * 8000 characters per record *
65535 records per file * 120 characters
per index * 255 index fields per file * User
password * Customised forms * Menu

built-in functions such as rate of return, net

512K RAM, 5 SCREEN, KEYBOARD, MSDOS, 4 x
PEGASUS MODULES, 2 DAYS ON -SITE
INSTALLATION TRAINING BY A QUALIFIED
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANT WITH SEVERAL YEARS
MICRO -BASED EXPERIENCE. ONLY £3,495

Superb graphics including 8 font types, up
to four charts per page and able to print all
plotter colours.
List Price £360. Our Price £199.

IN OUR OPINION THE BEST INTEGRATED
PACKAGE AVAILABLE FOR IBM/APRICOT

Back-ups and restore capability * Exten-

relational
(most
machines) Price on application.

database
MSDOS

PLUS 5

* DATABASE * WORDPROCESSOR * SPREADSHEET
* GRAPHICS * TIME MANAGER TELEPHONE FOR
OUR TECHNICAL ANALYSIS OR TO ARRANGE
SMART II
A DEMONSTRATION
SUPERCALC III PRICE NOW £175
PRICE UN APPLICATION

Example prices for IBM/Olivetti, Ericsson,
Apricot and Sirius
FIXED PRICE SUBSYSTEMS
RRP £1095 Our Price £935
10MB
RRP £2:395 Our Price £1,995
40MB
FIXED/REMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS
RRP £2145, Our Price £1825
10 + 5MB
40 + 5MB
RRP £3245, Our Price £2695
RAM BOARDS FOR APRICOT
£130
128K
£149
256K
£265
512K

IBM/OLIVETTI ETC
£38
£75
£145

DISKS per Box of 10
SONY 31/2 SSDD
SONY 31/2 DSDD
DYSAN 51/4 DSDD
3M 51/4 DSDD

All prices are exclusive or carriage and VA I

dar * Adjustable

task

£29.95
£39.95
£23.45
£19.95

dates * Data

transfer to Supercalc. IBM & Compatibles
only. Telephone for details.
List Price £395. Our Price £299.

Sage Accounts
Sage Plus
Sage Payroll
Accts/Payroll

FOR
64K (9 chips)
128K (18 chips)
512K (18 chips)

var). * Menu & command driven * Nested
subprojects * Resource and Project Calen-

SAGE SUPERDEALS
COMMUNICATIONS

RAM CHIP SETS

HIGH QUALITY AT
A LOW PRICE

Olivetti

Supports P.E.R.T., Gantt and Critical Path
techniques. Complete functionality with
Scheduling, Assigned Resources, Monitoring, Updating, Reporting, Costing, (fixed &

* GET SMART! *

include Count, Sum, Mean, Variance,
Standard Deviation, Standard Error *

regard as the best
available
currently

present value, average, random number
generator, trigonometric functions etc. *

SUPERPROJECT

fields *

Telephone to learn more about what we

* 8087 support for speed. * Over 500

APRICOT Xi 10, 10MB HARD DISK, 1 x 720K FLOPPY,

Produce DIF files * Statistical functions

sive on -screen prompting.

SUPERCALC III

Here are just some of the features offered
by Supercalc III Release 2 and why this
program is likely to overtake Lotus 1-2-3 in
total sales.
* Price includes direct telephone support
from Sorcim/IUS.
Largest useable
spread -sheet (up to 9999 rows and 127
columns) * Advanced memory manager.

A system offering top-level functionality at
ces.are subject to VAT.
.All prices
a very reasonable price. Recent press
is charged at £5.00 + VAT on software orders.
reviews have highlighted Multisoft as one *
All prices quoted are for IBM. For other formats, please enquire.
of the most powerful micro -based accounting systems currently available. We concur. Very impressive indeed! Please telephone for further information. We are
officially appointed Multisoft dealers.

multiple

software.

R. R. P.

WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL NOW £225

MULTISOFT ACCOUNTS

driven * Select on

"off -the -shelf"

with 15MB central storage only £6300,

cases our clients have found a system pays

for itself within 3 to 12 months!

IBM

all

Tremendously cost effective as compared
to IBM PC networks; up to 60MB central
P.O.A. storage. Entry-level, 2 screen configuration

OPEN ACCESS
DATAMASTER

List Price

Our Price

375
24:55

* Bookkpeper
* Accountant
* Accountant Plus
A Chit Chat
A C/C with Modem
A Options

(* MS-DOS only

19595

134g

495
295
495
695
130
395
145

195
320
435
110
299
115

A IBM/Apricot only)

If you require advice please call
All the above prices include full support from our technical
department. We are authorised Sage Superdealers.

DEALER ENQUIRIES A MUST

AUTHORISED ACT AND OLIVETTI DEALER

We offer probably the widest range of software in the UK. Please ask for a copy of our comprehensive price list.
Local authority, government and European enquiries welcomed. Further discounts may be negotiated for large orders.

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 3AT
Telephone: 0629 3021
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Audio

tutorials
MY COMPANY markets a control

system for the warehousing and
distribution industry. Opus was
developed for major companies,
but is increasingly in demand
from smaller operators.
As a bespoke -system supplier
we always carried out training as
part of normal site
implementation. But at off -the shelf prices we can't continue to
include the level of site training
we would like, and it is not an
easy subject to learn from a book.
I'm sure this problem isn't
unique to us. I once heard of a
company which produces audio
tutorials to order, but I can't now
find any trace of them. I think
audio training could be the
solution we're looking for, and
I'd be grateful if through your
pages you can help us track down
the supplier.
KEITH BENDON,
Microlise Ltd,
Long Eaton.

Cheap clone
purchases
AS MORE cheap IBM PC clones

enter the market for ever
lower prices, readers may well
contemplate buying one.
Practical Computing will cover
those which look particularly
interesting, and give guidance
on whether they offer value
for money.
However, if you decide to
buy one on this or any other
basis, it is important to bear
in mind that the companies
which produce or import these
machines differ greatly from
other micro manufacturers.
For example, they may be
very young companies, and
not fully stable financially. In
particular, they can often
experience adverse cash -flows

in their first few months.
For this reason it is vital
that you enter into contracts
with such companies even
more carefully than when
dealing with longer established firms. Make sure
that models are actually
available and not just due on
the next flight. Do not part
with money until you are
satisfied with the
arrangements. This is to avoid
cases where buyers have been
left waiting without a
machine pending its eventual
arrival, and without their
money.
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FEEDBACK

Our Feedback columns offer readers the opportunity of
bringing their computing experience and problems to the
attention of others, as well as to seek our advice or to make
suggestions, which we are always happy to receive. Make
sure you use Feedback - it is your chance to keep in touch.
Write to
Feedback,Practical Computing,
Quadrant House, The Quadrant,
Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS

A BAD DEAL
FOR DEALERS
I READ the editorial in the February edition of Practical Computing
with feelings that varied from total astonishment to anger.
Astonishment that a reputable computer magazine such as yours is so
completely ignorant of the market, and anger because once again the
industry, and especially dealers, gets bashed.
The first peculiar point you make is of Osborne's "traumas", as
you euphemistically call it. Let's not be mealy-mouthed about it, the
man's company went bust for millions of dollars. So why do you raise

him to the station of an industry guru? I am sure that the
shareholders, creditors and users who cannot obtain spares don't hold
him in such high regard as you do.
You comment on the price difference between the PC/AT clones
and IBM. While I am sure IBM can fight its own corner are you really
recommending people buy from such obscure manufacturers?
Tandon is in financial troubles in the States, and who are these
manufacturers in Taiwan, etc? Their U.K. distributors are usually
small companies with little or no financial backing who will probably
find it difficult to provide warranty and service several thousand
miles from base working on slim margins.
You comment extensively on the software clones. Have you
considered the level of support that the dealer, manufacturer or
distributor has to supply? For example, the Borland products seem to
be very good but we certainly can only sell them as seen, in the
manner of a bookshop. Everyone wants to pay those sort of prices
and also wants a manual you can leave open at a page, be able to ask
questions, and have bugs fixed free of charge. Well, it can't be done
for 00 or even £100. If, for example, you found an error in a
cookery book your local bookshop wouldn't want to know, neither
would the publisher provide an update. Why is this expected in the
computer industry?
Your comments about the dealer's margins are insulting as well as
ignorant. We are squeezed between the industry promising the
impossible in simple, easy -to -use equipment and the requirement
from the customer for maximum service with minimum cost. Our
dealership has been established for five years, and while we are
profitable we certainly don't make the margins you are suggesting.
And what of the bankruptcy rate amongst dealers? At least six
medium-sized dealers that I know of have gone in the last few
months and there are probably hundreds more smaller dealers going
to the wall. You may argue that they were all incompetent, but I
think it unlikely. I wish we could make the margin that other
retailers do, or even the margin of booksellers.
The final insult is Osborne's quote about getting rid of non -used
complexities to make the product so simple it needs no training. This
read another way means he will make software so simple it won't do
anything. Complex software requires training and support. After all
everyone expects to be taught how to drive, a car; why not the same
for computers?
D SAUNDERSON,
KGB Micros,
Windsor,
Berkshire.

Protecting
against ESD
damage
I AM PLEASE to have read Jack

Maguire's letter in Feedback,
December, following my own
October letter. Maguire says that
ESD should be of concern to
personal -computer users, and as a
service engineer he clearly knows.
Larry Mascall is one who is
concerned - Feedback, January

- but his inexpensive solution to
the ESD problem will not protect
his computer, although it may be
an effective radiation screen. A
PC standing directly on a metal
surface is drastically affected by
ESD applied to the metal. The
mechanism could be by capacitive
coupling of the pulsed voltage on
the metal surface to the logic
circuit board in the base of the
computer. Experiments with PCs
standing on, say, filing cabinets
or metal desks show that damage
occurs at 5kV with no earth lead
and 2kV with an earth lead
fitted.
Electrostatic discharge to an
earthed metal surface is very fast
at between 0.5 and 20
nanoseconds and can result in
shocks to both people and
equipment. Voltages in the
region of 5kV will cause
discomfort to people and damage
sensitive electronic devices some
of which, for instance CMOS, are
vulnerable to voltages as low as
250V.

The optimum protection
against direct discharge effects is
a static dissipative surface, with
conductivity in the range of 105
to 10" ohms per square and a
decay time constant of the order
of a few tenths of a second.
Static -Master desk -top pads as
produced by this company meet
these parameters.
BRIAN HAMER,
Formica Ltd,
North Shields,
Tyne and Wear.

On-line
services
TO THIS librarian with nine years
use of on-line services, Ian
Stobie's on-line services article in
the February 1986 issue seems to

exaggerate their value to nonspecialists. Effective searching is
not easy, particularly for the
casual user. Some systems do try
to simplify the process, but
systems differ, often radically, in
the search techniques used. So it
is necessary to be proficient in a
(continued on next page)
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number and to keep up with the
continual changes that occur.
Though the average hourly cost
of a database is given as £50 it is
helpful to know that a typical
search is likely to cost at least
£20, and often considerably

more, depending on the
complexity of the subject and the
amount of information retrieved.
It.would have been useful to
emphasise the difference between
full -text databases and the
bibliographic ones that merely
provide a list of references to
publications which then have to

be found in a library - though
many services do offer, at a
charge, a document -supply
service too.
The article rather dubiously
seems to suggest that U.S.
databases are better and easier to
use than European ones. Yet for
a business user the U.S. ones are
usually too biased to North
America and give poorer coverage
of European sources and subjects.
Similarly, it is surprising that an
article discussing databases for
business omits those provided by
Finsbury Data Services, which
include Textline with its
comprehensive coverage of 40
British and over 90 overseas
newspapers and news services.
Finally, may I point out that
not only can technical and
business librarians in academic
institutions and large public
libraries give advice on databases,
they will also carry out searches
for business, industry or, indeed,
anyone who requires information.
IAN WINSHIP,
Polytechnic Library,
Newcastle upon Tyne.

H P Laserjet

competition
prize winner
Our laser printer competition in the November and December
1985 issues stumped most of you. We asked you to match the six
output samples reproduced below with the printers that produced
them.
Of over 700 entries only 12 got the correct answers, which are
shown below.

B Laser - HP Laserjet
E Ink -jet - HP Thinkjet
A Thermal transfer - Epson P -80X
F Standard -mode impact dot-matrix - Canon PW-1080A
C NLQ-mode impact dot-matrix - Canon PW-1080A
D Daisywheel - Juki 6100
The better -quality output seemed to cause the most confusion.
The most common mistake was to mix up the daisywheel and laser
printers. Many people failed to recognise sample A as coming from
the thermal -transfer printer, probably because it looked rather
better than they expected.
As a tie -breaker we also asked you to come up with a new
acronym for the word "laser" to be used in promoting the HP
Laserjet. We liked Alan Ali's "Laserjet's Alternatives Stimulate
Eventual Regret" as a piece of knocking copy but, regretfully, he
got the printers wrong.
Mrs E Childs of Godstone in Surrey came up with "Laserjet's
Advantage - Simply Excellent Results" which fitted the bill
perfectly. She also got the main task right, so she wins a HewlettPackard Laserjet printer. Many thanks to Hewlett-Packard for
providing such an excellent prize.

ghijkl ghijkl
ghijkl ghijkl
A Thermal
Epson P -80X

transfer -

C Impact matrix
printer in NLQ mode

Panasonic

- Canon PW-1080A

IN OUR review of the Panasonic

Qh

transportable
JB-3300 transportable on page 50
of last month's issue we printed
the wrong telephone number.
Panasonic's correct number is
(0753) 73181.

j

E Inkjet - HP Thinkjet

B Laser - HP Laserjet

D Daisywheel - Juki

6100

ghijk1
Impact matrix
printer in standard
F

mode - Canon
PW-1080A

NOT ANOTHER

NICKEL

COLLECTION! -WHO'S IT FOR

THIS TIME

Boogie and
MS-DOS
BOOG, a source of help, advice
and shoulders to cry on for some
700 users of Osborne Ols and
Executives working under CP / M,
is taking MS-DOS under its wing.
The compatible IBM -alike PC
brought out by Future

Management Ltd - once
Osborne U.K. - has encouraged
Boog members to expand into
the 16 -bit field.
Now that Future Management
has withdrawn support for
Osborne Ols and Executives,
Boog is supporting people with
these machines even more
enthusiastically. Services to Boog
members include national and
local meetings, a library of
public -domain software, a journal
called Boogie and a newsletter.
Boog has set up a register of
people who have an Osborne for
sale. Anyone interested in buying
a second-hand Osborne should
contact the Boog secretary. The
service is free to members, £5 to
non-members with a reduction in
membership fee if you later join
Boog. Annual membership costs
£18.

JEREMY BROWNE,
British Osborne Owners Group,
102A Aldershot Road,
Fleet,
Hampshire GU13 9NY.

Yearbook
prices

IT WAS really good to

see

The

Software Users' Year Book

mentioned on page 13 of the
March issue of Practical
Computing. The pricing is,
however, as follows:
Microvolume, £47.20;
Mainframe/ Mini volume £61.20;
two volumes together £83.40.
All prices are for payment in
advance, with postage included.
MARGARET McPHEE,
VNU Business Publications by,

London Wl.

THE IBM PC -XT
IN ACCOUNTS...

NIGEL.WHO'S HE?
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THE NEW COMMODORE PC20. 12,199.99. IELvav*FREE DELIVERY- NORMALLY 170.00.
Laskys are offering free delivery and

All are IBM compatible and ideal for home or small

installation - normally costing £70 - on

business use.

the new Commodore PC10 and PC20
personal computers.
And that's not all you can save - every
Commodore PC also comes with a FREE
Easy Wordstar word processor normally
£1 65.00.
The new Commodores come with
monitor, keyboard and built-in 51/4" 360K
disk drive. The PC20 has an additional
10Mb fixed disk drive. Both computers
offer 256K RAM, and a choice of colour or
mono integral monitor.

COMMODORE PC 10 MONO: £1,199.99 (exc. VAT)
256K RAM, and twin 5'/4" 360K floppy disk drive. Full
keyboard, 12" monitor, and serial (RS232C) and parallel
ports, plus four full sized expansion slots.

COMMODORE PCI 0 COLOUR: £1,599.99 (exc VAT)
256K RAM, and twin 5'/4" 360K floppy disk drive. Full
keyboard, and Paradise Modular graphics board 12"
colour monitor, and serial (RSC232C) and parallel ports,
plus three full sized expansion slots.

COMMODORE PC20 MONO: £1,799.99 (exc. VAT)
A powerful and versatile model with 256K and 10
Megabyte fixed disk drive, plus 51/4" floppy disk drive. Full
keyboard, 1 2" monitor, and 3 full sized expansion ports,
make it ideal for business use. Serial (RS232C) port, and
parallel ports, give it full flexibility for all types of

COMMODORE PC20 COLOUR: £2,199.99 (exc VAT)
A powerful and highly versatile full -feature model, with
256K RAM, and 10 Megabyte fixed disk drive, plus 51/4"
floppy disk drive. Full keyboard, 12" colour monitor and
Paradise Modular graphics board make this an ideal
machine for virtually any application. Serial (RS232C) port
and parallel port give maximum flexibility for peripherals
and 2 full sized expansion slots are available to enable the
Computer to grow with your needs.

Software from MicroPro International
Wordstar, £295.99 (exc. VAT)
Wordstar 2000, £465.99 (exc VAT)
Wordstar Professional, £399.99 (exc VAT)
Pocket Wordstar, £103.99 (exc. VAT)
Superscript, £79.99 (exc. VAT)
Chartstar, £245.99 (exc. VAT)

Wordstar 2000 I I shortly available.

peripherals.

Circle No. 106
The retail
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Laskys stores in' 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD & 257 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, ABERDEEN, BEXLEY HEATH. BIRMINGHAM, BRENT CROSS, BRIGHTON. BRISTOL, BROMLEY, CAMBRIDGE, CARDIFF, CHATHAM, CHELTENHAM, CHESTER,
COLCHESTER, COVENTRY, CRAWLEY, CROYDON, EALING, EDINBURGH, ENFIELD, EXETER, GLASGOW. GLOUCESTER, GUILDFORD, HARLOW, KINGSTON, LEEDS, LEICESTER, LEWISHAM, LIVERPOOL (2 STORES). LUTON, MAIDSTONE, MANCHESTER
(2 STORES), NEWCASTLE, NORTHAMPTON, NOTTINGHAM, OXFORD, PETERBOROUGH, PLYMOUTH, PRESTON, READING, RICHMOND, ROMFORD, SHEFFIELD, SLOUGH, SOUTHAMPTON, SOUTHEND, WATFORD, WOLVERHAMPTON, YORK.

HARDWARE NEWS

Superpro
286 clone
THE SUPERPRO 286 is

a high-per-

formance AT clone from PC
Direct. Instead of offering a lowlevel entry system, PC Direct has
opted to go well beyond the
standard AT configuration. There

is an 8MHz 80286, rather than
6MHz as on the IBM machine.
Standard RAM is 1Mbyte, and
there is a 60Mbyte Winchester
with a 10Mbyte internal tape
cartridge for backup. The cost for
the system, with monitor and
keyboard, is £6,375.
PC Direct also offers a range of
IBM PC clones. More details from

WIMPS BACK HOME
ON THE XEROX 6085
AFTER relatively little activity in the
area, Xerox has entered the

business -micro market afresh with

a machine which builds on many

of the window, icon and mouse
techniques it pioneered. Called
rather uninspiringly the Xerox
6085, the desk -top machine is
notable for its advanced graphics.

The standard display

is

a 15in.

screen which holds about four
times as much information as a
conventional PC. The other screen
measures 19in. diagonally and can

show two full pages of display

material.
RAM starts at 1.1Mbyte and can

be upgraded to 3.7Mbyte. Hard disc options vary from 10Mbyte to
80Mbyte. Floppy -disc storage is
available which will accept IBM format discs. Communication

3TT.

Telephone:

a 10Mbyte hard disc is £4,470.

includes most of the standard

Middlesex UB8 1HS. Telephone:

applications. There is an IBM PC

information from Rank
Xerox (U.K.) Ltd, Bridge House,
More

Oxford Road, Uxbridge,
(0895) 51133.

Wren

(02814)

2417.

price cut
THE DOUGHTY Wren computer lives

SSS dongle
DATA ENCRYPTION SYSTEMS

be run from within windows, using
a co -processor board. Other tasks
can be run in other windows at the
same time.
The entry-level price for a
system with 1.1Mbyte of RAM and

options include RS -232 ports.
Xerox has also launched a series
of software packages for the
machine, called Viewpoint, which

PC Direct, PO Box 551, Slough
SL2

emulation package which allows
Lotus 1-2-3 and other programs to

on: Opus Supplies has cut the
price by a half to just £495. For this

you get a complete transportable
eight -bit micro with a built-in
autodial modem, 64K RAM, two
250K disc drives, CP /M Plus and
Quantec's Executive Desktop

has

launched its SSS dongle. It plugs
into the serial port of a machine,

and is then interrogated by the
software package being run. It
transmits a key, which can be
millions of bits long, into the

software.
Details from Opus Supplies Ltd,

55 Ormside Way, Holmethorpe
Industrial Estate, Redhill, Surrey
RH1 2LW. Telephone: (0737)

computer to enable the software to
be run. The
can still be
used in the ordinary way once the
software has been authorised.

The cost of the unit is £22.50.
More information can be obtained

from Data Encryption Systems
Note Road, Portishead,
Bristol BS20 8EY. Telephone:
Ltd,

(0272) 849522.

65080.

Presentation
graphics player
viDEosuow 16o is a remote controlled floppy -disc player
system which enables video
presentations to be shown without
the need for a computer. Graphics
are displayed to a 1,000 -by -2,000
resolution.

Short -haul
modems
CAE has produced a range of
miniature short -haul modems
designed for in-house installations. Each unit is only

The system works by using a
floppy disc holding the graphics
demonstration, which has
previously been downloaded. The
graphics are generated with the
Pictureit package on the IBM PC.

The Videoshow system has 1Mbyte

of RAM, which permits an entire
picture disc to be resident in
memory, eliminating the need to
wait between images. There is also
a wide range of transitional effects
such as wipes, sweeps and fades.
The Videoshow 160 costs £5,200

and is available from Reflex Ltd,
Wellington Industrial Estate,
Basingstoke Road, Spencers
Wood, Reading RG7 1AW.
Telephone: (0734) 884611.

Gandalf
mini i ne

driver

10.2cm. long and requires no
external power supply, deriving its

THE MLDS- 122 allows RS -232 signals

power from the host machine.

five miles. Two units are required,
and ordinary wiring can be used to
connect them. They cost £75 each.
No separate power supply is
required. More from Rapid House,
Denmark Street, High Wycombe,

Models are available with speeds
up to 19,600 baud, and prices vary
from £56 to £126. More details can

be obtained from CAE Group,
Akeman Street, Tring, Hertfordshire, HP23 6AJ. Telephone:
(044282) 4011.
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to be sent over distances of up to

Buckinghamshire HP11 2ER.
Telephone: (0494) 450111.
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HARDWARE NEWS

HARDWARE
SHORTS
Computopro has launched a
colour version of its Compro 88
PC. The cost is £1,155, which
includes the monitor. More on
01-439 1819.
Laskys is to sell
Commodore's IBMulator, the
PC10, in its stores. The price
has dropped to under £1,200.
Half an hour of telephone
support and free installation
are part of the deal.

Opus is offering a free
The windows, icon and mouse techniques that Xerox pioneered are now available on its own 6085.

Rair launches Workstation
WITH THE LAUNCH of Rair's IBM-

compatible Workstation, another
British company has dipped its toe

into the 1980s. As well as the
standard

8088

processor,

with

256K RAM expandable up to
512K, there is one floppy and a
12.8Mbyte or 25Mbyte Winchester

disc. Using Rair's new PC
Integrator RS -232 comms package,
the Workstation can be hooked up
to Rair Minimicro and Supermicro
systems. Prices start at around
£2,600.
Rair has also announced
upgrade boards for the ICL

Personal Computer range. The
boards cost £1,625 and offer an
80286 and 80287 running under
Concurrent DOS 4.1.
Details on both products from
Rair Ltd, Wellington House, 6-9
Upper St. Martins Lane, London
WC2H 9EQ. Tel: 01-836 6921.

Hardcard
reaches

the U.K.
FOLLOWING last month's launch in
the U.K. of several plug-in

Winchesters for the IBM PC, the
first of this breed has now arrived.
Hardcard was launched in the U.S.

Megafunction add-on
TECMAR

has announced the

Megafunction, a multi -function
IBM add-on board. It gives 1,280K
of RAM, which can be configured
in two ways. You can have either

384K of system memory plus a
RAM disc of 768K, or a 1,280K
RAM disc. An optional daughter
board allows an additional 2Mbyte
of RAM to be added.
Megafunction also adds an

Arabic
keyboard
ALPHAMERIC has introduced an
Arabic keyboard, mainly intended

for the OEM market. The keyboard has Arabic characters on the
top of the keys, and Latin
characters on the side.
The keyboard is equipped with a

microprocessor, so the code outputs and auto -repeat rate can all
be controlled. Details from
Alphameric Keyboards Limited, 6
Manor Way, Old Woking, Surrey
GU22 2JK. Tel: (04862) 71555.
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RS -232 port for

or serial

a mouse, modem

printer with spooling

capabilities.

The board

comes

equipped with more than 20 personal productivity programs.
The Megafunction card costs
£495, and is available from Tecmar
International (U.K.) Westward
House, Bramshall, Uttoxeter,

in September 1985 by Plus Development Corporation, and over
10,000 cards were sold in the first
three months. Unlike some cards,
it requires only one expansion slot.

In the U.K. the price is £775,
which includes one year's
warranty. More from Computer
Marketing Associates Ltd, CMA
House, Lansbury Estate, Knaphill,

Staffordshire ST14 5DN. Tele-

Surrey GU21 2EW. Telephone:

phone: (08893) 2275.

(04867) 4555.

colour -graphics card for the
IBM PC with every Mitsubishi
14in. high -resolution monitor.
The cost is £399.95. More on
(0737) 65080.

PC Telex from Dataline
systems has been reduced in
price to £1,295. This includes

software and a modem. More
information on 01-403 2221.
FTS has enhanced its range
of PCI multi-user micros.
Added options include FTOS,
based on Concurrent DOS 4.1,
and up to 80Mbyte of hard disc storage. Details on
(05055) 4661.

Video One is a half-length
video card for the IBM PC and
PC/AT. Features include a
colour -emulation mode for
monochrome monitors. The
price is £445. More on 01-740
5758.

An 8088 unit allowing
access to IBM PC software for
the Amstrad 6128 has been
produced. The price of around
£299 does not include a disc

drive. More information on
(09274) 20664.
The Kimtron KT-7/PC
terminal allows several users to
be hooked up to an IBM PC or
PC/AT via an RS -232 port. The
cost is about £775 per
terminal. Details on (0291)
423781.

Tandata has cut the price of
its QL communication package.
QL Comms now costs £113.

More on (06845) 68421.
The Cambridge
Microcomputer Centre has
launched its Printer Manager,
which allows data to be routed
from difference units to a
printer. Cost is £295. Details on
(0223) 355404.
The Brother HR -10
daisywheel printer now comes
with RS -232 and Centronics
ports. Cost is £265.
The Philips P -2000C is
available in a dual
English/Arabic version. It
comes complete with a dual
word processor. More on
01-221 9269.
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SOFTWARE NEWS

4-5-6

World
4-5-6 WORLD is a company
specialising

in Lotus

add-ons.

Products include Basic Concerto,
which allows you to write
Symphony applications. Other
features include goal seeking,

linear regression and loan

calc-

ulations. The price is £75.

Sideways does just what you
would expect: it lets you print out
1-2-3 spreadsheets sideways. It also

works with word processors and
project schedulers. The cost is £50.
Spreadsheet Auditor allows you to
check your input by displaying all

the formulae and cell contents.
There is also a cross-reference

feature to trace the spreadsheet
logic. The price is £110.
Contact 4-5-6 World, Saracen's

House, 25 St. Margarets Green,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP4 2BN.
Telephone: (0473) 225952.

AMSTRAD BANDWAGON
STARTS TO ROLL
AS THE installed base of Amstrad
PCW-8256 machines continues to

grow, more and more business
programs are starting to come
through. For example, Sagesoft
has released its Chit -Chat

Degas on
the 520ST
APPROPRIATELY enough, Degas is a

graphics program, written for the
Atari ST. It has 16 tools for
freehand drawing, geometrical

shape creation and an airbrush
effect. Other features include a
mirror function, shadow and
magnify. The cost is £39.95
including VAT, and it is available
from Ariolasoft at 68 Long Acre,

London WC2E 9JH. Telephone:

communications package. The
price for either the email or
viewdata part is £69.99; for both
parts together it is £99.99. A full
package with a modem costs
£249.99. More details from
Sagesoft plc, NEI House, Regent
Centre, Gosforth, Newcastle upon
Tyne NE3 3DS. Telephone:
091-284 7077.
Samleco Ltd is offering a
package which allows Locoscript,
the word processor bundled with
the Amstrad, to use a daisywheel
printer. For £699 you get the

software and the 40cps DY-40
daisywheel printer. You will still

need to buy a parallel interface.

VAT. Mote details from

Samleco is at 9 Fairacres Industrial
Estate, Dedworth Road, Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 4LE. Telephone:
(0753) 854717.
Digital Research has announced
that DR Graph, DR Draw, CBasic

Optronics, Swan Island Harbour, 1
Strawberry Vale, Twickenham,
Middlesex TW1 4RP. Telephone:
01-892 8455.
Workwriter Jr is a word processor
which is available in German,
French and Dutch versions as well
as English. It costs £34.95, and
comes from Micro Business
Products, 11E Avenue de
I ' Observatoire,
1180 Brussels,

compiler and Pascal/MT + are to

be released for the PCW-8256.
The price for each is £49.95
including VAT. More information
from Digital Research, Oxford

House, Oxford Street, Newbury,
Berkshire RG13 1JB. Telephone:
(0635) 35304.

An alternative word processor
for the PCW-8256 is available
from Optronics. It has a version of

Superwriter, which can be used
in conjunction with the
Centronics/RS-232 adaptor to
work with ordinary serial printers.
Superwriter costs £99.99 including

Belgium. Telephone: (010 32 2)
375 0953.

A utility called Rotate allows
Amstrad PCW-8256 users to print
files sideways. It will work with
spreadsheets like Supercalc and
Multiplan. The cost is £19.95.
More details from Trinity Business
Systems, 52 Queens Road,

Hethersett, Norwich NR9 3DB.
Telephone: (0603) 812195.

01-836 3411.

In -a -Vision

Xenix
tutor

IN -A -VISION is a drawing package

for the IBM PC, PC/AT or any

SPHINX has produced an interactive
micro -based tutor designed to
teach Xenix users about the

operating system. In all there are
five modules which provide a total

of eight hours of on-line tuition.
The package runs under PC -DOS
or MS-DOS, and requires 128K of

RAM. The cost

is

£250. More

information from Sphinx Ltd
at 43-53 Moorbridge Road,
Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 8PL.
Telephone: (0628) 75343.
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machine which runs Windows. Its
graphics features include templates, full text enhancements,

libraries of often -used symbols,
overlays, and zooming. In -a Vision allows multiple applications
to be displayed in several windows
simultaneously.
The price is £495. It is available

from P&P Micro Distributors Ltd,
Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial
Estate, Haslingden, Rossendale,
Lancashire BB4 5HU. Telephone:
(0706) 217744.
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New Volkswriter

SOFTWARE
SHORTS

spells by sound
THE LATEST version of Volkswriter

erically. An optional communi-

has been released in the U.K. One
of its features is an anglicised
spelling -checker dictionary with
over 170,000 words. Spelling can
be checked either by character or
by phonetic search. Volkswriter 3

cations filter will strip out control

can also print one-off envelopes
automatically by recognising the
address block in a document.
There are basic maths functions
such as percent, subtotal and

constants, with column and row
maths. Columns can be sorted in
ascending or descending order,

Bockpak is a backup
program for the IBM PC/XT
or PC/AT. It allows files on
hard disc to be backed up on
floppies. Also included in the
price of £210 is California 10,
a set of software development tools. Details on
(0753) 41278.
Spellbinder Scientific for the
IBM PC and Future computers
allows scientific characters
and formulae to be created

characters automatically from files,
which is useful for email.
Unusually, Volkswriter 3 offers
compatibility with IBM's Topview
system. It can also transfer files
with Lotus 1-2-3, dBase II and III,
Framework and other packages.
The cost is £325. For more

information contact Lifetree

and printed, and a library of
formulae to be set up. the
cost is £695. More on 01-680

Software Europe, Penthouse Floor,

Hill House, Hill Avenue,
Amersham, Buckinghamshire
HP6 5BQ. Telephone: (02403)

6040.

DIRECT ACCESS is a menuing system

prompt or from going into the

STATGRAPHICS is a statistics package

which allows you to organise your
programs into a user -defined
menu system. It runs on the IBM
PC. Passwords may be assigned to
any software applications or DOS

menu -maintenance section of the
program.

from Mercia Software. It has over

The program costs £89 from
P&P Micro Distributors, Todd

from Mercia Software Limited,
Aston Science Park, Love Lane,

TDI has released Modula-2
for the Commodore Amiga.
The price is 99.95 including
VAT. More information on
(0272) 742796.
U -Microcomputers has
announced the Mirage
operating system for its
micros. The price is £450.
Details on (0925) 54117.
A Smart user group has
been formed. Contact John
Hadley on (0273) 693555.
Lattice C and Pascal have
been made available for the
Atari ST. Prices are £99.95
and £89.95 respectively. For
information contact (0272)
428781.
Top Class, which allows
computer -based tutorials to
be produced by non programmers, is now
available for the Apricot and
BBC Micro; the prices are
£290 and £145. More on
(0773) 820011.
The Centre for Software
Engineering has announced
Librarian and Salesman, two
programs for a range of

Hall Road, Carrs Industrial Estate,

Birmingham B7 4BJ. Telephone:

operating systems. They cost

021-359 5096.

£150 each. More on (0724)
862169.
A free demonstration disc
of the project -management
software Qwiknet is available
from 01-491 4468.

either

alphabetically

or

num-

28091.

Anywa re
ANYWARE gives remote users full
keyboard control over all functions
on a distant IBM PC or PC/AT. All
you need in addition to the
package is a modem to dial up the

distant machine. Features include
the ability to take up control after a
break in communications, at the
point where you left off. The price
is £99, and more information can
be obtained from Telesystems Ltd,
3 Wycombe Road, Prestwood,

Buckinghamshire HP16 OND.
Telephone: (02406) 6365.

Putting software
on the menu
command within the menu

system. You can also restrict the
user from returning to the DOS

Haslingden, Rossendale,

Lancashire BB4 5HU. Telephone:
(0706) 217744.

Floppy advertising

Stats
packages
350 functions and costs £995. More

Statpro 2.0

is

the new DOS

version of the statistics package of
the same name. It also costs £995,

and can be obtained from Data
Technology Ltd, Central Court,
Knoll Rise, Orpington, Kent BR6
OJA. Telephone: (0689) 36231.

WITH true Italian panache, Olivetti

has come up with a disarmingly
simple idea: advertising on
floppies. Olivetti dealers will be
selling floppies with demo
programs on them. The cost of the
discs is

no more than that of

ordinary blank discs. The current
selection of demo software on
boxes of 10 discs is WordStar 2000,

Sapphire's database Dataease,
Multimate, Supercalc 3, Multi plan, Easy, Gem, Superproject,
the personal -presentation system
PPS, and Word.
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Lotus backs

Autocad is available for the
new IBM PC/RT. Details from

Autodesk on 01-928 7868.
Olivetti has released a
colour graphics presentation
which uses its Enhanced

Windows

Graphics Controller. More
information on 01-785 6666.

LOTUS has announced that it is to
support Microsoft's Windows
environment. What this means in
practice is unclear. We can
probably expect future Lotus
products to be able to take
advantage of some or all of
Windows' features.

graphs to be produced from
Lotus 1-2-3 files. More details
on (07536) 71464.
Imagina is a personal publishing program for 128K

AMT Graph allows colour

BBC machines. The cost is

£50. More information on
(077389) 658.
71
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The hacker
cracker
MOTOROLA has introduced a dial -

back protection unit for
communication systems. Called
Response, it allows you to phone

the computer as usual. It then
takes the call, asks for the caller's
password, checks the password
against authorised users and then
cuts the connection. It then calls
back the authorised user's number
as held in storage. Control is then
passed back to the computer.
Response can also act as a call
logger, as all calls are recorded with

date and time. It can also function
as a means of staggering access to a

heavily used machine, by limiting

each user to certain time slots
only.
Response is built around a
battery -backed CMOS memory for

storing information and telephone
numbers, passwords and time
access periods for up to 400 users.

The system may be expanded to
deal with 1,200 users and up to 56
simultaneous connections. Prices
start at around £6,000. Details

Europeans go
for IBM PCs
THE EUROPEAN business PC market

prising 4.6 percent of the business

grew 56 percent in 1985, compared

market with its PC -10, recently

with 74 percent for the previous
year according to a survey from
Intelligent Electronics Europe.

reduced in price in the U.K. Apple
had 9.3 percent, which is 8 percent
down, and Apricot had 4 percent.

The lower figure reflects the slower

In 1985, the U.K. led Europe

sales in the U.K. and Germany,

with 250,000 units shipped,
against 230,000 in Germany and
France, and 142,000 in Italy. The
market survey costs $1,450; $200
for single -country studies. Details
from Intelligent Electronics
Europe, 15 rue Buffon, 75005
Paris. Telephone: (010 33 1) 45 35
43 83.

the two most mature PC markets.
In Spain, Denmark and Switzerland growth was over 80 percent.
Not surprisingly, IBM has
increased its market share from 27
percent to 33 percent, with
Olivetti as number 2 with 11
percent. Commodore gained a sur-

Tass and European

dailies go on-line
TAss, the Soviet News service, is
now available on-line through

full -text articles from the leading

Datasolve's World Reporter

main dailies throughout Europe.

world publications, such as the

The daily 40,000 -word

More information from McCarthy

from Motorola Information
Systems Ltd, Chervil House, 28

English newswire service is being

Information Ltd, Manor House,

added to other major newspaper

Stafford Road, Wallington, Surrey
SM6 9AL. Telephone: 01-669
4343.

sources such

Ash Walk, Warminster, Wiltshire
BA12 8PY. Tel: (0985) 215151.

BMMG

Handbook
THE British Microcomputer Manu-

facturers Group has published its
handbook for 1985-86. In it there
are details of the member
companies and their products.

service.

as

the FT,

the

Guardian, the Washington Post
and the Economist. Further details
from World Reporter Marketing,
Datasolve Ltd, Datasolve House,
99 Staines Road West, Sunbury on -Thames, Middlesex TW16
7AH. Telephone: (0932) 785566.
The Financial Times Group has
launched McCarthy Online, which

offers a complete daily record of

Dialtech has a new bulletin
board set up by the Health and
Safety Executive Library and
Information Services. It provides a

twice -weekly updated service on
health and safety publications and
legislation. Details from ERA/IRS
Dialtech, Ashdown House, 123
Victoria Street, London SW1E
6RB. Telephone: 01-212 5638.

SHORTS
Rymans is to sell software
for the Amstrad PCW-8256
at 13 of its stores, including
the Tottenham Court Road
branch. Details on 01-278
4919.

You can now hire a
260Mbyte Worm disc for the
IBM PC/XT for a monthly
charge of £200. This will be
refunded out of the purchase
price of £2,995 if you go on
to buy it. Details on 01-278
1510.

Microlink users on Telecom
Gold can now download the
latest satellite weather
pictures on their IBM PCs,
Apples or BBCs. More on
061-456 8383.

The Software Guide for
accountants is designed to
enable accountants to make
informed software choices for
clients. It costs £35, and is

available on 01-439 4242.
Research Machines has
announced that it will offer a
version of the BBC Domesday
video -disc project system on
its Nimbus machine.

Focus is a new magazine
section on Prestel. Page
number is 123.

Cut-price

info

ENTITLED Working with VDUs the
Health and Safety Executive's
booklet takes the form of a series of
questions and answers dealing

with the most common queries on
the subject. It is free from area

There are 30 companies listed, and
information is given on company
finances, history and products.

offices of the Health and Safety
Executive. It is also displayed on

There are a number of indexes.

information can be obtained on

The BMMG is charging a nominal
50p. Copies are available from The

01-221 0416, (0742) 752539 and

Prestel,

575993a.

More

051-951 4381.
The British Standard Institution
has produced a brochure giving the

Secretary, BMMG, Owles Hall,
Buntingford, Hertfordshire SG9

programme of publication of the
Open System Interconnection
drafts for development. Free
copies can be obtained from the
BSI Sales Department, Linford

9PL. Telephone: (0763) 71209.

Email

starter kit
BROTHER has introduced

page

A new business information service from McCarthy Online.

Wood, Milton Keynes MK14 6LE.
Telephone: (0908) 320033.

Free software guide

Mighty

a

complete email starter kit for £399.

consists of a Brother EP -44
portable typewriter with an
acoustic coupler, associated
accessories and a subscription to
It

One -to -One electronic mail. For
more information contact Brother
Computer Peripherals Division,
Shepley Street, Guide Bridge,
Audenshaw, Manchester M34
5JD. Telephone: 061-330 6531.

THE Free Software handbook lists
69 public -domain PC -DOS / MSDOS programs, selected from
nearly 1,000 now in existence. The
collection ranges from business
programs and utilities to a hacker's
toolbox. In addition to the
300 -page book which gives you the

documentation on the programs,
there are four 360K discs which
contain the software itself. The
cost is £35. More information from
Davis Rubin Associates Ltd, 1
Canonbourne, Weston -sub -Edge,

Gloucestershire GL55 6QH. Tel:
(0386) 841181.

microcassette

OLYMPUS, the

inventor of the

has designed a
90 -minute version. It is designed
for such micros as the Epson PX-8
which use microcassettes for
oa
storage. The price is £7.

microcassette,
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Multi-user networking in style
The designers of Minstrel 4
were given a simple brief:
produce a world-beating, costeffective and practical multi-user
system.
And do it with style.

Minstrel 4 supports CP/M,
MP/M, MS DOS (including version
3.1 with file and record locking) and
has PC DOS emulation, so you can
run nearly all the popular business

Minstrel power -80I86 master and FITS 186
dual processor slaves.

You can even network stand -atones into the
Minstrel System, using Minstrel ARC net cards.

They passed the latter test with
flying colours. But looks aren't
everything. Inside this beautifully
engineered chassis, you'll find a
close coupled TurboDOSt network
that holds the key to all your multiuser computer projects.
Now, and for the future.
Minstrel 4 is a multiprocessor
machine-every user of the system

Storage capacity is only
limited by your budget. A single
Minstrel 4 holds up to 160 MBytes
formatted disk capacity, with
onboard streaming back-up of up
to 60 MBytes. Direct memory
access means you can download 20
MBytes onto tape in less than 4
minutes. Higher capacity drives
can be supplied.
A two user Minstrel 4 system,
complete with tape back-up and
terminals will cost you less than
£7,000. Additional workstations,

packages.

The new
Minstrel
4

gets a DEDICATED CPU and 512 Kb

RAM. This virtually eliminates the
response time degradation you
often find on timeshare
minicomputers and so-called
superm icros.

just over £1,000 per user, a price/
performance package you'll find

Minstrel 4 is more powerful
than most minis, even in its most
basic state. You can start with two
users, but a full blown 16 user
system will give you 9 MBytes
dynamic RAM and 17 CPUs with
80186 instruction sets, running
concurrently at 8 MHz. With that

unbeatable.
At last there is a serious
alternative to the minicomputer,
with the sort of costs and flexibility
you'd associate with a micro. It's
called Minstrel 4, and you should
find out more about it. Write or call
us for details.
Minstrel workstations - come complete with
function keys and business graphics potential.

Minstrel design - fast tape back-up for safety and
convenience.

11

gDill

Registered trademark of Software 2003 inc

TM

sort of power, we're confident that
you won't run out of steam.
Minstrel 4 has unprecedented
networking capability. The
Winchester controller has built in
ARCnet. You can network IBM PCs,
ATs, Apricots, Olivettis and all
lookalikes if required. Gateways to
IBM and ICL mainframes are
available. Most important, you can
network Minstrel 4s together- 255
of them to be precise.

With Minstrel, expansion is integral, not an
afterthought.

IBM/PC is a trademark of International Business Machines Inc
Apricot is a trademark of Apricot plc
MS DOS is a trademark of Microsoft
Minstrel is a registered trademark of HM Systems Limited
Arcnet is a trademark of Datapoint Inc
Olivetti is a trademark of Olivetti

HM Systems Limited, 220 The Vale, London NWI I 8HZ
Telex: 266828 -HMS G Easylink: 19001060

Telephone: (01) 209-0911

HM Systems
Designed and built in Britain.
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Apricot Collection
starts where
others finish -

then GEM
gives you
more

Apricot F2 -twin disk drives, inclusive 9" mono green phosphor monitor, mouse, Writer 22 matrix printer and GEM software. System illustrated is with 10" colour monitor. Price excludes VAT

lP

If you're serious about
putting a computer to work in
your business, you won't be
spoiled for choice.
In fact, there's only one firm
starting point for serious
business computing. The
Apricot Collection and GEM complete business systems
designed to get you up and
running from the word go.
With monitor, printer,
mouse and friendly GEM
software all included, the

And there's all the disk
storage you need. The Apricot
F2 has two floppy disk drives
which can store the equivalent
of a medium-sized novel. A
built-in hard disk drive gives
the Apricot F10 the capacity to
store all the paperwork of a
medium-sized company.

The keyboard
A professional -standard
keyboard is a must for novices

The monitor
You can choose a 9" or 12"
monochrome monitor, or a 10"
colour monitor capable of
displaying up to sixteen
colours at once - ideal for
GEM's high -quality graphics.

The printer
Whether you're running off
the month's invoices,
producing charts and tables, or
turning your rough drafts into
hard copy, you'll need a high quality printer. That's why
Apricot Collection computers
come with a versatile printer capable of handling both
detailed graphics and
correspondence quality
lettering.

GEM Write word processor
lets you draft, edit and print out
documents. While GEM Paint
produces drawings, graphs and
diagrams to order.
And you can combine the
two for visually impressive
presentations.

GEM systems software is
included in the entire range,
making all Apricot computers
equally easy to work with. And
all GEM packages work the
same way - learn one and you
have learned them all.

ennEni
0 IA

0Pt Mt.

The software
Each Apricot Collection
system gives you access to
literally thousands of MS-DOS
software packages, including
all the big name packages from
Lotus, Ashton Tate, Digital
Research and many others.
And the inclusive GEM
software means you can put
your Apricot to profitable use
within hours rather than days.
Just by pointing an arrow and
clicking a button you can
execute the most complex
tasks.

GEM puts the power of the
Apricot Collection to work
from the word go.

Apricot Collection gives you
everything you need- right
down to the power cable and
plug - in one unbeatably priced
package.

The power
The Apricot Collection has
all the power and versatility
you expect from a high
specification business
computer. The standard 512K
of memory is enough to cope
with the latest integrated office
systems.

and skilled typists alike. That's
why the Apricot Collection
features all the typewriter keys,
a numeric keypad for financial
work, and a built-in clock and
calculator.
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That goes for GEM Draw
and GEM Graph too, and
many other GEM -based
applications are becoming
available.
To find out more fill in the
coupon or call us on Freefone
Apricot (via the operator) and
we'll send you a free brochure.

It could be the start of
something big.

Apricot Collection and GEM- a
complete package for the first time
business user

r

Please send me a free information lee'

499*

pack on the Apricot Collection. To
Apricot UK Limited, FREEPOST,
Halesowen,West Midlands, B63 1BR.

Name
Position
Company
Address
And with the Apricot
mouse and GEM software,
most commands are as easy as
pointing.

Tel:

(4°

apricot
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COMMERCIAL OFFICE EQUIPMENT FARNELLS

The electric typewriter's days are numbered.

Because now there's a machine that puts real
wordprocessing power within everyone's reach.
The Amstrad PCW 8256 is a complete word processor and a powerful computer in one unit.
And its unbelievably low price includes a screen
with built-in disc drive, keyboard, printer and wordprocessing software.

There's also an optional combined serial and
parallel interface that gives you access to modem,
additional printers and other peripherals. And you
can even add an extra 1 M byte drive.

Training
The PCW 8256 comes with a comprehensive user

guide that tells you, in simple language, how to
master its wordprocessing and computer capabilities.
But if you want to get to grips with it even quicker,

It's a complete wordprocessor
The PCW 8256 is totally equipped for wordprocessing. It has a high resolution screen with 90
columns and 32 lines of text.
That's 40% more usable display area than most PC's.

There's a high speed RAM disc that allows you to

store and retrieve information instantaneously, as
you're creating a document.

there are now a great number of training courses
available throughout the country.

On -site maintenance
Amstrad computers are exceptionally reliable.

But many business users find it reassuring to
know that nationwide on -site service and
maintenance contracts can be arranged.

KEY BOARD, SCREEN

AND PRINTER
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THE AMSTRAD WORDPROCESSOR
The 82 key keyboard is specifically designed for
wordprocessing. Its special function keys allow you

All of which puts the ordinary office typewriter
firmly in its place.

to refer to 'pull down' menus as you work, so you
don't have to memorise complicated codes.

The place featured on the opposite page.

And the PCW 8256 has an integrated printer with
compatible software that gives you a choice of letter

quality and high speed drafting capabilities.
Finally, there's an automatic paper load system,
as well as tractor feed for continuous stationery.

It's a powerful computer
The PCW 8256 is also a purpose built computer
with an enormous 256k memory.
For computer buffs, the Mallard basic, Dr Logo
and GSX Graphics system extensions will mean you
can write your own programs.

Please

send me some more information about the KW 8256

Home user

Office user

(Please tick)

Name

Address

Tel

Company

8256/IPC

Amstrad PCW 8256
Amstrad, P.O. Box 462, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EE.
Tel: (0277) 230222.

METYCLEAN OFFICE INTERNATIONAL RONALD MARTIN RYMANS SANDHURST THOMAS HILL WILDINGS AND GOOD INDEPENDENT COMPUTER STORES
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OLIVETTI NOW HAVE A RANGE OF PE

SIMPLER TO USE

OLIVETTI

HAVE

JUST

INVESTED

MILLIONS OF

POUNDS DEVELOPING A RANGE OF TWENTY PRINTERS
TO SUIT ABSOLUTELY EVERYONE.

EVERY SORT OF COMPUTER.

WHETHER YOU'RE A BANKER OR AN ARCHITECT,
A SOLICITOR OR AN ADVERTISING AGENCY.

WE HAVE PRINTERS IN EVERY PRINT TECHNOLOGY

YET ALL OUR MACHINES REMAIN QUIET, COMPACT,

TO SUIT EVERY SORT OF CUSTOMER AS WELL AS

EASY TO USE AND UTTERLY RELIABLE (WHO ELSE TESTS

C

INTERS FOR ABSOLUTELY EVERYONE.

MORE RELIABLE

MORE COMPATIBLE

MORE COMPACT

THEIR PRINTERS FOR SIX MONTHS NON-STOP?)

IN FACT, IF YOU CAN'T FIND A PRINTER PERFECT

FOR YOUR NEEDS IN THE OLIVETTI RANGE, WE'RE

PLEASE SUPPLY ME WITH MORE INFORMATION ON YOUR NEW RANGE OF PRINTERS.
TO: BRITISH OLIVETTI LIMITED, 118 HIGH STREET, LONDON COLNEY, ST. ALBANS,HERTS, AL2
TELEPHONE: (0727) 65721.

pc/4/86

NAME
POSITION

/

COMPANY

ADDRESS

o_rumrdi

FORCED TO ONE CONCLUSION.
TEL NO

YOU SIMPLY DON'T NEED A PRINTER AT ALL.
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Relational

Integrated
Accounting

Database

ONLY

ONLY

MORE
(Including
Source Code)

"At £199 TAS Must be
Best Value Ever"
If you looked at database products like
dBase, Dataflex and Sensible Solution you
should know about TAS and the fantastic
performance and facilities it provides at a
very low price. A 14 day money back
guarantee allows you to try it and find
out for yourself why we think TAS must
be best value ever.
TAS is an easy to learn database and
procedural language. That's a nice word
for a programming language that, unlike
BASIC, you learn in days rather than
months. If you have some brains and

TAY"

D BASE

Multi -User

£100

No

Data Dictionary
Procedural Language
Compiler
Records Per File
Files Open
Fields Per File
File Size
Record Size
Field Size
Prices

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

"TAS's Unbeatable 14 Day
Money Back Guarantee"
Yes, there is a 14 day money -back -

Yes

No

Unlimited

Unlimited

16

10

Unlimited

128

Unlimited

Unlimited

10,254

4,000

254

254

£199

£530

guarantee (less a handling charge). The
package you receive will contain two sets
of floppy disks. One set will contain the
run-time version of the accounting product
you ordered and a fully operational copy

of the database but with a 200 record limit
build in. This allows you to evaluate TAS on
your own system. The second (sealed) set of
floppy discs contains the source code of the
accounting product you ordered and an
unlocked version of the database. Provided
this set remains unopened and all goods are
returned to us within 14 days, you will

want to write your own programs

receive a refund less a 10% handling fee.

quickly, TAS is for you! If you have brains and programming
knowledge you can use TAS to develop professional menu
driven business applications and produce fast, efficient and
good looking results quicker than ever before. And it will
handle the big stuff as well. When other database packages
start to grind, TAS continues to fly

"TAS for the Technically Minded"
Because TAS compiles down to intermediate machine code
your programs will execute fast. Very fast! TAS itself was written
by Phil Mickelson in Assembler and executes machine code. (Phil
originally created "The Sensible Solution" relational database).

"You get TAS Accounting for only
6150 more"

TAS uses B -Tree multi -key file access and it is probably the fastest

TAS Level 1: consists of the Data Dictionary and the

database package around. Individual applications may have 16
different screen/report formats, 16 files open, with 16 keys per file
(all data file keys stored in only one index file) accessing up to 17
million records in any one file. Individual fields may be up to
254 characters long and a record up to 10KB in size. It supports
box -drawing graphics and colour on certain systems. The multiuser versions support record and file locking (if provided by
operating system) and TAS can exchange standard ASCII data
with other programs. The database provides multiple company
capability. TAS has 60+ commands including, IF, DO, WHILE,
GOTO, GOSUB etc. All data and programs are compressed
(numeric fields stored in BCD format). TAS is available for 8 -Bit
and 16 -Bit single and multi-user systems and also for certain
LAN's. Order your copy now. Phone us if you are
in doubt about your system
lam 111
mg
or disk format.

Relational Database Programming Language/Compiler. Price
Single User: £199. For Multi -User add: £100.

III to

Why stop at the database. For an additional £150 you get TAS
Level 2, an Integrated Double Entry Accounting System
consisting of a Nominal Ledger with Report Writer, Purchase
Ledger and Sales Ledger with Invoicing.
For another £150 you get TAS Level 3 which integrates with
Level 2 and provides Stock Control, Purchase Order Processing
and Sales Order Processing with Backorders.
And please understand that with both Level 2 and Level 3,
you get the source code as well. So you can use it as an
extended tutorial, find out exactly how it works and make
changes and additions when you want to.

TAS Level 2: is an Integrated Double Entry Accounting
System consisting of Nominal Ledger with Report Writer,
Purchase Ledger and Sales Ledger with Invoicing. Supplied in
Source. Price is Level 1 price plus an additional: £150. Price is
Level 1 price plus an additional: £150.

TAS Level 3: consists of Stock Control, Purchase Order
Processing and Sales Order Processing (with Backorders) that
integrates with Level 2. UK version available Feb/Mar 1986.
Supplied including source. Price is Level 2 price plus an
additional: £150.
Prices include shipping in the UK but you must add 15% VAT.
Quantity, Corporate and Educational Discounts Available.

"Affordable

TOOLS

cornputer
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Describe your

Order

system:

n -Star

s Disk

size is:

5,,

0 3.
NamelModel is:

la Computer
Your Name:

Comp Name:

a Division of

incl. VAT
Quantity & PriceUser
£228.85

I Single

£401.35

Concurrent
Other:

FastiNet

111

TAS Level

3 (incl.

Stock, Sales

08

Address:

111

(All trademarks are recognized(
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Postcode:
Tel:

Level 1+2)

&Purch Order

E573.85
processing Upgrade add: £115.00
Multi -User

I enclose

a total of: E

Payment

0 Access

°VISA 0

Cheque

Card Expiry

NEWTONS Laboratories
111-113 Wandsworth High Stre et
London SW18 4HY

Needs" is

Int Accounts

MS-DOS

mTuPrIbMoDos

for Your Business

TAS Level
Level 1)
2 (incl.
TAS Level
(UK version)

PC -DOS

Tel: 01-874 6511.
Telex: 21768 (NEWTON Di
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Eluddenly, expert systems are
all the rage. Some people are

even claiming that they are
the fifth application: the big
money -spinner to follow WP,

them, testing every path in the
program would be a major chore.
Another difficulty is that the

program in the form of Yes/No

tricably intertwined with the logic

questions. The tree has two types
of nodes. Those with arrows

artificial intelligence, something
for academics to ponder in learned

program might have to be redone.

importance in our daily lives.

mation provided by the expert

A design principle of an expert

journals but of no great system should be to keep the inforobscure about these programs, and

most readers of this page could
probably produce one. Although
the best expert systems borrow

separate from the mechanics of the
software.
To achieve this, some gen-

eralised method of storing the

0

-

rules that might be built into this

facts and conclusions are inex-

databases, spreadsheets and of the program. If you had to
comms. To others, they are little change some of the rules of the
more than an esoteric branch of diagnosis, a large chunk of

In fact, there is nothing at all

the Data Protection Act. The
diagram below shows a few of the

coming out of them pointing to
nodes are questions
which the program asks the user.
The other nodes are conclusions
which the program simply prints.
So each node contains three elements: some text, a pointer to the
successor

Yes answer and a pointer to the No
answer. If the node is a conclusion,
the pointers are null.

ASK THE

expressed as a series of binary

The programming techniques
for working with binary trees are
straightforward and well known.

variables, where each rule has one

Ideally, they should be written in a

How to program your

way it talks to its users - rather of two values: True or False. An

language which supports recursion, such as Pascal, C, Lisp or
Modula-2, rather than standard

own expert system.

some pretty advanced techniques
from AI, this tends to be reflected
in the programs's front-end - the
than with its fundamentals.
At heart, an expert system is a
set of conditions which are applied
to certain facts to arrive at a

conclusion. It might well contain
statements such as
IF (you have a pain in your
shoulder)

AND (it does not arise from a

expert's knowledge is required. In
many cases, these rules can be

obvious structure for them would
be a binary tree.
Suppose you want to construct a
program that advises computer

users on their obligations under
An example of a decision tree.
Note that this is for illustration
only: it is not an authoritative

representation of the Data

recent injury)
AND (the pain has come on

EXPERT

Basic or Fortran. Turbo Pascal was

the non -recursive tree -handling
routines published in Practical

used for this example. If you

Computing, January 1985 page

are wedded to Basic, try adapting

51.

The tree' itself is held in three

arays which are combined in a

1

record structure.
Have you applied for
registration?

Protection Act.

scale system, both the text and the
pointers might be held in external

suddenly)

AND ((your temperature is above
normal) OR (you have recently
begun to feel unwell))
THEN (you might have rheumatic

files and read in as required, but
(continued on next page)

3

fever)

Have you had an
earlier application
refused, or been
served with a
deregistration notice,
in the last two years?

So, in theory, any doctor who is
also a computer programmer
should be able to develop an
expert system for diagnosing aches
and pains, just by coding a series of
Basic If statements.
Of course, this over -simplified

approach presents a number of

4

problems, not least of which is the
vast quantity of If statements that

would be needed in any

Much of the

program is concerned with initialising these arrays. In a large-

self-

respecting diagnostic program.

You must apply for
registration before
that date.

7

6

5
You must apply for
registration
immediately.

Has the present
application been
decided?

Apart from the tedium of coding

You may not use data
pending outcome of
the present
application.

9

8
program advisor; (sample Data Protection advisor)
type

fact.record
text: arras/El-13) of string[64);
yespointer, nopointer: array[1..13)

You may use the data
pending the outcome.

Has it been accepted?

of integer;

end;
var

diagnosis: fact;
response: char;

procedure askipointer:integeri;
begin

write(diagnosis.text(pointerl);
idiagnosis.yespointer[pointerl<>01 then
if

Has the Registrar said
he needs more time?

begin

read(trm,response)t writein;
response:=upcase(response);
if response.'Y' then
askidiagnosis.yespointer[pointerl)

You may use the data
for the specified
period.
I

else

askidiagnosis.nopointer(pointerlit

12

end;
end;

13

procedure signon;

You may use the data
pending an appeal.

begin
writeln;

You may use the data
pending the outcome.

writeln('Data Protection advisor'); writeln;
(listing
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Lre'l WORKSHOP
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(continued from previous page)

and to check them just before

the method of accessing the tree
would be much the same.
The Ask procedure processes
one node. It starts by printing the
text, regardless of whether the

asking each question.

node is a question or a conclusion.
If it is a question the program waits

for the user's response. It then
makes a recursive call to Ask for

dealing with the next node, the
pointer to which is selected

Storing previous answers also
allows the program to display them

to the user on request and, as it
were, to explain its reasons for
arriving at a given conclusion.
Also, the user should be able to ask

for more information about the
conclusion: say, the treatment fora
particular diagnosis. An easy way

main program does little more
than call Ask for the root node.
A really useful expert system

of implementing this is to make
the conclusion into another
question, such as: "Do you want
further information?"
Not all expert systems can be

needs a lot more features than this
example shows, so you should treat

reduced to a simple binary tree. If
you wanted to build a good

my program as a starting point

generalised

only. For example, there should be
some backtracking mechanism to

would have to allow for questions
that have more than two answers.
To obtain these answers from
the user, you could employ a

according to the user's answer. The

allow the user to go backwards
through the questions to change

rule

processor,

traditional menu, or you could

example from a medical application might be: "Is your temp-

some form of multi -way

within a session, but the pointers
would lead along different paths.
So it would be useful to maintain a
list of all answers obtained so far,

writeln('IMPORTANT: Demonstration of programming technique only');
writeln('No reliance should be placed on the information given');
writeln;
end;

procedure setarray;
begin
with diagnosis do
begin

test[ilsw'Mave you applied for registration? I
nopointerE1/1.21 yespointer[il:w3
text(2]1.'Is it now after llth May 1986? ';
nopointer[27ow4; yespointer[27iwS
1

;

text[27WEarlier refusal/de-registration in last 2 years? I
nopointernliw6; yespointer(311.71text14/ew'You

must apply for registration before that date I
nopointer[4]em0; yespointerE4llw0;
temt(Sbm'You MUST apply for registration immediately I

nopointer[57em0; yespointerMsw0;
textUlaw'llas the p
t application been decided? I

you

any of the answers. As it stands,
the only cure fora typing error is to
restart the program.
In a large system, the chances
are that the same questions will
appear in several nodes. An

erature above normal?". The
answer would always be the same

(listing continued from previous page)

nopointer[Olomill yespointert6li.9;

textE77t.'You say NOT use data pending outcome of this applic I,
nopointerE7/1m0; yespointer[711-01
textIShw'You may data pending outcome ';
nopointerCilltm0; yespointerE1111.01

temtE9ltmlias it been accepted? I
nopointerMiw10; yespointerV9lt.111
teitE10/WHas the Registrar said he needs more time? I
nopointerliOliwi2; yespointer(1011.121,
texttillem'You may use the data for the specified period I
nopointertilliw0; yespointertil/Im0;
text[127sw'You say use the data pending an appeal ';
nopointer[1211.01 yespointerE12]e-0
teett13]WYou may use the data pending the outcome I
nopointer[1231.0; yespointer[13ltwO;

allow the user to enter free text,
with the program picking out
keywords to decide the correct
path.
The system might be based on

where each node has a large but
finite number of successors.
Whatever your approach, some
form of tree structure will
inevitably form the kernel of your

program, so the principles discussed here should be useful.

;

tree,
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end;
end;

begin
setarray;
signon;
&skill;
end.

ALL-TIME CP/M MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM BARGAIN!
Fantastic bulk purchase of a major European
manufacturer's entire stock of this top-quality
machine enables us to retail it at far below its
manufacturing cost. ALL FEATURES LISTED
are INCLUDED as STANDARD:
COMPLETE with EITHER single or double
(as illustrated) TEAC half -height 51/4"
double -sided, double -density floppy disc

drives. Formatted capacity: 320Kb per
drive.

4 MHz Z80A CPU
64Kb RAM (in 4164 chips)
28Kb EPROM containing monitor & MICROSOFT
BASIC

CP/M Version 2.2
80 x 24 display with colour block -mode graphics
Exceptionally high quality styled keyboard with

Centronics parallel interface
RS232N24 serial interface selectable 300-9600
Baud

RGB, composite video output and TV modulator
ROM port. (A Word -Processor ROM is available at
£69+VAT)

6 month full guarantee

numeric keypad & 6 function keys
PRICES:- System with dual floppy f 199 If 228.85 inc. VAT) with single monitor f 69 & VAT floppy f 135 If 155.25 incl. VAT)

Ell CARRIAGE: f9.50 (incl. VAT)

Visa & Access accepted

mown

Available ONLY from:
COMPUTER APPRECIATION, 111 Northgate, Canterbury, Kent. (0227) 470512
MATMOS Ltd., 1 Church Street, Cuckfield, W. Sussex RH17 5JZ. (0444) 414484454377
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MEGABUFFER

UNI VERSA L

DATA BUFFER - Free your computer while plotting or printing. Let MEGABUFFER do the waiting!
O

64/128/256/512/1024K RAM for Large PRINTOUTS

O COMPATIBLE WITH MOST COMPUTERS, PRINTERS
AND PLOTTERS, IBM, APPLE, HP, SIRIUS, TANDY,
APRICOT, DEC, SHARP, EPSON, OKI, BENSON, ETC.
O

FREE
FUJI STORAGE

FILE OFFER

SERIAL AND PARALLEL INTERFACES IN ONE

UNIT : PAR -PAR, PAR- SER, SER-PAR, SER- SER
O MULTIPLE COPY AND PAGE REPRINT FACILITIES
O HANDLES Text and Graphics 0 ASCII -Hex Conversion
O INTERNAL POWER SUPPLY D SELF -TEST MODE
O HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, BUILT TO LAST
O BRITISH DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
WHY PAY MORE FOR LESS?
641(1140 128K £216 256K £278 512K 12148 1024K £556

WE'LL SEND YOU
THIS FANTASTIC
STORAGE FILE
ABSOLUTELY
FREE WHEN YOU
PURCHASE 50

FUJI FILM
FLOPPY DISKS.

CABLES £15 (send full details of Computer and Printer)
+ VAT UK Post Free
Dealer Enquiries Welcome
R INGDA LE PERIPHERALS
Telephone (0903) 213131

8 FLIP BACK COMPARTMENTS
INSTANT ACCESS TO 80 DISKETTES
PROTECTION FROM DUST, DIRT AND SMOKE

11 Decoy Road, Worthing,
West Sussex, BN14 8ND

HIGH QUALITY ANTI -STATIC PLASTIC

IIIII SUPERHUB RING TOUGH VINYL JACKET
NO OFF-TRACK ALIGNMENT
60°C HEAT -RESISTANT VINYL JACKET
20 MILLION PASSES GUARANTEED
MORE RELIABLE DATA RETENTION
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The'Classic'

THE WORLD'S

P MOST RELIABLE

Menu Generator.

FLOPPY DISK.

Eliminate all user contact

with operating system
commands. Use MENUGEN
from Microft Technology to

User Ltd. Selection Menu
1

2
3

ASPECT
Wordstar
Lotus 123
Disk formatting menu
Exit to operating system

create menus to access all
4
5
your regularly used programs.
MENUGEN is a utility
Please type in selection number
which will create menus for
any activity. A menu selection
will run a program, call another menu, return to a
previous menu, run a basic program, execute operating
system commands, or exit to the operating system.

mm 1=0 MIN MO

MRRP OFFER PRICE

OTY

SIZE

MD1D 48SH (51/4")

50

5.25

2.22

50 (4)

MD2D 48SH (51/4")

50

5.25

2.58

MD2DD 96SH (51/41

50

5.25

3.10

50 @ £1.70
50 @ £2.05
50 @ £3.03
50 @ £2.83
50 @ £3.75

REF

MD2HD 1.6 MGB

50

5.25

4.60

FACILITIES INCLUDE

MF 1DD (31/2")

50

3.5

4.29

UP TO 20 MENU OPTIONS PER MENU SCREEN
UP TO 15 LEVELS OF NESTED MENU
ANY NUMBER OF LINES OF HEADINGS AND FOOTNOTES
USE OF COLOUR FULLY USER DEFINABLE
'ARE YOU SURE?' MESSAGE OPTION AFTER ANY SELECTION
PROMPTING FOR UP TO 16 PARAMETERS AFTER ANY SELECTION
OPTIONAL PASSWORD PROTECTION ON MENU SELECTIONS
OPTIONAL LOGGING OF ALL SELECTIONS TAKEN

MF 2DD (31/2")

50

3.5

5.69

MENUGEN is available formostCP/M, MS DOS
or PC DOS micros including IBM PC/XT/ATand

IMMI

SETS OF 50 FUJI FLOPPY DISKS INCLUDING
PLEASE RUSH
IMY FREE STORAGE FILE FOR EACH SET ORDERED TO:
NAME
SIGNED
ADDRESS

El I ENCLOSE CH EQUEIP.O. FOR
HYWIN MEDIA TECHNOLOGY LTD

TICK

£1.46

MADE PAYABLE TO

E PLEASE INVOICE ME. MY ORDER NUMBER IS
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ME NM MEM 1111111

MEM 11111.1

II

PLEASE POST THIS COUPON TO:

compatibles, Sirius, Apricot, HP150, DEC Rainbow,
and manyZ80 machines. MENUGEN costs £48 + VAT
(£55.20) fora single userlicence, or£120 + VAT (£138)
fora network licence, and is available from Microft
Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse, Kew Gardens
Station, Kew, Surrey TM 3PS. To order, orfor further
information, telephone 01-9488255.

HYWIN MEDIA
TECHNOLOGY LTD.
Hywin House
277/9 Pershore Road South,
Kings Norton,
Birmingham B30 3EX

MENUGEN
MENUGEN is a Trade Mark of Microft Technology Ltd and is a British product.
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*** CUT PRICE MICROS ***
OUR SALES

PHILOSOPHY

* CUT PRICES SYSTEMS
* PROMPT SERVICE
* LEASING FINANCE
* TRAINING
* LARGE SATISFIED USER BASE
* OWN MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

OLIVETTI M24 + 256K RAM +

1X360 floppy disc drive +
10 megabyte hard disc drive +

keyboard + monitor + OKI near letter
quality printer + box of 10 discs + box
of paper + any fourmodulesof
pegasus accounting software

£3496.00

WEWON'TSELLYOU A
COMPUTER WE'LL OFFERYOU
A BUSINESS SOLUTION WHICH
MAY INCLUDEACOMPUTER,
SOFTWARE RIGHT FORYOUR
BUSINESSANDA PRINTER
APPROPRIATE TOYOUR
NEEDS.

PEGASUS
BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

APRICOT 2X720K + 256K RAM +

APRICOT XI lOS + 512K RAM +

12" monitor + Epson DX100 daisy

1X720K drive + 12 monitor +

OKI near letterquality printer + data
cable forprinter + box of 10 discs +
box of paper + any fourmodules of
pegasus accounting software

£3596.00

wheel printer + data cable for printer
+ box of 10 discs + box of fanfold

paper + any fourmodules of pegasus
accounting software

£2596.00

ABOUT US

PRICES

The systems you see are only
examples of the deals which we can put
together for you we can quote on any
configuration and supply from stock.

If you are interested in buying a box with
little or no support, then again - We can

* WE ARE APPROVED DISTRIBUTORS
FOR ALL THE PRODUCTS WHICH WE

help -Of course having purchased the
system you may then subscribe to our
help service.
PEGASUS SOFTWARE

POA

OLIVETTI RANGE

POA

APRICOT RANGE

POA

SELL.

* WE CAN SUPPORT ANY SYSTEM
WHICH WE SELL

* FREE TELEPHONE SUPPORT
* TRAINING * PROMPT DELIVERY

RA:0 (HEAD OFFICE)
78-82 KIRKTON ROAD
LONDON N15 5EY

* COMPETING PRICES
* EFFICIENT SERVICE

01-800 8182
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IICHIP-CHAT
Eilhere has been a good deal

of talk recently about the

visions of a rather expensive Winchester disc drive in a sort of ruck-

35mm. camera of the future

sack loom and doubt sets in. All

that will dispense entirely with

the proposals for future cameras I
have seen seem to get by with the

conventional film and chemicals,

instead on digital electronics, microprocessors and
floppy discs. I'm not much of a
photographer myself, but I do
relying

loose off a few shots now and again

at pets, parties and summer holiday scenes,

despite the awful

drudgery of having to wait until

the film

is

used up and the

developing and printing completed before being able to see the
results.

When the exorbitantly priced
prints are finally retrieved from
the chemist it is very often a
disappointment to find that those
never -to -be -repeated

events

of

the holidays are underexposed,
double exposed, or worse still have

been sent to boy -racer of East
Grinstead in exchange for fuzzy
Instamatic shots of his much

abused Capri. Sometimes

I

try

colour slides instead, but my
pleasure on observing the results is
always tempered by the awful

business of assembling the deck -

chair like projection screen and
wrestling with the intricacies of the
slide -feed mechanism. For me,
then, the electronic camera cannot
come soon enough.
No films, no chemicals, no boy racers, just a reusable microfloppy
which can replay those frozen

of an inexpensive -looking
microfloppy about two inches
square, but even allowing for
use

breakthroughs I cannot see something like that holding more than a
megabyte.

DIGITAL PERIPHERAL
At this point I threw down my
pencil, disenchanted as usual with
the vagaries of photography, and
reached for the latest pile of

integrated -circuit data sheets to
begin researching this month's
Chip -Chat column. What I found
there provides a potential key to
the electronic -camera conundrum.
Recently available from Advanced
Micro Devices is the AMD-7970
Compression /Expansion processor, a digital peripheral for
microprocessors like the PC's Intel
8088, designed for use in the next
generation of laser printers, copiers
and facsimile machines.
The chip compresses and
expands two-tone bit -mapped
image data in accordance with the
international T-4 and T-6 CCITT
compaction protocol standards

for Groups 3 and 4 facsimile
equipment. When let loose on a
typical page of text, it can achieve a
30 -to -1 compression ratio. In other
words, it can reduce the amount of

moments on to my standard tele-

data needed to encode the image

vision receiver. Perhaps I will even

of a page like the one you are

be able to read them into my PC

reading, to typically one -30th of
that required to achieve the same

and process them using techniques
analogous to the highlighting,
shading and colour -modification

tricks used by the professional
darkroom alchemists of today.

TECHNOLOGY. IS HERE
All the technology required is
available now. The light sensor can
be a charge coupled device (CCD),
and the shutter a microprocessor controlled RAM array. In place of

resolution using a simple scanning
digitiser.

Unfortunately, as it stands the
AMD-7970 cannot perform the
same magic on my photographic
colour images because it is
designed to handle only two-tone
images such as printed text and
graphics. The basic compression
and expansion techniques it uses

because they are either black or
white - can be found by dividing
the height and the width of the
page into full -stop sized increments and then multiplying.
This approach to image storage

is simple, but it ignores the fact
that most images, especially text
and graphics images, contain large
areas

of uniform colour. Sub-

dividing these areas into identical
pixel -sized data elements involves
considerable redundancy.
Image -compression techniques
retain the high resolution required, but reduce the total
number of data elements by

making use of the redundancy
inherent in the image. In effect,
only changes in the sampled data

The latest data encoded and stored, and the data compression
storage space required is made techniques could lead
proportional to the amount of
to breakthroughs in
information in the original scene.
areas as diverse as
EVERYDAY LSI
networking and
In the past, the cost of implementing the compression/ electronic
expansion technique in hardware
tended to restrict its use to major
projects such as satellite image
transmission.

Today LSI

tech-

nology has brought it into the
realm of everyday items such as
facsimile

transmission / reception

machines, which use it to reduce
the required data rate and hence
increase the image transmission
speed over ordinary telephone

could be very useful in many
microprocessor -based text -image

manipulation systems, dram-

512 by 1,024 pixels would be
needed. Allow four bits for each of
the three primary colours then you

based on the need to resolve the
smallest object I wished to see,

encoding scheme operates on
pixels on a line -by-line basis, but
the Read scheme operates on
multiple lines for maximum
compression. The number of lines

to be operated on in the two-

slashing the

mum compression achieved by

compression and expansion processors, and can therefore operate
in full -duplex mode, receiving and

expressed as a fraction of the total

end up with a digitised picture

transmitting image data simul-

scene area. To store an image of

taneously.

containing 6Mbits or three-quar-

ters of a megabyte. If I want a

this page I need to resolve to a pixel
size at least as a small as a full stop.

buffer lengths and

standard 36 -exposure capability
that means 27Mbyte. At this point

So the total number of data elements needed - in this case bits,
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dimensional Read encoding/ dedepending on the

dimensional mode is set via a

compression ratios of 50 to 1.
The chip contains separate

might be. For reasonable resolution I suppose an image of say,

en-

required on high -volume media
such as tapes and discs, and

second can be achieved even at

the principles in a cost-effective

Huffman

coding / decoding, or two-

atically reducing the storage space

large-scale integrated circuits.
The simple logic I used to decide
my camera picture resolution was

known for many years, and in fact
they are pretty obvious. The tricky
part has always been to build the
electronic hardware to implement

The chip can be set up to use
one-dimensional

application. The Huffman

quest for the ultimate in electronic
cameras, but it looks as though it

much simpler since the arrival of

There has to be a problem,

adapted for use in the camera of
the future. The basic principles of
data compression have been

functions. Following initialisation
via the system bus, the chip
operates using 38 internal control
registers and an external interrupt
line.

be the complete answer to my

few sums to see what the snags

don't cost too much, of course.

be

both compressor and expander

c oding ,

way, but the task has become

to get at them - assuming they

probably

photography.

channels.
The AMD-7970 device may not

otherwise such a camera would be
available already, so I have done a

the film there will be a simple
floppy disc and drive. Put a few of
these on Dixon's shelves and
ordinary mortals like David Bailey
and me will break the doors down

however,

PACKING
'EM IN

from one area to the next are

time needed to
transmit the data.
The processor is housed in a
68 -pin ceramic leadless chip carrier
and has a dual 24 -bit multiplexed
bus architecture to allow it to interface to both the system bus and to
a separate local document -store
memory array. Up to 16Mbyte of
memory can be accessed from each
of the buses, and pixel transmission rates of between two
million and eight million per

could,

BY RAY COLES

Starting addresses,

current

addresses for raw and processed

data are stored within
independent on -chip registers for

three -bit K parameter, with maxi-

setting all three bits to zero.

For the ultimate in fast -and dirty transmission, the chip also.
has an Express mode, in which
only every nth line is compressed
for transmission; N can be up to
255. Each pixel line can be up to
16Kbit long, yielding document
resolutions of up to 400 pixels per
inch when necessary.
No doubt somebody is already
hard at work adapting the
principles used in the AMD-7970
to handle 12 -bit colour images so
that my dream camera can become
a reality. Meanwhile I expect many
interesting applications for the
chip will be found in office
networks, laser printers, photocopiers and facsimile terminals.
The only bad news seems to be
the price, which is currently set at

over k200 per device. Be careful
with the soldering iron!

PC
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'WV MICRO -RENT

RENT ONE!
MACINTOSH

APRICOT

SIRIUS

IBM PC

f44

f42

PER WEEK*

j

PER WEEK*

O
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

in\ 1,24us
Renting a microcomputer from Micro -Rent, you save time, save
money - and save being overtaken by new developments.
It's a sad fact that most people who buy a micro become
dissatisfied with it within six months, and most micro's are
obsolete within a year. So renting is the obvious way to save your
money, and keep up-to-date.
Micro -Rent offers you the best terms, the fastest service, and the
best advice - plus printers, monitors, hard disks - even some
software - and training if you need it.
Rentals for any period from one day to two years, and leasing for
longer periods with complete flexibility and minimal commitment.
Ex -rental machines often available for purchase at reduced prices.

Nom

*Prices quoted are based on 3 -month rental, excluding VAT

CALL TODAY
01-833 2531
127 Cloudesley Road,
London Ni OEN

MICRO -RENT

IBM PC, AT XT SIRIUS
MACINTOSH OLIVETTI COMPAQ - OSBORNE

APPLE APRICOT

High -quality laser printing from your disks -phone for details

RENT FROM MICRO -RENT
Circle No. 117

PC COMPATIBLES,
WE GIVE YOU MORE

THAN A LOW PRICE
At £995, our full feature COMPRO 88 is probably
the best value PC compatible on the market.
But we all know that successful computer
buying is more than looking for the lowest price.
You want support. We'll give you 24 hour
nationwide response, on -site maintenance.
You want memory. We'll give you 640K as
standard (without using valuable slots).
You want capacity. We'll give you a choice of
hard -disks, up to 70Mbytes with tape back-up to match.
You want reliability. We'll give you superb engineering
- built by us in Britain.
Yes, We'll give you more, all down the line.
PCM1 (illustrated) 640KB. 8 slots. Dual, halt height 360KB floppy disks. Keyboard.
Mono graphics/printer card. Mono monitor. £995.
Range of twelve machines also includes ... 10MB XT compatible at £1650. 20MB
system with 20MB tape back-up at £2890. And colour option with colour monitor.

colour oraphics card/parallel port at £414 extra. Preen excl. VAT, correct at time of
publishing.

COMPRO
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Computoprocessing Limited
195/197 Wardour Street London WI V 3FA
Telephone: 01-4391819
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COMMS
1

glor many years coding or data -

encryption systems have been
used to prevent unauthorised

email and disc files from unauthorised access. It encrypts them so

that only a user who knows the

persons gaining access to

correct

privileged information. In the
past, most encryption systems took
a great deal of time to encode and

protected file. Because of its email
capability, ASCII, tokenised Basic
programs and word-processing

decode data - but then came the
computer. Coding and decoding

files can all

are accomplished by applying
certain rules to a set of data

repeatedly until the required result
is obtained. Computers are

particularly good at carrying out
operations of this kind.
Simple cipher systems, where
each character is substituted by
another, can be implemented by

any proficient computer
programmer. Just as a computer
can encode data, so it can be
employed to decode a message,
though it takes a great deal more
computing power to break a code
than to encode the message in the
first place.

password

can access

a

be uploaded and

downloaded without the problem
of reserved characters or combinations which cause mailboxes to
crash.

RESERVED SYMBOLS
The basic problems of email
security are that commercial cipher

advantage of the massive
computing power of relatively
cheap machines such as the IBM
PC, but there is one snag. In the
1970s, Western governments
realised that it would gradually
become beyond even their
computers' power to decode
encrypted documents in a
reasonable time. So, although
organisations such as the CIA and
the MI5 will never admit to it, any

commercial encryption system is
vetted by government departments before a company is allowed

to patent its product.
RESTRICTED
Consequently, the best commercially available encryption
systems to date are restricted to
about 52- to 56 -bit keywords. This
makes for a realistic decoding time

for the likes of a Cray computer,
should the message warrant it. The
existing Data Encryption Standard

(DES) as defined by the U.S.
National Security Agency in
liaison with IBM uses 56 bits - a
limit alleged to have been imposed
by the CIA. As an indication of the

limitations of the DES system, if
1,000,000 Sinclair Spectrums were

to be connected in parallel, any
data could be
decoded in a matter of hours.
One enterprising London firm,
Microdex, has successfully moved
two steps beyond the limitation of
today's encryption systems. Its
DES -encrypted

Ciphernet program is capable of
encryption,
which is virtually uncrackable by
existing technology. It is also
working

to

64 -bit

capable of encrypting for transmission by most email systems
such as Telecom Gold.
Ciphernet is designed to protect
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The eight -bit mode is used for
encrypting binary files transmitted
using data -transmission error checking protocols such as

XModem, or for encrypting disc
files. The six -bit mode is used to
encrypt data files for transmission
via email systems and it is this that
the Ciphernet system concentrates
on.
Ciphernet processes a mail file

for transmission in three stages:
compression, encryption and

BY BEN KNOX

DO YOU
WANT TO

systems tend to be either too
complex to be implemented on
most popular microprocessors
quickly enough for on-line email

formatting. Conversely,

encryption /decryption, or so weak

the range of values of bytes in the

than an analyst with only modest
resources has a fair chance of
breaking them. Also, email hosts
reserve certain characters from the

text file to 64 by means of a
shifting system. Encryption is

SECRET?

accomplished by combining the
compressed text file character by

Email messages are

ASCII set, such as / ,* and the full -

character with a stream of pseudorandom characters that are

Conventional encryption stop to control user interaction
methods available today can take

Z-

mented on most popular micros.
This scheme can be used in eight and six -bit modes.

with the system. So scrambling an
ASCII file will usually produce a
result which is rejected by the host.
A typical example of this would be

where a full -stop could be generated in an encrypted file to be
uploaded to British Telecom's
Telecom Gold email service. On
receiving the full -stop character,
the Telecom Gold computers will
interpret subsequent characters on
that line as commands and will not
transmit them, thus losing part of
the message.

decryption

deformatting,

and

separation must be done at the
other end. Compression reduces

generated under the control of a
user -specified password, which in
turn is the key to the whole system.

KEEP A

vulnerable to
interception, but a
new encryption
system ensures they

Formatting maps the encrypted
file on to a set of 64 ASCII

remain secure.

characters, none of which is used as
a control code in any current email
system.

the

SEPARATE RULES
Each email system has its own
set of rules with regard to the range
of characters and the format of the

annoying

habit of auto-

matically inserting Carriage
Returns when particular terminal
profiles

are

used.

careful

So

attention needs to be paid to the

PSS pad profile used

in con-

junction with Ciphernet. The
Ciphernet software can handle the
range of email systems shown in
table 1.

developed an

data that can be entered into
individual items of mail. The

encryption scheme which it claims
is impossible to break and which

number of characters per line; for-

Table 2 shows characters that

bidden characters, or those that

have to be remapped to cope with
the various email systems. When a
mail file contains a character which
is not one of the 64 characters used
by the formatter, Ciphernet automatically assumes the file to have

Microdex,

has

can be easily and quickly imple

parameters that vary include: the
have an undesirable effect; and the

character string that

TABLE 1
System
Comet
Compuserve
Easylink

Line

length
80

80-139
68
80

El ES

Geisco

80-158

Monodata
One to One

80
69
80

Peoplelink

is

used to

terminate or control the mailbox.
An email system profile is used
to indicate the number of
characters per line that are
expected. The Ciphernet formatter inserts Carriage Return
characters at these points to avoid
the undesirable effects that might
otherwise occur. In some systems
this figure is

variable up to

a

been corrupted by line noise. In
order to maintain synchronisation,
it must be passed to the decryption

routine. The program therefore
replaces such characters with an
exclamation mark.
Ciphernet represents a

sub-

stantial step forward in ensuring
that communications stay secure.

Email systems served by

maximum limit and is kept as part
of the user's profile on the system.
A figure of 80 is assumed as being
the industry norm.
As well as offering cheap local call access to most of the country,

Ciphernet.

packet -switching

networks have

email services currently available.
Programs for most popular makes
of micro are in the process of being
issued, and licences are available
on request from Microdex.
For further information on
Ciphernet, contact Microdex Ltd,

Prestel

The Source
Telecom Gold
Tina

900
80-120
80-120
80

TABLE 2
Character

ASCII

Character

35
42
43
46
47
58
60

@
C

61

L

M
N
Y

\

ASCII
64
67
76
77
78
89
92
94

It overtakes existing computer -

based encryption standards and
also permits the resultant files to
be transmitted over the many

46 Key House, Bowling Green
Street, London SE 1 1 5TU. Telephone: 01-582 2933. Microdex is
also on Telecom Gold 72:MAG
10173, and on Prestel box
019545011.
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ALATAR1

Power Without the Pricer"'

520ST
COMPLETE
SYSTEM ONLY

£749.95
INC. VAT

TERMINAL MADNESS! PRICE INSANITY!
OR JUST GOOD BUSINESS SENSE?

TICK BOX

YES Er

NO

If your needs include any of the following then you should be looking seriously at the ATARI 520ST
You could be saving yourself or your company valuable time and expense by using the Atari for fast

processing speeds at low unit cost. 68000 processor 512K Ram half megabyte drive monitor

GEM
YES

COMMUNICATIONS (VT100, VT102, VT52 - Mini or Mainframe Terminal - Prestel - Electronic Mail)

WORDPROCESSING

YES DATABASES

ACCOUNTING

YES BUSINESS GRAPHICS

NO
YES SMALL BUSINESS

NO

NO
YES

NO

NO

NO
EDUCATIONAL

YES SPREADSHEETS

YES CAD SYSTEM

YES

(colour & BAN)
NO
YES DESIGN

NO
YES

TIME RECORDING

YES

CONTROL

YES El

NO

NO

NO El

NO

System illustrated includes 512K Ram fast 68000 processor, half megabyte 31/2" disk drive, high resolution b/w, monitor, GEM mouse and FREE word
processing, graphics, basic and logo software. Options include double sided 1 meg. disk drives, 10/20 megabyte hard disks, colour monitors and cdrom
players (laser disks).
CUT AND SEND: -

Silicon Centre
SCOTTISH DISTRIBUTORS FOR ATARI PRODUCTS

7 Antigua Street
Edinburgh
EH1 3NH

031-5574546

Unit 16,
Anderston Centre
Glasgow G2
041-226 5346

To: SILICON CENTRE, 7 ANTIGUA ST., EDINBURGH EH1 3NH.
Dept PRAC 0M3
PLEASE SEND ME FREE INFORMATION-520ST

Mr/Mrs
Address

POSTCODE

COMPANY/DEPT

Terminals Computer Systems Training Maintenance
MAIN INTEREST
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From : Sales Director

To : Managing Director

Sales Performance/Projections

This report gives a summary of our first Quarter Sales performance
and the current projections for the second Quarter. These figures
have been extracted from yesterday's Multiplan run and are
shown in the histogram below. The figures incorporate assumptions
as agreed at the last Business Planning Meeting,
JAN

FEB

lIAR

APR

JUN

MAY
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RM NIMBUS WINDOWS
WIDEN YOURVIEW
Windows:' the latest software advance
from Microsoft, lets you look at computing
in a new light - and RM Nimbus, with its
brilliant graphics, makes the most of this
exciting facility.
Now you can run MS-DOS packages,
several at a time, each in its own window.
You can work on your spreadsheet without
having to leave your database system, and
by using the mouse to point your way
around the on -screen icons, you don't have
to remember file names or look up
operating system commands.
You can create reports by pasting in
different data from different packages by
different suppliers. For example, you can
write text with MicroPro Wordstar* and
integrate it with spreadsheet figures from
Microsoft Multiplan.* And then illustrate

your report with diagrams and headings in
special fonts using facilities provided free
with the operating system.
And this is just the beginning. Software
vendors are working on a new generation
of applications to exploit the outstanding
graphics and ease of use made possible by
Windows.
This advanced environment needs
extra processing power, ultra fast graphics
and a large main memory to be effective.
With its 8MHz, 80186 processor, up to 1Mb
of addressable RAM and custom colour
graphics chip, Nimbus makes Windows
work for you.
Windows on Nimbus. The natural
choice. For further information, contact
Research Machines Ltd., Mill Street, Oxford
OX2 OBW. Tel: Oxford (0865)

249866.
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Only the

Epson LX -P80

also prints

like this.

The print on the left is certainly legible, which is quite good
enough for most purposes.
But it's nothing to write home about. Or with.
That's why Epson have brought out the new LX -80.

The LX -80 is a dot matrix printer that can print in correspondence
quality (like this) as well as in draft. Yet at only £255+VAT it's
no more expensive than any of its less capable rivals.
This alone would make the LX -80 unique. But there's more.
Changing fonts on the LX -80 doesn't involve a complicated
rigmarole as it does on other machines. By simply pressing a
combination of buttons on the front, you can change from one font
to another to another to
As easily as that.
The LX -80 will justify or centre type if you like.
print your own symbols.

It will even

Alternatively, you can use the standard 1K buffer to free your
computer for other tasks more quickly.
The LX -80 takes plain sheets as standard, though a variety of
paper feed options are also available.

It should go without saying that the LX -80 is as reliable as
Epson printers have always been. But there, we've said it anyway.

There's still more to tell, of course. But fill in the coupon in whatever style you like - and we'll fill you in completely.

Please send me more information on the LX -80.
Name

Address

Tel No
LPC 6

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road,
Wembley, Middlesex, HA9 6UH.
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Which Boat Are You In?
Personal Computer

Networking

...Super -Micro

Full Power for Each
A simple and fair analogy to the choice of multi -station computers,

wouldn't you say?
Take a PC as equivalent to a single rowing boat. Just as a PC has
one processor and one user, a single rowing boat has one
passenger and one rowing power.
Then a network of PCs is a collection of such boats tied
together trying to make a common journey; think of their speed in
terms of a single boat, their co-ordination is an afterthought, cost
per extra passenger is always the same - expensive.
The so-called Super -micro is just a longer boat with,
typically four or so passengers, but essentially with
still only one paddle to row with. Think of the speed
again!
In the Hyper -micro, however, you can have as much
`processing power' as number of users. It is based on the

'one-to-one' relationship between the number of users and
processors and on perfect co-ordination amongst the users; just as
in our 'Special 16' boat. In addition and unique to the BROMCOM
Hyper -micro; each user has four virtual screens running
independently or related MS-DOS and CP/M programs
simultaneously.
With this superiority, it was only fair to call it the Hyper -micro.
Don't you agree?

Sales and Marketing, Bromcom Ltd
Southbank Technopark, 90 London Road,
London SE1 6LN Tel: 01-928 2900 Telex: 926012
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THE WORLD'S BEST SELLING MODEM IS ONLY AVAILABLE FROM HAYES AUTHORISED DEALERS AND HAYES AUTHORISED RESELLERS

Distributed by:

r, COMPUTER MARKETING ASSOCIATES LIMITED
cY7r0 CMA House, Lansbury Estate, Lower Guildford Road, Knaphill, Woking, Surrey GU21 2EW.
I
Telephone: Brookwood (04867) 4555 Telex: 859310 CMA G
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You'll make more noise

cutting the coupon.

Unlike squealing dot-matrix and daisy -wheel printers which whack the
characters onto the paper, the new SQ2000 quietly shoots on astonishingly
accurate microdots of ink.
So you can use it in your office and you won't notice it's there.
What you will notice is its speed (at 105 c.p.s. in letter -quality mode
and 176 c.p.s. in draft, it's far quicker than a daisy -wheel), its
near -photographic standard of graphic reproduction and its print quality
(as high as that of an impact matrix printer).
As you'd expect of an Epson printer, the SQ2000 is extremely reliable.
It's also very flexible, taking a range of paper widths and offering an
enormous variety of print styles and paper feed options.
The price? £1825 + VAT. It may be more than current printers cost,
but for a near -silent one, it's a snip.
Which brings us to you -know -what.

EPSON
Please send me more information on the SQ2000.
Name
Position

Company
Address

Tel. No

SPC 3

To: Epson (UK) Limited, Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.
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Announcing
the Qume Laser Ten.
Perfectly
prepared to fit in with
your family.
Never has a newly
arrived laser printer proved
so instantly compatible with
your existing system of
business computers, whatever
their parentage.
That's because we designed it
from the start to be adaptable: not
only with all major individual, multi-user or
networked computers and word processors,
but with your business software, too.
Easy to install, your Qume Laser TEN
has all the well behaved Qume qualities to
lead a rewarding and productive life. Its'
pedigree ensures a durable, trouble -free
performance producing 10 pages per minute
of true letter quality
text, even with
constant use in high

pressure environments.
The Laser TEN
needs remarkably little
attention, the integral 250 sheet capacity tray feeding
system allowing virtually

unattended operation. Nor
is its upkeep expensive. The
drum and developer cartridge lasts
30,000 pages and the easy -load toner lasts
5,000 pages.

Whether you're upgrading output
from a daisy -wheel or dot matrix printer or
looking for higher standards of cost
effectiveness and efficiency in laser
printing, you'll immediately feel at home
with the newborn
ume.Laser TEN. It has the

Qume quality.

Qume Quality. Innovation is just apart or it.
Qume (UK) Limited
131 lEE Telephone: (0635) 31400 Telex: 846321 Telefax: (0635) 32852
Marketing and Sales Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire
Service and Training Centre Bridgewater Close, Reading, Berkshire RG3 1JT Telephone: (0734) 584646 Telex: 849706
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CERTIFICATE OF BIRTH
NAME AND SURNAME

Qume Laser 7E N, 10 PPM business printer
PARENTAGE

/777C2G/A72E, WOred /e-taet5 in lefty
busines5 pi11tr, 15,

qaaiity'

WEIGHT

SIZE

90(65.

7aiitT0-2011x /7',( /5#
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES

t.

Lefler quality -text combined with 300X 300 dot -per -inch

gracida,einula6ny popular /asp; deu:sy wh/ana i dot
matrix printers. lt) eliminate software modifications
2.

Simple pig -in interface moduks make Laser "TEA/
Compa-17tile with all mujor cornputer systems insbtanf/y-

from an individual p.c. it, a whole department

of wora-fion.s.
3.

//I performance laser engine aid unique dint/
processor corft/ provide Me pater and b'exity/dy in

meet the ever inaeas4v pttelarYibn ram/re/wen-is

of multi-user neiwork s
4.

.

Easy -to opera*: conpery&It lel'Orrt loaa'/iy,
ran -front ..9n3 k confroi pane/ and .special mod

atailabien)r enpe*es and transica,encies
5.

.

Allows 19 cartridge 7oackd or down Ioadedly,oen>774-

pe line ir7 a very wide range of fy,ce fines.
6.

12Month End -User Warranty.

BIRTHPLACE

2350 Qume Drive, Sari Jose, 02/Ikrnia.

PRESENT HOME

biir nearest /77/Qame a'azeds470,
VII /CAS WA WIT) 5000pages
pe r month requinw-ierrt:

IDEAL FUTURE HOME

Qume LaserEN
FOR FURTHER DETAILS

Qume (UK) Ltd., Qume House,
Park Way, Newbury, Berkshire RG13 1 EE
Telephone: (0635) 31400
Telex: 846321
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ASK PC
A year ago, I bought an
Advance 86B with 256K
RAM. Advertisements at
that time claimed that RAM was
upgradable to 640K. Two
authorised Ferranti dealers have
proved unable to get RAM
expansion cards to work in my
machine, and I have been told
that my machine, serial number
A006880, belongs to a group of
machines in which the expansion
sockets will not accept additional
RAM. Apparently there is a
relatively simple fix for the
problem, but I don't know where
to get help.

Q

MICHAEL BEDDOW

The original computer
designed by Advance
had a design defect. The
256K of dynamic memory on the
motherboard worked correctly,
but any extra memory plugged in
through an extra memory board
in one of the IBM expansion slots
did not. This was because
Advance had forgotten to make
the refresh work on these slots,
and dynamic memory must be
constantly refreshed or it will not
work. Ferranti, which
manufactured the computer for
Advance, found how to fix the
problem and also made a number
of modifications and upgrades to
improve the original machine.
Any machines with serial
numbers 14,000 or above have a
new, improved ROM BIOS chip
and some other small
modifications. On these later
machines there is no problem,
and you can use up to 640K of
memory. Early machines with
serial numbers below 14,000 will
all have the same problem.
I believe that the refresh
problem can be put right by
cutting a couple of tracks on the
motherboard and soldering in a
capacitor. Alternatively leg 20 of
one of the EPROMs can be bent
so that it does not go into its
socket, and a wire link made
from this to pin 22. Modifications
of this sort could easily stop your
computer working. Rather than
do it myself I chose the safer
course of having my machine
altered by experts at the Ferranti
factory in Oldham.
My modified and updated
machine ran happily with 512K
of memory, and later with the
maximum of 640K in the
machine. The modification
included fitting a new BIOS chip,
and some alterations to the
motherboard. Ferranti can also do
other modifications if you wish,
such as fitting an interrupt
modification so that you can run
concurrent CP/M and fit an 8087
arithmetic co -processor chip.

A

40

CHEAP HARD
DISCS AHEAD

Q

permanently displays the
tasks assigned to the
function keys along the bottom
of the screen. I changed the

functions, but have no idea how
to change the display. I would

I am wondering whether it is possible to enhance my Advance
86 by adding one of those hard discs that are being advertised
so cheaply for the IBM. Any information that you might have
on that score would be most welcome.
M BEDDOW

Q

At the Compec show before Christmas we saw an internally
fitted 10Mbyte full -height hard disc with disc -controller board
and cable at an incredible price. The price of hard discs has
tumbled dramatically in the last year, and will fall still further. The
capacity has increased too. Even though I am convinced that in a year's
time 20Mbyte discs will be fitted as standard to every worthwhile

A

machine, the price was so good that I ordered one.
Fitting to an IBM PC took about half an hour: 20 minutes checking
the manual and 10 minutes' work. The drive itself is made by
Bull/Honeywell, and though slightly old fashioned it fits instead of a
full -height floppy drive. It needs a 130W power supply, as fitted to
the IBM PC/XT, not the 65W supply fitted to early IBM PCS. The
special show price was £250. A free-standing version with its own
power supply and case was on offer at £399.
You could not fit the internal version with an Advance, because it
has half -height floppy -disc drives and its power supply is not powerful
enough. The external version should work fine. The firm selling these
discs is Euro Electronics Ltd, Lancaster Gate House, 319 Pinner Road,
Harrow HAI 4HF. Telephone: 01-863 0811. The same firm also sells
other drives with larger capacities, half height, faster access, etc., but
they cost appreciably more.
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people are using Kermit as a
program to transfer files from one
micro to another, or between
micros and mainframes. Kermit is
widely used in both the U.S. and
the U.K. It is non-proprietary,
and may not be sold for profit.
We use versions for the IBM PC,
North Star Horizon and a
Honeywell mainframe; we have
also encountered versions for the
CLIVE WARNER Apricot and BBC model B, and
there are general-purpose versions
for CP/M-80 and MS-DOS.
If you only want to do
There are many others too.
the transfer once, send
CP/M-80 is written in eight -bit
your discs to a firm that
code, for eight -bit machines
specialises in copying discs from
using the Intel 8080 or the Zilog
one format to another. Two that
Z-80 CPU chip. CP/M-86 and its
we know of are: Grey Matter, 4
rivals MS-DOS and PC -DOS are
Prigg Meadow, Ashburton,
operating systems written for
Devon TQ13 7DF, telephone
16 -bit computers using the 8088,
(0364) 53499; or D&R Computer
8086, 80186 and 80286 family of
Services, 29 Highfield Road,
CPU chips, made by Intel.
Nuthall, Nottingham, telephone
An eight -bit operating system
(0602) 761504. They will copy
or an eight -bit machine -code
discs at £10 each plus the cost of
the new disc, usually taking only.+ program will not work on a 16 -bit
machine, and vice versa. Thus
a day.
eight -bit versions of WordStar,
If you will need to copy files
dBase II or MBasic will not work
across regularly you should use a
on 16 -bit machines. However,
program such as Moveit or
files containing text produced by
BSTAM. The program must be
mounted on both computers, and a word processor are stored as
ASCII characters, and Basic
will allow you to transfer files
programs which have been stored
from one machine to another,
either by wiring the printer ports as ASCII files, may be copied
of both machines together, or via from eight -bit to 16 -bit machines
using the communications
an acoustic coupler or modem
programs already mentioned, or
and a telephone line.
by a specialist disc -copying firm.
An increasing number of

I am thinking of buying
an MS-DOS micro on
which I want to run
WordStar, dBase II, CBasic and
MBasic. I already use these
programs and languages on a
DEC Rainbow, and naturally I
would like to be able to transfer
files between the two machines.
Also, will Z-80 CP/ M run on
CP/M-86 and vice versa?

Q

A

it

My Sanyo MBC-555

also like to change the default
help levels, and the information
on the various menus.
R V LISTER

A

It is the 25th line of the
screen on the Sanyo that

gives a display showing
what each of the function keys
does. On an IBM PC this is easily
altered with WordStar version 3.3
by using the Wlnstall installation
program, and selecting the S
option from the menu. This
allows you to change both the
function and the on -screen
description of each of the
function keys. Sanyo provides
WordStar as part of the bundled
software, but does not distribute
the installation program.
To change the default values
for Help you should go first to
WordStar's No -File menu.
Typing H followed by a number
0,1,2 or 3 resets the help level to
the required value for this
particular session. By default this
value is set to 3 to give the
maximum help. If you want to
change the default help level
permanently you should use the
Install program and get to the
patcher, then, type the mnemonic
ITHELP:

for early versions of WordStar, or
:ITHELP

for later versions. The value 03
hex will be displayed, showing
that the current help level is set
to 3. If you type 2 and press
Return you will set the help level
to 2, and help levels 1 and 0 can
be set in a similar way. If you
reduce the default help from 3 it
is a good idea to patch Nithlf as

well. When you type
NITHLF:
Or

:NITHLF

the value FF will be displayed,
and you should change this to 0
and press Return. This will cause
the following message to be
displayed on the screen when you
load WordStar: "For maximum
help type ^ JH3". This serves as a
useful reminder how to change

the help level.
If you want to change the
messages actually displayed in the
various help screens, this is more
difficult. The messages are all
stored in the overlay file
Wsmsgs.Ovr. If you must change
these, do it by loading the
overlay file under Debug and
patching any appropriate bytes
directly.
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ASK PC
I recently bought your
book WordStar and
CP/M Made Easy and
found it very easy to follow. One
job is to print labels with Mail
Merge. We followed the
instructions, and the labels print
correctly straight down, on a
continuous roll. However, we are
having a great deal of difficulty
printing three labels across a
sheet. The information
sometimes appears in the correct
place, but sometimes part of the
address for the third label
appears on a new line on the first
label. Can you help?

Q

LABEL PRINTER
..FILE TO PRINT ADDRESSES FROM FILE NAMES8 on 4 x 1+ in. sticky
labels
.MT 0
.MB 0
.OP

Q

.RM 120
.D F NAMES8
.RV NAME1,STREET1,CITY1,POSTCODE1,PHONE,PROFESSION
.RV NAME2,STREET2,CITY2,POSTCODE2,PHONE,PROFESSION
.RV NAME3,STREET3,CITY3,POSTCODE3,PHONE,PROFESSION

..three blank lines before address

-four sets of three Lines are used for address
&NAME111

&NAME28
811APE311

&STREET18,

&STREE728

P HEMSLEY

&STREET38

&CITY1&

The problem is that you
want the information to
print at specific tab
positions, corresponding to the
position of the three labels across
a page. This is difficult when the
length of the field that you want
to insert is of variable length, and
it is perhaps not too surprising
that occasional hiccups occur.
You could cure the problem by
making each entry for Name,
Street, City, Postcode, Phone and
Profession and so on identical in
length by padding them out with
trailing spaces to, say, 20
characters. This is extremely
clumsy, and a more elegant
solution, albeit a fiddle, is to
print the first name on one line,
using &Namel& followed by
Control -P and Return at the end
of this line. A minus sign will
appear at the extreme right of the
screen, to indicate that the next
line will be printed on top of the
present line. Then type the next
line with the second Name in the
correct position - that is, about
40 spaces followed by &Name2&.
Type Control -P and return, and
enter the third line with about 80

A

spaces followed by &Name3&

and Return. In a similar way, the
Street, City and Postcode are all
entered as three lines on the
screen. The listing above shows
the file we used; the Control -P
characters do not show.
I have an Apricot F1 on
which I am running
Silicon Office Junior,
which has a single -sided format.
The program will only load on
single -sided discs, and since my
machine can handle double -sided
discs I am wasting a considerable
amount of storage space. Is there
any way that I can load the
program on to discs that have
been formatted double sided?

Q

B SAMMS

not usually advise users to run
Debug on WordStar, and we do
not guarantee that this is correct,
so make a backup copy of
WordStar before doing anything.

&CITY2&
&CITY3&
&POSTCODEI&
&POSTCODE2&
&POSTCODE311

..two blank lines after address
.CS

-file ends here

A

The trouble you are

having in copying single sided discs on to a
double -sided one could be
because you are trying to use the
Diskcopy utility program.
Diskcopy will only copy the same

format. There is coding for the
disc format in the first disc sector,
and thus double -sided discs
cannot be read on a single -sided
machine, as they have fewer
tracks and store 315K instead of
720K.
If your machine has double -

sided disc drives you should be
able to format and prepare a
system disc for double -sided or
single -sided use with the Disk
program on old machines, or by
using Activity and selecting the
disc functions on newer
machines. You should be able to
copy a single -sided disc, such as
the one with Silicon Office
Junior, on to this newly
formatted double -sided disc that
already contains DOS by using
the Exit command from Activity
to get back to MS-DOS, and then
doing a straightforward Copy.
Since you only have one disc
drive, you will have to type the
command
COPY *.*/s
which should prompt you to
change discs when necessary until
the copy is complete.
If the single -sided disc -copy
procedure will not work try
referring to the Microsoft Pack
book which should be in the
Apricot F version of the MS-DOS
Users guide.

I have WordStar version
3.3 on my Sanyo 555
and have a problem with
the £ symbol, which for my
printer is 81hex. WordStar traps
81hex if assigned by patch or
programmable key, either via
Install or Debug, and reinterprets
it as Control -X. Can you point
me in the right direction so that I
can defeat this trapping? Using
the Graph key on the Sanyo
produces the remaining 128
characters with the eighth bit set,
so I can print the £ symbol, but I
cannot write anything useful
straight from the keyboard.
P A DUVAL

Q

I operate my BBC Micro

on board ship, where the
supply is at 110V and
60Hz. I can run the computer
with no problems using a step-up
transformer, and my monitor and
printer can both be run at 110V.
The disc drives run from the
micro, so if I can run that from
110V too I will be able to
dispense with the step-up
transformer.
I dismantled the power supply
with a view to fitting a different
transformer. The power supply in
question is manufactured by
Astec Components Ltd in Hong
Kong. The circuit boards is
marked "1981 Astec
Components Ltd", and at first
glance it appears to have been
made as a switchable unit; there
is a solder link marked 230 volt
and 115 volt on the top left-hand
corner of the board. I think the
115V link bypasses the neutral
side of a full -wave rectifier but
without any information or
knowledge of how this power
supply works, I am loathe to
experiment. Can I bridge this

run on 110V?
E REDHEAD

There have been four
different types of power
supply fitted to BBC
computers. The 1981 Astec unit
is the latest, and will work on
115V mains with no problems if

A

the link you mention is made.
Printing a £ sign from
WordStar or any other
software is a perennial
problem. We suggest that under
WordStar it would be worth
trying PF to see if that does the
trick. If it prints something else,
you could patch the phantom
space string at location :DPHSPC

A

with the string
01 81

To do this, you should get to the
patcher routine which is part of
the Install or Wlnstall program
normally provided with
WordStar, as described several
times previously in this column.
Sanyo provides WordStar as
part of the free packaged sciftware
but does not give you the
installation program. You could
try using Debug to patch a
couple of bytes: we think that for
WordStar version 3.3 the address
07B0 should be patched. We do

I often run big spreadsheets on an Apple lie,
and they are too wide to
fit on normal paper. Can you
recommend a program to print
them out sideways?

Q

C R CAPE

Sidevise, written by Pace
computers, is available
from Leicester Computer
Centre, 9 Jarrom Street, Leicester
LE2 7DH. Telephone: (0533)
556268. It costs £40 and works
with VisiCalc version 3.3.
Sideways, written by Funk
Software, is available from AC
Interactive, Freepost, Leamington
Spa, Warwickshire CV32 5BR.
Telephone: (0926) 313345. It
costs £43.40.
In either case you should check
that the package will work with
your printer.

A

In "Ask PC" John and Timothy Lee answer questions on any area of microcomputing. If you have a nagging problem, write to us, marking ASK PC clearly on
the top left-hand corner of the envelope. Letters should contain one question only. We cannot guarantee a personal reply, but to be considered your letter must include
your name and address, together with a stamped addressed envelope. The most representative questions of general interest will be answered and published.
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P C SOFTWARE: OVER

NEXT MONTH

5 in DISCOUNT!

SPECIAL SECTION

WHY PAY MORE?
WORDSTAR 2000 227 RRP 465 -51%!
MULTIMATE
225 RRP 450 -50%!
SUPERCALC 3.21 180 RRP 360 -50%!
OPEN ACCESS
309 RRP 550 -43%!

XCHANGE

280 RRP 495

FRAMEWORK II
SYCERO
PROJECT

-40%!
368 RRP 595 -38%!
346 RRP 550 -37%!
370 RRP 595 -37%!
237 RRP 395

SOFTWARE
Multimate is one of the top word processors
around: we review its latest version. There is also
part 2 of our investigation of Paradox in which Mike
Lewis gets to grips with its built-in programming
language.

-35%!
-34%!

MONO
QED+

299 RRP 449

WORD
SYMPHONY
DB COMPILER

272 RRP 400

Ferranti has produced an AT -alike. Find out how
this U.K. machine fares in the fiercely competitive
world of I BMulators. We also look at some of the
new technologies coming through to give printers
better quality at lower cost.

319

-33%!
-32%!
-32%!
-31%!
-30%!
-30%!
-29%!

280 RRP 395

-29%!

285 RRP 385
498 RRP 650

-25%!
-23%!

Read Steve Gold's tips on how to lock out the
hackers, and there's also a guide of how to deal
with dealers.

HERCULES

200 RRP 295

375 RRP
450 RRP
275 RRP
LOTUS 1-2-3
CAPTAIN BOARD 225 RRP

CBASIC
COMPILER
MBASIC
COMPILER
CLIPPER
DATAMASTER

550
650
395

HARDWARE

FEATURES

POA NOW AVAILABLE

TOP 10 SURVEY

MILESTONE

899 RRP 1158 -22%!
175 RRP 225 -22%!

NON IBMULATORS

DGRAPH III

160 RRP 200

-20%!

156 RRP 195
160 RRP 200

-20%!
-20%!
-15%!

IRMA BOARD

HERCULES

COLOUR
QUICKCODE III

CLIP FAST
102 RRP 120
Most popular business micros supported!
Fast delivery!
Quantity discounts!
Credit accounts available!
Government & overseas orders welcomed!
Customised software & consultancy service!
(IBM-PC prices shown exclude VAT and are
correct at time of going to press)

Call us NOW on 0480 53044 for further details'
Call us NOW on 0480 413122 and save money!

Elite Computer Systems
40 SAPLEY ROAD HUNTINGDON CAMBS PE18 7YQ
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1-2-3.

242 RRP 375
280 RRP 425

MANAGER
WORD PERFECT

L_

applications for business micros. Lotus has taken
over from VisiCalc as the market leader, and now
dominates the scene. But where are things going
from here? We look at Javelin, which has received
rave reviews in the U.S. and is regarded by some
as the successor to Lotus. We also investigate some
of the other ways in which you can go beyond

-43%!

WORDSTAR PRO 229 RRP 399 -42%!
DBASE II
DBASE III PLUS

SPREADSHEETS
Spreadsheets are one of the most popular

You do have a choice. We give the Top 10
alternatives to going the Big Blue way.

Don't miss the May issue of

'PRACTICAL
COMPUTING
On sale at W H Smith and all good newsagents after 9 April

Contents may vary due to circumstances beyond our control and are subject to
change without notice
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We challenge you
to find a better
spreadsheet package.
From the makers of
WordPerfect comes a powerful
new spreadsheet package
which combines data management with text graphics.
MathPlan offers all the
versatility, speed and flexibility
you're ever likely to want.
Colour -coded function keys
simplify the use of the many
features available.
Graphics can be produced
on a mono screen without the
expense of a graphics adaptor,
or in colour if you prefer.

MathPlan uses a virtual
memory technique which
allows you the use of all 64,000
cells with no more than 192K.
Individual spreadsheets,
which can be linked together,
allow for consolidation of
many plans.
Feature for feature, MathPlan
compares with the most
popular spreadsheet.
The difference is that
MathPlan costs just £195.
Can you really afford not to
see this program in action.

SENTINEL
SOFTWAR

F

Sentinel, Wellington House,
New Zealand Avenue,
Walton -on -Thames, Surrey KT12 1PY.
Telephone: (0932) 231164
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THE 520ST. OVE
AVON BRISTOL
Computer Exchange.
AVON BRISTOL

CHESHIRE CHESTER

ESSEX HARLOW
Achter Instruments Ltd.
ESSEX HARLOW

GT. MANCHESTER STOCKPORT KENT SIDCUP

CHESHIRE CREWE

Laskys.

Woottons TV.

Laskys.

AVON BRISTOL
Radford Hi FL
BEDS BEDFORD
Bedford Computers.
BEDS LUTON
Hobbyte Ltd.
BEDS LUTON

CHESHIRE WARRINGTON
Warrington All Computers.
CHESHIRE WILMSLOW
Fairhurst Instruments Ltd.

ESSEX ROMFORD
Laskys.

Lewish Ltd (Sound & Vision).
GWENT EBBW VALE
Computability.

ESSEX SOUTHEND

HANTS PORTSMOUTH

Laskys.

Microchoice.

ESSEX SOUTHEND
Estuary Computers.
ESSEX WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA
Sterling Resources.
FIFE GLENROTHES
Computer Services (Scotland) Ltd
GLOUS CHELTENHAM

HANTS SOUTHAMPTON

Laskys.

CLWYD WREXHAM
Micro Computer World.
CLWYD WREXHAM
Micro Computer Centre.

Laskys.

BELFAST
CEM Micro -Computer Services Ltd

BELFAST
Computer All Ltd.
BELFAST
Education Company Ltd.
BELFAST

.

CO.DERRY
Donaghy Brothers.
CO. DOWN WARREN POINT
Visions Video.

BELFAST

CO. DURHAM
DARLINGTON
Darlington Computer Shop.
DERBYSHIRE
CHESTERFIELD

N.P.O.

EA.W. Electronics.

BERKS READING

DEVON EXETER

HMV Micro Shop.

Laskys.
DEVON PLYMOUTH
Laskys.

Ideal Radio.

BERKS. READING
Laskys.

BERKS SLOUGH
Laskys.

BERKS SLOUGH
Silicon Chip.

CAMBS CAMBRIDGE
Cambridge Computer Store.
CAMBS CAMBRIDGE

DEVON PLYMOUTH
Syntax Ltd.
DORSET BOURNEMOUTH
Lansdowne Computer Centres.
DORSET POOLE
Lansdowne Computer Centres.

CENTRAL FALKIRK

ESSEX COLCHESTER
Colchester Computer Centre.
ESSEX COLCHESTER
Capricorn Computers.
ESSEX COLCHESTER

Microplus.

Laskys.

Laskys.

CAMBS PETERBOROUGH
Laskys.
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Laskys.

GLOUS GLOUCESTER
Laskys.

GRAMPIAN ABERDEEN
Laskys.

GRAMPIAN ABERDEEN

New Mills Micro Centre.

Silica Shop.

MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL

KENT WELLING
K.E.C.M. Computers.
LANCS ACCRINGTON

A.MS Systems Limited.

HANTS SOUTHAMPTON
Laakys.

HERTS ST ALBANS
Hobbyte Ltd.
HERTS WATFORD
Laskys.

HIGHLAND INVERNESS
Nova Computers.

HUMBERSIDE HULL
Golding Computer Services.
HUMBERSIDE HULL

PV Micros.

LANCS BLACKPOOL
Lewis Ltd (Sound & Vision).
LANCS BOLTON
Computer World.
LANCS BURNLEY
Bytes And Pieces.
LANCS DARWEN
Grahams Micro Shop.
LANCS LANCASTER
Castle Computers.
LANCS LANCASTER
Online Computer Services.
LANCS OLDHAM
Home & Business Computers.

Microshack.

Tommorrows World.

LANCS PRESTON

GT. MANCHESTER BOLTON
Computer Annex.
GT. MANCHESTER

KENT BECKENHAM
Transform Ltd.
KENT BEXLEY HEATH

LEICS HINCKLEY
Leigh Computer Systems.

FAILWOODFIELD
Mighty Micros.

Laskys.

KENT BROMLEY

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER M4

Laskys.

Laskys.

Kent Microcomputers.

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER Ml

KENT MAIDSTONE

Laskys.

KENT ORPINGTON
Lever Computers.
KENT SEVENOAKS

GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
Lewis Ltd (Sound & Vision).
GT. MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
NSC Computershops.

KENT MAIDSTONE
Laskys.

Chalk Hill Computers &
Office Supplies.
KENT SWANLEY
Swanley Electronics.

Lasky's.

LEICS LEICESTER
Dimension Computers.

LEICS LEICESTER
Hays Hi Fi Ltd.
LEICS LEICESTER

LONDON NW4 Laskys.
LONDON NWS Zoomaoft.
LONDON SWI3 LEWISHAM
Laskys.

LONDON WS EALING
Laskys.
LONDON WI) MAIDA VALE
Micro Monde Ltd.

LONDON WI Compuface Ltd.
LONDON W1 Laskys.
LONDON WI Laskys.
LONDON WI Micro Anvika.
LONDON WI Silica Shop.
LONDON WI Selfridges.
LONDON WI
Computers of Wigmore St.

LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
Laskys.

LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
Silicon Centre.

LOTHIAN EDINBURGH
The Games Master Ltd.
MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL LI
Lasky..
MERSEYSIDE LIVERPOOL L2
Laskys.

LEICS LEICESTER
Data Nest.
LINCS GRANTHAM

MERSEYSIDE SOUTHPORT
Central Studios.
MERSEYSIDE ST HELENS
Microman Computers.
MIDDLESEX ENFIELD
Jennings Stores Ltd.
MIDDLESEX ENFIELD

OakLeaf.

Laskys.

LONDON BROCKLEY

MIDDLESEX NORTHWOOD

Homeview Video.

Screens.

Lewis Ltd (Sound & Vision).

LEICS LEICESTER
Laskys.

THE ATARI 520ST

/1, Personal Computer
has a list of qualifications as
long as your arm. With a
powerful 16 bit processor and
512k of memory linked to
high resolution graphics and
512 colours its work is fast,

clear and sharp on your
screen, no matter how
demanding the task.
Controlling the 520ST
is easy through its

mouse and unique
operating system
incorporating GEM
desk top manager,
whilst its eleven
peripheral connectors
including MIDI
interface enables it to
mix and communicate

easily with other
computer products.
The ST which presents
itself in smart modern styling
comes with powerful BASIC

IFIED AND UNDERPAID.
MIDDLESEX PINNER
P & H Micro.

MIDDLESEX RUISLIP MANOR
lntech Software Ltd.
NORFOLK GT. YARMOUTH
The Micro Shop.
NORFOLK NORWICH
Tetranite (Spectrum).
N. YORKSHIRE YORKS
Laskys.

N. YORKSHIRE YORK
Microbridge.

N. YORKSHIRE YORKS
York Computer Centre.
N. YORKSHIRE RIPON
Arthur Yates Ltd.
NOTTS HUCKNALL

PERTHSHIRE BLACKFORD.
Silicon Glen Ltd.
SHETLAND LERWICK
Tomorrows World.

S. GLAMORGAN CARDIFF
Cardiff Micro Computers.

S.GLAMORGAN CARDIFF
Laskys.

Laskys.

S. GLAMORGAN CARDIFF
South World Computers.
S. YORKSHIRE DONCASTER
Danum Computer Systems.
S. YORKSHIRE ROTHERHAM
Rotherham Computer Centre.
S. YORKSHIRE SHEFFIELD

SUSSEX CRAWLEY

Just Micro.

S. YORKSHIRE SHEFFIELD

S P Electronics.

Laskys.

NOTTS MANSFIELD
Mansfield Computers.
NOTTS NOTTINGHAM

STAFFS. STOKE-ON-TRENT

Intoto.

Town Computers.
STRATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Laskys.
STRATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Lewiak Ltd (Sound & Vision).
STATHCLYDE GLASGOW
Unitsoft.

NOTTS NOTTINGHAM
Laskys.

NORTHANTS NORTHAMPTON
Laskys.

NORTHANTS NORTHAMPTON
Northampton Home Computers.
NOTTS REDDINGTON
GA Computers.

OXON HEADINGTON
Maddison Computers.
OXON OXFORD
Laskys.

OXON OXFORD
Selfridges.
ORKNEY STROMNESS
Get Taped.

SURREY LEATHERHEAD
Evergreen Ltd.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON
Brighton Computer Exchange.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON
Brighton Computer Centre.
SUSSEX BRIGHTON

Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).

STAFFS. STOKE-ON-TRENT

SUFFOLK SUDBURY
Sudbury Microsystems.
SURREY CROYDON
Laskys.

SURREY FARNHAM
Farnham Computers.
SURREY GUILDFORD
Laskys.

SURREY KINGSTON
Laskys.

Laskys.

SUSSEX WORTHING
Data Direct.
TAYSIDE DUNDEE
Cursor Keys.

W. MIDLANDS COVENTRY
Laskys.

W. MIDLANDS DUDLEY
Central Computers.
W. MIDLANDS
WOLVERHAMPTON
Laskys.
W. MIDLANDS
WOLVERHAMPTON

Micro Business Centre.
WORCS KIDDERMINSTER
Central Computers.
WORCS REDDITCH

Micromania.

Ampower Video and Computers.
W. GLAMORGAN SWANSEA
Bucon Ltd.

TAYSIDE PERTH

WEST LOTHIAN

VICS.

LIVINGSTONE
Computer Centre.
W. YORKSHIRE BRADFORD
CNA Computing.
W. YORKSHIRE HALIFAX
Abacus Computers.
W. YORKSHIRE
HECKMONDWIKE
Thought & Crosses.
W. YORKSHIRE
HUDDERSFIELD

TAYSIDE DUNDEE

TYNE AND WEAR GATESHEAD
Currie & Maughn.
TYNE AND WEAR
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE
Laskys.

WARWICKS LEAMINGTON SPA
Spa Computer Centre.
WARWICKS NUNEATON
Micro City.

WARWICKS NUNEATON
Warwick Computers.
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Software Express.
W. MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM

plus Logo programming

languages, a word processor
and drawing programme, yet
costs only £652* including

disc drive and black and
white monitor.
Why? Because at Atari
we bring up our products
to work hard for their living.

ILATAK

Microworld.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS 12
Famells.
W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS 6
Interface Engineering Ltd.
W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS

Laskys.

Lewis's Ltd (Sound & Vision).

W.MIDLANDS BIRMINGHAM
Lee Computers.
W. MIDLANDS COVENTRY
Coventry Micro Centre.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS

Power Without the Price"'

Laskys.

W. YORKSHIRE LEEDS
Micropower.

GEM

4s"

*This price is exclusive of VAT
a registered trademark of Digital Research.
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Why spend £1000 on an ordinary NLQ printer
when you can have this type for £600?

4,

The new LQ800 and LQ1000 printers from Epson offer
the best print quality ever available from dot-matrix printers.
Indeed, they produce the sharpest print for any printers
under £1000. (Prices start at only £595 + VAT for the LQ800.)
You may think all this sounds rather big -headed. And
you'd be right.
The LQ800 and LQ1000 print heads each have 24 pins
(as opposed to the standard 9) arranged in a new pattern to
create a far better definition of character.

Both printers produce an enormous variety of print
styles at impressive speeds (180 c.p.s. in draft, 60 c.p.s. in
letter -quality mode).
Both have IBM -compatibility options and provide serial
as well as parallel interfaces as standard.
Both come with a 7K buffer as standard (32K optional).
And of course, both the LQ800 and LQ1000 are every
bit as reliable as you'd expect Epson printers to be.
If you'd like to learn more, get something sharp and clip

the coupon.

EPSON

The quality certainly looks grand. Please tell me more about
the LQ800 and LQ1000.
Name
Company
Address

Telephone

KPC 1

To: Epson (UK) Ltd., Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex, HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.
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4-7

Powerful,
single or multi
usersystem.
offers the database builderthe facilities to set

ASPECT
up applications quickly and simply using its powerful
English -like command language. It can be run entirely via
menus which provides an excellent way for the new user to
learn the system, or through direct command entry.
ASPECT can read data from and output data to
most other systems including accounting packages,
spreadsheets and word processors. It has a report
generator of such power and flexibility that this alone can
justify purchasing ASPECT.
For the increasing number of organisations that are
recognising the importance of linking their microcomputers
together ASPECT is available in a multi-user version with

AVAILABLE FOR
TORUS TAPESTRY,
10 NET APRICOT

POIN1L32AND
RML NIMBUS
NETWORKS

the appropriate file and record locking facilities.

THE ASPECT SYSTEM FEATURES
MULTI FILE MULTI LEVEL (HIERARCHICAL) FILE STRUCTURE WITH UP TO SEVEN LEVELS
VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS SYSTEM MENUS USER DESIGNED MENUS DIRECT

COMMAND MODE FULL SET OF CONDITIONAL OPERATORS POWERFUL REPORTING
SYSTEM LABEL PRINTING CONTEXT SENSITIVE AND USER WRITTEN HELP FACILITIES
READING AND WRITING OF FILES FROM OTHER SYSTEMS
REPORTING DIRECTLY FROM OTHER SYSTEMS

ASPECT costs £400 + VAT for a single user version and £950 + VAT for the

network version*. A limited record version is available for £40 + VAT and this amount
will be deducted from the price of the full version if one is purchased later.
ASPECT is available from Micro ft Technology Limited, The Old Powerhouse,
Kew Gardens Station, Kew, Surrey TW9 3PS, or from many dealers. For further
information telephone 01-948 8255.
* This allows up to 5 terminals on the network. A further £100 + VAT is payable for each additional terminal.

The database management system.
ASPECT is a Trade Mark of Micro ft Technology Limited and is a British Product.
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4s

DISKETTES

5k" Diskettes
Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten -Packs.

OUR PROMISE

DISKING SILVER 'PROFESSIONAL'

Be the envy of your friends, choose the silver disk from DISKING.
1

D10 SIS 48 tpi
D2D DIS 48 tpi
010 SIS 96 tpi
020 DIS 96 tpi

15.90
17.90

2.4
13.90

5.9

10+

13.40

12.90

15.90

15.40

14.90

17.90

15.90

15.40

19.90

17.90

17.40

14.90
16.90

NO ONE sells better - Lifetime guarantee on all disks.
NO ONE ships faster - Orders despatched in 4 hours*
NO ONE matches us - Value for money everytime

OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

DISKING COLOURED
RedlOrangelYellow/Green/Blue1White
1

ID SIS 48 tpi
20 DIS 48 tpi

16.90
18.90

1130 S/S 96 tpi

18.90
20.90

200 DIS 96 tpi

2.4
14.90

5.9

10+

14.40

16.90
16.90
18.90

16.40

13.90
15.90

16.40
18.40

DISKING, FREEPOST, Liphook, Hants GU30 7BR. UK.
General enquiries & Sales (0428) 722563
Wholesale & Government (0428) 722840.

15.90
17.90

To order precede type number with the letter (Filed, (0)range,
(Glreen, (B)lue or (White. e.g. R20 for Red DISided 48
tpi. Order RAINBOW

How to Order

for multicoloured pack.
BULK BLACK
BL1D SIS 48 tpi

BL2D DIS 48 tpi
BLIDD SIS 96 tpi
BL2DD DIS 96 tpi
BULK SILVER

SID SIS 48 tpi
S20 DIS 48 tpi

1

10.00
12.00

12.00
14.00
1

11.00

S1130 SIS 96 tpi

13.00
13.00

S2DD 0/S 96 tpi

15.00

VERBATIM VEREX

150 SIS* 48 tpi
200 SIS 48 tpi
250 DIS 48 tpi
257 DIS 96 tpi

1

14.90

15.90
17.90
19.90

24

5+

9.50
11.50
11.50
13.50

9.00
11.00

2.4
10.50
12.50
12.50
14.50

5+

2.4
12.90
13.90
15.90
17.90

5.9
11.90
12.90
14.90
16.90

Enquiries/Retail 104281 722840.

Roger & Joan are here to HELP - JUST CALL.
Fl Fi TFTIrill. 111%111

11.00

13.00

Credit Card Orders 104281 722563 (24hrs)
ACCESS & VISA welcome. Call anytime but please don't

10.00
12.00

whisper when leaving the following details: -

CICILDL:E=11:1

12.00

14.00

11:3 El 1:J

10+

MOIHO IBM PC -AT

MEMOREX

5210 SIS 48 tpi
5220 DIS 48 tpi
5410 SIS 96 tpi
5420 DIS 96 tpi
5660 IBM PC -AT

MAXELL

1

18.90

21.90
21.90
24.90
41.90
1

20.90
MD1-D SIS 48 tpi
24.90
M02-0 DIS
24.90
MD -1 013 S/S 96 tpi
29.90
MD2-DS DIS 96 tpi
M02 -H0 IBM PC -AT 1.6MB 40.90

MAN
104110 SIS 48 tpi
1041213 DIS 48 tpi

2041113 SIS 96 tpi

204I2D DIS 96 tpi

1

22.90
29.90
29.90
34.90

5-9
17.90

10+

20.90
20.90
23.90
31.90

19.90

2.4
16.90
19.90
19.90
22.90
39.90

5.9
15.90
18.90
18.90
21.90
38.90

10+

5.9
17.90
21.90
21.90
26.90

16.90

22.90
30.90

A FREE Credit card memory calculator with every pack of
Disking Professional or Disking Coloured disks, either 51"

or 4" at these prices.

microdisks is f2.00 1st pack, f1.50 each extra pack.

Desperate Orders
Just call, and we'll put you on to our marriage guidance counsellor.

FREE Diskette storage with disks
Choose either the Flip'n'File 10 (FF10) library box worth
f4.64 inc. with every ten 51" disks, or the Budget 50
(B 501. If you don't specify, we will always pack library

17.90

20.90

& BT FULCRUM COMMUNICATIONS.

14.90
17.90

boxes.

37.90

10+

Official Government Orders Welcome

51" Storage

16.90

20.90
20.90
25.90
36.90

10+
18.90

25.90
25.90
30.90

FF10
FFS1O

FF15

MINI 50
MINI 100
KM25
KM50

M5S
DISKING PROFESSIONAL

M10
24.90
31.90

10-,

5-

22.40

22.90
29.90

21.90
28.90

29.40

VERBATIM DATALIFE

MF350 SIS 135 tpi
MF360 DIS 135 tpi
MEMOREX

3450 SIS 135 tpi
3460 MS 135 tpi

M25
M50
M40

5.

10,

39.90

27.90
37.90

26.90
36.90

25.90
35.90

1

2-

5-

10+

SEE 10

27.90
37.90

26.90
36.90

25.90

SEE 10-3

35.90

SEE 10-8

29.90

29.90
39.90

MF1-013 SISided
MF2-1313 DISided

1

2-

5-

10+

JUMBO

37.90
49.90

35.90
47.90

34.90

33.90
45.90

EM50

46.90

41.90
42.90

10+
40.90
41.90

32.90
25.90
36.90

*BUY 2 GET 1 FREE*
Flip'n'File for 5 microdisks
Rainbow pack of M5's
Flip'n'File for 10 microdisks
Flip'n'File for 25 microdisks

Flip'n'File for 50 microdisks
F'n'F for 40 microdisks latch

3.90
18.90

UK P&P rates exc VAT

4.90

Best U.K. library box for 10 disks
As above for ten microdisks
As above for tel 8" disks
Budget 50 for 50 disks
Lockable storage for 100+ disks
Lockable 50x31" or 15x3" disks

51" DiskslMicrodisks

8" Diskettes

1-2 packs each pack @ 95p
3-5 packs each pack @ 75p
6.9 packs each pack @ 60p
10+ packs POST FREE

1-2 packs each pack @ 1.60
3 5 packs each pack @ 1.20
6.9 packs each pack @ 90p
10+ packs POST FREE

Diskette Storage
MI0, FF10, SEE10,

M25, MINI 50,

10.90

19.90

31.90

FF15, SEE 10-3, SEE 10-8

2.50

1-4 off @ 40p each
5.9 off @ 30p each
10+ off @ 20p each
M50, M40, MINI 100, KM25,

3.50

FFS1O, KM50, JUMBO

2.50

8.90
18.90
19.90

off f2.00 each
2.7 off f 1.30 each
1

8+ off POST FREE

24.90

51." Mailer for 1.4 disks (100)

ENV

51" White blank envelopds 11001

5.00

LAB

51" disk user labels (1001
WIP tabs for 51" disks 11001
Diskwriters black or blue (10)
51" Disk drive head cleanilg kit
31" drive cleaning kit IsIsided)

3.00

OW

SDD

BUDGET 50, EM50
off f 1.00 each
1

2-7 off 70p each
8+ off POST FREE
Cleaning Kits
off 60p each
2.7 off 40p each
8+ off POST FREE
1

Disking Supermailers
100 -pack

DSM

MOO

Please Call - All stocked.

Wholesale Price List.

5.90
16.90

Minimum order value f 5.00 please
5.

2-

WP

8" Diskettes

Forces, the Ministries and Local Authorites worldwide. If ordering
in quantities of fifty diskettes or more, please ask for our

Diskette Accessories

3" Diskettes
Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten -Packs
1
MAXELLIAMSOFT
44.90
42.90
CF2 WS Revers
45.90
43.90
CF20 0IS

18.90

*BUY 2 GET 1 FREE*

850
MAXELL

3.90

Economy Storage

2-

1

*BUY 2 GET 1 FREE"
Flip'n'File for 10 disks
Rainbow pack of FFI O's
Flip'n'File for 15 disks
Flip'n'File for 50 disks
Flip'n'File for 100 disks
Keybox Flip'n'File 25 disks
Keybox Flip'n'File 50 disks

We supply all Government bodies including schools, Universities,
Colleges, Hospitals, the Utilities, Research Establishments, Armed

31" Storage
M5

2-

Official Company Orders
If you are a large but efficiently run public or private company, we
will accept your order. Unfortunately the majority of dinosaur
corporations in our Sceptred Isle are not efficient, due to political
hierarchy cloging the works. For you we will send a pro -forme
invoice. We only wish we had done that with THORN EMI RADAR

Prices exc VAT & relate to Ten -Packs

1

Urgent Orders
If posting your order, omit the word FREEPOST from our address,
and use our normal post code GU30 7EJ & stamp it first class. If
telephoning your order request first class post, which for mini or

19.90

37.90
5.9
19.90
26.90
26.90
31.90

38.90
2-4
20.90
27.90
27.90
32.90

What you want and how many.
Normal or first class post.

Leave the REST to US!

15.90

2.4
18.90
21.90
21.90
24.90
32.90

2.4
18.90
22.90
22.90
27.90

Your Credit Card Number.

5.
6.

31" Diskettes

0M1D SiS 135 tpi
DM2D DIS 135 tpi

C:

13.90

VERBATIM DATALIFE
20.90
23.90
23.90
26.90
34.90

4.

2.

FREE CALCULATOR
1

3.

Day -time telephone number.
Cardholder name and address.
Delivery (or invoice address) if different.

1.

10.90
11.90

*Single density

525 S/S 48 tpi
550 DIS 48 tpi
577 S/S 96 tpi
557 DIS 96 tpi

ii Air;

1.00

5.00

Disk envelopes, labels, diskwriters etc.
50p any quantity

DISKING, FREEPOST, Unhook, Hants 91730 7BR
Tel: 104281 722563 - 1042E11 722840 Wholesale.

8.90
8.90
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f 3.00

LOG'S -TO(
ADDS TO THE SPREADSHEET
WHAT YOU REALLY NEED

TIME MANAGEMENT
The Logistix worksheet provides the four
facilities required by the professional
microcomputer user: a powerful
spreadsheet, extensive database
facilities, presentation quality graphics
and that vital fourth dimension - Time
Management.
Vital because Logistix lets you plan any
aspect of your business; the assignment
of staff to tasks, the allocation of jobs to
machines or even the scheduling of a full
scale project using Critical Path
Analysis.
Only Logistix integrates Time
Management with classic spreadsheet

features, an easy -to -use database and
unparalleled graphics.

Logistix even reads data files from other
popular spreadsheet and database
packages.

Logistix: the best idea in business
software since the Spreadsheet.

LOGiSTiX

TIMESHEET
SPREADSHEET

GRAPHICS

DATABASE

Contact Grafox now for a
Logistix Evaluation Pack.

0.
Grafox Ltd, 65 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PE
Tel: 0865 516281 Telex 837748 GRAFOX G
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the fact that Acorn has
wound down production of the
BBC model B, the machine has
DESPITE

several more years of active service.
There are over half a million
owners, many of them serious users
in universities, offices and schools.

It is still supported by third -party
manufacturers and it manages
to support three BBC -specific
magazines.
As well as this, the appetite for
books about the model B seems as
strong as ever. However, much of
the ground has already been

DOWN TO
DETAILS
Simon Beesley

BOOK

discovers that new titles
catering for faithful users
of the BBC model B are
covered by the large number of increasingly concerned
titles published in the last three
with specific applications
years. The result is that new
books have become increasingly and complex minutiae.

REVIEWS

a ROM extension board

Code Routines is a case in point. It
supplies a good spread of different
utilities, together with explanations of the algorithms used. Yet
it is unlikely many people will key
them in. If you area machine -code

programmer and need, say, a
ready-made routine to print text
strings,
useful.

then you will find it

Even more specialised are the
three new reference guides. The
BBC Micro Advanced Reference
Guide by Bruce Smith does not

excellent guide to each of the

CP/M

ON MI BBC MICRO

Cr*

major

categories of business

software - spreadsheets, databases and so on. They are dealt
with a chapter at a time by way of a
detailed look at four specific
applications.
The trouble is that the selection

of these particular programs is
already out of date: it does not
include Computer Concepts' Inter
Rom series, probably the most

swim

interesting new software for the

contain any new material. The idea
behind it is to save you from

Micro Z-80 Second Processor is by
Bruce Smith, who clearly knows his

having to thumb through three or
four different manuals but most of
the information looks pretty
familiar. Is there really any call for
another list of the 6502 instruction
set or the Osbyte routines?

stuff. The book is a competent

Chart are the first two, and a word
processor and a database will
follow shortly. Together, these
16K ROMs provide an ingenious

BRUCE

guide to using CP/ M commands
and utilities. Though why it
devotes three chapters to the
CP /M text editor, Ed, is a mystery.

Surely few people use Ed rather

than a fully-fledged word proOGER CULLI

ithin the

cessing program.
Bruce Smith is also the author of
a guide to Wordwise Plus.
Publishing books on specific

programs is a fairly recent trend,
but already you can fill a shelf with
MICROCOMPUTER
.-aNunge

Roger Cullis's Within the BBC
Microcomputer provides an
exhaustive catalogue of all the
principal ROM routines. There is
page after page of machine -code

addresses within Basic, OS 1.2,
DFS, Econet and all their variants.

Don Thomassen's Guide to the
BBC ROMs restricts itself to Basic
and the operating system. It is

intended to be read alongside a
disassembly of the ROMs. You can
no more read these books than you
can read a telephone directory. It is
as if the BBC operating system had
achieved the status of a sacred text,

on which scholars can spend a
lifetime writing commentaries.
Introducing CP/ M on the BBC

PRACTICAL COMPUTING April 1986

model B. Inter Sheet and Inter

The range and quality of ROM
software for the model B is the best

argument for taking the machine
seriously as a business micro. If
you are interested in running

is to give the new user all the hints,

model B.
The advantages of ROM -based

He is less successful with his
program examples. Wordwise
Plus's 70 -command programming
language is one of the reasons why
it is the best-selling word processor

for the model B. At the simplest
level, it means you can print out

multiple copies of a document
easily. But far more sophisticated
applications are possible, such as
creating an index, which are not
mentioned in the book.
Wordwise Plus is also given a
detailed review in The BBC Micro
and the Small Business, alongside
View and two CP/ M -based word
processors. Overall, it provides an

bespoke software on ROM. This is
an attractive possibility, particularly since 16K EPROMs now
cost around £3.
Designing Software Projects for
the BBC Micro gives good advice

on how to plan a program before
coding it: analysing your require BRUCE SMITH

THE BBC MICRO

ROM BOOK
SIDEWAYS ROMs AND RA Ms

shortcoming: lack of available
memory. Each ROM can share the
same data, and each can be
switched in and out while retaining the data in RAM.

CP / M-80, you would do better to
look elsewhere. It is almost cheaper
to buy an Amstrad system than to

otherwise take months to discover.
Bruce Smith's book does this quite
comprehensively.

available. More interesting is the
section on how to put your own

solution to the model B's major

guides to WordStar, for example.
You might think that whole books
devoted to one program are a little
unnecessary. However, their value

tips and wrinkles that it would

a

includes a useful survey of what is

specialised.

Ian Hutt's 40 Best Machine

is

necessity. The BBC Micro ROM
Book, again by Bruce Smith,

add a second processor to the
software over CP/ M are that it is
instantly available, faster, capable
of exploiting the model B's special
features, particularly graphics, and
is generally cheaper. As the model
B has only two spare ROM sockets,
THE
BBC MICRO

AND THE
SMALL BUSINESS

ments, organising your data,
choosing the right structure for it,

preparing documentation - in
short, systems analysis. If you are
not doing a computer -science
course, you will probably find this
approach too schematic.
Likewise, Alan Whittle's
Mathematical Programs in BBC
Basic is

more appropriate for

school use. In fact it is intended to

help A -level mathematics
students. There are 32 annotated
programs covering topics right
across the syllabus, together with
numerous exercises.
By way of contrast, BBC Micro

Advanced Programming has a
more general appeal. The word

"advanced" has been progressively devalued so that it is
now applied to any book which
rises above the tutorial level, but
this work deserves its title.
Although the topics dealt with are
often familiar ones like structured
programming, it usually finds
something new to say.
The Art of Microcomputer
Graphics is probably the best book
(continued on next page)

51

throws away its chances. It starts
off well with a discussion of some
typical Basic run-time errors. But
when you reach chapter 5 there it

DOWN TO DETAILS
40 Best Machine Code
Routines for the BBC Micro

The BBC Micro ROM Book by

by Ian Hutt. Published by Interface
Publications, £7.95.

£9.95. ISBN 0 00 383075 6

Bruce Smith. Published by Collins,

ISBN 0 907563 72 4
The BBC Micro Advanced
Reference Guide by Bruce

ISBN 0 7216 0285 2

Mathematical Programs in

£10.95. ISBN 0 00 383223 6

Within the BBC

Microcomputer by Roger Cullis.

REVIEWS

(continued from previous page)

explore

bit processing power. They even
include a lexicon of mathematical
shapes. As graphics programming
soon becomes dauntingly math-

interest

B,

Published by Prentice -Hall

to the model B. The rest of the

Published by Prentice -Hall

of the subject, try to get hold of

Don Thomasson. Published by
Melbourne House, £9.95.

Programming by Joe Telford.

ISBN 0 86161 184 5

International, £9.95.

Guide by Bruce Smith. Published

ISBN 0 13 561903 3
The Art of Microcomputer
Graphics for the BBC Micro
Published by Addison-Wesley,

debugging is as much an art as a

£14.95. ISBN 0 201 14567 7

Published by the BBC, £5.75.

The Programmers' Trouble
Shooting Guide by Piers

ISBN 0 00 383108 6

Truck Smith's Secrets of Software
Debugging, published in the U.S.
Although not about the model B,
it passes on some invaluable
lessons. As the author points out,

by Jim McGregor and Alan Watt.

Business by Simon Williams.

Published by Collins, £9.95.

science. Some people seem to have
a nose for bugs which allows them
to sniff them out almost instantly,
yet it is mainly a matter of
experience.

Letcher. Published by Century
Communications, £7.95.

ISBN 0 7126 0574 6
Secrets of Software
Debugging by Truck Smith.

In fact, debugging can be a
pleasure. Truck Smith's blow-byblow account of how he traced the

Published by Tab Books, $13.95.

ISBN 0 8306 1811 2

its
For

is much wider.
instance, there is a chapter on
symmetry and two-dimensional
ornamentation. It starts with a
general discussion of all the ways in
which a pattern can exhibit

the reader knows that what follows
is yet another general introduction

Troubleshooter's Guide says very
little about debugging.
For a more thorough treatment

Although the programs in the

book are for the model

BBC Basic by Alan Whittle.

ISBN 0 13 561903 3
BBC Micro Advanced

ISBN 0563 21170 9
Introducing CPIM on the BBC
Micro Z-80 Second
Processor by Bruce Smith.

ematical, it is particularly handy to
have a set of programs and
formulae for producing such
shapes as spirals, cycloids and
Lissajous figures.

.

ISBN 0 948203 00 5
Guide to the BBC ROMs by

ISBN 0 00 383176 0
The BBC Micro and the Small

graphics within the limits of eight -

.". This phrase has now
become the industry standard for
describing the role of the microprocessor. Whenever it crops up
Micro .

International, £7.95.

by Collins, £9.95.

almost every aspect of computer

"At the heart of the BBC

is:

Published by Losco, £11.95.

Wordwise Plus -a User's

of its kind yet. Jim McGregor and

Alan Watt manage to

Murray. Published by Century
Communications, £9.95.

Smith. Published by Collins,

BOOK

Designing Software Projects
for the BBC Micro by Ian

symmetry - there are only 23
possible pattern classes - and goes

on to provide programs to create
examples of them.
At first glance The Programmer's Trouble Shooting

errors in his sample programs,

written in Basic and 6502 assembly
language, makes entertaining

Guide looks promising. When you
consider that it often takes as much
time to debug programs as to write

them, it is surprising that more

reading. Programmers know that,
given time, every bug can be
tracked down, and the hunt

books have not been written on the
However, this book

provides the same sort of challenge
as solving a cryptic crossword. ID

subject.

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

FERRANTI PC Z860 -AT

MANAGERS RIGHT HAND
(Management Information System)

Business Computer Systems.

20MF hard disk, 1.2MB 5.25" floppy
drive, 640K RAM, 6 or 8mtz (keyboard
selectable), Battery backed clock, Six
expansion slots, MS-DOS 3.1, Perfect
Suite II,
FREE 12 month on site warranty.

If you want to pay £5000 plus for a
machine like this buy another make but
all we ask is:
£3650.00

(plus delivery and VAT)
FERRANTI PC860 range
PC860
£1150.00
PC860-XT(10) £1950.00
PC860-XT(20) £2400.00
(plus delivery & VAT)

All the PC860 range come with 256K
RAM, one or two 360K floppy disk drives,
Perfect Suite II & FREE 12 months on
site warranty.
With the FERRANTI/XTECH OEM range
and the FERRANTI-AT we are offering
most software at ridiculously low prices
(if purchased with one of our machines)
e.g.

Managers Right Hand (MRH) is far more than just another
database. MRH is more powerful than anything you will have ever
seen on any micro computer before.
MRH tackles the usual information handling tasks with
consumate ease, then when most other programs have to stop
MRH gets going.
WHY IS IT DIFFERENT?
1. The information systems are configured to your needs by us
(so each package is unique) you can then alter the application
yourself upgrading the program in line with your companies
growth.
2. Full hot line support, not just for 90 days or 6 months but as

long as you need it.
3. Data storage is not restricted by the program, only by the
storage capacity of your computer (e.g. accounts will use up
to 16MB of data files, this can be extended if needed).
4. Stand-alone or Multi-user versions available. It is
recommended to use the system on hard disk but there is a
floppy disk version available if required.
MRH-IMS main module: Cashbook, Diary, Calculator, Label printing, Word Processor,

Individually configured application.

Perfect Suite II £350 (S.R.P. £447)

TComprising Writer with Speller &
hesaurus, Calc & Filer)
Sage Accounts
Bookkeeper
Accountant
Accountant Plus
Payroll
Spread Sheet
Lotus 1-2-3

Word Processing
Wordstar 2000

(£227 (S.R.P £295)°
£397 (S.R.P £495)
£567 (S.R.P £695)
£157 (S.R.P £195)
£308 (S.R.P £395)

£350 (S.R.P £465)

£445.00

Accounts:- MRH-Invoicer
MRH-Sales
MRH-Purchase
MRH-Nominal

£200.00
£200.00
£200.00
£200.00

All 4 accounts modules for just £600.00
MRH-Payroll

£200.00

All modules automatically integrate with the others as you add
them, this means no upgrading of previously purchased modules.
Runs on PC -DOS and MS-DOS machines (version 2.11 and above)

and needs only 256K RAM regardless of modules used.

FERRANTI/XTECH OEM

Based on the Ferranti PC860 micro
computer, these systems have a number
of enhancements that increase there
capability in the more demanding
applications.
1. Combined floppy and hard disk
controller providing increased
reliability and wider range of storage
options.
2. Extra usuable expansion slot.
3. External port for backup cape unit
connection
4. Most reliable 360K floppy drive
available today.
5. Choice of 10 to 40MB hard disk drives
including a 40MB, 35ms, high
performance unit (giving a 40%
increase in speed over standard
drives). These drives were selected
after detailed evaluation and are the
most reliable available today.
6. FREE 12 month on site warranty
which includes any XTECH
peripherals, display adaptors and
memory cards which are purchased
with the system or subsequently.
OEM -10
OEM -20
OEM -40
OEM -40H

£1950.00
£2350.00
£2750.00
£2950.00

All have 256K RAM, one 360K floppy
drive, one hard disk, tape backup
connector plug and one year on site
warranty.
Also available from XTECH is a CAD

system tailored to your needs.
Details of these and a wide range of
peripherals and computer upgrades are
available on request.

DISKS AT LOW PRICES! 51" DS/DD 40th 48TPI ONLY 99p EAC H + VAT (MIN. 10)
WIDE RANGE OF MONITORS
PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST

LGINGSEER LTD.

COMES IN PLASTIC DISK CASES
ADD £1 P&P PER CASE (1-4 CASES)
75p P&P PER CASE (5-10 CASES)
OTHER FORMATS ON REQUEST.

SUITE 6 2nd FLOOR, SACKVILLE PLACE, 44-48 MAGDALEN STREET, NORWICH, NORFOLK, NR3 1E. TELEPHONE (0603) 616221 EXT: 114

57
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Financial Cont poi km.

Accountant Plum

Accountant

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGES()
AGESOFT
SAGESO
;ESOFT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT

SAGE
SAGE

'ESOFT
;ESOFT

4.:SOFT

SAGES()

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOF
;ESOFT
SAGES()
;ESOFT
SAGESOF' AGESOFT
.1GESOFT

SAC ESOF'

Full function heavyweight accounting
program with sales/purchase order
processing, stock control and payroll.
R. R P. £995-V.A.T

SAGES()
SAGES()
SAGES(
SAGES(
SAGES()

;ESOFT
;ESOFT
'ESOFT
*SOFT
;ESOFT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGES()
AGESOFT
SAGES()
AGESOFT
SAGESOF AGESOFT
SAGESOF'

AGE SOFT

Sales. purchase, nominal ledgers system
with invoicing and stock recording and
full range of management reports.
R. R. P. £695+ A.T.

I It iook keeper

Papm)II

SA(;ESOFTSAGESOFT

SAGES( )1,"I'SAGESOFT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT

;ESOFT
.ESOFT
4:SOFT
;ESOFT

SAGES()

SAGE
SAGE

SAGES()

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOF
GES()FT
;ESOFT
;ESOFT

SAGES()

SAGESOF"
SAGESOF'

AG1F:SOFT

A straight forward bookkeeping system
for the small business - cash or credit.
R. R. P. £295+ V A.T.

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOF AGES()FT
;ESOFT
SAGE
.ESOFT
SAGE
':SOFT
SAGES()
;ESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGES()

AGESOFT
AGESOFT
SAGESOF
;ESOFT
SAGESOF' AGESOFT
SAGES()
SAGES()

A full function wages/salaries system to
take the drudgery out of pay day; all
statutory and management reports.
R. R. P. £195+ V.A.T.

Opt kmat4

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGES()
SAGES()

SAGES(
SAGES(
SAGES()

'AGESOFT
;ESOFT
'ESOFT
*SOFT
;ESOFT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOF
GES()FT
SAGESOF' AGES()FT
SAGESOF
;ESOFT
SAGES()
AGESOFT
The unique business risk analysis
program which adds real meaning to
your spreadsheet results.
R. R. P. £1.45+ V A.T.

SAGES()
SAGES()

SAGE
SAGE

SAGES()

;ESOFT
;ESOFT
'ES( )FT

*SOFT
;ES(' WT

SAGESOFTSAGESOFT
SAGESOF'

;ESOFT
;ESOFT

sAGF:sou-

A(: ES( 3U1"

SAGES()

SAGESOF' AGESOFT
Sales, purchase and nominal ledgers
system with full range of management
information reports.
R. R. P. £495+ V. A.T.

Chit -Chat
SAG ESOFTSAGES( )FT
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A communications program to connect
you to electronic mail, Prestel and other
micros. R. R. P. £130+ V. A.T.
or including an auto- dial -modem with
connecting cable.
R. R. P. £399+ V A.T.
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SAGESOF AGESOFT

An easy to learn and effective database
management system which requires no
previous computing knowledge.
R. R. P. £195+V.A.T.

THE SOFTWARE THAT KEEPS
ITS USERS FRIENDLY
Most software companies are attentive suitors when courting a prospective
customer. But all too often after the cash
register has rung, attention is switched to
new prospects and the jilted customer is
left to fend for himself.
At Sage we do things differently,
starting with 90 DAYS DIRECT
SUPPORT ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Thereafter you have the option of ongoing
support, including free program up -dates,
for a modest annual payment. We never
desert you!
In practice, of course, you shouldn't
need a lot of hand -holding. Every Sage
program is easy to learn and use, yet
highly effective. For sheer choice we're
easy winners too - with one of the widest
product ranges offered by any British
software publisher and more in the

pipeline. And when it comes down to
price, Sage cost effective performance has
no equal.
All of which explains why Sage is one
of the best -respected names in business
software - and why, in an independent*
survey, 91% of Sage users said they would
recommend our programs.
If you want to live happily ever after
with your software, fill in the coupon or
contact your local dealer.

1

Please send me more details of Sage Business
Software.

NAME:
POSITION:
COMPANY:
ADDRESS:

*Romtec.
POSTCODE:

BUSINESS.SOFTVVARE

TEL NO:

Sagesoft plc., NEI House, Regent Centre,
Newcastle upon Tyne NE3 3DS.
091 284 7077. Telex: 53623 SAGESL G.

PC418Ll
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CIVCO ACRE COMPUTER

FREE

CONSUMABLES

SPECIALISTS IN 3M DISKS

OVERNIGHT
DELIVERY!
01-455 9823

COMPUTERS/CALCULATORS/PLOTTERS
APRICOT

£1275.00
£1795

F2 512K 2 x 720K
Apricot F10 512K 10MB
Apricot PC 256K 2 x 720K
Apricot Xi 10S 512K 10MB

1495
2195

OLIVETTI M24
Olivetti M24 128K 1 x 360K

£1375
£1525
2050
£2150
£2495

Olivetti M24 256K 2 x 360K
Olivetti M24 128K 10MB
Olivetti M24 640K 10MB
Olivetti M24 SP 640K 20MB
COMMODORE
PC10 IBM compatible
PC20 IBM compatible
HEWLETT PACKARD
HP 41 CV (SCI Computer)
HP 41 CX (Computer)
HP 41 C (Card Reader)
HP 719 (portable computer)

£1395.00
£2700.00
£170.00
£253.00
£163.00
£399.00

MONITORS
OKI

Okimate 20 180CPS/NLQ 40CPS)
£209.00

MICROLINE 182 (120CPS/8000LS)

£220.00

MICROLINE 192 (160CPS/8000LS)

MICROLINE 84 T/F
OKI CP 2350
QUME from
HAZELTINE from

£350.00
(200CPS/NLQ)
£620.00
£1455.00
£399.00
£499.00

PLOTTERS

HP 7470A (A4 2 Pen Plotter)
HP 7475A (A3.6 Pen Plotter)
HP 755018 Pen A4/A3)
HP7440 (8Coi. 2 Pen)
SHARP PC 1 500A
HP 7440 (8 Col. 2 Pen)
CE 158 RS232 and Cent IF
CE 150 printer cassette IF
PC 1251 (Computer)
Casio FX7000G

EPSON PX-8 (portable 64K
Computer/Word Processor)

IBM/PC/Apricot/Sanyo) from

12/20 (20CPS)
11/40 RO (Also IBM-PC7)

£1150.00
£1295.00
£499.00
£1345.00

5. 31." S/S DID 13 STP
6. 3.25" D/S D/D 135 T,,I

PANASONIC

14.70
18.00
22.50
26.00
36.00

Postage & Packing
(50p per box

TOTAL PAYABLE

4+

'Enquiries welcome for
orders 10+ at
competitive prices'

To: Civco Acre Computer
Consumables,
DEPT (PC1)

Name

58 Great Cullings,
Rush Green,
Romford,

Address

RM7 OYL

Tel: 01-593 9868

Tel.

Epson Compatible/IBM switchable

Circle No. 137

KXP 1091 (120CPS/NLQ 22)....£250.00
Kxp 1092 11800CPS/NLQ 33).1379.00
MODEMS (Dacom/Master/Epson/

Interlekt/Steebek/Answercall etc.) from
£73.50
£198.00
Epson FX100FT Plus (160CPS) £410.00
Epson RX100FT Plus 1100CPS) £324.00
Epson LQ1 500 Plus (200CPS) £779.00
LQ800 (180CPS/80C)
f 448 50
£333.00
FX85 (160CPS/80C)
£430.00
FX105 (1600S/132L)
£193.00
GX80 (100CPS)

%row

£295.00
£394.00
£549.00
£690.00

PRINTER

Twin Writers (D/wheel/Dot Mat)

£1150.00
CANON Jet Printer (7 colour)
£450.00
HPJet Printer (150CPS)
£368.00
HP Laser Printer
£2250.00
OLIVETTI DY250 (QUME/DIABLO/IBM
COM
£554.00
DU450 (45CB) POA
C150 Ink Jet
Canon Laser

RA NGE

£1150.00
£2195

A priceless guide.

US FOR BEST DEAL

IBM/COMPAQ/OLIVETTI/APRICOT

Wordstar (update to W/S 2000).1200.00
£275.00
Lotus 1-2-3
Symphony
£395.00
dBase II (CP/M86)
£235.00
£275.00
Wordstar 2000
Graphwriter Combo Pak
£339.00
Lotus 1-2-3
£275.00
Symphony
£395.00
Framework
£322.00
D/Base III
£305.00
D/Base II
£235.00
Cornerstone
£299.00
R. Base 5000
£385.00
D/Base Clipper
£550.00
Easy Filler
£199.00

COST

TOTAL EX VAT
15% VAT

Please specify
sectored versions in
column supplied.
P&P FOC on orders

CAN YOU FIND A LOWER
PRICEpHONE

15.70
19.00
23.50
27.00
38.50
44.50

SECT

QTY

4-9

I enclose cheque/P.O payable to
CIVCO ACRE COMPUTER CONSUMABLES
'Quotes for 8" 3M Datalife Disks, Listing Paper, Printer
Ribbons supplied on request.

SEIKOSHA range stocked POA
STAR range stocked POA

X -DATA DYNEER

QUME 11 /90 (90 CPS)

£650.00

PRINTERS

HR1 5 (3K Buffer 18CPS)
HR15 XL )2OCPS)
HR25 (3K Buffer 25CPS)
HR35 (35CPS)

CSI SUB SYSTEMS

£69

51" Mini -Discs
1. 7440 S/S DID 48 TPI
2. 7450 D/S D/D 48 TPI
3. 7460 S/S Q/D 96 TPI
4. 7470 D/S Q/D 96 TPI

Post code

Epson LX80 (80CPS + NLQ)

DW16 116CPS/BI-Dect Printing) f 289.00
DW20 (20CPS/1 7CPS)
£499.00
DW36 (36CPS/31CPS Shannon)
£850
AMSTRAD 8256
(Comp. with Printer Monitor etc) £379.00

£147.50
£999
£120.00
£125.00
£66.50

Disc Prices per Box of Ten 1-3

Epson HX20 Briefcase computer. 16K
expandable. S/RS232
£345.00

BROTHER

£199.00
EP44 (16CPS)
Brother 2024L I190CPS NLQ) 1890.00
CANON PW1080A (160CPS) f 274.00
CANON PW1156A (160CPS) E355.00
NEC Pinwriter (132 cols) P3
£485.00
£385.00
NEC Pinwriter P2 (80 col)
FUJITSU range from
£850.00
TAXAN range from
£299.00
NEC 3500 Series
from £639.00
8800 Series
fromf 1000.00

£918.00
£1525.00
£3220.00
£999

LIFE GUARANTEE
LOW PRICES
MONEY REFUNDED IF NOT SATISFIED

Open Access
Smart System
Smart Spread Sheet
Smart Word Proc
Data Manager
Microsoft Project
Samna III
Supercalc III

Turbo CAD
Word Star 2000
Word Star Professional
Multimate
Quickcode III
Sage Accounts
Crosstalk

£325.00
£460.00
£299.00
£220.00
£299.00
£185.00
£345.00
£180.00
£350.00
£275.00
£229.00
£225.00
£79.00
£250.00
£140.00

GOODS FULLY GUARANTEED. PRICES EXCLUDING VAT (P&P EXTRA ON ORDERS UNDER
1300

Company and Government orders accepted
Barclaycard Access Visa accepted by phone

Tel.: 01-455 9823

I-

Please send me your free brochure to help me choose the right printer
for my micro.
Name

I

Company

I

Address

I

uPGA

Telephone

I
I
I

EPSON
To: Epson (U.K.) Limited, Dorland House, 388 High Road, Wembley,
Middlesex HA9 6UH. Tel: 01-902 8892.

MOUNTAINDENE

22 Cowper Street, London EC2
Circle No. 139
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The CE -1401, real time heart of professional
laboratory systems
High performance hardware
and
Full laboratory software including FFTs is standard
Demonstration programs include Spectrum Analyser, Signal Averager

-

-

The 1401 is made in Cambridge, England-and runs just as fast with Apples and IBMs too!

Real-time

Computers

Tel: Cambridge (0223) 316186

Science Park,
Milton Road,
Cambridge,
CB4 4BH
Circle No. 140

"'PREVIEW
Two Japanese giants are launching full -feature IBMcompatible computers with mobility as a bonus.

SPECIFICATIONS

SONY SMC-210
TOSHIBA T2100
TRANSPORTABLE
DESK -TOPS
By Ian Stobie
TOSHIBA T2100

computer manufacturers seem to like
launching mains -powered IBMcompatible transportables. Until
recently it has been difficult to see why, as

computers such as Grid's Gridcase and the
Ericsson Portable PC. It is clear that today's

transportable is pioneering the design of
tomorrow's office PC.

few people have been buying them. The

Both Sony and Toshiba believe that

problem has been that these machines tend
to fall between two stools. On the one hand
they are not truly portable because they are

people are buying transportables because

not battery powered, on the other they
usually offer fewer facilities than a conventional desk -top machine while costing
more.

But things are changing. As display and
storage technologies improve so trans -

portables are getting more capable and
cheaper. IBM itself is rumoured to be about
to launch a lightweight mains -powered
portable, usually referred to as the
Clamshell or Convertible PC. This will give

the transportable concept credibility and
establish a standard format for software
suppliers.

they want a compact and stylish machine for
the office. For these buyers transportability
is a bonus. Sony has gone furthest with the
idea that it is producing a compact desk -top.

The company expects to sell about half its
machines without the built-in LCD display,
to users who opt for a separate 9in. colour
monitor instead.
The Sony SMC-210 looks more like an
office machine than the Toshiba offering. It
in the off-white colour now much
favoured for office machines, while the
is

Toshiba T2100, with its dull black casing,
resembles a piece of hi-fi equipment.
The Toshiba's keyboard is not an exact
replica of an IBM PC's. The standard IBM

Without waiting for IBM, two large

layout is 18in. wide, so if you want to make a

Japanese companies have gone ahead with
lightweight IBM compatibles of their own,
priced at around £2,000. Both the Toshiba
and Sony machines use Sony -format 3.5in.

compact machine something has got to go.
Toshiba has eliminated the separate
numeric keypad and squeezed up the other
keys. All the normal IBM keys like PrtSc

microfloppies, as the IBM machine is
expected to, and set out to achieve the same
performance as the desk -top IBM PC.

PgUp and Alt are there, but the layout is

Of the two, the Toshiba T2100 uses the
more modern technology with its red -orange

plasma screen. But it also makes more
compromises to achieve portability. For
example, the keyboard is rather cramped
and is not in the conventional IBM layout.
Sony's SMC-210 machine uses a more conservative LCD screen but has a more IBM like keyboard.
The problem with transportables has been

that to get the machines down to a convenient size certain things have had to be
sacrificed. The heavy cathode-ray tube is
out, but the lighter alternatives cannot
display colour. Traditionally disc capacity
has been limited and keyboards cramped.
However, the discipline of designing a
compact machine that travels well has
produced some very well thought-out
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CPU: 8086-2, running at 4.77MHz or
7.16MHz
RAM: 256K expandable to 640K
Discs: one or two double -sided 3.5in.
floppy drives, 360K each side
Display: flat fold -down 25 -line by
80 -column, 640- by 400 -dot gas plasma
display; connects to optional colour
monitor
Keyboard: QWERTY with 10 function
keys; non -IBM layout

Modem: optional internal direct -connect
300/1,200 -baud modem; BT approval
applied for
Interfaces: serial and parallel ports,
expansion connector
Dimensions: 360mm. (14.2in.) x
311mm. (12.2in.) x 80mm. (3.1in.)
Weight: 5.9kg. (1316.)
Software in price: MS-DOS 2.11
Price: £1,950 for single -disc system,
£2,100 for two -disc system

Hardware options: IBM -format 5.25in.
floppy -disc drive, five -slot external
expansion chassis

Manufacturer: Toshiba Corporation of
Tokyo, Japan

U.K. supplier: Toshiba (U.K.)

Ltd, IPS

Division, Toshiba House, Frimley Road,
Frimley, Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JJ.
Telephone: (0276) 62222

Available: now

run along the top, under the screen. The

can show IBM monochrome graphics in
enhanced high resolution. The T2100
generates an RGB and composite video

end result is still good for touch-typing.

signal too, so you can plug a colour monitor

different. For instance, the 10 function keys

RED GLOW
When you turn on the Toshiba the screen
background glows a very deep red, with text
in a reddish orange. I found text displayed
on this surface very readable compared to an

LCD, and no worse than a typical conventional monitor. The advantage of gas
plasma screens compared to an LCD is that
they are brighter and more readable in badly

lit rooms. They also let you display new
pages more quickly, which can be useful
with some graphic applications. Apart from

greater expense, the disadvantage of the
plasma screen is its inability to show a grey
scale. By contrast Sony's LCD can show 16
different grey levels.
Toshiba's screen has 640 by 400 dots, so it

into the machine if you prefer. Toshiba
offers a suitable colour unit for £495.

Underneath the display on the Toshiba
there is a row of indicator lights showing
things like which disc is accessing, or
whether the Caps and Num Lock on the
keyboard are engaged. The light on the far
left is labelled Power/ Speed and shows
whether you have the processor running at
normal IBM speed or quicker. Toshiba has
built the T2100 around the 8086-2 chip,

which can be induced to run 50 percent
faster than normal. This is useful if you are
doing CPU -intensive tasks like heavy
number crunching or compiling. The speed
is altered by issuing the appropriate
command from the keyboard.
The Toshiba's 3.5in microfloppy-disc
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come with a full 640K as standard, two disc
drives and a mouse. Pricing is provisionally

£2,195 for the LCD model or £2,295 with
the external monitor. The monitor on its
own costs £425.

The Sony LCD panel is a very large one
measuring 1 lin. diagonally. The screen

consists of 640 by 200 dots, which is the
standard IBM resolution. The Toshiba
screen offers greater vertical
resolution. Unlike some LCD screens the
Sony one shows text in the correct ratio of
height to width.
For an LCD screen the contrast is quite

T1200 ' s

good, and a contrast knob to the right of the
screen adjusts the optimum vertical viewing

angle. The acceptance angle is quite wide
and you still can read the screen even if you
are not looking at it flat on.

GOOD COMPROMISE
Sony's keyboard is a good compromise
between compactness and IBM compatibility. It has a numeric pad on the right

and a function -key block in normal IBM

shape on the left-hand side, positioned
above the main keyboard to save space. A
recess for keyboard templates lies next to the
function keys. The layout of the main part of
the keyboard is like the IBM PC/ AT's.

SONY SMC-210

Sony has put its two double -sided disc

CPU: 80088, CMOS variant of the 8088,
running at 4.77MHz
RAM: 640K standard
Discs: two double -sided 3.5in. floppy
drives, 360K each side
Display: flat fold -down 25 -line by
80 -column LCD, capable of showing
standard IBM 640- by 200 -dot
monochrome graphics; also available

with external 9in. Sony colour monitor
Keyboard: QWERTY plus 10 function
keys and numeric pad in IBM PC/AT-like
layout

drives on top of the machine above the
keyboard. They are spring mounted and
push down flush with the surface of the

Dimensions: 362mm. (14.3in.) x
290mm. (16.5in.) x 83mm. (3.3in.)
Weight: 6kg. (131b.)
Software in price: MS-DOS 2.11,
comms program

Price: £2,195 for system with LCD
screen; £2,295 with 10in. colour monitor
instead of LCD

Hardware options: standard IBM format external 5.25in. floppy -disc drive,
around £190; external expansion chassis
with three full-length IBM-compatible
card slots about £395

machine when you put in a new disc. As on
the Toshiba you get 360K per side.
I saw Lotus 1-2-3 and several other

familiar IBM packages working from the
SMC-210's 3.5in. drives. Sony has arranged
for Softsel to transfer the majority of its IBM

catalogue across on to the small format,
which amounts to about 250 packages.
According to Sony over 100 packages have

Modem: built-in direct -connect

Manufacturer: Sony Corporation of

been transferred ready for the machine's

300 -baud modem with pulse and tone
automatic dialling is standard; BT

Tokyo, Japan

approval applied for
Interfaces: serial and parallel ports,

House, South Street, Staines, Middlesex
TW18 4PF. Telephone (0784) 61688

launch in May. You can also fit an external
5.25in. drive to the machine. Cumana will
be offering one priced at £190.
At the back of the machine are a standard
serial and parallel port plus the mouse port,
an RGB video output, an external disc -drive
interface, an acoustic -coupler port and an

mouse port, acoustic -coupler port,
expansion connector

U.K. supplier: Sony (U.K.) Ltd, Sony

Available: May 1986

drives are mounted on either side of the

both a printer and floppy -disc connector.

machine - you can buy the system with one
or two built-in drives. The prices are £1,950
or £2,100 respectively, both with a standard

Also along the back are a serial port, an RGB

256K of RAM.
While the Toshiba's

processor and

firmware are fully IBM compatible, what
about the discs? At the moment no personal
computer from IBM itself has 3.5in. drives,
although the rumoured Clamshell will

port for an external monitor and a metal
plate covering a general-purpose expansion
port into which you can connect a mouse.
The plate lifts off to reveal a single card slot,

into which you can fit various options for
portable use, or attach an optional external
expansion chassis for use on a desk. The
expansion

chassis

will

take

five

IBM-

supposedly be using them. Despite the

compatible cards. Toshiba will offer an

physical difference in size, the Toshiba discs

300/ 1,200 -baud dual -speed modem to fit
into the internal slot; it is currently going

are formatted in the same way as standard
IBM discs, with the same numbers of tracks
and sectors per side giving a total capacity of
720K per drive. This should make it easy for
software houses to transfer programs across.
Toshiba says it is making an external add-on

through the BT approval process.
Sony's SMC-210, is the company's first
major computer product in the U.K. It will
be available in two versions: the fully transportable version with a built-in 25 -line by

yourself.

80 -column LCD screen, the other with a
separate 9in. Trinitron monitor. You can

This drive connects to the parallel port on
the back of the machine, which doubles as

also use the Trinitron or any other standard
monitor with the LCD model. Both models

5.25in. drive available, so you could do it
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expansion connector. The mouse comes
standard with the machine and is of the
Microsoft two -button type. There is a port
for an acoustic -coupling modem, and Sony
plans to provide a built-in direct -connect
300 -baud modem.

CONCLUSIONS
Both machines show that the transportable is
continuing to increase in power and decline in
price. You now lose little in performance
compared to a desk -top PC.

III1The one weak area left is the display.
Toshiba has opted for the more expensive
plasma technology: it is crisp and sharp, but
you do miss out on colour. The Sony is more
flexible: you have the LCD for portability or a
separate monitor if colour is essential.
The 3.5in. Sony -format discs are so nearly a
standard that there should be little difficulty in
getting software for either of these machines.
They are thoroughly IBM-compatible in most
other respects.
113
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BBC MASTER SERIES
THE ULTIMATE REFINEMENT?
By Roger Cullis

Established eight -bit

technology, pushed to the
limit, extends the horizons of
the BBC Micro's existing user
base.

0

ver

8,000

separate

items

of

hardware and software for the
existing BBC model B micro were

on display when the Master Series was

The case itself is in the familiar model
B livery. However, it is humped behind
the keyboard to provide more space for
cooling and the addition of internal
plug -ins, such as a modem.

SPECIFICATION
CPU: 65C12 running at 2MHz; optional
internal 4MHz 65C102, 8MHz 80186,
8MHz 32016 second processors; optional
external 65CO2, Z-80 or 32016 external
second processors

ROM: 128K
RAM: 128K dynamic RAM; 50 bytes
battery -backed CMOS RAM

Display outputs: modulated UHF,
RGB and composite

Other interfaces: cassette, RS -423,
Centronics, user port, twin ROM
cartridge socket with enhanced 1MHz
bus, external 1MHz bus, Tube, audio

output, d.c. power 12V, 5V, -5V
Keyboard: QWERTY plus numeric
function keypad, cursor pad, nine
function keys, lockable Break key
Sound: three channels plus noise

Operating software: OS version 3,
double- and single -density DFS; optional
Econet with ANFS

Applications software: BBC Basic 4,
View word processor, Viewsheet
spreadsheet, Editor, Terminal, extended
graphics routines; all supplied as
standard on ROM
Size: 346mm. (13.6in.) x 447mm.

(17.6in.) x 85mm. (3.3in.)
U.K. prices: Master 128 £499
including VAT; Turbo upgrade £125; ET
£399; Master 512 probably under
£1,000; Master Scientific probably under
£1,600

Manufacturer: Acorn Computers Ltd,
Cambridge Technopark, 645 Newmarket
Road, Cambridge CB5 8PD. Telephone:
(0223) 214411

Availability: Master 128, ET and
Turbo available now; Master 512 and
Scientific, summer 1986

launched early this year. With that depth of
third -party support, it is not surprising that
Acorn has chosen to make its new micros
largely compatible with the old machines.
Yet it has to keep up with the competition in

a world where IBM-compatible software
dominates business computing and
68000 -based machines are beginning to

We had a Master 128 for review. The main

external innovation is the redesign of the
keyboard layout. The function keys are now

spaced away from Break, reducing the
chances of pressing it accidentally. It is also

entice more technically orientated users.

possible to set a mechanical latch which

The result is the five computers which
make up the BBC Master Series. The base
model is the Master 128, which is an
updated version of the 128K BBC model

disables Break completely. The cursor keys
are arranged in a diamond layout. There is

The Master Turbo has a built-in

alongside Delete and Return.
The famous "ash tray", which was

B+.

65C102 language processor with 64K of
dynamic RAM. The Master 512 with its
512K RAM and additional 80186 processor
provides a bridge into the IBM universe. It

comes complete with Digital Research's

Gem and DOS Plus, which offers
compatibility with both MS-DOS 2.1 and
CP/M-86.
The Master Scientific is a 512K version of
the Acorn Cambridge Co -Processor with an
internal National Semiconductor 32016
second processor. The final machine in the
series is the Econet Terminal (ET). It consists

of a base machine complete with Econet,
but with printer interfaces removed to keep
costs down.

also a separate numeric keypad, which
includes the symbols + , - ,* , / and # ,

intended for use with the ROM filing
system, is absent on the new machine.
Instead, there are two cartridge sockets,
positioned behind the numeric keypad. The
arrangement is based on that of the Electron
Plus

1

system, and most of the existing

cartridges will function in the Master, since
the connections are a superset of the
Electron's. Also present on the bus is a full
set of 1MHz bus connections, uprated to a
2MHz clock rate, which will provide new
opportunities for third -party peripherals. A
special cartridge fitted with two zero extraction -force sockets has already been
released for use with existing ROM software.

BASIC BENCHMARKS
The operating system and Basic exploit the more compact instruction set of the 65C12
processor to provide a substantial improvement in operating speed. The improved
performance of the Turbo's internal processor over the Master 128 with an external
second processor reflects an increase in clock rate from 3MHz to 4MHz. The
Benchmark routines were published in the January 1984 issue of Practical Computing,
page 102. Timings are in seconds.
BM1

BM2

Master 128, external second

0.5
0.9
0.4

2.6
4.7
1.7

processor - 65CO2
Master Turbo - 65C102

0.3

1.3

Model BIB + - 6512
0.7
Model BIB + , second processor 0.4

3.2

Master 128 - 65C12
Bas -128 - 65C12

2.1

BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6 BM7 BM8

Av.
10.38
19.16
6.92

6.1

11.4
4.1

3.0
8.2
5.5

6.3
11.6
4.2

7.8
13.6
5.2

11.9

18.2

20.4
8.0

33.9

29.6
56.9

12.1

19.8

3.1

3.8
10.4
7.0

5.8
15.4
10.3

8.8
23.3
15.5

52.6
35.6

8.9
6.0

14.3

5.03
15.53
10.27

65CO2
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real-time clock -calendar. The assembler has

been modified to accept the enhanced op
codes of the 65CO2
assembly listings.

and now formats

Half of the dynamic RAM of the 128K
machine can be addressed as four separate

sideways pages or as a contiguous 64K
address space by means of new operating system calls. It is used in the latter mode by a
special version of Basic, Bas -128, which is
loaded from the Welcome disc and provides
almost a full 64K workspace. The penalty for

Above: The Econet interface plugs into
two connectors located at the top righthand corner of the PCB. The large white
connector on the left of the PCB allows a
modem or other internal add-ons to be
attached, though the limited cooling
within the case is a restriction.
Left: The new motherboard is bigger
than its predecessor but has fewer chips.

On the underside, IDC connectors are
provided for a printer, disc interface, user
port and for the 1MHz bus and the Tube,
which are now fully buffered. The rear
connectors are the same as on the model B,
with the addition of a phono connector for
an external speaker or audio amplifier. The
case itself is in the familiar livery, but ventilation has been improved, and it has been
made strong enough to support the weight
of a monitor.

ameters such as the start-up language and
filing system.

The CMOS 65C12 processor has an
enhanced version of the original 6502
instruction set. Many operations now
require fewer instructions, and code can be
much more compact. The operating system
and Basic interpreter have been completely
rewritten to take advantage of this.
The Series 3 OS, found on all the Master

Series machines except the ET, features
shadow screen modes as in the model B + ,
and a range of new * commands. It is now
possible to access files from different filing
systems simultaneously by prefixing the file

BBC MASTER SERIES 128

The power supply has been uprated to
50W, and the power -connector tabs no
longer come apart in your hand. The

Performance

motherboard is bigger too, though the chip

Ease of use

count has been reduced. Four chips now

Documentation

provide 128K of dynamic RAM, where 16
were required for 32K on the model B. A
single 1Mbit ROM contains all of the
firmware which comes with the computer,
and there are three empty sockets for add-
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Value for money U
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Some Econet circuitry is now provided as
standard, although the interface and ADLC

chip come on a separate daughter board
which plugs into two connectors located at

the top right-hand corner of the PCB. A
similar arrangement is used to accommodate

the language processor and its associated
memory on the Turbo, the Master 512 and
the Master Scientific. There is space at the
left-hand edge of the board for a modem or
other internal peripherals.
The other remaining hardware feature of
note is a battery -powered real-time clock calendar with CMOS RAM. Some of this
RAM is used to hold default values for par-
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grammer, form part of the machines'
standard firmware. The most interesting
package, however, is Terminal, which trans-

forms the BBC Master into an extension
of whatever

computer or distributed -

processing system you may choose. The
routines are implemented as a language,
operating -system facilities while connected
to a remote processor via the serial interface.
Baud rates and data -word structures can be

up with a *Configure command.
Operating modes include ANSI standard
set

Terminal, Teletype and two BBC modes. In

Acorn's Master is in a class of

Terminal mode the Shifted function keys
perform such operations as clearing the
screen, toggling the printer, spooling and
its

own.

itional 32K or 16K ROMs. The processor is a
65C12, the CMOS version of the 6512 used

in the B + . I/O is still controlled by 6522
VIAs, a PD -7002 analogue to digital converter and a 1770 floppy -disc controller.
Acorn has improved the PAL UHF
decoding, but it is still not good enough for
sustained working in 80 -column mode on a

editor, aimed mainly at the Basic pro-

gives full access to all of the computer's
A,
k,..

II

.

with the Econet interface have a similar hierarchical file structure.
The View word processor, Viewsheet
spreadsheet and a straightforward text

enabled with a *Terminal command, which

,
0
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this method of working is that instructions
have to pass through a block of memory management routines, with a consequential
reduction in speed.
The Master Series comes with ROM and
cassette filing systems: the 1770 DFS for
compatibility with previous models, and the
double -density Advanced Disc Filing
System (ADFS) hard- and floppy -disc controller. Both the ADFS and the Advanced
Network Filing System (ANFS) supplied

name with the filing -system name. The
cassette filing system has been upgraded to
perform some further filing -system calls.
A large number of graphics features have
been imported from the recently launched

graphics extension ROM - see Practical
Computing, December 1985 - but these
do not include sprites. The soft character set
is now fully exploded and a complete alternative character set, including Greek letters,
mathematical symbols and European
characters and accents, is implemented for
ASCII codes 128 to 255 for all modes apart
from Teletext mode.
Basic 4 incorporates a number of changes
which were introduced in HiBasic or Basic 3
supplied with the second processor. There

are extensions to a number of existing
commands, such as List If. The new
command Edit has an identical syntax to
List, and Time$ has been introduced in
order to display the current reading of the

local/line switching.
The Master Series comes with a Welcome
guide and an associated disc and tape. The
User Guide contains an introductory
description of the features of the computer

and clear instructions on how to get it up
and running. More detailed information,
such as the implementation of BBC Basic
and the operation of Editor and Terminal, is
now presented in a Reference Manual parts 1
and 2, which are available for f14.95 each.
Command summary cards are provided for
View and Viewsheet but you pay extra for
the full manuals.

CONCLUSIONS
Mahe Master Series represents the ultimate

that can be expected from an eight -bit
processor. When the model D arrives it will be

based on a complete rethink of the BBC
Microcomputer project.
1111Acorn has answered many of the criticisms
levelled at the model B, but there are still some

features which would be desirable.
MAcorn's prices are high, but continuity and

onwards compatibility are well worth paying
for. However, a full set of manuals should be
included in the prices.
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So you've discove
cheap floppy discs can be
expensive?
v

syste
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o

e oppy
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o
rep
why some companie oa
inaccurate read -off -- and all the embarrassing
and expensive conse uences
'us to V Rf
pence on a dis .
Convinced that the risk is not worth the
saving, you will already be using what you believe
to be the most reliable and durable disc available.
But may we suggest that the new Mitsubishi
diskette could give you even better performance?
In a word, it's flawless. That's quite a claim,
but we don't make it lightly. We used our
resources as Japan's largest chemical
manufacturer to ensure the highest attainable
refinement of raw material.
We developed an entirely
new magnetic coating
process that dramatically
advanced the standards

you entrust t at precious data to

scs made to less exacting standards?

Now discover the new flawless floppy

MITSUBISHI
DISKETTES
Manufactured by Mitsubishi Chemical Industries

disc2DD
FD

for reproduction quality

and low abrasion. We set
up the most highly

controlled

M

II Double Sided

Double Density
80 Tracks 96TPI
Soft Sectored

manufacturing process in

Order today from
(Sole Distributors).
ltd.
MICRO FLOPPY DISK

LONDON: 111/113 FORTIS GREtN,
LONDON N2 9UR. TEL: 01-883 6421

_MANCHESTER: UNITS 5/6, WELKIN ROAD IND. ESTATE,
WELKIN ROAD, LOWER BREDBURY, STOCKPORT.
TEL: 061-494 6661

GLASGOW: 1 PARK GARDENS, GLASGOW G3 7YE.
TEL: 041-332 1144

v,t,tr" MITSUBISHI CORPORATION, BOWBELLS HOUSE,
BREAD STREET, LONDON EC4M 9BQ
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COMPAQ PORTABLE II
POWER AND PORTABILITY
By Glyn Moody

The latest addition to the
portable range of market
leader Compaq looks good
enough to threaten even its
own top -selling machines.
When IBM launched its PC it left

the area of transportable busi-

BASIC BENCHMARKS
Compaq II - 80286
Deskpro 286 - 80286
IBM PCIAT - 80286

BM1

BM2 BM3 BM4 BM5 BM6

0.3
0.3
0.5

1.3
1.2
1.9

3.0
2.8
4.6

successfully by Compaq, and when IBM
produced its own portable it was unable to
make any headway against the well -estab-

lished Compaq machine. Compaq later
went on to add desk -tops and portables
based on the 286 chip to its range.

SPECIFICATION

the old Portable, now reduced in price to
£1,895 and the top -of -the -range Portable
286. The new machine comes in floppy- or
hard -disc versions, with prices starting at
£2,695 for the single -floppy machine.
The most noticeable difference between
this new machine and the older models is its
size: it is considerably smaller and lighter.

RAM

Dimensions: 450mm. (17.7in.) x
190mm. (7.5in.) x 353mm. (13.9in.)
Weight: 11 kg. (241b.) with floppy
drives, 12kg. (261b.) with hard disc
Prices: single -floppy version £2,695;
hard -disc version £3,795

U.K. distributor: Compaq Computer
Ltd, Ambassador House, Paradise Road,
Richmond, Surrey TW9 1 FQ. Telephone:
01-940 8860

Availability: now
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cation the Portable 286. Once more
Compaq has made no concessions to quality.
the processor runs at 8MHz normally but can
be switched to 6MHz if software requires it.
The disc performance is also well up with the

field, though slightly behind the Deskpro
286.

As far as compatibility goes, the Portable

II ran all the standard tests such as Lotus
1-2-3, Sidekick, and even the PC version of

This alone may make it preferable to the

Microsoft's Flight Simulator. Apart from

cheaper or more powerful versions. Within

MS-DOS, there is no bundled software. The

this neater package there is a 9in. green

only manuals we saw were the standard

screen and two expansion slots, one 16 -bit
and the other eight -bit. Up to 4.1Mbyte of
memory can be made available; expansion
up to 2.1Mbyte requires no expansion slot.
Standard interfaces include one parallel
port, one serial port and various video outputs. In the base of the machine there is a
compartment for storing the mains lead, the

Compaq versions for MS-DOS and Basic.
The Portable II goes well beyond the first

ports and the expansion boards are accessed
via sliding panels on the side of the
machine. Also, the coiled lead which

upgrades

14.6

4.5
4.3
6.8

decessor, the Deskpro 286, and by impli-

Keyboard: IBM PC/AT style

Hardware expansion:

9.1

9.5
9.2
13.5

9.1

raved over the performance of its pre-

is

computer.
There are some nice design touches. For

RGB monitor interface, UHF monitor,
composite video output
Software in price: MS-DOS 3.1

9.6

therefore slightly surprising that

It

lid of which doubles as a stand for the

Interfaces: parallel port, serial port,

BM8 Av.

BM7

6.2
5.7

Compaq's latest machine should be another
portable based around the 286. Called the
Portable II, the new machine fits in between

CPU: 80286 running at 6MHz or 8MHz
RAM: 256K on floppy -disc machines,
640K on hard -disc version; upgradable to
2.1Mbyte, or to 4.1Mbyte on an
expansion board
Display: 9in. monochrome dual -mode:
720- by -350 text, 640- by -200 graphics
Discs: on or two third -height 360K
floppies; or one floppy and one half height 10Mbyte Winchester

3.4
3.2
5.2

The standard Basic Benchmark routines - see Practical Computing, January 1984
page 102 - show the Compaq II lagging only slightly behind the much more
expensive Deskpro 286. Times are quoted in seconds.

ness micros untouched. This
gap in the market was noticed and filled very

3.0
2.9
4.7

example, the carrying handle is padded,
making the machine much more comfortable to carry. The cavities containing the

Compaq portable, and there seems little
doubt that it will lead to the original
machine being dropped. It is also likely to
eat into the sales of the Portable 286, which
may be superior but only by a small margin.

COMPAQ PORTABLE II
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attaches the keyboard to the main unit

Documentation

M

retracts into a hole in the machine when the
keyboard is clipped over the bottom of the
unit when not in use.

Value for money

U
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%

Ease of use

One aspect of the new machine is

,
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As much power as you are going to
need, packaged in a conveniently
carryable form.

welcome. As with most transportables, the
keyboard clips on to the front face to act as a
base for the unit. Unfortunately, the catches

used to hold it there are rather inefficient,
and on one occasion the keyboard fell off as I

was moving the unit.
The keyboard is modelled on the standard
AT layout and has an acceptable feel to it.

The text display is quite distinct, but the
characters are small and may be a strain to

look at for a long time. In most other
respects the machine is excellent.

In August 1985 Practical Computing

CONCLUSIONS
EThe mains -powered Compaq Portable II
transportable is smaller and lighter than
Compaq's previous models.
1111The 9in. screen may be slightly too small for

some people. More serious - though easier to

correct - is the problem of the keyboard's
precarious latches.

MIThe Benchmarks show it to be right at the
front of the pack, and more than adequate for
any computation -intensive purpose.
ffia
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FACT: In 5 years PFS became America's best selling personal computer software. FACT: No other software matched PFS's ability to
make more American businessmen effective, efficient, faster. FACT: All PFS business software (WRITE, FILE & REPORT, PLAN &
GRAPH) has arrived in the U.K. FACT: PFS software is available for IBM and IBM compatible, Apple II c/e, Apricot F series, and
other personal computers. FACT: Calling 01-200 0200 (24 hours) guarantees you a convincing demonstration.

The best selling business software,where software can't be second best.
62_

PFS is a registered trademark of Software Publishing Corporation, USA 1985.
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PCC
MORE FOR LESS

By Chris Bidmead

" WINN
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The price of IBM clones is
falling steadily. This fully
specified machine with a
20Mbyte Winchester comes
at a price which most people
expect to pay for an add-on

hard disc alone.

half -height 20Mbyte hard disc is sourced

from NEC in Japan. The 5.25in. 360K
floppy is by Hoshin, a Chinese manufacturer; a second half -height floppy drive
could easily be added, as power and data

cables are already in place. In fact, PCC
supplies both single- and dual -floppy
versions of the machine.
Eight slots are provided for standard IBM
expansion cards. Two of them are restricted

For an asking price of just under k1,000

to short cards, and two more are already

the Surrey -based company Personal
Computer Compatible Ltd (PCC) is
offering a fully IBM-compatible machine

filled by the disc -controller card and a high -

complete with dual -speed 8088 processor, a

20Mbyte hard disc and high -resolution
monochrome graphics.

From the outside, the casing of the IV VIII resembles that of the IBM PC/ AT,
though it is not as tall. It is fabricated from
sheet steel, which is about half the price of
the formed aluminium regularly used by
brand -name manufacturer but adds considerably to the weight. The review machine
carried no logo of any kind; we understand

resolution monochrome graphics card. The
performance of the graphics card is claimed
to match exactly that of the Hercules card,
which it resembles physically. PCC also
supplies a colour version of the system that
includes a colour card.
The machine is supplied with no software
at all - not even an operating -system disc.
PCC 1V -VIII
PC
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that production machines will be badged
with the IV -VIII logo.

The keyboard matches the PC/ AT's
rather than that of the PC itself. The larger
Return key and more typewriter -like layout
make it much easier for touch -typists to use.
PCC's keyboard is manufactured in Taiwan
but the quality of construction appears to be
good. There are LEDs to indicate locking of
the Caps, Num and Scroll keys, though only
the Caps and Num indicators were working

cl
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CPU: 8088-2 switchable between
4.77MHz and 7.65MHz; optional 8087-2
co -processor

RAM: 512K, upgradable to 1Mbyte
Keyboard: AT -style, no £ sign on key
top

Monitor: monochrome amber; optional
colour monitor
Display: 80 -by -25 text; high -resolution
graphics from Hercules -compatible card;
colour card optional

Mass storage: one 360K 5.25in. half height floppy; one 20Mbyte Winchester
Ports: one serial, two parallel
Card slots: six full-length, two halflength

Software in price: none
Dimensions: system box 490mm.
(19.3in.) x 415mm. (16.3in.) x 145mm.
(5.7in.)

Weight: about 26kg. (571b.) including
keyboard and monitor
Price: £995 plus carriage
Manufacturer: Personal Computer
Compatible Ltd, 29 Queens Road,
Hersham, Walton -on -Thames, Surrey KT12
5NE. Telephone: 01-979 7921

Availability: now

III

hardware switch would

have been
preferable.
At the higher speed the internal software

Documentation NNE.
Ill
Not just a low-cost look -alike but a
machine which offers real advantages
over the IBM at a price that is a
genuine breakthrough.

Value for money

clock is affected, and this is bound to give
problems for any standard IBM software
making use of this feature. The hardware
real-time clock is not affected, but DOS has
no way of reading it directly. PCC is providing a small routine called Timer.Com to

on the review machine. The Enter key
seemed to be more heavily sprung than the

SPECIFICATION

We were able to boot using a standard IBM
DOS 2.00 disc, and the hard -disc formatting
and installation utilities Format and FDisk

read the hardware clock and convey the data

worked smoothly. We tested the machine

machine. The only documentation was a

the Olivetti M-24 monitor running its own

with our own copies of proprietary software,
configured for the Hercules card as

leaflet

proprietary high -resolution graphics.

necessary.

some photocopied information on a dual -

rest.

The monochrome monitor supplied with
the machine is manufactured by Tatung and
produces an amber display. It was as good as

Removing the cover of the system box
revealed electronics of a solid, utilitarian
quality. The 135W power -supply unit and
its integral fan are mounted at the righthand side of the chassis at the rear, and are
well shielded. The unit is not marked as it
should be with its operating voltage.
The machine is based around an 8088-2

Word and PC Paint are among the
programs which run satisfactorily. The
system -resident

program

Sidekick

also

worked without a hitch, as did Microsoft
Windows with the Microsoft mouse attached

to the serial port. Flight Simulator would

CPU chip. It can be operated at the IBM -

not run, as IBM-compatible colour graphics
are not supplied with the machine. The AST
extended memory card and Dataflex

standard

modem we used to test the expansion bus

4.77MHz or at a more speedy

7.65MHz. PCC will fit an 8087 maths coprocessor as an option into the appropriate
slot on the motherboard, which is vacant on
the standard machine.

both worked perfectly.

To switch the machine between its two
speed modes you press the - key in conjunction with Control and Alt. This choice

Two separate cages on the right-hand side

of keys conflicts with the standard con-

of the machine house the disc drives. The

figuration for Sidekick, and perhaps a

PRACTICAL COMPUTING April 1986

to DOS at boot time.

No manuals were supplied with the

to cover the Tatung monitor, a

booklet detailing the graphics card, and
floppy version of the machine. PCC says that
proper manuals will be available later.

CONCLUSIONS
Considered simply as a piece of hardware,
the PCC 1V -VIII is a well thought-out, well
made machine at an excellent price.

E The machine appears to run standard IBM
software without a hitch.
IIIThe dual operating speed is a bonus, though
some software may not run properly at the
higher speed.
II1The absence of any authenticated system

software and the sparse, poorly produced
documentation supplied for review are not
particularly reassuring for those who are wary
of buying from an unknown firm.
PC
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PREVIEW

MACINTOSH PLUS
MAKE OR BREAK

By Ian Stobie

The Macintosh offers the only
major alternative in the mass
business market to the IBM
PC and its numerous clones.
Now it has been revamped.

UPGRADING
Existing Mac users will he
able to (omen their
machines into Mac Plusses
in three stages. The
double -sided internal disc

drive costs (220, the new
keyboard (95. You can
get the extra memory.
128K ROM and SCSI port
by replacing the main
circuit board; this upgrade
costs £450 for existing

Alot rides on the success of Mac Plus.

It is a truly crucial product not just

for Apple, but for the whole
personal -computing world. If Apple fails
with it, the IBM standard will rule supreme
in the business market. Even committed
IBM users might come to regret the absence
of an alternative.

The £2,295 Mac Plus machine

512K Mac owners and

£550 for I28K owners.

is a

straightforward revamp of the existing 128K

and 512K Macintosh computer. It offers
more memory, greater disc capacity and
greater speed. It also takes a small step
towards greater compatibility with peripherals from third -party suppliers, without

going the whole way towards Apple II or
IBM -style expansion slots.

From the outside, the Mac Plus looks
almost identical to the existing Mac
products. The upright off-white system box
has the same 9in. monochrome screen in the
middle, and the single disc drive is offset to

the right beneath it.
The keyboard is the only obvious change.
It is wider, with a separate numeric keypad
on the right. It also has four cursor -control
keys, which are absent from the original Mac
keyboard. Both these additions are probably

aimed at spreadsheet users. For touchtyping we found the feel a noticeable
improvement on the original - it is now
very good.

The Macintosh mouse, key to the much
vaunted Mac user interface, is unchanged.

Apple has stuck with one button on its
mouse. Other manufacturers have added
extra buttons to their products, but in our
view they are unneccessary and make the
mouse less easy to use.

Closer examination of the system box
reveals an extra interface at the back. The

The keyboard is wider than the Mac's with

a separate numeric keypad on the right.
printer and comms ports have shrunk to
small eight -pin DIN connectors to make
room for it, while the external disc -drive
port is retained. We were still able to use our

existing Imagewriter printer and Apple
modem, using a short adaptor cable, and
our existing external drive.
The new 25 -pin D connector is an SCSI
port, Apple's gesture towards greater

hardware expandability. SCSI, the Small
Computer Systems Interface, is a high-speed
interface, capable of transferring data at up

to 320K per second. This makes it particularly suited to hard discs and image scanning devices. You can connect up to

standard in the May 1985 issue of Practical
Computing. Many third -party suppliers
already have SCSI -based hard discs for the
IBM which can now be converted quickly to
work with the Mac. They should offer performance advantages over existing Mac hard
discs built to connect to the Mac's slower
conventional disc port.

The Mac Plus's 3.5in. built-in drive is
now double -sided, with a total capacity of
800K. It will read your old single -sided Mac
discs as well as the new double -sided media.
It is also quicker. The Mac desk top comes up
in 15 seconds, and most disc operations are
at least twice as fast as on a 512K Mac. This is

partly due to the extra memory in the

seven SCSI -compatible devices to the Mac's
one port, daisychaining them together. John

machine, which now amounts to 1Mbyte.
Apple intends to offer an upgrade to
4Mbyte very shortly, as soon as enough

Lewell wrote a detailed report on the SCSI

1Mbit chips are available.

MAC BENCHMARKS
512K Mac Mac Plus

Boot Desktop
Load Macwrite
Load 5K Macwrite
document
Load 15K Macwrite
document
Load Jazz 1.0
Load 13K 1.0 worksheet
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The new Mac Plus takes less than half the time to do most disc
operations. The RAM cache gives additional speed gains if you are
doing repetitive operations on the same file. The Jazz timings are
correct; for some reason Jazz was an exception, with some things
taking longer. Lotus acknowledges the problem and is bringing out
a new release.
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III REVIEW
More of the operating system is now held
in ROM, and the routines in the larger 128K
ROM have been rewritten for speed.
Opening and closing windows on the desk

top is faster. Scrolling through the scrapbook, even with graphics in it, is virtually
instantaneous.

On more substantial applications the
changes are less spectacular, being mainly
confined to quicker loading and saving.
Scrolling through a Macwrite or Jazz file you

do not notice any difference. As it stands,
Jazz is one of the programs least improved
by the Mac Plus, but Lotus is bringing out a
£20 update for existing users to make better

AA

use of the new facilities.
To run old software on the Mac Plus you

need first to run an Install utility provided

with the system. This puts the new 5.1
644114 OVINIP Offiliii* L''-e)

An SCSI port

is

Apple's gesture to

greater hardware expandability.

SPECIFICATION
CPU: Motorola 68000 running at
7.8MHz
RAM: 1Mbyte, expandable on board to
4Mbyte
ROM: 128K software to run the Wimp

Finder on the disc and allows the software to
work with either the old or new keyboards.
The only problem we had was with a typing

tutor, which not surprisingly continued to
display pictures of the old keyboard. Other

MACINTOSH PLUS

14 VERDICT
00
S

interface

Keyboard: QWERTY with numeric pad
and cursor keys
Discs: one 3.5in. double -sided 800K
floppy drive built-in; optional external
800K floppy; optional hard discs from
various suppliers from 10Mbyte to
120Mbyte

Display: built-in 9in. monochrome
screen displaying 512 by 342 dots
Interfaces: two serial ports earmarked
for comms and printer, external disc
interface, fast SCSI port for hard discs
and other devices to which seven devices
can be daisychained

Dimensions: system box 344mm.
(13.5in.) x 276mm. (10.9in.) x 246mm.
(9.7in.); weighs 7.5kg. (16.51b.)

Software in price: Finder 5.1 system
with disc cacheing

Price: £2,295, including keyboard and
mouse

Manufacturer: Apple Computer Inc.
of Cupertino, California; made in Ireland

Performance
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What the Mac just missed being in the

first place - a really excellent personal
computer.

Mac.

spectacular to shake the business world from
its attachment to the IBM standard.
A bigger screen, even more memory and a

full 68020 processor would help. Maybe
people would take notice if the Mac were
really incredibly fast. But Apple has a marketing problem: how does it convince
people that the Mac is a practical machine as
well as a stylish one?
The biggest mistake Apple could make
would be to make the Mac software compatible with the IBM, either with an add-on

card or perhaps by the sort of software
emulator available with the Amiga. If you
could run IBM programs on the Mac, few
software houses would bother writing
directly for the Apple machine. Without
software written specifically to take
advantage of the Mac's remarkable interface,

the machine becomes just another

rather expensive clone.
Apple is looking increasingly beleaguered
in its attempt to present an alternative to the
IBM way of doing things. Last year turnover
was down nearly 25 percent, although Apple

still a financially strong company with

healthy profits. But as more and more
manufacturers jump on the IBM bandwagon

Apple has to do something to sustain the
Macintosh.

The real strength of the Mac

is its

viding hardware which shows off the existing

Mac software base to best advantage, and
which also tempts software houses to continue writing for the machine. The Mac Plus
may not do the trick in the longer term, but
it might keep the Macintosh show on the

all Mac users already have the excellent
What you now get instead is a demo disc
which carries crippled copies of Macwrite,
Macpaint, Macdraw and Macproject. You

also get the system/utilities disc and a

took us eight seconds not 13, reloading a
15K Macwrite document three seconds
rather than six, and reloading our test Jazz
worksheet eight seconds not 38. You can
override the default cache size if you like,
but the big advantage of a cache system

tutorial guided tour. The 100 -page Mac Plus
manual is well presented and easy to
understand.
It has always been far quicker to become
productive on the Mac than on the IBM PC
or other MS-DOS machines. This is partly
because of the windows/mouse interface,
but also because you have so much less to
read before you get started. This philosophy

compared to a RAM disc is that the user does

has rubbed off on many Mac software

not have to know anything about what is

suppliers. They usually try to come up with
slim, well -written manuals rather than the
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Apple still has to do something brash and

longer included in the price but have to be
bought separately for £95 each. This is a
shame, because these programs are classics

Macwrite.

going on, it all happens automatically.

The Mac Plus has eliminated the major
faults - basically by being faster - but

the Mac Plus: Macwrite and Macpaint are no

encourage third -party software developers
such as Microsoft. It must be hard to sell a
word-processing program like Word when

This makes no difference the first time you
fetch something into memory, but speeds
things up further on subsequent use of the
same file. For example, reloading Macwrite

IBM. People who use the Mac already and
recognise its virtues are not the problem.

software. Apple should concentrate on pro-

of their type. Perhaps Apple wants to

the rewritten operating system - called the
Finder in Mac parlance - as a disc cache.

But Apple needs more than praise from
existing users to stay in business against

Apple may have made one mistake with

Ltd, Eastman Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire HP2 7HQ. Telephone:
(0442) 60244

Some of the extra memory is now used by

place?

is

software, such as Macwrite, Macpaint, Jazz
and Excel, ran successfully on either
machine. We now also have the bonus of the
disc-cacheing operating system on our 512K

U.K. supplier: Apple Computer (U.K.)

Available: now

verbose ring -bound reference tomes typical
of IBM products. It is always amusing to hear
software houses with £400 or £500 products
for the IBM justifying their price on the basis
that their products are easier for executives
to learn. If people's time is worth so much,
what are they doing with an IBM in the first

road.

CONCLUSIONS
II1The Macintosh has always been an easier
machine to use than the IBM PC. Now it also
offers better performance: the megabyte of
memory, disc cache and higher -capacity disc
drive speed things up very noticeably.
MYou still need to buy a second disc drive to
get the best from the machine.
MIThe addition of an SCSI port means that
many third -party discs will shortly be available
for the machine. Apple's own 20Mbyte Hard
Disk 20, which connects to the slower disc port,

is unlikely to offer better value.
MExisting Mac software seems to run without
difficulty; 128K and 512K Mac owners can
upgrade their hardware to the new Mac Plus
specification in easy stages.

MAt around £2,500 for a twin -drive system
the Mac Plus is not really cheap enough to win
a massive following among U.K. users.
ra
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PARADOX
COMPLEX BUT EASY?
By Mike Lewis

Flexible database packages like dBase III are difficult to use to the full. Ansa's package offers
an equal capability but uses the technique of query by example to make report generation and
on -screen querying easier for the user.
Aparadox is an idea which seems to

rearrange the columns, alter their width,

conflict with conventional logic;

and generally pretty things up according to
your taste. But all these changes merely alter
your view of the data; the actual files remain
the same.
For those who prefer looking at a single
record at a time, you can switch to a form
view. As you page through the forms, the
table scrolls in harmony, in much the same

something that your senses tell you

but which your reasoning insists
cannot. According to the Ansa Software
exists,

Corporation, a computer program would be
a paradox if it had enormous power, sophistication and flexibility, but was still quick to
learn and easy to use.
These are precisely the claims that Ansa is
making for its new database -management
package; hence the name. So does Paradox
really achieve something that was hitherto
thought impossible, or is it just another runof-the-mill filing system?
Certainly, Paradox is sophisticated. After

way as in Borland's Reflex. But unlike
Reflex, Paradox does not allow you to see
both views at the same time.

FEW RESTRICTIONS
You can design up to nine forms for each
table. There are virtually no restrictions on

three weeks of fairly intensive use, I feel I am

what can go in a form, including boxes,

still scratching the surface of this complex
product. On a straight feature -by -feature
comparison, it seems to be ahead of most of
its rivals, and it would be a very ambitious
user that managed to push it to its limits.
But ease of learning is another matter.

borders, highlighted fields and background
colours. Each table also has a fairly bland
default form, for those who do not want to
make their own. In fact, many users might
manage without forms completely, since

The basic concepts are not hard to grasp, but
getting to grips with the full functions of the
package can be a daunting task. The
manuals are good, but there is inevitably too

through the tables.
For example, data can be entered directly

much in them to absorb without long,

most of the driving of Paradox is done
into a table, and also edited there. The
surprisingly limited:
you can normally only add or erase

editing capability

is

SPECIFICATION
Description: relational

database with
strong reporting and querying features;
also includes the PAL applications
development language

Hardware required: IBM PC or
compatible with at least 512K RAM and
MS-DOS 2 or later; a hard disc is strongly
recommended

careful study: some 840 pages in five books.
It took me a full day just to skim through the
main user's guide.
When I finally felt ready to boot it up, the

characters at the end of a field. A special
mode is available for slightly more sophisticated alterations, but this attaches

Copy protection: one copy only can

different meanings to many of the keys. For

first thing that hit me was its remarkable

example, the Del key deletes

Price: £550

resemblance to Lotus 1-2-3. Paradox has the

character, whereas at other times it erases an
entire record.
Having entered your data, you can move

same type of top -line menu, with sub menus and options selected by means of the

left and right arrow keys. As with 1-2-3,
each choice is accompanied by a short
explanation, and the whole thing is linked
to a set of context -sensitive help screens.

LOTUS -LIKE DISPLAY
The rest of the display also has a Lotus -like

feel to it, except that it is centred around a
database instead of a spreadsheet. Not that
the term "database" is used very much in

Paradox - Ansa prefers to call it a table.
This reflects the two-dimensional view that
the user has of the data, with rows equating
to records and columns to fields.
You can have several of these tables onscreen at a time. Paradox itself decides where
to place them and how they overlap,

although you can, with difficulty, juggle
them around a bit yourself. You can also
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a single

on to one of Paradox's more interesting
features: the query. Queries can be used to
extract, combine and manipulate data in a
huge variety of ways. They go far beyond
simple table searches, and are very much at
the heart of the whole Paradox concept.
The simplest queries work on one table at
a time. You start with a special query table,
which contains the same column headings as

the main table, but no data. You put your
search criteria into this table, and you can
also tick any of the columns to indicate
which fields you want to view. The ticks
appear on the screen as square -root symbols,

and are entered via a function key.
The results of the query are presented in a
new table, called Answer. This behaves just
like any other table, in that you can edit it,
produce reports from it, or even carry out

be installed, but this can subsequently be
un-installed; a non-copyable backup

floppy disc is also supplied

Publisher: Ansa Software, Belmont,
California

U.K. distributor: P&P, Todd Hall
Road, Carrs Industrial Estate,
Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancashire BB4
5HU. Telephone: (0706) 217744. Softsel,
Softsel House, Syon Gateway, Great
West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8

9DD. Telephone; 01-568 8866
Available: now

further queries on it. The only difference is

that it is automatically deleted when you
perform a fresh query, or when you exit
Paradox. You can, however, change its
name and explicitly save it if you wish.
You can also query several tables at the
same time, provided that they have at least

one field in common. This link field is
identified by a technique which crops up
often in Paradox: query by example. The
idea is borrowed from an IBM mainframe
package of the same name.

Using query by example in this

case
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,Reference number

1

eferenc
1222
1335
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1720
1722
1732
1890

2
4
5

6

Subject
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Category
railway

Date
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MO:fl'Crtif7)-TMn
b/w
railway
railway
trail
b/w
railway
b/w
railway
railway
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15
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-Jan
-Jan
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1
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-05
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1410
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5
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8 -18 3401

1

3

4
5

1
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1

Muncaster Fell
North Downs
River Dart

mountain
country
country

PHOTOSA L Photo reference.Customer reference,R lghtS sol

ROIL 125
Grosmont Station
NYMR overview
NYMR stock
Class 475

7

Field Ma
Photo reference
Customer reference
Rights sold
Date of sale
Value of sale

1222
1298
1720
1722

1

2
3
4

Restructure

Restructuring Photosal table

2

f

<today -5

Subject

A simple query, using a table called Photolib. The results
appear in the Answer table.

STRICT

gain

lghts

2

3

2
3
4

ustomer referenc

1234

PHOTOLIB4--71:ferenc

2

efre nce

ANSWERI

Photo referenc

MM
MY3

all
all

RWPI
RWPI

first
first

Date of sale
1/15/86
12/02/85
2/15/86

Value of
45
30
30
30

2/15/136

A query involving two tables. An example value is used to

identify the common field.

Designing report Al for Photollb table
Table Band

Report

1/2

Fl Id Ty
FIELD TYPES
A_; Alphanumeric (ex: A25)
Any combination of
characters and spaces
up to specified width.
Maximum width is 255.

A4.
A4
A6
D
A

N; Numbers with or without
decimal digits.

Page

List of unsold transparencies (all categories)

rtabl

Page 999

)
I

es Dollar amounts.

Ds Dates In the form
mm/dd/yy or 4d-mon-re.
Use TNT after field type to
show a key field (ex; A4.).

Reference

Subject

Category

Type

Date taken

AAAA

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAAAAAAA

AAAA

dd-Mon-yy

Comment

-table

pap

A special table used for creating or restructuring other tables.

One of the screens used for designing a tabular report.

Note the four field types that are allowed.

involves entering a certain value in each
occurrence of the linking field. The actual
value is immaterial; it is merely an example.
The important point is that the same value is

used each time. This might at first sound
like a long-winded way of pointing to a table

column, but it is indespensable for some of
the program's more powerful features.
As well as search criteria, a query table can
contain formulae, group operators like
Average and Count, and instructions such as
Insert and Changeto. These are not

particularly easy to use, but they do enable
queries to be applied to such tasks as global
file updating, posting transaction to a
master file, and much more. Fortunately,
there is also a simple Find command, which

can be used to go quickly to a specified

table. Easier still, there is a function called
Instant Report, which sends a selected table
to the printer at the touch of a function key.
One problem with this is that it is a easy to
start up by mistake, and there is no way of
cancelling it once printing has started.
Like most self-respecting packages,
Paradox can import data from other
programs and formats, including Lotus
1-2-3, dBase II and III, PFS File, VisiCalc,
and ordinary ASCII. Unlike many others, it
can export to these formats as well. It also

This approach has several advantages. It
makes it easier to check and correct the new

has functions to copy, rename and delete

is the screen display. Every time that the
program outputs anything to the display,
even a single character, it develops an
extreme case of screen flicker, of the type

tables, and to move to other MS-DOS
directories. Surprisingly, it is not possible to
run an external program.
Paradox does have some annoying quirks.
For example, the division of labour between

record without the overhead of creating an
Answer table.
Despite its undeniable sophistication,
even the query function does not match the
capability of Paradox's other major feature,
the report generator. In fact, this is probably
the most powerful report generator in any
database manager I know, including such
heavyweights as Reflex and Rbase 5000.
A report can be tabular, free format, or a

the top -line menu and the function keys

combination of the two. You use a full -

partial solution to this.

screen editor to play around with the various

enough when dealing with low volumes, but
it tends to be fairly sluggish with tables that
contain several hundred records.
Perhaps the worst problem with Paradox

you see when data is written directly to the

video memory. This has at times been so
severe that I have been tempted to stop

have to resort to the menu to redisplay it

clearly written, packed with examples, and
relatively free of jargon. Finding your way

elsewhere. In fact, most of the options
connected with how tables are viewed on the
screen could be speeded up if better use were
made of the function keys. Keyboard macros

- which Paradox calls scripts - provide a

field values, margins, page breaks, headings

Another difficulty is that Paradox has a
prodigious appetite for disc space. Many of
the functions result in temporary tables
being set up, like the Answer table after a
query. When you enter new records, they
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turn slows things down. Paradox is fast

using the package.
On a more positive note, Ansa deserves a

BACK TO THE MENU

Paradox, the process can be tricky to learn,
but there seem to be no limits to what can go
into a report and how it is to look.
If all this sounds like hard work, you can
use instead a standard tabular or free -format
report layout, which is pre -defined for each

swapping between disc and RAM, which in

leaves something to be desired. If you want
to rearrange the tables on the screen, you can
press f8 to remove the current table, but you

elements that make up the report, such as

and any other text. As with so much of

data, and it means that your typing is not
held up by constant updating of indexes.
But it does require extra disc space, albeit
temporarily, and it also results in more

are not placed in the main table straight
away, but are stored in another table, called
Entry, until you are ready to transfer them.

pat on the back for its manuals. They are

round the main user's guide is especially
easy,

thanks to a running head which

duplicates the software's top -line menu.

Inevitably, a package of the size and
complexity of Paradox has many more
features that can be described in this short
review.
Paradox

I

have not even mentioned the
Application Language, a true

programming language which puts all the
sophistication of Paradox into the hands of
application developers. PAL comes free with
Paradox, and is a pretty remarkable piece of

software in its own right. It is a subject to
which I shall be returning next month, in
the second part of this article.
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AMIGA SOFTWARE
THE FIRST WAVE
By Glyn Moody

Software for Commodore's
Amiga has been scarce so
far. Now three new
programs show off the
machine's graphics
capabilities and its potential
for user-friendly operation.
But will they be enough to
keep it abreast of its rivals?

Commodore's Amiga computer was
first announced at the end of July
last year, and Practical Computing
previewed the machine in October. Since
then Commodore's financial position has
grown more precarious, and there is little
sign of huge sales of the machine being
clocked up which might turn the company
round. This is partly a result of the low-key

sales drive; mostly it has to do with the
current availability of software.
Although the machines themselves have

been available, software has been a rarer
commodity. And what software there was,
such as the Basic from Bristol -based
Metacomco who wrote the operating system,

the pull -down menu and mouse approach
used by the Amiga, and more specifically on
programs like Apple's Macpaint. A palette
bar down the side of the screen provides the
main drawing tools, which deal with
functions like freehand drawing, air-

brushing, drawing with rectangles, circles
and arcs, and shape -filling techniques. Pull down menus handle more advanced
functions.

the colour palette box, but Deluxe Paint
adds a few impressive options. For example,

the Smear command mimics the effect of
smudging paint with your finger. Blend and
Shade depend on the previous definition of
a set of colours, which are then regarded as

DISTORTED IMAGES FOR
SPECIAL EFFECTS
The obvious difference between

button on the mouse. Any of these modified
images can be used as a brush; the
production and movement of such complex
shapes in real time is impressive.
You have complete control of all the
colours, both in the brush and in the rest of
the image. Colours are mostly accessed from

the

Amiga and the Mac is that the Amiga uses

adjacent. This is achieved from the main
colour palette box by defining two end
points from among the 32 colours which

has proved rather unstable. Against this

colour. Another difference is that on the
Amiga the brush used can be almost as

background, the imminent release of three

important and complex as the final picture

shades in-between are then taken

Amiga programs from Commodore is all the
more interesting.

itself. Any picture or part of a picture can be

sequence.

used as a brush. This allows all kinds of

The Blend effect produces a kind of

Two of the programs form part of a

special effects, as images are literally spread
across the page. Similarly, brush images can
be reduced, enlarged, inverted, rotated,

average as it passes over colours from within
that sequence. The Shade command
changes each colour it passes over to the next

sheared - to produce a slanting version or bent. So, as in the example opposite, a

highest or lowest in the paint set you have
defined, depending on which mouse button

rectangular image can be curved and
distorted to produced a kind of visual
cylinder.

you press. If your paint set consists of a series

projected core of software designed to cover
all the main applications such as word
processor and spreadsheet. The other

package is from a third party.
Two of the packages are graphical, which
is not surprising given the Amiga's superb
graphics capability. It is put to good use in
the first of the packages, Deluxe Paint from
Electronic Arts. The on -screen appearance of

Most of these operations are handled by
pulling down one of the menus along the

the product is familiar. It draws heavily on

top of the screen using the right-hand
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may

be

on -screen

the

simultaneously;
as

a

of, say, greys, the shading would have the
same effect as using a pencil to darken an
image, or a rubber to lighten it.
Sets of colours of this kind are used in two

other unusual features. Using one cycle of
PRACTICAL COMPUTING Ap'd 1986
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The Deluxe Paint colour palette box lets
you change the 32 on -screen colours and
the colours the brush cycles through.

Textcraft's screen resembles that of Macwrite. You select type style
from the pull -down menu, and other functions from the icons.

Graphicraft displays a palette box similar to Deluxe Paint's,

though cruder, and a more limited brush selection.

Project Edit Special Color Sha e
B

am,
This shoos h

3

You c

abort,

andunderlined.

here, w italic.
Other available options include Wirscritt and subscript. Y12
,

an

IIIII

Copy
RANGE
OK
(CANCEL Cus toot Brush

can even combine these (toren, fee example to mace mu

superscripts,

eaderliael,

Text cm be mateed, as is the beading above, left or right
justified or *tilled la iota sides, as iere, fiere is also
tanoropli
gemlike.

Wiest,

tabs, tad tie satin of sisal, IP bale list

shades, you can draw with a brush whose

mirror, each repeated image is an exact copy

say, light and dark blues - and they are

of movement. Up to three independent sets
of colours can be defined for each picture.
The final novel set of commands concerns
how images are built up on -screen. Using
the Symmetry option you can set up
multiple virtual mirrors. As you draw, every
line is multiplied to produce kaleidoscopic
patterns. A variant on this is the use of cyclic

used to represent water, the overall effect is

symmetry. Instead of reflecting as in a

business context you would need to invest in

shade changes regularly and cyclically as you

move along, producing a stippled effect.
The same sets of colours can also be used for

simple animation. You can get on -screen
colours to move through a set at a variable
speed. If the set consists of related colours -

but turned through an angle about the
symmetry point, which you can change.

For one of the first products to come
through on the Amiga, Deluxe Paint is
impressive. It shows many of the Amiga's

strengths to good advantage. The main
problem is that for it to be useful in a
(continued on page 71)
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XT -Compatible
20 Megabytes
£995

We'll sell you a 20 megabyte hard disk for £995
- and throw in the computer for free.

Bristol Micro Traders have been selling 20 MB
hard disk upgrade kits for £549 for some time,
but we've noticed that the competition is still
charging nearly a thousand pounds for the same
product. (We won't even mention the prices from
Big Blue!) So we decided that for this special
offer we would match their prices - but add a
little value.

How can we do this at such a low price? Bristol
Micro Traders buy and sell in volume. We bring
in parts from all over the world, test and assemble the resulting kit here in the West Country and then sell directly to you. We don't buy from
middlemen, and we don't sell through middlemen - so you don't have to pay for their advertising budgets and expensive High Street store
fronts.

Included with the 20MB upgrade kit is our Micro
20, a full IBM PC compatible, running all of the
Simulator, 1-2-3,
and the
usual
hardware accessories as well. It's so compatible
software (Flight
Framework, etc),

standard
Sidekick,

that you can use it with IBM's PC/DOS, as well
as MS/DOS and CP/M86.

111111111111111

MN

It's a complete system, supplied with keyboard,
monochrome monitor, printer port, 360K floppy
disk drive, and documentation.

And it's

a

full-size system, with a heavy duty

power supply and 8 expansion slots.

Maintenance.

A

delicate

subject.

We

do

thoroughly test drives and systems before shipping them out, but should the unthinkable occur,
we also provide a full twelve month parts and
labour warranty on the entire system. Alternatively, you will find that the PC compatible has
become such a standard that trained repairmen
are found on every High Street, and machines
can be serviced through nationwide maintenance
organizations.

How do you order one? Give us a ring on (0272)
279499. Send an order to Bristol Micro Traders,
Systems Group, Maggs House, 78 Queens Road,

We're sure you'll agree that above all, it's an

Bristol BS8 1QX. Or just stop in and chat with
our sales staff. We look forward to hearing from

amazing bargain.

you.

The Bristol Micro 20 system includes

256K RAM, expandable to 640K on the
motherboard

one 360K floppy drive
20 megabyte hard disk drive
monochrome monitor
parallel printer port
keyboard
heavy duty power supply
8 expansion slots
provision for up to two floppy drives and
up to two hard drives

rc

'-a°

o
6el-s
(0272) 279499
Telex 449075

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation; Reflex, of BorlandrAnalytica, Inc

Circle No. 148
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a fairly expensive colour printer. Even then

the lower overall quality of the output
full-blown professional
paintbox systems remains a limiting factor.
compared to

Nonetheless, either as an introduction to
some of the latest graphic -manipulation
techniques or as a low-level paintbox -type
program it looks to be good value.
Deluxe Paint is let down by a skimpy
manual. Like all the programs covered here,
its U.K. price and distribution details have
yet to be finalised. In the U.S. it costs $139.
Electronic Arts also has Deluxe Video
Construction Set under development, which

incorporates an extensive set of animation
facilities.

It is unfortunate that Commodore's own
Graphicraft should have to compete against
Deluxe Paint, a program with which it has
much in common but which it consistently
fails to match up to. There is the same menu

bar along the top, with often identical
commands. Colours are changed from a
main colour palette, but where Deluxe Paint
offers you full control, Graphicraft skimps.

As well as producing standard shapes like
circles and rectangles, it allows you to define

your own, but the range is circumscribed
compared to the freedom offered by Deluxe
Paint. In particular, the impressive

operations which can be carried out on
brushes are totally lacking.

CHEAPER AND SIMPLER
More exotic effects like mirrors and cycle
drawing are present but in a cut -down form

ABASIC
Commodore has replaced the original Basic
from Metacomco, which was offered as a
stopgap measure, with a version from
Microsoft. The new product was originally
commissioned for the Amiga but did not
make it in time for the launch. It seems to
be a straight porting across to Microsoft's
earlier Basic for the Macintosh. For
example, it makes unusual use of pull down menus with Basic. It also allows you
to have two windows open: one for the

I
Cita11 6MUN ,4111 5,
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identical.
Perhaps its most interesting new feature
One slightly worrying feature of the
is the Say command for converting
Basic supplied for review was that although
phoneme codes into words spoken with
around 250K was free on the machine,
varying intonation, and the Translate$
only 25K of that was available for Basic
command for turning English words into programs, which seems parsimonious in
phonemes. As with some other advanced the extreme. Presumably Commodore will

get round this limitation.

Basics, line numbers are optional.

BASIC BENCHMARKS
Amiga - 68000
Atari 520ST- 68000
IBM PC- 8088

BM1

BM2

BM3

BM4

BM5

BM6

BM7

BM8

Av.

0.5
0.9

1.9

4.0
5.8
11.8

4.7
6.5
12.2

5.0
7.2
13.4

5.0
13.7
23.6

13.8

18.1

20.4
37.6

9.2
36.6

6.6
8.3
17.7

2.8
4.8

1.3

The standard Basic Benchmark routines - see Practical Computing, January 1984,

page 102 - put the Amiga ahead of the Atari 520ST. All timings are in seconds
handled just as simply. You choose between

available from the start to show off its

right and left justified text by selecting the

machine; the simultaneous appearance of
Deluxe Paint must be rather a mixed
blessing. Certainly there is little reason to
buy Graphicraft now except possibly its

appropriate icon on the ruler as in Macwrite.
Similarly, page width is set by sliding small
markers along the ruler. Page size can also be

Happily the same is not true of the
companion program, Textcraft. This is a

1111 ,111-11P1,1A),,PT

output of a program, the other for the
listing. This is useful for debugging.
While proceeding through a displayed
program stepwise, you can also look at the basic listing and program output are
output. Large sections of the manuals are displayed simultaneously.

compared to the other package. Clearly,
Commodore wanted a graphics package

price, which is only $50 in the U.S.

P?

changed from one of the few pull -down
menus. The other menus handle matters

Calcraft are on the way. In the U.K. many
software houses are working on products.
One which is probably further ahead than
most is Guildford -based Taurus Impex with
its Acquisition database.
Of the other firms engaged in writing for

the Amiga, many have chosen to go for

Practical Computing in July 1984. The

like file management, headers, footers, page
numbering and founts. The founts are fully
WYSIWYG.
One limitation of the program is that you
cannot incorporate page numbers into
headers or footers, only on the next line to
them. Another fault is that when saving files

abiding impression left by Textcraft is how
pleasant it is to use. From the on -screen

which already exist, the program does not
check that you want to overwrite.

comms packages in the offing.
The programs we have looked at here are
very much in the nature of the first wave. It

READY-MADE FORMS

would be rash to judge the machine's
chances on the basis of them. It is worth

very presentable word processor written by
Arktronics for Commodore. Arktronics was
responsible for an interesting but expensive
integrated package called Jane, reviewed by

appearance, with some clever use of pseudo -

three -dimensional effects, to the choice of
colours, it is evident that much thought has
gone into making the program as easy to use
as possible.
Once more a debt to the world of the Mac
and Macwrite is clear, particularly in the use
of rulers and scroll bars. But there are also a
number of borrowings from Jane. For

example, icons are used to represent some

Otherwise, Textcraft does most things you

could ask of a word processor, and it does
them very efficiently. An added bonus is the

provision of various ready-made forms,
including business letters, memos, reports

specific vertical markets rather than generic
packages. For example, personal publishing
has attracted a number of people presumably because the graphics capa-

bilities of the machine are such a strong
factor in its favour. There are also several

noting - and applauding - that
Commodore

is going some way to
encouraging a common data format to allow
files to be swapped between similar

programs. One advantage of this is that it

and CVs. When you open a new file you are

will allow you to take input from video

offered the choice of using one of them or
starting from scratch. You simply fill in the

cameras and then manipulate them in
packages such as Deluxe Paint.
But two big question marks still hang over

operations: scissors denote cutting, a camera
represents copying and a glue pot represents

relevant sections of the forms.

pasting. They are used very naturally. For
example, to cut a passage, you exchange
your pencil icon for the scissors icon by

word

functions
adequately for serious users. The manual is
well written and clear. The price is $100.

come through to make it a viable alternative

clicking over it; then you click with the new

There is no doubt that a considerable
quantity of Amiga software will soon be

features of the machine and provide an

icon at the beginning and end of the text,
and the offending passage disappears.
Some aspects of on -screen appearance are
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Textcraft is an excellent introduction to
processing

which

also

available. In addition to the members of the

Craft series reviewed here, Musicraft and

the Amiga. First, will enough programs
to the established names? Secondly, will
enough of that software utilise the special
incentive to buy it? The success of not only
the Amiga, but also of Commodore itself,
hangs on the answers.
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YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT. NOW WHERE DO YOU BUY IT?
is

II

II

OSIRIS
MICRO BROKERS
O.K. You've arrived at what you want but what
next? You could go to any number of dealers but
wouldn't you prefer a specialist buying service
that would act on your behalf. Saving you time,
trouble and money.
Talk to Osiris. We'll find you the best prices
in the U.K. Arrange rentals or provide finance.

Buy your software or have it written for you.
Select and negotiate your maintenance contract.
Locate the most suitable training courses for you
and your staff.
In short, give you a service that's second to
none. Call us and discover Britain's first
.

.

.

COMPLETE BUYING SERVICE FOR THE PC USER

30 Rivermeads Avenue, Twickenham, Middlesex TW2 5JJ. Telephone: (01) 894 2282/892 7618
Circle No. 149
CAMEL PRODUCTS FOR BBC

C-64

STAND ALONE

SPECTRUM

QL

0

BLOPROM-RS

0

gibe efufierlative
EPROM PROGRAMMER, BLOPROM-RS
Either polarity RTS/CTS.
* For micros with an RS 232 port.
Short Basic listing for micro supplied.
* Fully intelligent uP based unit.
* Baud rates: 300, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600.
C/)

* EPROM types: 2516-32-64, 2716-32-64-128-256-512, 513, 2732A -64A -128A

2

* Functions: CHECK, READ, BLOW, VERIFY, CRC (RAM/EPROM)
* Programming modes: SMART, FAST and EXTRA FAST

C-)

-1

MULTEPROM

Special Features:

0

* Reverse device protection
* System activity indicator LED
* Safe break Panic Button
* 110V/60Hz option
And now the SURPRISE!
1

C)

Price

44995

C)

User Notes incl. short Microsoft Basic program for screen prompts etc.
Converted programs on disk/uDrive for IBM-PC, BBC, Apple, QL,

Spectrum. £9.95 + VAT.
MULTEPROM an 8 gang copier for 2716 thru' 27128. Requires a ZX81 but no power pack or
RAM pack.
All prices in £.

£199.95
Europe P&P 5%.

U.K. 15% VAT extra, P&P free.

Overseas P&P + 10%, no VAT.

BB -PROM 29.95 Q -PROM 69.95 Q -CART 5.95 Q -CENT 26.04 BB -CENT CABLE 8.65 PROM -64 34.75 64 -CART 5.95 DHOBI-I

18.95, DHOBI-2 22.95 MULTEPROM 199.95 ROM -SP 29.95 PROMER-SP 29.95 PROMER-81S 24.95 BLOPROM-SP 89.95
CRAMIC-SP 89.95 PRINT -SP 31.25 POLYPRINT 44.95 PIO-SP 18.50 NIKE SP/AT 81 17.35 NIKE -Q Phone DREAM -81 59.95
MEMIC-81 29.95 ROM -81 14.95 PROMER-81 24.95 P10-81 14.95

co

0

Cambridge Microelectronics Ltd. - One Milton Rd., CAMBRIDGE CB4 lUY.

BLOPROM-SP

CRAMIC-SP

CML is a MAPCON Approved Consultancy.
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POLYPRINT

TLX: 81574 CML

Tel. (0223) 314 814.

NIKE-SP/AT/81

PIO-SP

CO

0

P10-81

We convert your ideas into products, ON SCHEDULE, ON BUDGET, ON TIME.
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PFS WRITE
CHEAP BEST-SELLER
By Susan Curran

An anglicised version of this
successful program enters the
hotly contested market for
easy -to -use IBM word
processors.

ment is quick. The sideways scroll for wide
documents is a little on the slow side.
Page breaks are adjusted dynamically, but

Attached is the preliminary plan for MCT's advertising plans
for the next fiscal year.
Hole the increased exposure in

uainland newspapersIto publicise our expansion to West Coast
charter routes.
Also note the focus oe our new image-"hassle -free vacation planning".
This ties in with our
contracts to act as agents for seve
companies and sports instructors.
Quick save
Proof text
Help
F1 F2
Proof word
I'd appreciate your review of the p
agency mill he ready to begin work
Start of lime
End of lione
Prey. word
F3 F4
Hest wrd

margin changes are handled by a separate
Define Page option from the main menu,

not on the editing screen. The program
pauses for a few seconds to readjust margins

before presenting you with the revised
In America, PFS Write has established an
enviable reputation as the leading cheap

document. Only one set of margins can be

IBM word processor. Software Pub-

possible also to order temporary indents. If
you want to reformat indented text you have
to do it manually by deleting spaces.
Print enhancements such as bold type or
underlining can only be handled by
selecting blocks of text that have already
been typed. As a result, it is a process to
underline a single word.
The default mode is overtype, with a full
push -forward insert mode available as an

lishing Corporation is now launching a U.K.
version alongside most of the other members
of the PFS series.
The PFS Write program is packed on to a

single floppy disc, so there is no need to
swap discs even to use the spelling checker.

The disc can be backed up once only, and
the program can be installed on a hard disc
up to five times.
The clearly written spiral -bound manual
devotes an admirable amount of space to
things that might go wrong. It is well
orientated towards beginners, and I found
the program very easy to learn. There is no
keyboard overlay, but pressing the Help key
invokes a menu -type display during normal
editing.

Selecting Type/Edit from the opening
menu leads you straight into the editing

selected for

a document, though it

tabs in insert mode.
The usual block move copy and delete
operations are neatly and quickly handled

by highlighting blocks. The block buffer
survives saves and reloads, allowing blocks to

VERDICT
.zi0

ruler system area at the bottom. The paper

metaphor carries through to the repro-

Performance

III

duction of top and bottom margins, and of

Ease of use

MI

headers and footers on -screen. Justification

Documentation

III

print; for other spacings you have to fiddle
about with Escape codes.

k,

,

o

,..4:oz, -"7

0o
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k,

M
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Value for money

' The best all-rounder among the cheap
word processOrs.

Most commands are handled via the
function keys, alone or with Shift. Printer control sequences, forced page breaks and so
on are invoked by typing narrative
commands on -screen, rather like WordStar
dot commands. No other control characters
are visible in the text. I found this a mixed

blessing, as I had a great deal of trouble
removing unwanted indents.
The cursor commands are handled by a
rather unhappy mixture of the function keys
and cursor keys. Left -arrow moves a
character left, for example, but you use f3 to
move a word left. There is a passable

selection, though a Goto command to a

specific page in the middle of a long
document would have been useful.

The program responds fast and well onscreen. The text reformats instantly after
insertions and deletions, and cursor move-
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Set tabs
Search

F7 18 Format teat

Set Indent
Append

F9

Enhance

Clear Indent
Continue

F111

1111

MEMO

11/111111
1

Inserting

Fl -Cancel Help

lz Full

Line 12 of Page

Esc -Main Menu

Pressing fl calls up an on -screen Help
window which places itself on the
opposite side of the screen to the cursor

position so as not to obscure it.

SPECIFICATION
Description: low-cost word processor
with built-in spelling checker

Hardware required: MS-DOS, IBM
PC, PC/XT or PC/AT with 256K RAM;
Apple Ile, Apricot Fl, F2 and F10 with

128K RAM

Copy protection: program disc may
be backed up once only
Publisher: Software Publishing Corp.,

PFS WRITE

screen. It is ruled off like the edges of a piece
of paper at the top and sides, and includes a

and line spacing are not reproduced onscreen. Double spacing can be ordered on

is

alternative. PFS Write does not let you insert

PC

Delete word
Delete line
Label text
FS 16
Duplicate

85-87 Jermyn Street, London SW1Y 6JD.
Telephone: 01-930 0138

U.K. suppliers: First Software, Intec 1,
Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire
RG24 ONE. Telephone: (0256) 463344.
Softsel Computer Products, Softsel House,
Syon Gateway, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD.
Telephone: 01-568 8866
Availability: now

dictionaries they can only be handled by
constantly renaming files.

Other features include a standard
be moved from one document to another.

Search /Replace which doubles as an
individual word counter, and a decimal tab.
Micro -justification is supported on most of

Deleted blocks can be recalled immediately
afterwards. The manual hints at a limit on
block size, but it stretches to several pages.
The program will handle two headers and
two footers, though pages can be numbered

the printers handled. Another useful print
feature is the intelligent Envelope Print
command, which locates the address on
standard -layout letters and prints it in a
suitable position on an envelope. Among

only at the foot. There is no footnoting or

the omissions are column capabilities, back-

indexing capability.
The spelling checker works fast. It offers
alternatives for misspelled words, but they

ground printing, automatic hyphenation,
and automatic backing -up of files. Mail -

are not always helpful. For example, the
program flagged "recognise" and offered
"reconcile" and "reconsider" as alternatives, rather than "recognize", which it
accepts in its own right. You can set up a
user dictionary, but the main dictionary
cannot be edited. If you want multiple user

merging is only available with PFS File.

CONCLUSIONS
PFS Write

is

a neat, fast -working word

processor.

Its facilities are fairly basic, but adequate for
most occasional users of WP.

It is exceptionally elasy to learn.
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Advance
The Advance Personal Computer runs all the

Personal Computer

popular Industry standard software off the shelf.
12 MONTH ON SITE WARRANTY

256 TO 640K USER MEMORY WITH PARITY CHECKING ON BOARD

16 COLOUR GRAPHICS
111 BUILT-IN RS232 AND PARALLEL PORTS
111 CHOICE OF MASS STORAGE

MSDOS OPERATING SYSTEM
ADVANCE PERSONAL COMPUTER SPECIFICATION
Microprocessor

8088 running at 4.77 MHz

RAM

256K RAM standard. Up to 640K on system board

ROM

8K containing Advance ROM BIOS

Operating System

MSDOS plus utilities

Mass Storage

A choice of two floppies (DSDD or DSQD)
Or

One floppy with 10M or 20M (formatted) fixed disk drive

Video Output

RGB output for colour monitor
composite video

Video Modes

40 x 25 text in 16 colours
80 x 25 text in 16 colours
320 x 200 graphics in 4 colours
640 x 200 graphics in 2 colours
256 extended ASCII character sets includes scientific,
foreign language characters

Parallel

Centronics parallel printer port

Serial

RS 232 serial port, programmable baud rates, parity, start/stop

Keyboard

Typematic keyboard with function keys and numeric/cursor keypad

Co -processor

Socket for 8087 math co -processor

Bus Structure

Industry standard PC bus structure 6 slots (4 free on 88d, 3 free on 88d10)

Sound

Built-in speaker

Advance Technology (U.K.) Ltd.

Options

Light pen, 8087 math co -processor, expansion cards

8a, Hornsey Street, London, N7 8HR,

Warranty

12 months on site warranty by National Advanced Systems.

Telephone: 01-609 0061

ORDER FORM

r71

VISA

To make your order fill in the relevant sections or Telephone 01-609 0061

Name:

Address:
Your Telephone No:

City:

MODEL

RAM

DISK 1

DISK 2

PRICE

D2HH

256K

720K

720K

£999.00

D5HH

640K

720K

720K

£1.199.00

D5H10

640K

720K

10MB

£1,499.00

D5H20

640K

720K

20MB

£1,799.00

D2LL

256K

360K

360K

£999.00

D5LL

640K

360K

360K

£1.199.00

D5L10

640K

360K

10MB

£1,499.00

D5L20

640K

360K

20MB

i1,799.00

QUANTITY

ALL SYSTEMS COME COMPLETE WITH KEYBOARD, COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD, RS232
SERIAL PORT. PARALLEL PRINTER PORT.
ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE EXCLUSIVE OF VAT AND DO NOT INCLUDE THE PRICE OF
THE MONITOR

NET TOTAL

Advance Technology (UK) Ltd

I enclose cheque/postal order. Cheque no:

8a, Hornsey Street, London, N7 8HR, England.
Telephone: 01-609 0061 Telex: 296701 JACK G Fax 01-609 0231

74-

TOTAL PRICE

TOTAL VAT AT 15%

TOTAL COST OF ORDER PLUS VAT

Please charge my access/visa card no:
Please send me your brochure
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IBM COMMS
MAKING THE CONNECTION
ByJackschofield

The latest modems and software go a long way towards shielding users from the painful
intricacies of micro communications.
modem, no wires, no clutter. The disadvantage is, of course, that once the

WordStar is to word processors and Epson

is to printers: the standard. But shipping a
exporting a piece of software. For a start, the

move it around for use with a different

frequencies necessary for Bell telephone
lines are not the same as the CCITT Euro-

machine.

The U.S.-made Hayes Smartmodem is
more conventional in appearance, with the
electronics packed into a low metal case. It

pean standards used in Britain. Further, all

modems have to be officially approved

show communications taking place. The
Smartmodem requires three connections.
First the hard -wired line goes to the telephone jack, as before. In addition a cable

a number of British

has to be run from the RS -232C port on the

back to the serial port of the micro being
used, while the power transformer makes
the link to the mains.

at heart a Jaguar, and formerly known as
Missing Link. I tried both the Hayes Smart -

modem with Smartcom II software for the

SINGLE SPEED

IBM PC, and the Breakout modem with
both the Breakout and Crosstalk software
supplied with it. As Crosstalk is, like

There is no extra phone socket where you
can plug in your telephone handset for voice
calls, as with many manual -dial modems.
Nor are there any other knobs and switches

Smartcom II, an American package, I also
looked at Datatalk from Datasoft.
The major advantage of PC Commun-

on the Smartmodem, except for the on/off

ications' Breakout is that it comes on an

switch on the back. There are no setting dials

expansion card which fits into an empty slot
inside an IBM PC or compatible. I used it in
an Olivetti M-24. Once it is installed, there
need be no indication on your desk that you
have a communicating PC. The only sign of
the modem's presence is the thin telephone

as it offers essentially a single communspeed. Also, the configuration
switches are behind the front panel, which
you to lever off with a screwdriver should
you need to change them.
The Breakout is a multi -standard modem
which offers CCITT V-21 300 / 300 full

ication

wire which runs from the back of the

duplex and V-23 1,200 / 75 full duplex
which can be reversed to 75/1,200. In

computer to the jack plug on the skirting

board. You do not need an IBM asynI

Hayes Microcomputer Products (United kingdem

I

-

Hit Set
:elect File Command
Change Drive
-

Ester Selection:
_.,ter Label: 2

1

.
.

7. Change Printer
Receive File
. Select Remote Acce,
Send File
6. Change Configuration 9. Display Disk Director,
0. End Communication frs
Pre;s F2 For Help

Originate, Answer, Dfata,

E

-

-

Telecom Gold
Telecom Gold - PSS
Knowledge Index -PSS
Dialog - PSS
NEX1S
NEXIS - PSS
Pergamon InfoLine
- Pergamon Infoline PS
ISTEL Comet
-

The Hayes Smartmodem 1200 offers
1,200/ 1,200 full- or half -duplex operation,
autodialling and auto -answer features, and
handles pulse- or tone -operated telephone
systems. The 1,200 / 1,200 full -duplex
operation is, of course, the main thing you
are paying for when you hand over the high

price of a Smartmodem 1200, rather than
getting a cheap V -21/V-23 job like the
Minor Miracles WS -2000. The 1,200/ 1,200
speed is useful for most of the major
database systems reachable via PSS, British
Telecom's Packet Switch Stream service. It

enables data to be uploaded and downloaded four times as fast as a 300 / 300
modem, thus cutting down on the costs of
both the connect time and the telephone
call. However, there are limitations, as
follows.

II

0

I=OSEI Phone No.

Service Type
Auto Logon Auto Logoff User Text

J - ISTEL Comet - PSS

S

X -

T
U
V
W
X

L -

M -

0 -

P - Transet Mailbox

Parity
Abandon

Echo
Return

Use cursor keys to select choice & Return key to action choice

-

- Test

- Remote

R -

Tuesday

Data Rate
Copy

-

11111=12==

-

fl

Change service B -EXAMPLE PSS ACCESS

DAMFIE

nt

lephose No.:
ice Type

ACCESS

'181
:

ity

12:82 all

with your office PABX. Pulse dialling is the
type done with a rotary dial; tone dialling is
usually done with a keypad.

Define, change or view a service definition

ommunication Directory:
e

and automatic answering. It can handle
pulse or tone dialling, which may be an
important factor in ensuring compatibility

BREAKOUT

00 02

Al

.yin Communication

E

equipped micro.
Breakout also offers automatic dialling

emitting diodes is provided on the front to

modems have become established. Perhaps
the most interesting among them is the PC
Communications Breakout ADM -8 modem,

ts om

be able to use it to transfer files between
your machine and another similarly

seems very tough. A row of eight light -

before they can be legally connected to the
U.K.'s telephone system. Thus the arrival of
the Hayes Smartmodem has been somewhat
delayed, but it is here now.

-

suitable for most bulletin boards, electronic mail systems and databases. The 1,200 / 75
speed is used for Prestel and similar viewdata
hosts. The 1,200/1,200 half -duplex speed is
actually of little or no use, though you might

modem is installed it is not convenient to

modem from the U.S. is not as easy as

In its absence

addition it also offers American Bell 103,
which is 300 / 300, and a 1,200/1,200 half duplex setting. The V-21 300/300 speed is

chronous communications card inside the
PC. There need be no telephone, no visible

In America, the Hayes Smartmodem is
to computer communications what

logo.

: MIN

1

:

.21 300
Remote

SAP.,

INAPCDEFIE3,Y71EA12W,"

1 January 1900

Smartcom II is menu -driven and comes set up with a directory.

Breakout has a tree -like structure of overlapping windows.
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

First, 1,200 bits per second (bps) is only
useful for uploading and downloading files.

Few typists can manage more than about
60bps when typing on-line, and few people

can read data arriving at much more than
300bps or 30 characters per second. Second,

if the major application is downloading
data, then a 1,200/75 connection is almost
as good. The slow 7.5 characters / second
back channel is not a problem unless a lot of
data is being uploaded. Third, some on-line

hosts charge extra for the connection at
1,200 baud, which mitigates the cost savings
somewhat.

However, the 1,200/1,200 speed does
come into its own for heavy users and where,

for example, large amounts of data have to
be uploaded. For example, a whole 360K
IBM PC floppy full of data would take over
12 hours to upload at the Prestel speed of 75

baud, but at 1,200 baud only about 50
minutes. For such users, the extra cost of a

SMARTMODEM/SMARTCOM

Pt VERDICT
,k-

S'0

,

0k,

k,

0

ck.3.

*

:;,

(.4j'

P"'

0°

Ease of use

M

Documentation

II

Mi

Value for money M

MI

IN

in

System requirement: async RS -232

SMARTCOM II
System requirement: IBM PC

interface

at least 192K RAM

Price: £575
U.K. supplier: Hayes Microcomputer

Price: £140
U.K. supplier: Hayes Microcomputer

Products, The Gate Centre, Syon Gate
Way, Great West Road, Brentford,
Middlesex TW8 9DD. Telephone: 01-847

Available:

HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200

with

Products (address as for Smartmodem)
now

4471

k,

Available: now

U

Performance

SPECIFICATIONS

II

The combination works well but the
at
1,200 -baud option

the price, except to heavy data users.

1,200/ 1,200 full -duplex facility will soon
pay for itself.
Another advantage of the Hayes Smart -

There are separate screens for editing configuration settings, transmission parameters
including the function -key definitions, and
macros which can be entered or captured.
The package is extremely easy to use. In
fact, most users should be able to get it to

with the misfortune to have to access Prestel.

The IBM PC has considerable problems
producing a viewdata image compared to
micros like the BBC B or even the Sinclair
Spectrum. This is not so much a criticism of
IBM as of viewdata's bizarre, alphamosaic

phone up and log on to Telecom Gold

technology. For one thing, the IBM PC's

automatically send the correct control codes

almost straight out of the box. You only
have to enter the phone number on the

to operate the Hayes unit. This

par-

Parameters screen and your ID under macro

ticularly helpful for people working with

Z, which is loaded automatically. On-line
printing - though it's a waste of the 1,200

comms card cannot do a split baud rate like
1,200/75. This has to be done by buffering
data in software, which works but is hardly
the perfect solution. Furthermore, the IBM
monochrome and standard graphics
adaptors have great difficulty providing a
full viewdata character set, and the
expensive solution is IBM's special viewdata
adaptor card.

modem range is that many American
software packages are set up so that they
is

large integrated packages, rather than those
who boot a separate comms package whenever it is required.
Smartcom II is a separate communications
package which is optimised for use with the

Hayes Smartmodem. It can be used with
other modems and IBM PC compatibles, or

MS-DOS machines with at least 192K of
RAM. It comes in a substantial ring binder
with outstanding documentation.
The package's main features are that it
offers auto -answer, autodial and auto log -on
facilities, Hayes and XModem protocols and

a macro facility. The program can store 25
phone numbers and 26 sets of comms parameters - the extra default set is loaded on
booting up. VT -100 and VT -52 terminal
emulation is provided for connection to
minicomputers.
Smartcom II is menu -driven, and comes

set up with a communications directory
which includes a few of the more popular
services: Telecom Gold, Telecom Gold PSS,

Knowledge Index/Dialog PSS and Nexis.
These services are described in the manual.
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baud speed - is selected by hitting f3. If
you want to save incoming data to a disc file
you press f4 instead. All data is stored automatically in a RAM buffer.

Smartcom is good value at £140. It is
powerful and versatile, but is well set up
with defaults and is easy to use. It could save
newcomers to comms many valuable hours
of learning time.

WINDOWS CONFUSING
Breakout is a fairly simple program which

appears as an inverted tree of overlapping
three -line windows. These are most enigmatic, to the point of being confusing.

Perhaps it all becomes clear once you get
used to it, but I hated it on sight.
The Breakout manual, which covers the
modem as well as the software, is no better
than average. The content is adequate, but
in presentational clarity it compares poorly
with the Smartcom documentation. However, the main function of this program is to
provide viewdata communications for those

Breakout offers a choice of three compromises. With the IBM's colour -graphics
adaptor, mode 1 of Breakout provides an
eight -colour display and all the characters
except the fractional 3 /4, but it does not do

double -height characters and the alpha mosaics are sometimes rather approximate.
Mode 2 provides an accurate display, but in

only four colours on black, and with no
flashing capability. Mode 3 is the same as
mode 2 with different colours. If your PC is
fitted with only the monochrome driver you

get the monochrome version of mode 1.
This is displayed on the left-hand side of the

screen as the viewdata screen is only 40
characters wide - but why didn't they use
the IBM's 40 -character mode?
The Crosstalk XIV program from
Microstuf Inc. is also supplied with the

Breakout modem, and instantly makes a
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II REVIEW
communications and file transfer, including
the XModem protocols. It has a built-in
phone directory which can hold up to 128

names. As well as the usual VT -52 and
VT -100 terminal emulation, it also offers
the Lear Siegler ADM -3A. It has default

settings which are helpful to owners of
Dacom and Hayes modem.
In the end, all these packages do the job.
Each has its own refinements and facilities,

which may lead you to choose one rather
than another. For most users, however, the
major differences are in the way menus and
screens are organised. This is very much a

matter of personal taste, though for my
money the order of preference would be
BREAKOUT/CROSSTALK

PC VERDICT

e
0

,,

''.

0
TA

U

-43'

BREAKOUT
Description: modem on IBM-

DATATALK
System requirement: IBM PC with

compatible expansion cord, supplied with
Breakout and Crosstalk software

System requirement: IBM with at

at least 256K RAM
Price: £150, or £240 with Datacode
program

least 128K RAM; 256K recommended for

Supplier: Datasoft Ltd, Ilminster,

Crosstalk

Somerset TQl 9 OAN. Telephone: (04605)

Value for money

Price: £499 for pulse -dial version; £525
for pulse/tone-dial version

4809

A good buy if you need a built-in
multi -standard modem in an IBM PC or

Available: now

U.K. supplier: PC Communications,

Q.

Performance
Ease of use

0

eCT

Documentation

compatible.

Business and Technology Centre,
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage, Hertfordshire
SG1 2DX

Smartcom II at the top, followed by Crosstalk, Datatalk and Breakout in that order.

Telephone: (0438) 316561

Available: now

When it comes to documentation and
ease of use from scratch, then Smartcom II is

good impression, especially if compared
with the Breakout software.

It flashes
humorous quotations at you while it is

booting the main code, one example being
"On a clear disc you can see forever". I say
"flashing" because many quotes went by
before I could take them in. Obviously the

program uses a delay loop suitable for a
sleepy old IBM PC, whereas my Olivetti
M-24 is more than twice as fast.

ON -SCREEN HELP
Crosstalk is a menu -driven program.
Menus fill most of the Status screen, which is

driven from a command line at the bottom.

There is enough on -screen and context sensitive help for the program to be run with
little reference to the manual. That is not to
say that the manual is bad : it's not, but the
program itself is as easy to follow.
The area where the manual is lacking is in

using some of the fancier facilities of the
Breakout modem. Crosstalk looks as though

it was written when 300 / 300 was all you
needed to know about comms. It has been
upgraded to handle very high speeds but,
for example, you have to enter 0110 to set
110 baud, while 12 sets 1,200. The
1,200/75 facilities of the Breakout modem
are not covered in the manual.
Crosstalk seems to provide much the same
facilities as Smartcom II. It also has a screen capture command called Picture. The

do this. Snapshot is a similar command and
simply saves a screen in RAM.
Datatalk is another British package, and it
turns on the Apricot as well as the IBM PC.
As well as standard communications
facilities, it includes a full -screen text editor.
When used with an IBM graphics adaptor it
also chains to offer the entire viewdata set,
including all graphics characters, double height characters, flashing and reveal.
However, its main distinguishing feature is
an optional file -encryption program called

Datacode, which can be run with it. The
facility to upload and edit texts before transmitting them means Datatalk will be worth
the £150 initial price to many. But the £240

would remain the favourite after long-term
use but it might encourage beginners.
All three packages include free membership of the U.K.'s leading electronic mail
service Telecom Gold, which is growing fast

and now approaching 40,000 users. That's
enough to make email useful to most people
in the computer industry at least.
With thousands more newcomers joining
in the communications revolution, the

future must lie with software that is pre loaded with parameters and phone numbers, and manuals that don't make you feel
you need an engineering degree to understand them. We need more of those.

cost with Datacode included means you
really have to need this feature to be willing
to pay for it.
Datatalk works in a way not dissimilar to

the Breakout software, with a plethora of
windows popping open all over the place.
Each window includes identification, a list
of options and an explanation line which
changes as you move the cursor along the top

line. The system is the same as that used in
spreadsheets like Multiplan, Lotus 1-2-3,
Logistix, etc. If you know what you want you
can select an option by hitting the letter with

which the option begins. If you don't you
can hit fl to get further help files.

command Picture Bert saves the screen

As the manual is a fairly boring read and
very dull in its presentation, the temptation
is to work with the program and ignore the

display in a file called Bert. However, you
have to turn your data -capture buffer off to

manual except when really stuck. Nevertheless Datatalk provides full facilities for
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far superior. This does not guarantee it

CONCLUSIONS
The Breakout and Hayes Smartmodem 1200
are completely different types of modem. Both

represent viable choices for people whose
needs they meet, but both are relatively soph-

isticated and expensive. Most people could
manage with less.
E The Smartcom II, Crosstalk and Datatalk

programs all offer the same general level of
functionality. Users who need specific facilities
like viewdata emulation, text processing, data
encryption or special protocols should check

the specification and, if possible, try a particular package before making the final
purchase.
Smartcom II is the easiest to use and has by
far the best manual of the three packages, but

does not seem to offer viewdata emulation.
There is room for dispute as to whether this is a

bug or a feature.
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LANGUAGES

The

PROLOG BOOKS
How to Solve it with Prolog by

PROS

8t

Helder Coelho, Jose Carlos Cotta and Luis
Pereira. Published by Laboratorio
Nacional de Engenharia Civil, Lisbon
(available from Expert Systems Ltd), 215
pages. £11.50.

Implementations of Prolog edited
by J A Campbell. Published by Ellis
Horwood, 391 pages, £14.95. ISBN 0

85312 618 6

Microprolog: Programming in
Logic by K L Clark and F G McCabe.

CONS
of

Published by Prentice -Hall, 401 pages,

£12.95. ISBN 0 13 581264 X

Programming in Micro Prolog

by

Hugh de Saram. Published by Ellis
Horwood, 166 pages, £11.95. ISBN 0

85312 782 4
Beginning Micro Prolog by Richard
Ennals. Published by Ellis Horwood, 192

pages, £6.50. ISBN 0 85312 555 4

PROLOG

The Purple Planet: Micro Prolog
for the Spectrum 48K by Serafim
Gascoigne. Published by Macmillan, 130
pages, £6.50. ISBN 0 333 38810 0
Programming in Prolog by W F
Clocksin and C S Mellish. Published by
Springer Verlag, 297 pages, £10. ISBN 3

540 15011 0

As versions of this relatively new language appear for
business and personal computers, Susan Curran explains
its characteristics and possible applications.

alternative response in this context, No,
does not mean "not true". It means that it
is not indicated by the database. So a query
of
?-subordinate(jones, smith).

Although developed in the early
1970s, Prolog still rates as a new

determines ways in which the computer
This includes its

computer language. It has had a
great deal of attention over the past few
years and there are now versions for most

assignment of values to variables discovered
during the search, its use of logical rules to
make inferences and its ability to backtrack
in order to find multiple answers.
This process is entirely alien to Basic

business -orientated personal computers and
some home computers.

In the business environment, Prolog's
uses might be summed up as expert systems
and databases. Also it has major applications

as an educational language for teaching
logical thinking and problem solving; and it

has an added fascination for anyone who
wants to understand the thinking behind
the Japanese fifth -generation
ments.

develop-

is

possible

to

divide

computer

languages into two different schools: the
procedural and the declarative. Declarative
languages concentrate on conveying data,

and procedural languages on indicating
what is to be done with data. Basic is a
procedural language. Most lines in a Basic
program give a sequence of commands to
the computer, indicating precisely the steps
that the computer has to peform in order to
do a particular task.
In contrast, Prolog is primarily a
declarative language. To program in Prolog,
you do not write a program in the sense that
is familiar to Basic programmers. You
provide a database of information, using the

conventions of the language to indicate
relationships between the data provided.
You can then retrieve information from the
database. The procedural aspect of Prolog
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ships in a small company:
boss(smith, jones).
boss(smith, wilson).
boss(evans, smith).
These terms all describe a relationship

between two different items. The first word

in each case, Boss, indicates the type of
relationship; the other words name items

TWO KIN DS
It

programmers. For example, the following
simple database describes some relation-

would get a No reply.
step is to use variables and ask,
for example, which men or women report to
Smith with a statement like
?-boss(smith,X).

X is the variable, and the computer replies
X-jones
If requested to continue the search it replies
X =wilson

and finally
no more matches

or some such statement.
It is quite easy to cope with simple logical
relationships. For instance, it is possible to
tell the interpreter that someone is the
subordinate of someone else if that someone
else is their boss:

affected by it. It is up to the programmer to
define the terms used so that the
relationships given are true, or at least make

You can then ask

sense.

and get the answer Yes.

Some people find this way of ordering
data difficult to follow and some Prolog
front ends make it possible to write more

subordinate(X,Y) :-boss(Y,X).
?-subordinate(wilson, smith).

Prolog goes much further than this,
allowing you to combine criteria, to use

natural phrases like

simple arithmetical comparisons such as less
than, more than and so on, and to introduce

smith is -boss -of jones
evans is -boss -of smith

cuts to influence the pattern of searching.
However, it is not necessary for the user to

However, Prolog does not pretend to be

write a program to search the database. The
Prolog interpreter searches it automatically,
using in-built algorithms and the information provided.
Also Prolog has a list -processing facility,

English, and except in the artificial context
of natural -language programs it does not
accept normal English input.
From this simple database, it is possible to
ask the system if, say, Smith is the boss of
Jones. To do this, version of Prolog requires
a statement like
?-boss(smith, jones).

On finding the required information in its
database, it will respond Yes. The

and it is possible to nest lists in order to
express complex many -part relationships
and to include longer narrative descriptions.
However, it is not solely a list -orientated
language like Lisp, and it allows more
flexible ways of representing data.
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LANGUAGES
available for the

Spectrum and other

popular home/educational micros, goes
much further in this direction than do the
As Prolog is so different from procedural languages a good tutorial is essential when
learning to use it. Probably the first, and still arguably the best, main -line Prolog
book is Programming in Prolog, by W F Clocksin and C S Mellish. They use a core
Prolog that is basically Edinburgh standard, which should make their tutorial
adaptable to any version. The book is clearly written, and I found it an ideal

introduction to the language.
Most of the other books I have encountered derive from practitioners connected
with Imperial College and its Prolog educational projects. They generally use Micro
Prolog, and most of them make use of the Simple front end. They are not suitable as
tutorials for other Prolog versions.
The Purple Planet: Micro Prolog for the Spectrum 48K by Serafim Gascoigne
describes its subject area quite well. It has a clear though rather jokey approach which

should be suitable for older children as well as adults.
Beginning Micro Prolog by Richard Ennals is a more serious book. It concentrates
heavily on educational applications, with general material aimed at teachers rather
than students. Its sample programs are tested by children and adapted to their

interests, and the book is very good of its kind.
I found Programming in Micro Prolog by Hugh de Saram to be less successful. It
launches in at great speed with little explanation of basic principles, but it does cover
advanced areas, including turtle graphics on the Spectrum, and includes some useful
utility modules. K L Clark and F G McCabe's Micro Prolog: Programming in Logic is

fat, thorough and competent.
There is a great deal of serious academic discussion in Implementations of Prolog
edited by J A Campbell, but little for the novice. Finally, the most comprehensive
collection of Prolog programs I know of is to be found in How to Solve it with Prolog,
a Portuguese publication written in English.

Since Prolog has only a very small and
simple core vocabulary, it is not a difficult
language to begin using. Anyone can set

down a simple database in Prolog, and
interrogate it in the sort of ways outlined
earlier. However, full-scale Prolog programming requires considerable
It is essential to appreciate just how Prolog
goes about its searching and to avoid logical

pitfalls such as circular definitions. Prolog

will only find the required solutions to
problems if its data is structured in an
appropriate way.
It is the logical thinking required for

successful Prolog programming that lies
behind Prolog's growing prowess as an
educational language. It can be looked on as
a successor to Latin in the search for effective
ways of teaching children to think logically.

For the business user, the care required
makes database programming in Prolog
a more demanding business than using
straightforward
program.
a

database

application

SUPPLIERS

cedural languages. In well -written application programs it is possible to provide a
user interface that is up to the sort of
standard familiar to users of commercial
databases.

It is exasperating to find that a relatively

new language like Prolog should spawn
dozens of variations, with little agreement

on even the most common points of
grammar. However, two Prolog standards
seem to be emerging. The first is derived
largely from early mini/mainframe Prolog
implementations. It goes under various
names, the most common of which is the
Edinburgh standard.

DIFFICULT TO USE
ESL produces expert systems written in

computers. It also has a version for the

Oxford OX2 OJB. Telephone: (0865)
242206

Grey Matter 4 Prigg Meadow,
Ashburton, Devon TQl 3 7DF. Telephone:
(0364) 53499

Logic Programming Associates
15/17 City Road, Finsbury Square,
London EC1. Telephone: 01-871 2016

theorem proving, grammatical parsing
systems, and simple translation systems and
natural -language systems. It should be

noted that many Prolog implementations
have only very crude arithmetical facilities,
is

their fundamental difference from pro-

Prolog and several versions of Prolog itself,
mainly for business -orientated personal

Expert Systems Ltd 9 West Way,

and that it

Prologs derived from mini and mainframe
environments.
Increasing numbers of application programs are being written in Prolog. Many of
those who use such programs may find it
helpful to understand the underlying logic
of declarative languages, and to appreciate

primarily a language for

Sinclair QL in the pipleline. Prologs of this

school should be thorough and bug -free,
and better ones have extensive formal
capability, but they can be poor in user friendliness. ESL's manual is not orientated
to novices and the Prolog 1 package includes
a non -integral clause editor rather than a full
program editor.
The current alternative, Logic Programming Associates' Micro Prolog, seems to be

more user friendly. Micro Prolog runs on
Z-80 machines and on the Sinclair Spectrum

in particular, making a cheap introduction
to Prolog - though a Spectrum system is
clearly not suitable for intensive business

use. One of its features

is

a front-end

manipulating symbols and text rather than
numbers.

program called Simple, which makes writing
programs easy. Simple is widely employed in

So how useful is Prolog in a business

elementary books on Prolog, and this can

context? Prolog is a language directly useful
only to those who are prepared to indulge in
computer programming. Business end -users

make such books difficult to follow for users
of versions of the language that do not have

a similar front end. Even more confusing,
some Edinburgh -type Prologs now imitate

inferences is used to the full. This leads

who see no point in writing even two-line
Basic programs are not going to become
overnight converts to Prolog. However,
systems developers who work in fields
involving the intelligent handling of

directly into the territory of expert systems,

volumes of data should find Prolog an

and negative numbers, rather than positive

where the computer is used to take full

extremely useful tool.
Prolog's newness

integers only; provision for types of variable
names; the amount of workspace available,
depending upon the processor; the
provision of modules to simplify programming; and the general syntax. Some versions

EXPERT SYSTEMS
The language comes into its own in
applications where its ability to make logical

advantage of the rules and facts fed into it.
Early expert systems were largely programmed in procedural languages, but now the
declarative approach is winning ground.

Typical of the Prolog approach is Expert
Systems Limited's ES/ P Advisor, an expert -

system shell program which deals with the

conditional outputting of text from

a

database.
Among common Prolog application areas
to date are planning tasks such as critical path analysis, generalised problem solving,
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evident in the
roughness of its user interface. Decent
program editors are regarded in some
implementations as an unnecessary luxury.
The version I have been using lacks any inbuilt Load and Save command, making the
is

Simple, and Micro Prolog offers an imitation
of Edinburgh standard syntax.
Features that differentiate Prolog versions

include: the facility to use floating-point

business of drawing up and then saving a
database much less transparent than it

are excessively fond of nested brackets, in
Lisp style; others employ a more natural language approach.
The prices of Prologs vary widely. Grey

might be to naive users. If the language

Matter deals with a large range, and its prices

gains ground fast among the semi -expert,

range from around £75 for eight -bit Micro
Prolog up to £2,000 or more for

then these deficiencies are likely to be
remedied. Micro Prolog, the version

professional -standard compilers.

NC
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Nevzone

SERIAL SWITCHING DEVICES
AND ACCESSORIES

PRINTERSHARER/CHANGER
1 PRINTER WITH UP TO 3 MICROS
OR
1 MICRO WITH UP TO 3 PRINTERS
RS 232-25 PIN D SOCKET £65
RS423 (BBC) 5 PIN DOMINO SOCKETS £40

PRINTER REPAIRS &
SERVICING

5 PIN DIN SOCKETS-APPLE /IC £50
9 PIN D SOCKETS - MACINTOSH £59
6 PIN DIN SOCKETS - COMMODORE SERIAL £40

DOT MATRIX & DAISYWHEEL
COLLECTION/DELIVERY SERVICE
RIBBONS AND PRINTWHEELS FOR ALL
MODELS

PRINTERCROSSOVER
2 SYSTEMS MAY USE EACH OTHERS PRINTER
RS 232 - 25 PIN D SOCKET £70

RS 423 (BBC) 5 PIN DOMINO SOCKET £45
5 PIN DIN SOCKETS-APPLE //C £60
9 PIN D SOCKETS-MACINTOSH £62

ACOUSTIC HOODS SHEETFEEDERS TRACTORS
EXTENSIVE RANGE OF PRINTERS IN STOCK

RS232 - SERIAL TO PARALLEL CONVERTER

INCREASE YOUR PC's
PROCESSING SPEED BY UP TO
70%! EASY TO INSTALL

SELF-CONTAINED UNIT COMPLETE WITH BUILT-IN POWER
SUPPLY. PLUGS INTO THE 36 PIN CENTRONICS SOCKET AT
THE REAR OF THE PRINTER, LEAVING THE 25 WAY D TYPE
SOCKET AT THE REAR OF THE CONVERTER AS THE SERIAL
INPUT DATA.FRAMING (STOP BITS/PARITY ETC) AND BAUD
RATES 150 TO 19200 SELECTABLE BY DIP SWITCHES. £65

NEC V-20 CHIP REPLACES 8088 PROCESSOR
NEC V-30 CHIP REPLACES 8086 PROCESSOR

PARALLEL TO SERIAL CONVERTER AS ABOVE - REVERSED £70.

Simply replace your current processor.

RS 232 SURGE PROTECTOR

V-20 chip i20 -1 -VAT V-30 chip £22 -1 -VAT

POWER SPIKES CAN OCCUR ANYWHERE! EVEN IN RS 232
LINES! PLUG THE SURGE PROTECTOR iNTO RS 232 PORTS TO
PREVENT COSTLY EQUIPMENT DAMAGE AND DATA LOSS
FROM VOLTAGE SURGES CAUSED BY LIGHTNING,
ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE, STATIC DISCHARGES. £20.

PRINTER SPARES

stock a range of Japanese processors, I/O chips,
RAM's, transistors, diodes and opto-interruptor

RS 232 GENDER CHANGER (SHIELDED)

devices at very competitive prices. A discount of 5007o
is available to dealers and trade organisations. Phone
for current list.

A QUICK AND INEXPENSIVE WAY TO AVOID MODIFYING OR
REPLACING INCOMPATIBLE RS 232 CABLES OR EXTENDING RS
232 CABLES. ALL 25 PINES ARE LIVE, M/M & F/F. £10.

CABLES & CONNECTORS
RS 232 - 25D PLUG EACH END - 6FT £12.00
RS 232 - 9 PIN D PLUG EACH END FOR MACINTOSH - 6FT. £12.00.
RS 232 - 9 PIN TO 25D - PRINTER CABLE. 6FT FOR MACINTOSH £12.50
RS 423 - 5 PIN DOMINO DIN PLUG EACH END. 6FT. £4.00
RS 232 - 5 PIN DIN TO 25D PLUG FOR APPLE IIC. £9.00

Tel: 061 428 2014
14,;11.1i1-11111

KEYZONE LTD.
U14, REGENERATION HOUSE, SCHOOL ROAD,
04CVZOne

PARK ROYAL, LONDON NW10 6TD
TELEPHONE: 01-965 1684/1804. TELEX: 8813271

VISA

&zees.

A+ G COMPUTERWARE
PO BOX 34, CHEADLE,
CHESHIRE SK8 4PT

Circle No. 152

Circle No. 154

AD
ADGE SERVICES LIMITED

MICRO COMPUTER
SYSTEM CONSULTANTS

dan

Authorised Dealer for

GI

Computers

Full system hardware & software packages
available to suit your needs.
INTRODUCING THE HIGH QUALITY VALUE FOR MONEY
RANGE OF TANDON FULLY I.B.M. COMPATABLES.
A RECENT REVIEW OF THE PCX (RRP £1595 +VAT)
DESCRIBES IT AS:
"Impeccably presented IBM PC compatible
"

"
the performance of the Tandon built 10 Mbyte hard
disc is substantially better than IBM's."
Practical Computing Feb '86.

dBASE'takes off!
tt,

,tv:tr'r

,,rodte.treitv tools are making dBASE
popular programming language.

THE TANDON PC
2 x 360K drives

dEiCOMPILER

256K main memory
14" high res. monitor

The first compiler for dBASE IL

CIBIIICOMPILLtr4

RRP £1295 + VAT

The new- compiler for dBASE III.'

- diEiDEBLIBGER
The ss robotic debugging tool
for programs written in dBASE.
dI-4A,I II

dB INDEX -

for those NOT REQUIRING
OUR FULL consultation

service.

c1/4,0- III err trademarks of,hton Tare In,

PARKINS

PARKINS ASSOCIATES Ipc4)
20 RIDGEWAY, RAYLEIGH
ESSEX SS6

Write or phone your requirements to our Head Office:

51 Bobbin Lane, Westwood, Bradford on Avon
Wiltshire BA15 2DL
Telephone: (02216) 6132

ch,qL

ASSOCIATES Tel: 0268

80

DISCOUNT AVAILABLE

The high speed index and sort utility
for dBASE II and III data files.

- 743928

''th;'`.`1'

Circle

No. 153

Circle No. 155
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NTERVIEW
BEN ROSEN
INTERVIEWED BY GLYN MOODY

Why do you think you are so
successful in your venture-capital
projects?
WE HAVE HAD some major successes both in
the personal -computing field and also outside
it. We've also had our failures; we talk less
about our failures than our successes. We

think it's important to fail because if you don't
have failures it means you're not being
aggressive enough in your investment taking big chances. The chances we take are
things like investing in companies right at the
start when it's a sheet of paper or two lines of
code. One of the things we do as a venturecapital company is we work very closely with
our companies and we give them as much
support as they want in a variety of areas.
Usually when the company starts it's one or
two people who have never run a company
before.

Ben Rosen worked as
an electronics securities

analyst from 1965 to
1979, during which time
he gained insights into the
burgeoning electronics
and micro industries. From
1979, while publishing a
newsletter, he began
making investments in the
firms and products he
recommended, one of
which was VisiCalc. He
went on to join L J Sevin,
co-founder of the Mostek
semiconductor firm, and
they entered the field of
venture funding full-time.

Undeterred by an early
failure with Osborne
Computers, Sevin Rosen
went on to back
sensational winners like
Lotus and Compaq
computers. Its latest
venture is the Paradox
database from Ansa

Software, which we
review on page 66 of this
issue.

How does the process begin; do
they come to you or do you go to
them?

IT WORKS both ways. For example, I had
known Mitch Kapor for four years, so when
he was ready to start Lotus it was natural that
we got together. In other cases, such as
Compaq and Ansa Software, there were
people that we knew well who knew the
founders well.

What sort of criteria do you use for
selecting projects?
WE INVEST primarily in people because it is
the people who make things happen. If the
people pass muster, we try to make sure that
they are satisfying an unfilled market need.
And if the market need is there, the last thing
we do is look at the product to see if it is of a

quality that will meet that need.

Now that you've got things like
Compaq and 1-2-3 are you
consciously building a balanced

portfolio?

THE ONE area we really looked at
consciously and said we want to invest in this
area is the database software area because
we thought there was a need. We looked at
about 100 possible database solutions until
we came across Paradox. But generally we
don't target a specific area, we look for
entrepreneurs who we think can build major
companies.

happening in the world, what would be
desirable and not desirable, but the main
features of the products tend to come from
the entrepreneurs themselves. If they didn't
we would have the wrong entrepreneurs.

So after the launch you become
more involved in the management
processes?
NORMALLY we put one or more of our
partners on the board, often as non -executive
chairman, as I am with Ansa and Compaq.
It's a role which is more active than a director
but less active than a manager.

Given that you do have this
involvement, what went wrong with
Osborne?
OSBORNE was a wonderful example of what
not to do. It was the second investment we
made when we started in 1981. We went in
on the second round where we were just
invited in as a passive investor. We had
neither control nor representation, barely
participation. And it's the kind of thing which

we said we would never do again.

What do you think the key areas in
microcomputing will be in the next
few years?
I THINK the main trend in the next couple of
years will be software which fully takes
advantage of the hardware technology. In
1986 and 1987 you're going to see a
proliferation of products with the 286 and
386 microprocessors. There is very little
software which takes advantage of the speed,
the memory adressability, of the storage
capabilities and multi-user capabilities, of
these processors. So I think that you're going
to see a swing from the 8088 to these much
more colourful computers. And they are
going to do two things. First allow lay users
to hit software that lets them use a computer
where they couldn't before; and it's also
going to allow the power user to do much,
much more than he ever could before.

How do you expect the market to

work out this year and next year?
WELL 1985, it turns out, was not a very good
year for the mainframe industry, not a very
good year for the minicomputer industry, not
a good year for the home -computer industry,
but it was a terrific year for business personal
computers. The business personal -computer

You mentioned that you like to be
fairly closely involved with the
companies; do you actually help
specify and respecify a product
during its development?
WE GET involved more in an advisory role,
especially during the early days of the
company. I'd say that we can help the
company a lot by telling them what's
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market was good, is good, and is going to be
stimulated by the new hardware and
software coming out. We think that the
business personal -computer market 1985
grew in the 30 to 40 percent area and we
think this year it's going to be in the 20 to 30
percent area. A lower rate of growth, but still
a real growth, substantial growth, and we're
quite optimistic about it.
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SOFTWARE COPYRIGHT
The computer industry is paved with
gold for the fortunate few who can
come up with bright, new, commer-

lot in common with artistic works, since they

judgment of an American District Court last

trade in visual imagery and the aesthetic

year. It ruled that copyright in a program

the
theory. In practice, it may be someone else

appeal of graphics or layout sells copies. So
does this give more scope to those companies
complaining of clones?

computer and written in EDL was infringed

who is laughing all the way to the bank:
someone who has taken advantage of the

In judging whether an artistic work has
been plagiarised, a court will test similarity

tionally identical program for the IBM PC in

bright idea and marketed a cut-price
competitive clone.

by appeal to the eye, and by the feeling and

cially successful ideas - or such

is

The legal rights and wrongs of this
situation are complex and in need of reform.

The law gives no protection to an idea in
itself. Instead, it protects the fixed form in
which the idea is expressed, which it
recognises as the intellectual property of the
originator. Within the generic term

"intellectual property" are included the
concepts of patent, copyright and trade
marks.
After years of uncertainty, Parliament has
recently confirmed that computer software is

protected by the law of copyright, although
in a manner which begs more legal questions
than it answers. The Copyright (Computer
Software) Amendment Act 1985 provides

that the Copyright Act 1956 applies to a
computer program "as it applies in relation
to a literary work
.
whether or not
.

.

copyright would subsist in that program
apart from this Act."

AUTOMATIC INFRINGEMENT

artistic character of the work. Computer
games would seem to fall within this
category, but although producers of
programs for business and other functional
use may display a distinct style of layout,
they may find it more difficult to have their
work defined as "artistic".
Regardless of artistic quality, paintings,
sculptures, drawings, engravings and photographs are artistic works. So too are works of
architecture.

Are
clones
legal

source and object code are protected as
"literary works". Any reproduction without
authority from the copyright owner will con-

does not prevent authors of computer
programs from claiming that copyright pro-

tection attaches to their work for some
reason other than its analogy to a literary
work.

Counterfeiters and others who take
duplicates of an original program are clearly

guilty of reproduction. The more difficult
cases are those

in which a program

is

reworked by a competitor who then sells a
version of the program as his or her own
original work. Here the issue determining
copyright infringement is whether a substantial part of the original work survives in
that of the competitor. The competitor may
lawfully use the original work as a source of
ideas or information, provided that he or she
takes it as a starting point for exercising his
or her own labour, skill or judgement. You

I

by a competitor who produced a funcBasic. The source code was not literally
translated into Basic and bore no direct or
apparently derivative visual resemblance to
the original in EDL. This decision is
remarkable for two reasons. First, it defines
as copyright -protected what the source code
does, rather than what the source code looks
like. Secondly, it decides what the source
code does by reference to what the screens
look like.
This decision illustrates some of the characteristics of a rather different form of legal

protection which could provide a partial
answer to the general debate on the legality

There are two consequences of this. First,

stitute an infringement. Secondly, the Act

initially designed for the IBM Series

of cloning. The U.S. and a number of
European countries have a law of unfair
competition. In West Germany this law was

successfully invoked to protect computer
programs against imitators before the copy-

right law applied to such works there. A
is said to be guilty of unfair
competition if in the course of business

person

activity for the purposes of competition he
or she acts contrary to honest practices. The
unfairness lies in the direct appropriation of

the fruits of the originator's money, effort
and labour without any corresponding
investment by the copier.

SLAVISH IMITATION

While outright copying is
now clearly banned, the
position of look -alike
programs remains
unresolved, as Anne

Staines explains.

Slavish imitation is a common form of
unfair competition. Here the judge considers whether non -experts would recognise

points of resemblance between an original
work and an imitation when making a visual
comparison. The U.K. recognises no such
law, although there is strong feeling among
some lawyers that it should. A law of unfair
competition might provide a more appropriate framework for reconciling interests in
new types of property than copyright, within

A final category encompassing "works of

artistic craftsmanship" is the most
promising goal for the functional computer
program. Inevitably it is the most controversial, since the leading case -a House of
Lords decision - left doubts as to whether it
is the public's view of a work as aesthetic

whose structure it is increasingly apparent
that computer software is neither one thing
nor the other.
However, unfair competition as it
operates in Europe does not always protect
originators, since a claim can be defeated on
the ground of public interest. Many would

for example, revising a collection of original
and detailed information in different words.
The computer software industry is
particularly vulnerable to plagiarism of this
nature, since it is invariably possible to
rework the source code sufficiently to avoid
reproducing that literary work, while
retaining the functions of the program.
In addition to literary works, artistic,
musical and dramatic works are protected by
copyright as well as films, sound recordings
and broadcasts. Whereas much of the visual
imagery appearing on a television screen is
protected by film copyright, this is not

art. In any event, it must have aesthetic

argue that legally protected monopolies in
the computer industry would be decidedly
against the public interest. So it is only a
partial solution.

visual qualities. Jewellery, furniture and toys
are examples of items currently falling
within this category.

A White Paper on copyright law reform is
expected imminently. It is believed that the
Government has been toying with the idea

Litigation in this field was universally
avoided before the law was amended, in
view of the absence of authority that

of compulsory licensing of some types of
invention, in some cases. This scheme,
whereby an inventor must sell a licence to
someone wishing to manufacture their
invention, is popular in Japan although the

applicable to images on the VDU of a

business software.

computer. However, many programs have a

System Union

cannot simply use the originator's skill by,
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rather than utilitarian which makes it artistic
or the creator's intention to create a work of

computer programs were copyright works.
Even without this hurdle, plagiarism

remains one of the most complex and
difficult law suits. But Systems Union Ltd, a
British software house, has now commenced

an action against Simdell Ltd over alleged
plagiarism of Systems Union's Sun Account
is

encouraged by the

idea is generally disliked in the U.K. A
combination of unfair competition with
compulsory licensing is a suggestion worth
considering. It could be a means of ensuring

that benefits accrue all along the line, to
inventors, innovators, authors and
consumers alike.

[01
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EQUIPMENT HIRE
Many small companies now choose to lease their computer hardware. David Kelly
explains how changes in tax regulations may be making other options equally attractive.

THE
PRICE
OF

0

FLEXIBILITY

ver half of the computer
equipment in use in British
business is either leased or rented.

Companies lease or rent rather than buy
because it is convenient, cash efficient or tax

beneficial. As a result, over the last five
years, computer leasing and rental has
become big business. It provides a
significant sector of operations for financing
giants like Lombard and has turned smaller
specialist computer -leasing companies into
firms with turnovers of over £25 million.

At present most companies leasing or

bewildering choice of contracts and methods
of financing, and it pays to research
thoroughly since the rates and fringe
benefits can vary enormously.
From 1 April this year capital allowances

are being abolished, and this is certain to
change the face of computer purchasing and
leasing habits. Alternatives including hirepurchase and traditional bank finance could
become more attractive, and leasing

companies are beginning to adapt to the
challenge already.

In the recent past, leasing has proved to

renting do so for one simple
reason: the initial cash outlay

be far more popular than rental. The lease is

taken out between the customer and the
leasing company, with a computer dealer
acting as an intermediary. When the leasing
deal is concluded, the dealer sells the

equipment to the leasing company, which
retains ownership of the equipment even
after the lease period has expired.
Usually the length of the lease period is
three or five years. Most finance houses treat

a computer lease as any other equipment
lease, and the make or model is usually
unimportant. For the finance house it is
purely a financial transaction,

although some set a minimum value for the lease of
around £1,000. Costs vary

is a fraction of the full price of
the equipment, typically

considerably, but on average

three percent of the purchase
price per month. Any
company looking at leasing
or rental is faced with a

work out at around £25 a
month per £1,000 worth of
equipment.

0
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EQUIPMENT HIRE

RENTING
Computer renting has been growing steadily over the past five
years, and the changes to capital allowances mean it is likely that
leasing will decline even further in popularity. Renting is usually
undertaken over shorter time spans than leases, typically less than
two years. Premiums are higher than for leases, and there is a
much closer relationship between the rental firm and the
customer. For example, rental usually includes a servicing
agreement. Computers are reclaimed at the end of the rental
agreement and either rehired or sold. As a result the rental firm
does not necessarily need to recover the total cost of the hardware
within the rental period. For the customer there are a number of
advantages. As well as the servicing arrangement, a rental
agreement is likely to be more flexible than a lease. At any time
the customer can terminate the rental agreement, change micro
systems altogether or upgrade.
Typical rental costs are around £80 per month per £1,000
value of the machine over a relatively short period of several
months. As the period of the rental contract is extended, so the
rental costs come down. For example, one of the larger computer
rental firms, Hamilton Rentals, drops charges for a rental of one
to two years to between £40 and £50 per month per £1,000. The
price includes full service contracts.

Most of the giant finance houses like
Lombard and Lloyds Bowmaker are involved

with computer leasing. In Lombard's case,
computer leasing forms a very substantial
portion of its leasing portfolio. "The beauty
of leasing", says Lombard's Eric Daniel, "is

you can project the cost of a piece of
equipment over a period of time." Dealers
benefit, because once they sell the
equipment to the customer, they are then
only responsible for the merchantable
quality of the goods.

FINANCIAL ARRANGEMENT

Unlike the leasing companies, which will usually provide
finance for any hardware the customer wants, rental firms tend
only to rent equipment for which there is a ready market. After
the initial rental period is over they will want to rehire or sell the
equipment. A lot of rental business comes from large companies
which may have a temporary shortfall in computing power. For
example, demand is high between January and April, when
companies are preparing their year-end accounts.
Charges are highest for short-term rentals. Micro Rent, a
company specialising in the lower -end business PCs, charges £38
a day for an IBM PC - worth roughly £1,200 - £75 a week,
£225 a month, £153 a month for six months, £122 a month for a
year, and £105 a month for two years. Customers who wish to
terminate a rental agreement before the end can simply pay the
difference between the charge rates for the longer and the shorter
periods.
It is not just the higher -priced models which can be rented.
Sagesoft hires out Amstrad 8256 machines for two- three- or
four-year periods for between £13.50 and £9.50 a week.
Computer Hire Services will hire anything from an Amstrad 8256
or BBC model B to Commodore 64 at prices ranging between
£5.40 and £17 a week.

computer for a three- or five-year period you
are stuck with it for that time, with varying
penalties for early termination of the lease.
But companies' data-processing require-

would seem attractive to buy rather than

ments change quickly, and technology is
still advancing rapidly, so a three-year

contribute directly to turnover, such as in
advertising or stock, and to spread their
payments on equipment over a period of

commitment can seem like a long time.
Smaller brokerage firms specialise in
computer leasing tend to offer marginally

more expensive rates than larger leasing
firms. But because they do not rely on such
large volumes of business, they often

provide a more flexible leasing arrangement. For example, Armour Leasing and
Finance offers a number of facilities in its
Systems Lease scheme which allow the

lease, especially as more companies are now
paying tax. However, some companies may
well decide to put their money where it will

time.
A company's tax position is crucial when

deciding whether to lease, rent or buy. It
must work out the after-tax costs of
borrowing money through conventional
means and compare it with the after-tax

built into the lease in case of computer fault.
If anything goes wrong with the equipment
you go back to the dealer and the problem is

the course of the period of the lease. You can
add new terminals, disc drives and printers,

costs of leasing. Whether one or the other is
more favourable will depend on an
individual company's ability to take
advantage of the tax allowances.
The tax -paying company may well find it
better to use other forms of medium -term

for example, under a subsidiary leasing

financing, such as hire-purchase or bank

dealt with as if you had purchased the kit

agreement which finishes at the same time
as the original lease. Armour Leasing's
current rates for equipment worth over

finance,

The lease company involves itself only in a

financial arrangement with the customer,
and usually there is no service agreement

yourself.

If, on the other hand, you choose to rent

equipment you may pay more than you
would if you chose to lease, but most
companies

will

offer

to

replace

your

equipment immediately should there be a
fault. This is because companies view the
equipment they rent as equipment they will
rehire once a particular rental period is over.

Leasing companies are mainly concerned
with recovering the cost of the equipment
over the period of the lease, and are unlikely

to have any interest in the equipment after
termination of the lease period. This in turn
has the advantage that the leasing company
may sell you the equipment for a nominal
sum or let you have it for free at the end of
the leasing period.

customer to upgrade a computer system in

£2,000 - it would not deal with anything

which is likely to become
comparable with the cost of leasing. It is also
likely that the boundary between rental and
leasing will become more uncertain as

much smaller - are around £36 a month per
£1,000 over three years, and around £25 a
month per £1,000 over five years.

leasing firms offer shorter terms, possibly
with options built-in for upgrading systems
during the course of a lease.

CHEAPER RATES
Under the old tax rules companies were

able to claim up to 100 percent capital
allowance on hardware, which they could set
off against tax. This made leasing attractive
to many small companies whose tax liability

was less than the capital allowance they
could claim on their equipment. By leasing
the equipment from companies which could
make use of the allowance, they were able to

reap some of the benefits in the form of

The majority of leases are for three or five
years, unlike renting which is normally for a
period of weeks, months or a year. Generally
customers can choose to extend the lease on

cheaper lease rates.
Under the new rules the capital allowance

an annual basis after that time, but most

rise by around seven percent, making leasing
a less attractive option. It is not yet clear how
this will affect leasing patterns. The effective
reduction of the tax advantage means that it

prefer to re -equip.

The main drawback with leasing is
inflexibility. Once you have leased
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is to be replaced by a 25 percent writing down allowance. Leasing rates are likely to

SUPPLIERS
Hamilton Rentals (U.K.) Ltd
Hamilton House, North Circular Road,
London NW10 7UB. Telephone: 01-961
6777.
Micro Rent 127 Cloudesley Road,
London Ni OEN. Telephone: 01-833
2531.

Computer Hire Services 294a
Caledonian Road, London N1 1 BA.
Telephone: 01-607 0157.

Business Equipment Leasing PO
Box 138, 286 Southbury Road, Enfield,
Middlesex EN I lUQ. Telephone: 01-804
2411.

Armour Leasing and Finance Ltd
Townsend House, London Road,
Sawbridgeworth, Hertfordshire CM21
9JJ. Telephone: (0279) 726565.
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Nobody beats our
prices or support

Thright

arcpro

computers

TANDON PC

2 x 360K floppy drives,

DOS, 256K system
memory. Keyboard 14"

High resolution
Y(-1,

y Cross Compilers to produce

ROM code
Core (buy only once)
£250
Targets (each)
£175
6502. 6511Q, 6800, 6801/3, 6809,
68000, 280, 8080, 8086. 1802, 28,
99xxx, LSI 11.

FORTH

FORTH 83 HS/FORTH
1 megabyte programs. graphics.
floating point, assembler,
strings
£230

Out now tor:

MPE-FORTH/09 for FLEX or

0S9
Editor, assembler, full system
integration, cross compilers
available.

Complete with:
SCREEN EDITOR
MACRO -ASSEMBLER
APPLICATION GENERATOR
COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL

IBM PC, APRICOT, MSDOS
CPM 86, CPM 80,

AMSTRAD
Extensions:
Floating point

£45

VIEW -TRACE

debugger
Cross -compilers

£45

IBM PC to PDP11.

/

Micro Processor
21 Hanley Road, Shirley
Southampton SO1 5AP
Tel: 0703 780084

Circle No. 156

SERIOUS BUSINESS
OR SERIOUS HOBBY

£1,795.00

above PC except

OLIVETTI M24 (20Mb)
1 x 360K floppy drive,
20Mb disk, Keyboard,

as

1 x 360K floppy drive,
1 x 10Mb hard disc.
£1,595.00

TANDON PCA 20
AT -Compatible: Intel
80286, 1 x 1.2Mb floppy

512k system memory,
Keyboard, 20Mb hard
disk, DOS, GW-BASIC
14" high resolution

Acorn, Apricot, Atari, Amstrad, Brother, Cannon, Commodore, Cumana, Enterprise, Epson, GCC, Juki, Mannesman
Tally, Mitsubishi, Opus, Oric, Philips, Sanyo, Salute, Sorryifwemissedyou, Sinclair, Solidisk. Tatung, Torch,
Triumph Adler

f

SPECIAL SUMMER PROMOTIONS LEE

TAXANIKAGA 810 NLO PRINTER

E229.00

VAT - 063.35

EPSON LOAD NLO PRINTER

[197.00

VAT -£226.55

E65.00 u VAT -[74.75
PHILIPS 7502 GREEN MONITOR 12" 20MHz
VAT - 07930
030.00
AMSTRAD 6128 + COLOUR MONITOR
SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL OFFER
ATARI 520ST + HARD DISCIPRINTER
MORE
1MB DRIVES + COLOUR MONITOR ADAPTER
520ST MONITOR STAND
(26.00 + VAT -E29.90
FUJI 3.5" DISCS SS 135 TPI - BOX'S OF TEN

Amstrad 6128 + Green Monitor
Atari 520ST 1500K Disc/Hi-Res Mon./Mouse/GEM etc)
Atari Monitor/Drive Stand (Deluxe)
Atari 520ST Compatible 3.5" Double Sided Disc Drive
Atari 520ST 3.5" Drives in Monitor Stand
Atari 520ST Centronics Printer Lead
Atari 520ST Serial Leads
Atari Video/Kaga RGB Lead
Atari Video 5205T/Ferguson RGB Lead
Atari Video 520ST/Microvitec RGB Lead
Atari 520ST Software & Other/Own Products including

£249.00
£608.00
£26.00
PHONE FOR DETAILS
PHONE FOR DETAILS

£15.00
£12.00
£11.00
£10.00
£11.00

Hard Disc arid Real Time Clock etc

PHONE FOR DETAILS

BBC Model '8'
BBC Model 'B' + DFS
BBC Model 'B' Plus' New Modell 64K User RAM + Enhanced DFS
5" 400K 40/80T DSDD (Acorn Compatible)
5"800K 40/80T Dual (Acorn Compatible)
Cannon 1080A NLQ
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
MP 165 Printer 165 CPS PLUS NLQ (Atari 520ST Compatible
Sakata SCP800 Four Colour Printer/Plotter
Triumph Adler TRD 7020 Daisywheel
Philips 7002 RGB/CTV Colour Monitor
Microvitec RGB Monitors from

£2,795.00

RODIME HARD DISKS

10Mb half height
£425.00
20Mb half height
£525.00

OUR SERVICE DOESN'T STOP AT JUST GIVING COMPETITIVE PRICES AND A FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE.
WHY NOT JOIN OUR COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP. WE ARE ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY
AND WE WILL SOON BE OPERATING OUR OWN 24HR. BULLETIN BOARD SERVICE FOR AN EVEN
FASTER SERVICE.

£277.00
£343.00
£395.00
£99.00
£220.00
£260.00
E295.00
£219.00
£165.00
£305.00
£189.00
£169.00

10mb full height£615.00
20Mb full height£795.00
30Mb full height£995.00

40Mb full height

£1,100.00

IBM AT HARD DISK
UPGRADES

Drive Rails, manual &
cables.
20Mb
30Mb
40Mb

K.E.C.M.
8 WESTWOOD LANE, WELLING, KENT DA16 2HE

Telephone: 01-301 3745 (10am-10pm)

MS-DOS 2.11,

12"
Olivetti Hi-res monitor,
640K system memory
£1,895.00

OLIVETTI M24 SP
10MHz clock speed,

360k floppy 20Mb hard
disk, 640k memory,

Keyboard, Hi-res

monitor, bus converter
with 7 slots, MS-DOS
2.11

& GW-BASIC.

£2,800.00

***NASHUA***
DS/DD 5.25" box of 10
£17.50

EPSON PRINTERS
FX85
£375.00
FX105
£485.00
LQ-1500
£835.00
NEC PRINTERS

N EC P2 pinwriter
£405.00

N EC P3 pinwriter
£530.00
£825.00

NEC P5
£535.00
£700.00
£880.00

SOFTWARE

dBase

II

ver 2.34"
£295.00
£300.00
£220.00

CARD -BASED HARD

dBase 111+

DISKS

WordStar
WordStar Prof £299.00
Lotus 123 rel 2 £318.00
SuperCalc 3 rel 2

Mountain 20Mb.£795.00
Westerb Digital 20Mb
Plus 5 20Mb

£720.00
£750.00

TAPE STREAMERS
Irwin 10Mb
£495.00
Cipher 25Mb
£795.00

Crosstalk
Data Talk
Open Access

£280.00
£125.00
£525.00
£375.00

Full Manufacturers Warranty

01.788 6311

All prices exclude carriage & VAT. We carry mast leading brand names. Please ring to confirm latest
prices - You will find us unbeatable. For more information on how to get our monthly price list of
genuine discount prices plus details of the other services we offer, contact:

(COMPUTER DISCOUNT GROUP)

COMPUTERS
OLIVETTI M24 (10Mb)
1 x 360K floppy drive,
10Mb disk, Keyboard,

TANDON PCX 10
XT -Compatible: Same

NEC HARD DISCS
10Mb
£525.00
20Mb
£625.00

Engineering Ltd

OLIVETTI PERSONEL

MS-DOS 2.11, 12"
Olivetti Hi-res monitor.

monitor.
We are the Forth specialists, we also
stock a large range of books, listings,
and implementations for machines
ranging from Amstrad to Atari ST.

computers

£1,295.00

Monitor.

Work-

olivetti

Softquest Ltd

CALLERS BY PRIOR APPOINTMENT ONLY

Circle No. 157

Circle No. 158
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BUSINESS PACKAGES
Integrated software continues to be a slow

The business user is now spoilt for

choice when it comes to selecting

seller,

and the end of 1985 saw some

software -a very different situation to
that prevailing a year or two ago. But the
criteria on which to judge what packages are

interesting marketing manoeuvres in an

essential proves particularly tricky.

For example, WordStar is still probably
used by more people worldwide than any

announced that it too would be selling its
product, Open Access, in independent
chunks. The main advantage is that users

other package but it is now selling in
relatively small quantities. Even its
successor, WordStar 2000, has failed to
make a serious dent in the sales of the

can purchase the modules in stages, which is
less painful on the pocket and less daunting
on the brain when it comes to finding your
way round the package.

attempt to boost sales. Following a trend set
by Smart of selling modules separately, SPI

current WP favourites. Software from each

Lotus's Symphony has been revamped

of the major categories also has to be

and provided with a more readable manual
but still has not won friends in the same way
that 1-2-3 did.
dBase III continues to maintain its
position as the most popular database,
despite competition from significantly more
powerful packages. So far its established
reputation has been enough to fend off all
comers, but Paradox, from Ansa Software,
looks like being a serious threat before the
year is out. Like dBase II it boasts a full-

included.
We decided to split the Top 10 packages
into four groups: spreadsheets, word
processing, databases and integrated
software, and utilities. We have obviously
had to leave out many worthy packages, but

our Top 10 should

at least provide a

yardstick against which other software may
be judged.
Lotus 1-2-3 continued to consolidate its
position in 1985 and has only recently begun
to look under threat. Microsoft's Excel, now
available for the Macintosh, will become a
serious challenger when the IBM version is
released. The more immediate threat is from
two cheap clones, VP Planner from
Paperback Software and Twin from Mosaic.
Both packages outperform Lotus 1-2-3 and
cost a fraction of the price. Whether they can
make any great inroads into Lotus 1-2-3's
massive user group, especially at corporate
level, is another matter.
It is rather sad to have to report that the
end of 1985 saw the demise of the
innovative, all -British financial -planning
package FT Moneywise. The major feature

of this product is the way it splits huge
spreadsheets into a book of manageable
pages.

The word-processing front has been
relatively quiet. Micropro launched Easy,
cheap, simple -to -use companion to
WordStar, to a very mixed reception.
a

SUPPLI ERS
dBase Ill, Framework, Multimate
Ashton-Tate (U.K.), Oaklands, 1 Bath
Road, Maidenhead, Berkshire SL6 1UH.
Telephone: (0628) 33123. Circle no. 361

Excel , Word Microsoft, Excel House,

Spreadsheets, word processors,
databases and utilities: the
number and kind of packages
available to the business user is

on the increase. David
Barlow introduces our
selection of the 10 packages to

look at first.

blown programming language, but it

is

designed to be far easier to use. Paradox is
reviewed by Mike Lewis on page 66 of this

WordStar continues to sell in surprising
numbers; Micropro's much publicised
amnesty, allowing users of pirated copies to
come clean, put this ageing superstar back
on the front pages of the computer press, if
nothing else.
Also at this end of the market is Bonnie
Blue. It has a few rough edges, but at #99.95
it is exceptional value for money, though a
spelling checker and a decent manual may
be sorely missed by some.
The first shortcoming afflicts quite a few
otherwise worthy WP packages, but Turbo
Lightning from Borland International could
well provide the answer. It is a versatile highspeed spelling checker which can be used in
collaboration with most WP packages. Many

issue.

The Top 10 does not include any userfriendly operating -system extensions as they

are still in their infancy. Digital Research's
Gem is excellent value and very easy to use,
but you need a hard disc to get the most out

of it. The most promising Wimps -based
front end is Microsoft Windows, which
offers true multi -tasking. The drawback is

that it requires sophisticated hardware to
maintain acceptable response times - even
more so than Gem. IBM's own offering
Topview, though potentially the most
important, seems to have disappeared
without trace.

integrated spelling checkers are either too
slow or
seriously.

too cumbersome to be taken

-4<5j*

A

L"1(

-1)

49 De Montfort Road, Reading, Berkshire
RG1 8LP. Telephone: (0734) 500741.
Circle no. 362

Lotus 1-2-3 Lotus Development (U.K.),
Consort House, Victoria Street, Windsor,
Berkshire SL4 1EX. Telephone: (0753)

840281. Circle no. 363
Reflex, Sidekick Altor, 11 a

Blythswood Court, Anderston Centre,
Glasgow G2 7PH. Telephone: 041-226
4211. Circle no. 364
Vicom P&P, telephone (0706) 217744;
Softsel, telephone 01-568 8866; First
Software, telephone (0256) 463344.
Circle no. 365

Word Perfect Sentinel Software,
Wellington House, New Zealand
Avenue, Walton -on -Thames, Surrey.
Telephone: (0932) 231164. Circle no.
366
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EXCEL

£395

Currently only available for the Macintosh, but Microsoft has made no secret of the fact
that an IBM version will be launched this year. Intended to be Microsoft's answer to Lotus
1-2-3, Excel is a more modern super -spreadsheet package with extensive graphics
capabilities. It uses the Macintosh's pull -down menus to good effect and so is easier to
use, and it has an especially powerful macro facility. The command structure is similar to
that of existing Microsoft packages Multiplan and Chart. Users of these packages can
upgrade to Excel at an advantageous price. Switcher, a pseudo -multi -tasking utility that
allow users to switch between major applications, is included in the price of Excel.
FOR Fast. Powerful. Easy -to -use Mac interface.

AGAINST Macintosh version only at present.

LOTUS 1-2-3

£395

Although originally promoted as an integrated package it is really just a spreadsheet with
a graphics module tacked on. A simple spreadsheet -format database is thrown in for good
measure. Word-processing facilities are not provided; if you want these you have to go to
1-2-3's sibling Symphony. Lotus 1-2-3 has now become the de facto standard for PC based financial planning, even in large corporations. Its popularity has encouraged other

software houses to launch add-ons, including standard application templates, report
generators and a short-cut model generator from Fox & Geller. Lotus 1-2-3 Release 2
clears up some of the original package's shortcomings and permits the use of memory
above the 640K limit to build bigger models.
FOR Powerful. Excellent graphics and macros. Wide variety of spin-offs.

AGAINST Expensive. Getting old.

WORD

£400

An unusual word-processing package which really needs a

mouse device to work

effectively. It works in the IBM's graphics mode rather than text mode, so different type
styles can be displayed on -screen and output to a suitable dot-matrix or laser printer. It is
a WYSIWYG package. Its user interface is similar to other products in the Microsoft
family such as Multiplan. Word version 2 includes an integral 80,000 -word anglicised
spelling checker, a larger editing screen and an automatic hyphenation facility. There is
also a version intended for use on networks which includes advanced print spooling and
file sharing.
FOR Displays multiple text founts. Spelling checker.

AGAINST Expensive. Hard to learn.

MULTIMATE

£450

Recently acquired by Ashton-Tate, Multimate is one of the most robust professional WP
packages on the market. This is partly because it was initially based on Wang dedicated

WP software. Although more at home in the typing pool than in creative hands,
Multimate is very resistant to mistakes. Documents are automatically saved to disc page
by page, very little being held in memory at any time. This is a good idea from the point
of view of data integrity but it makes moving around a large document painfully slow.
Multimate is not a WYSIWYG package, but it is especially good for boilerplating and
mail -merge applications. The newly announced Multimate Advantage is a more powerful
version which can also be used on PC networks.
FOR Robust. Built-in spelling checker.

AGAINST Cumbersome pagination. Expensive.

WORD PERFECT

£425

When judged against other WP software Word Perfect wins hands down. It is a
WYSIWYG package suitable for all kinds of writers, and being a memory -based package
limits the size of document to the amount of RAM available. This has the advantage that
it is not necessary to wait at the end of a page while the typed page is stored. Word Perfect

includes many advanced facilities like macros, auto hyphenation, footnotes, and an
extensive mail -merge facility. The latest version also includes a thesaurus function and
multi -column text handling.

FOR Full feature list. Thesaurus. Spelling checker.

AGAINST Expensive.
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BUSINESS PACKAGES TOP 10
REFLEX

£99

Until Borland International bought out Analytica Software this package retailed in the
U.K. for £460. At its new price of £99 it is a real bargain. Although loosely described as a
database it is not really ideal for storing textual data like names and addresses. Its forte is
analysing numerical data, and in this area it has few peers. Reflex allows data to be viewed
in four ways: as a user -designed entry form, a list of all records, a cross -tab view combining
selected fields from a set of records, or as a graph. The universal use of the IBM graphics
mode enables a graph and a related data form to be displayed simultaneously. However,
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is only possible to have one file open at any time and Reflex lacks even the most

rudimentary form of security.
FOR Innovative. Easy to use. Built-in graphics. Good value.

.0...

AGAINST No macros. No programming languages. No security.

FRAMEWORK

£550

An integrated package launched about the same time as Lotus's Symphony to critical
.1N

,,

acclaim. Framework offers a spreadsheet, database, word processing and comms facilities
all within a common shell. Once the basic concepts have been grasped it is easy to use and
offers excellent integration between modules. The outlining facility provides users with
offers
the means to organise ideas and concepts into a logical format and then expand them with
words, graphs, database and spreadsheet information. A comprehensive programming
language is included which allows users to develop customised applications. Framework II
has a larger spreadsheet, thanks to the use of virtual memory, and the word processor is
improved by the addition of a spelling checker.

II
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Nfilibi

FOR Powerful. Version II has worthwhile WP. Outlining.

AGAINST Complex. Demands expensive hardware.

dBASE III

£550

dBase III is a total rewrite of dBase II designed to make the most of IBM's 16 -bit processor.
It is now a much more powerful database able to handle a notional one billion records and

manage 15 open files. Ease of use has also received attention, and dBase III includes
several features which help first-time users to create a simple database. The powerful
programming language makes it ideal for generating turnkey customised software for
specific applications. dBase III + is the new version suitable for use on PC networks.

I

i
FOR Industry standard. Powerful programming language.

AGAINST Use of unfriendly "." prompt. Expensive.

SIDEKICK

W,V,WOM

£47

The first desk -top aid package has become something of a standard even if it is no longer
the best. Sidekick is loaded into memory prior to the applications software, and its main
menu can be called at any time by pressing the IBM's Ctrl and Alt keys together. Its
facilities include a notepad with a WordStar -compatible text editor, a calculator, a
calendar with appointments scheduler, and an autodialler. It is useful and good fun, with
an almost infinite combination of garish colours available on suitable monitors. As it
resides in memory between the operating system and software there are rare occasions
when mismatches may occur, leading to the application crashing. Sidekick also tends to
reveal compatibility shortcomings of computers which claim IBM compatibility.
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FOR Useful. Easy to use.
..

AGAINST Can crash when used with certain hardware/software combinations.

VICOM

VICOM.
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£150

Communications is a notoriously difficult area for the newcomer but Vicom's unusual
pictorial approach is helpful for both beginners and experts. It has been on the market for
some time in Apple II and Macintosh versions and an IBM implementation has just been
announced. It supports viewdata services as well as ASCII text services like Telecom Gold.
Colour is used to good effect on the Apple II, and is substituted by shades of grey on the
Mac. It works with a 128K or 512K Mac and a wide variety of modems. Latest version
includes VT -100 and VT -52 terminal emulation and printer spooling.

FOR Easy to use. Capable. Good use of Macintosh graphics.

AGAINST IBM version just released and requires Gem.
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TAY COMMERCIAL
SERVICES LTD

MODEHART
PRINTERS AT ABSOLUTELY
AMAZING PRICES.

WASH LANE, BURY
LANCS BL9 7DU

TEL:061 7052288

TELEX: 665233

COMPUTERS
COMMODORE
PC10 256K RAM
2 360K FLOPPY DRIVES
PC20 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
1 10MB HARD DISC
SPERRY PC
MODEL 200 256K RAM
2 360K FLOPPY DRIVES
MODEL 400 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE

1 20MB HARD DISK
MODEL 450 256K RAM
1 360K FLOPPY DRIVE
1 20MB HARD DISK
MEDIUM RESOLUTION COLOUR MONITOR
PCIIT 512K RAM
1 1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
1 44MB HARD DISC

£975

Please telephone for prices of complete
£1475

£1850
£2950

£3200

JUKI
£ CALL

OLIVETTI
M21

M24

£ call
£ call

PRINTERS
EPSON LX80
EPSON FX85
EPSON FX100 +
EPSON FX105 +
EPSON LQ1500
EPSON SQ2000
EPSON DX100
EPSON HI 80 PLOTTER
BROTHER HR25
BROTHER HR35
DIABLO 630

Epson range.
CITIZEN
MSP 10
MSP 15
MSP 20
MSP 25
120 D
6100
5520

3/ DSDD FUJI

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

MEDIA
OPPOR

SAN
INIiIfS

Business Press International, Britain's
£19
£23
£18

£32.00

largest publisher of trade and technical
journals, has vacancies for good display sales personnel

within its successful range of computer titles. Publications include Computer Weekly, IBM Computer
Today, Practical Computing and Systems International.

SOFTWARE
WORDSTAR PROF
WORDSTAR
WORDSTAR 2000
SYMPHONY
DBASE III
LOTUS 123
PEGASUS
SUPERCALC II
SUPERCALC III
MULTIPLAN
MULTIMATE

.

.

Circle No. 160

£199
£339
£439
£439
£799
£1399
£370
£315
£649
£749
£1539

5/ DSDD 40 TRACK
DYSAN
XIDEX

.

Our Price
£250.00
£325.00
£350.00
£450.00
£170.00
Our Price
£275.00
£315.00

All prices exclude VAT & delivery
Modehart Ltd., Unit N3, Renshaw Trading Estate,
Mill Mead, Staines, Middx. TWI8 4UG
Tel: 10784162405/6 Telex: 8951182 GECOMS/G

DISKETTES (BOX 10)
3M

List Price
£395.00
£500.00
£555.00
£700.00
£235.00
List Price
£399.00
£449.00

£279
£215
£295
£399
£340
£319

from £175
£129
£235
£139
£287

THIS IS A LIMITED SAMPLE OF THE GOODS WE OFFER.
PLEASE CALL FOR FURTHER DETAILS.
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND CARRIAGE
CHEQUE WITH ORDER OR ACCESS/DINERS/AMERICAN EXPRESS

Successful applicants will be responsible for providing
the full range of services to major clients, and be able to

negotiate large contracts and develop new business.
Previous media sales experience is essential and some

knowledge of the computer/electronics industry is
preferable.
Benefits include a high basic salary commensurate with
ability, a no -ceiling bonus structure, BUPA discount and

contributory pension scheme. A company car

is

provided.

If you are interested in joining a successful publishing
company in this rapidly growing area of media sales
please write enclosing c.v. to Diana Lomax, Personnel
Manager, Electrical -Electronic Press, Business Press

International, Room 305, Quadrant House, The
Quandrant, Sutton, Surrey, SM2 5AS. Or telephone her

on 01-661 3469.

BUSINESS PRESS
Circle No. 159

INTERNATIONAL
Circle No. 161
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Oasis Instruments

PRECISE ANALOGUE DATA ACQUISITION
Now available
for the
Sinclair QL
and RM Nimbus

Hardware and software
systems for
microcomputers:
QL BBC IBM Apple
Home, laboratory and industrial applications
Full software support supplied:

Precision MADC12 module interfaces featuring:
- 12 bit readings in 30 uS to 0.02% accuracy.
-6 precision ranges, +/- 10V down to 1V unipolar.
- 16 high impedance inputs with S.E. or differential modes.
- All functions software controlled. 1 Mbyte per sec data

- General purpose acquisition package with easy user
interface and interactive scan control and data file
generation.
- Comprehensive product description to allow the
hardware to be driven from your own software, either
using the routines supplied or from your own low level
routines to operate the analogue to digital process

transfer.

Price - systems for: OL - £499/ ISMS - £749/Apple II £449/BBC - £399 ( + VAT).
Includes calibrated MADC12, interface HAW, manuals and software.
Modules from stock - reliably solve your digitising or logging
problem NOW.

directly.

- Data file generation for export to existing spreadsheet
or other post -processing software.

Enhanced versions for maximum flexibility provide:
- High speed for 12 bit readings in 15uS, 8bit in 10uS (option S15 - £95).
- Full accuracy and speed with input isolation to 500V RMS (option 105 - £240).
- 32 channel systems (option C32 - £250) and versatile, wide range, multiplexers.

I

Custom hardware, software and systems solutions on a
consultancy basis.

Also available: low cost Apple II analogue interfaces, supporting boards and
industrial computers. Order directly or contact us for further information.

Peter Nelson

he Street. Old ( ustussQ \ tin% kit \ RS 51)1.

Design Consultancy

I cl: 11013 747!7{7

Circle

No. 162

BETTER SERVICE : BETTER PRICES : WIDER CHOICE
Best value IBM compatible. Fast 8086 processor, GW basic, Colour graphics standard, Perfect 2

FERRANTI PC860

ATARI 520 ST

ITS & col

£599
£399

version available

AMSTRAD PCW 8256Tcpfarpeeerdisks

PERFECT 2 SOFTWARE SUITE. Comprises Perfect Writer 2 (inc. Speller & Thesaurus),
Perfect Calc 2 & Perfect Filer 2. "Perfect Writer 2 is the best word processor available for its
£135 per module
price". "Best handbooks I have come across"P.C. Business World
WORDCRAFTinc database

£395

£375

DELTA 4 DATABASE

£160

PROPHETACCOUNTS inc Sales/Purchase Ledgers, Invoices & Statements

CAD SOFTWARE 8 SYSTEMS - Please call for details

PRINTERS A selection from our full range of matrix daisy laser printers
DAISYSTEP 2000/0LIENDATA 1150 18cps Quality daisywheel output
£269 NEC SPINWRITERS from
JUKI 6100/PETAL
EPSON LX80/FX85
£195/£369 EPSON LQ 800
NEC PINWRITER P2
£389 BROTHER M1509
MANNESMAN TALLY MT85 180cps AMAZING QUALITY

HARD DISK & MEMORY UPGRADES
10/20 MB Hard Disk Upgrade (IBM and Compatibles)
IBM 384K MULTIFUNCTION Board + Ram disk + print spooler
OLIVETTI Upgrade to 640K
SANYO Extra 128K Ram + Ram disk + extra 25% disk capacity
MACINTOSH Upgrade to 512K (256K chips) 12 months warranty
Ram Boards
APRICOT 512KPLUS SPECIAL
5 512K
offer until Apri115 1986

PLOTTERS

£499/£579
£249
£99
£65
£179

£149

Full range available-e.g.

Hitachi 672 A3

f549

Houston EDMP 42 A1

£399
£299

Cherry A3 digitiser

£395
£1099
£2995
£495

Roland DXY-980 A3

Roland DXY-880 A3

£749

Roland DPX-2000 A2
Benson 1331 AO

£3499
£6750
£475

Summag raphics from

DISKS - SAME DAY DESPATCH - POST FREE
Boxed in 10's. No quibble guarantee.

Serial/ parallel iniout. 8k.512K, from 8K - £75, 16K- E85, 64K - £119
11"x 91/2" 60gm £9.75
12"x91/4" 60gm £11.69
A4 clean 70g m £15.95
Edge 85gm £9.30
11"x 14" 60gm £13.50

OLIVETTI M24 SP 640K, complete £2699

£179
£299

PRINTER BUFFERS

FANFOLD PAPER

£1149

software suite. Hi Res monochrome monitor, 12 months FREE ON SITE WARRANTY

All sizes available

RIBBONS

for all printers

2000 sheets
EPSON FX,MX,RX 80/100
2000 sheets
EPSON LX 80
2000 sheets JUKI 6100 single strike
1000 sheets
SHINWAM TALLY MT80
2000 sheets)* COME MULT1STRIKE 4

Delivery £2.45 (fixed) + £1 per box. Extra
£1 per order for items marked

LABELS from £1 per 1000

£2.49/£3.75
£2.95
£1.15

from
ribbons

lifRIgnarantity

PANASONIC 51/4" First box
Quality
SSDD £13.45
100%
DSDD £16.95
Guaranteed

£3.79
£2.65

SONY 3.5"

£3.79

OM S8OBN

printwheels

Official GoyernmentlEducationallLocal Authority orders welcomed.

OM D8OBN

OM D3440
OM D4440

Extra Boxes

DYSAN 51/a" First box

Extra boxes

£10.95
£14.95

£15.40
£22.35
£22.35
£28.50

£14.10
£20.90
£20.90
£26.85

SSOD

DSQD £19.95

£17.95

SS £22.00
DS £32.50
SS £26.80
DS £36.80

£19.95
£29.95
£23.50
£33.50

SEE 10 library cases

Please add 15% VAT to all prices (inc. carriage) Limited space precludes listing of our full range of products.

Please telephone if you do not see the item you require

£1.75

SPECIAL OFFER! 60 Sony

disks in top quality ABA
MD6OT lockable storage
box - SINGLE SIDED £135
DOUBLE -SIDED £195

MAXELL/PANASONIC 3" CF2 for AMSTRAD £33.50

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS (A.M.A.)
8 GLEBE ST. BEESTON NOTTINGHAM NG9 1BZ Tel: 0602 255415
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There has been a shift in the hardware

world recently. As the main system
boxes becorhe even more similar, more

interest has been devoted to peripherals
associated with getting data in and out of
those vanilla machines. The increasing
availability of these devices is also a function

0

U

Give and Take
The technology for getting
data in and out of micros is

of computing power. Where in the past the
main processor struggled to cope with just

developing rapidly. Glyn
Moody discusses some of

the software tasks imposed on it, today's
powerful chips have the spare number -

the options available.

crunching capacity to deal with subsidiary
calculations associated with input and
output peripherals.
In some respects input devices have not
yet fulfilled their promise. When Practical
Computing last looked at this area in
September 1984, two of the most promising
technologies were voice input and touch screens.

Nothing indicates the fall from grace of
speech input more clearly than the saga of
the Apricot Portable. When it was

images; some may even require megabytes.
That scale of RAM is now available relatively

cheaply. A few years ago 64K would have
cost a king's ransom, and seemed beyond
the wildest dreams of programmers. Today
you can find a number of low-cost machines
offering a megabyte of RAM as standard for
a little more than an IBM PC.

PROCESSING POWER

P

T

U

is now to be found not only on the Mac,
Atari 520ST and the Amiga, but also on a
growing number of MS-DOS machines and

programs. To this extent, the traditional
input device of the keyboard is being
superseded.

On the output front, things are more
limited. Once you have some data which
you want to pass to the outside world, you
can either print it to screen or printer, or
push it on to other machines. For this, you
could use a local area network or a modem.
As our December 1985 issue reported, the
whole field of communications has taken off
enormously. The desire to join up with the
outside world almost invariably means
getting a modem, sales of which are
beginning to rocket. Following this surge of
interest, prices are tumbling. Many modems
now have autodial and auto -answer features.
The latest developments involve faster

speeds. Although many people are still
using 300 baud modems, there is a shift

introduced for £1,695 it seemed a bold
attempt to leapfrog previous price -

Also, processors now have the raw power
to handle bit -by -bit manipulation of these
images stored in RAM. In the past,

performance. Until then you paid £1,250 for

processing video input would have been a

further in the U.S. Steve Gold looks at the

Speech Command

developments in this field on page 98,

System, plus another £2,295 for the micro to

slow process, and not one conducive to easy
and creative use. Today on machines like the

run it on. But there were problems. Apart
from visibility difficulties with the Apricot

Commodore Amiga you can move entire
screens with 32 colours as easily and as

Portable's LCD, the voice -input system was
not reliable enough for serious everyday use.
After a series of price cuts, the Portable now
languishes in Dixon's as an end -of -line sale,
and can be had for a mere £495.
The problems with the Apricot Portable
highlighted the main difficulty with speech input systems so far: they need considerable

smoothly as if they were simple cursors. The
review of Amiga software on page 68 of this
issue gives some idea of the graphics
resources of these machines.
It is also worth noting that a frame
grabber is under development for the Amiga
which will allow direct visual manipulation
of video images input from a camera. Simon
Beesley's article on page 94 examines some
of the techniques available.

Texas

Instruments'

computing power to work efficiently. At
present such power lies beyond the reach of
the desk -top micro.
What is really wanted is a system which
has a vocabulary of at least 5,000 words, can
cope with a wide variety of accents, and is
not sensitive to background noise.

Ultimately such systems will be used in
conjunction with artificial intelligence to
provide the ultimate input system and micro

interface - but not yet. However, many
computer manufacturers, software houses
and telecomms authorities are working on
such systems.

OUT OF TOUCH?
The other class of input devices which was
around 18 months ago was the touch -screen,

Another crucial reason for the sudden
flowering of visual -input devices is the

appearance of output devices like laser
printers which are now relatively cheap.
They allow the manipulated video data to be
printed to a high resolution, without
recourse to expensive dedicated machinery.
It is now straightforward to merge visual
images with text documents, make up whole

radically the way we use computers. Then
there is the huge growth in the use of
modems, which has changed the role of the

micro in the office. Many of the major
developments in micros are now occurring
outside the confines of the main processor
unit. Inputs and outputs are certainly going
places.

IN THIS SPECIAL SECTION:

Lotus 1-2-3 and its rivals, most of which

the direct inputting and manipulation of
other types of visual information. In this

available as an option. Other touch -screen
products have also failed to find favour.
The field of visual inputs has taken off in
recent months, until it has become perhaps
the most exciting area of input technology.
Visual input is very memory hungry.

respect the advent of low-cost devices like
Thunderscan reviewed on page 96, together

Typically, you will require a good few tens of

one of the humblest yet most useful input
devices, the mouse. This hand-held pointer

92

voice -input devices which are likely to alter

This shift of emphasis towards visual

joined by Windows, Gem and the Amiga.
All of these developments have served to
inculcate a visual approach to computing. It
is only natural that the next step should be

kilobytes of RAM to store high -resolution

of flux. We are already seeing the rise of
visual -input devices. On the horizon are

input mirrors the increasing use of graphics
within software. On the one hand, you have

attractive: to select items you simply pointed

screen from the micro, though it remains

101 of those modems which have BT
approval.
The area of inputs and outputs is in a state

laser printer to produce presentation -quality
newsletters, documents, etc.

boast extensive graphics capabilities. On the
other you have the Macintosh interface, now

accordingly. But the system failed to sell and
Hewlett-Packard has unbundled the touch -

together with a full listing on pages 100 and

pages on -screen, and then print them on a

most notably on Hewlett-Packard's 150
series of micros. In principle this seemed
at areas on the screen, and infrared beams
detected the relevant spot and acted

towards 1,200 and even 2,400 baud models.
Inevitably, this process has gone much

with the new class of intelligent photocopiers is significant.

The increasing use of icon -based
programs has also led to a significant rise in

Opposite: New input devices.
Page 94: Video and computing
technologies are converging.
Simon Beesley reports.
Page 96: Joanne Bennett looks
at a low-cost way of getting
images off paper and into a
Macintosh.
Page 98: Steve Gold checks
out what matters in a modem.

Page 100: Monster modem
list.
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MALTRON
ERGONOMIC
KEYBOARD
One of the most radical of the
alternatives to the conventional
QWERTY keyboard is the
Maltron keyboard. The keys are
divided into two sculpted groups
for the fingers, and two separate
groups for the thumbs. The most
frequently occurring letters are
placed under the normal finger
and thumb resting positions.
According to its proponents,
the advantages of the Maltron are
many. It is claimed that strain on
the user is diminished as the
wrists are held straighter, typing
speeds increase and that the
layout is easier to learn.
Maltron keyboards are available
for most of the popular
computers, including the Apple
II, BBC and IBM PC. Prices are
£295 for the Apple and IBM
versions, £175 for the BBC. More
details from PCD Maltron Ltd, 15
Orchard Lane, East Molesey,
Surrey KT8 OBN. Telephone:
01-398 3265.

Input Update
Ian Stobie selects some of the
alternatives to the conventional keyboard.
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Speech recognition without
modifications to your existing
software is offered by the
Keytronic 5152V keyboard. the
£1,175 keyboard can replace the
normal IBM keyboard, fitting in
the same socket.
To set it up you first have to
train the system to recognise your
own particular voice
characteristics. This involves
repeating a set vocabulary a few
times before using it for the first
time. You then designate a string
of characters as a command word.
Thereafter whenever you say the
command word the keyword will
send the appropriate characters to
the PC.
More details from Ceratech
Electronics Ltd, Lenten House, 20
Lenten Street, Alton, Hampshire
GU34 1HG. Telephone: (0420)
87500.

TOUCH -PAD
Keyport 60 provides the IBM
PC with an extra 60 function
keys. It consists of a touch sensitive keypad with 60 key
positions, which fits above the
existing top row of keys. You can
set up each position to generate a
command or string of text when
touched. Keyport 60 costs £165
and comes with a games adaptor

DIRECT TEXT AND
PICTURE INPUT
Tecmar's Escan lets you put
artwork or documents into an
IBM PC or compatible without
redrawing or retyping. The
£1,995 device can also convert
typewritten text into ASCII so
that it can be used directly by a
standard word-processing
package.
Escan can cope with documents
measuring up to 8.5in. by 14in.
Scanning reduces your original to
a 120 dot per inch bit -mapped
image, which is transferred to a
file held on your PC. Captured
images take up quite a lot of
space, so Tecmar recommends
you have a hard disc.
Once you have the captured
image on disc you can then
perform a number of different
operations on it. For instance,
you could place a handwritten
signature or drawings into an
existing word-processing
document. Escan comes with
software which lets you do this
with documents from packages
such as WordStar and Multimate.
The Escan software also allows
you to convert text documents
into ASCII files. At present the
software supports four common
typewriter founts: Courier 10,
Prestige Elite, Pica and Letter
Gothic. It also supports two
optical character recognition
founts, OCR -A and OCR -B.
More founts are promised for
later releases of the software.
Escan also lets you reduce a

LISTENING
KEYBOARD

to connect it to the IBM PC.

Top: The radical Maltron keyboard. Middle left: Tecmar's Escan.
Middle right: Keytronic speech -recognition keyboard. Above: Ellinor's
Touch Window screen fits in front of VDUs.
scan image into a form suitable
for transmission via a modem to a
facsimile machine. At the
moment the software supports
Group 3 fax compression. Again,
more fax formats are promised for
a later release.
More details from Tecmar
International Ltd, Westward
House, Bramshall, Uttoxeter,
Staffordshire ST14 5DN.
Telephone: (08893) 2275.

MULTI -FOUNT
OCR
Typereader is designed to scan
an A4 page containing text in a
variety of type styles and sizes,
and reduce it into a computer readable ASCII file
automatically.
A complete Typereader system
uses a great deal of computing
power and at present commands
a price of around £25,000. But
Typereader's developer,

Southdata, hopes to produce the
system on a plug-in board in the
not too distant future for around
£6,000.
In its present incarnation
Typereader consists of three parts.
An Agfa S-200 digitiser first
creates a 300 dot per inch image
of the document you wish to
read. This bit image is fed into a
stripped -down 68020 -based IMP
Mentor PC. Here it is processed
by the Typereader software,
which is written in C and uses
advanced techniques to make

sense of the digitised input.
Instead of comparing the
measurements of a candidate
character with a table of
dimensions stored in memory, it
makes use of more generalised
descriptions of what particular
characters look like.
Details from Southdata Ltd,
166 Portobello Road, London
W11 2EB. Telephone: 01-727
7564.

Another device working along
the same lines is Keyport 300.
This is a full-size touch -pad with
300 key positions. You can
program them yourself, or get
ready-made software and
colourful printed overlays for
popular programs such as
WordStar, Multimate and Lotus
1-2-3. Prices are £240 for the
touch -pad with PC adaptor, and
£79 each for the keyware to make
it work with specific software
packages.
Contact Electrone Ltd,
Haywood House, High Street,
Pinner, Middlesex HAS 5QA.
Telephone: 01-429 2433.

LOW-COST
TOUCH -SCREEN
EJ Touch Window is a transparent
touch -sensitive screen which fits
in front of your existing computer
display. Working with either the
IBM PC or the Apple II, it can be
used instead of a mouse or light
pen. The price is £220 for the
IBM version, £190 for the Apple.
It can also be used as a touch
tablet.
Details from Ellinor Peripherals
Ltd, Arkwright Road, Reading,
Berkshire RG2 OLS. Telephone:
(0734) 863417.
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Image
Processing
Simon Beesley looks at
the latest, affordable
devices which combine the
simplicity of a word
processor with the
versatility of a music
sequencer to bring video imaging techniques out of
the specialist studio and
into the office.

0

ne significant feature of Commo-

dore's Amiga is that it includes
a composite -video input jack, as

well as a variety of video output sockets. This
opens up all sorts of possibilities for

inputting TV signals from a video tape
recorder, a camera or even another
computer. So far computer manufacturers
have largely ignored the potential for
interfacing a micro to video. Few personal
computers lend themselves to graphics
applications of this kind.
However, there are several routes to

enhancing a micro's graphics in this way.

One is to hook it up to a video digitiser
which converts an analogue video signal into

a digital form acceptable to your micro's
screen RAM.

Single -frame digitisers for micros - from
the BBC up to the IBM PC and Macintosh
are now comparatively cheap. They usually

-

take several seconds to scan an image and

produce a digital picture with a finite
number of grey shades, from solid back to
pure white. As most micros cannot display
different levels of grey, digitiser software
needs to simulate grey scales by means of
pixel patterns.
Different planes can be layered one on top
of another using CVI, so that you can
mix digitised and analogue video
images together with graphics drawn
using the paintbox facility. Once
an image is frozen it can then
be panned, zoomed and
duplicated using the cut
and -paste facility. All the
effects are in real-time.

MACVISION
Macvision, for example, digitises images

for the Macintosh at eight bits per pixel,
giving a 256 -level grey scale. The result is a
picture which comes fairly close to
photographic realism - much closer,
certainly, than any picture you could
produce by hand.
Another route to enhanced graphics

involves linking a micro to a separate
graphics processor. In this case the micro
merely acts as a host to a more powerful

monitor, an input device such as a digitising
tablet, and appropriate software.
PLB Ltd puts together complete systems
using Pluto II and the BBC model B. With a
second processor the BBC package turns out
to be faster than the equivalent system on an

system. I0 Research and Digisolve both
manufacture boards which can be used with
the IBM PC, Apricot machines and the BBC
model B. JO Research's Pluto II card, based
on an 8088 processor with 512K RAM, offers

Apricot. Priced at around £5,000, PLB's
System 2 includes sophisticated paintbox
software with which you can create high -

a 768 -by -576 resolution and 256 colours
from a palette of 16 million.
The problem here though is that it is not
enough to buy a graphics board on its own.

resolution images suitable for making prints
or colour slides.

If you want to use it for serious applications,

Although the CVI is a stand-alone unit, it

you will need to add a high -quality colour

can be interfaced to micros via an RS -232.

94

Going one step further, you can add a
colour digitiser which can convert frames in
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real time - a frame grabber - and a
genlock board. This last item lets you
superimpose computer graphics on video.
With this kit you will be able to produce the
sort of digital video effects which are used

for TV title sequences, provided you can
develop the software to co-ordinate all these

functions. The total price will probably be
over £10,000.

Rather different from any of these devices

is Fairlight's Computer Video Instrument
(CVI), sold in the U.K. by Syco Video for
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The CVI video system runs using a simple
menu -driven approach to provide a visual
analogue to music sequencing.

Fairlight is presenting the CVI as a video
composer, the video equivalent of its

makes as much difference as you might

eannot be taken goo far, yet thete'aie several
similarities between the two devices. For one
thing, the CVI includes a sequencer which
has more or less the same function as musical
sequencers, allowing you to record, edit and

think.
What makes it particularly impressive is
that it can be combined with analogue video
or computer -generated graphics, or both.
The stencil option allows the user to outline

an area of the screen which will act as a
window, on either digitised or analogue
pictures.
One way of defining a stencil - or in film

Computer Music Instrument. The analogy

replay a sequence of control actions. The
sequencer can record up to a 1,000 changes
made to the front -panel controls, and then
stores them on tape.

facility. This allows you to pick out a shape
using a particular colour as a key. Say, for
example, you have recorded a snooker match

This is one of the CVI's most powerful
features. A simple application for it would
be to create an animated business -graphics
display. The sequencer records movements
on the graphic pad, so you could set up a

on your domestic VTR. You then play it

grid and draw a line graph, store it and
replay it later. For more complex displays
the sequencer can exploit the CVI's preset

There is no keyboard, simply a set of
buttons, 10 sliders, and at the right a

through the CVI. Provided the
background colour is sufficiently different,
you can now isolate the image of an object,
or even of one of the players, and digitise it.
Or you can invert the stencil to open up a
window within the low -resolution picture,
on a patch of TV -quality action.

graphic pad. In its simplest configuration,
you can run it with a colour monitor and a

SOUND ON VISION

£4,950. Fairlight is the Australian company
which introduced the first reasonably priced
sound sampler and synthesiser. The

company claims that the CVI will be as
useful a tool for video producers, artists and
enthusiasts as the synthesiser was for rock
musicians.
Although it can be controlled by another
computer via its RS -232 interface, the CVI is
primarily a stand-alone device. It consists of
a single board connected to a control panel.

video tape recorder or camera.
Fairlight is cagey about the details of the
CVI's design. The specification sheet says
only that it has 32K ROM, 128K RAM and
an eight -bit processor, a 2MHz 6809. In fact
the 6809 acts as a controller for several video
processor chips as well as all the components

terms, a matte - is via the chroma key

back

These effects are in real time:

live

digitised video overlayed on live analogue
video. Freezing a frame or a stencil provides
all sorts of other possibilities. Once frozen,

an image can be Panned, Zoomed, and
duplicated with the cut -and -paste facility.

There is even an option for using sound

needed for two-way interfacing to video:
PAL and SPG coders, genlock and a frame
grabber, among others.
Describing just what the CVI does is an

input to control an image. So, for example,

equally difficult task. Within its price range
this machine is unique. It is both a paintbox
system and a video effects processor,
complete with 32K of software in ROM.

The other aspect of the CVI is its paintbox
facility. This operates with the same number

FIELD GRABBER

you could freeze part of your snooker
recording and then trigger bursts of live
action with a drum beat.

on a PC at this resolution would look a
little crude. But the CVI offers 4,096

symmetry, line and circle draw, and so on.
The main limitation of the paint facility is
that its 256 -by -256 resolution is too low to
create finely detailed pictures. On the other
hand, there is an immense range of different
colours on -screen. These colour controls can

simultaneous colours, which
considerable difference.

a

allow you to control the hue, saturation,
value and depth or transparency of any

Where a TV picture gives a smooth

colours on -screen. These colour control can

gradation of colours, the digitised image
tends to show different shades as distinct

also be applied to live and still digitised

areas of colour, as if they were marked out by

really useful is that it can combine with

contour lines. There is also a noticeable

analogue and digital video. In other words,
you have have three different picture planes
on -screen at the same time.

amount of aliasing, whereby diagonal lines

appear jagged. None of this, however,
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image": it increases the size of each pixel,
while lowering the resolution. The label for
Preset 9's effect is "under -over slide
colourise" , which means it "slices live
action between a slowly sliding, colourised,
foreground and background".
As rock musician Pete Townsend points

out in Syco's brochure, the CVI's main
attraction is its immediacy. Hitherto, digital
image processing has been the preserve of
video studios using banks of complex

and see the results instantly. It is also a

paint using the graphic pad. A series of
paint menus offer a host of options for
selecting brush shape, text, paint type,

makes

of the factory presets. Preset 83 gives "a
music controlled colour tunnel emanating
from the centre of the screen over a live
image". Preset 30 "pixelates a live digital

as dedicated paintbox packages like PLB' s, it
is more sophisticated than anything you will

grabber - or, to be more accurate, a field

frames a second. At 256 by 256 pixels the
resolution is fairly low, and a static picture

To give an idea of what the CVI is capable

of, it is worth quoting the manual on some

equipment operated by experts. With the

find on a personal computer. You draw or

interlaced fields in a frame. Linked to a
video camera or tape recorder, it displays
digitised colour images in real time, 25

supply a range of instant effects, to which
you can add your own.

of colours and the same pixel resolution as
the frame grabber. Though not as extensive

For a start, it has a real-time colour frame
grabber since it digitises only one of the two

facility. There are 100 factory presets, which

images. But what makes the CVI's paintbox

CVI the novice can manipulate video images

fraction of the price of any other comparable
system.

as

FAIRLIGHT CVI
Description: stand-alone video effects
processor and paintbox system
Processor: eight -bit 6809 running at
2MHz

Memory: 128K RAM, 32K ROM
Interfaces: RS -232C, two RGB inputs,
two composite -video inputs, RGB and
composite -video output, expansion bus,

stencil I/O, audio input

Field store: 256 x 256 pixels, 14 bit
planes, 4,096 colours
Price: £4,950

Supplier: Syco Video,

20 Conduit

Place, London W2 1HS. Telephone:
01-724 2451

Available:

now
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Thunderscan
Joanne Bennett tests
out a device which will scan
anything you can roll
through an Imagewriter,
and convert it to digitised
graphics on the Mac.
Thunderscan is the first of a new type of
personal publishing device. It is a

scanner which converts pictures into

Input Range

digital format for storage in a personal
computer, in this case the Macintosh. The

Contrast = 120%

digital image can then be manipulated
using Thunderscan software or Macpaint, or
merged with Macwrite documents or
Pagemaker.
A lens focuses on to the picture you wish

Output Range

Brightness = +0

Oray Map Filter

to record. Two LEDS light up the image,
and software translates the analogue image
into a digital form. Thunderscan renders the

digital image into shades of grey, which
produces an effect similar to a newspaper
illustration. A line -drawing effect is also
possible.

The main restraint on resolution, and
therefore quality, is memory. Many more

bytes are needed to represent even the
simplest picture than are required for a page
of text. You can use Thunderscan with the
128K Macintosh, but for the best results it
really requires a 512K Fat Mac. With a 128K

Mac you may find that you can scan an
image and edit it, but are then left with
insufficient memory to print it out.
Thunderscan is particularly greedy of
memory because it creates images shaded in
32 different grey levels. Nevertheless, it can

create quite detailed images, albeit fairly

Thunderscan allows you to manipulate
images using Macpaint tools such as the
rubber and pencil.
the original. It moves sideways in a similar
fashion and at a speed comparable to that of
the ribbon cartridge when it is printing out
graphics. The lid of the Imagewriter does
not leave enough room to accommodate the
movement of the scanner's cable, so
Thunderscan comes with a replacement lid.

The remaining piece of hardware is an
adaptor box which plugs into the printer
port at the back of the Mac. The printer
cable is then plugged into the adaptor. The

scanner is hard wired to the adaptor box,
which has a two-way switch, one way for
scanning and the other for printing. There
are also some strips of white plastic tape.

disc, a scanning device and an adaptor box
which turns the Apple Imagewriter into a

You stick one piece to the left-hand edge of
the printer platen to tell the scanner that it
has reached the end of a line.
Setting up Thunderscan is tricky at first,

digital picture -input device. The scanner is a
small plastic box of similar size and

but easy when you know how. You first
remove the paper from your printer and

appearance to the ribbon cartridge. To
install it into the printer you simply remove
the ribbon cartridge and replace it with the
scanner. The scanner contains a lens, which
can be adjusted using a small knob situated

replace the ribbon cartridge by the scanner.
You then place your original in the printer.
The manual recommends you should only
scan matt material for the best results, but I
found it worked well with glossy pictures

on the top, and two LEDs that illuminate

too.

small ones.
Thunderscan consists of one 3.5in. floppy

SPECIFICATION
Description: image -digitising scanner
Hardware required: Apple
Macintosh 128K and Imagewriter printer;
a 512K Mac is desirable
Price: £249
Manufacturer: Thunderware Inc. of
Orinda, California

U.K. supplier: P&P Micro Distributors,
Todd Hall Road, Carrs Industrial Estate,
Haslingden, Rossendale, Lancashire BB4
5HU. Telephone: (0706) 217744

Available:

now

When you have the picture in the printer,

ready to scan, you focus the lens. This is

achieved with the help of a number
displayed in a window on the Mac's screen.

You position the picture so that the nose of
the scanner lens is over the whitest part of

Thunderscan lies at the low end of a market where a number,of higher -resolution,
business -orientated image digitisers are now becoming available. They include the
Japanese Microtek Image Scanner, which is sold through ARS Microsystems.
It comes in two versions - 200 and 300 dots per inch (dpi) - costing £1,600 and
£2,100 respectively. It works with the IBM PC and compatibles, and the Macintosh.
With the aid of an add-on board, it can also be used as a facsimile machine. A
flatbed photocopier -style version will be available soon.
The Image Scanner is faster than the Thunderscan, operating at 40 characters per
second (cps) on the IBM PC and 145cps on the PC / AT. A third model, the MS -300A,
operates at data transmission speed, but requires at least 512K of memory and a hard
disc for best results; to scan an A4 page at 300dpi you need over a megabyte.
Despite these valuable enhancements, the Image Scanner's uses are essentially the
same as Thunderscan's: in-house and low-level publishing rather than professional
quality. Its operation and software facilities are also similar to Thunderscan's,
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You can experiment on a captured image to get the clearest output - or go for unusual special effects.

the image you are scanning. You then focus
the scanner by adjusting the knob until the

Images from a variety of sources can be

rescanned when lines appeared marring

number displayed reaches its maximum

used to brighten up Macwrite documents.
value is 1:1 or same size reproduction.

value. It is not necessary to repeat this
procedure with every picture you scan, but it

telling you that the area you have chosen to

by adjusting the brightness and contrast

scan is too large, or that it is too large for
Grey Map manipulation after scanning. If

controls. If the background is scrappy, you
can clean it up with the aid of a Macpainttype rubber and pencil. You can even adjust
these commands in the middle of entering a
picture. Once you have selected the
optimum settings for these controls you can
then apply them to all or part of the image
using the Halftone option.

is advisable as conditions may change. It is

important to focus the lens before each

You may find that a message appears

Thunderscan session.
Once the focusing is done, you can start to
scan the picture. First you wind the picture
back on the platen. Then you enter another

so, you can elect to scan a smaller area, or to
reduce the image once it has been scanned.

window on the Mac where you have to

image that you choose at this point unless

define the area of the page that you wish to

scan. You use a screen bar and mouse to
adjust the magnification factor; the default

A reduced image tends to be somewhat
enhanced. You will be stuck with the size of

you transfer your image to Macpaint or
Macdraw.

A couple of pictures I entered had to be

although it does lack the Grey Map Filter. It comes with Istar demonstration software,
which is about as user-friendly as a cornered beast. However, the U.K. supplier, ARS,
says the Image Scanner will be incorporated in OEM systems and integrated with professional Mac Pagemaker-type software and Gem graphics. ARS also says it plans to
release OCR software soon to allow the Image Scanner to scan text and turn it into

WordStar files. Up to 22 founts are promised.
The Image Scanner's hardware consists of a large box which houses an Intel 8086
processor and utilises a parallel interface; there is room for a serial interface and fax
board. The scanner consists of a flourescent tube to illuminate the image, and a lightsensitive, charge -coupled device which transmits the image to the PC for translation

into digital form. I viewed the Image Scanner on a Sperry IBM-compatible, and
operation on -screen is similar to that of Thunderscan.
Contact ARS Microsystems Ltd, Doman Road, Camberley, Surrey GU1 5 3DF.
Telephone: (0276) 685005.

them. You can abort a scanning session and
start again when this happens.
You can lighten an image that is too dark

You can alter the shading to turn your
image into a line -only drawing. Another
control applies maximum contrast to your
scanned image. You can also redistribute
the grey shades using the Grey Map Filter.
Its use is shown in the examples above.
The Thunderscan software incorporates
Macpaint tools such as rubber and pencil,
and Fatbits, which allows you to blow up
your image to bit -map size for close editing.
Images can be saved as Macpaint files or as
Grey Map files. Macpaint storage saves the

current picture as it appears on -screen as a
standard Macpaint image, which you can

transfer to the Macpaint application and
manipulate.
The manual is of the heavily illustrated,
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page)

hand -holding variety. However, it does

contain a lot of errors which the manufacturer has corrected in a separate erratum
supplement. Rewriting the manual with all
the mistakes corrected would make it a lot
easier to use.

Another complaint concerns the software, which contains a number of bugs.
Thunderscan is not a new product, so it
should not be so bug -ridden. It is irritating
to be continually informed of system errors
and you keep thinking your work is going to
disappear.
Another limitation is that with a picture
bigger than a few inches square you have to
work out which part you want scanned by
guesswork, relating a window to the image
in the printer/scanner. Thunderscan could
not cope with an 8in. by 10in. page on any
128K Mac. To accommodate it I had to
reduce my image down to about two-thirds.
In spite of these problems, Thunderscan is

Which
Modem?

speed data transmission. Thus the concept
of 1,200/75 baud was born.

As more and more people
hook up their micros to a
telephone line so the
number of devices enabling
them to do so increases.

business consumption. They are a far cry
from the crude 1,200 / 75 baud acoustic
modems seen in the early 1980s. While
1,200 baud full -duplex modems are still

The last few months has seen the
commercial production of 1,200 baud full -

duplex modems for home and

Steve Gold examines
some of the options
available.

If you are buying a modem for business

even at the local rate, is quite high during
office hours. Certain database systems, such
as Dialog and The Source, charge extra for
1,200 baud access. The improved data rate
more than compensates for the difference if
you spend most of your on-line time downloading data. In practice a substantial

hangs over its usefulness for business
purposes. For all its attractions it is
PC -based personal -publishing
system. But unless you are trying to achieve

low-level,

particularly artistic effects, you would do
better cutting and pasting original photographs and illustrations.

Thunderscan would be useful for inhouse publishing or for storing images, for
example. It can also be used with a modem
as a cheap fax machine to send images direct
to other Macintoshes. As a low-level

publishing tool, it is suitable for company
newsletters, internal documents, simple
brochures and for reproducing maps and

Buying a modem has never been
easier. Unfortunately, as in most
supplier -led electronic industries,
there is no one type to buy. There are three

main speeds used by modems: 300 baud
full -duplex, 1,200/75 baud, and 1,200
baud full -duplex.
When modems first became commercially
widespread in the 1970s, the technology was
only capable of economically manufacturing
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' An excellent product - except for the

bugs.

CONCLUSIONS
E Thunderscan is an innovative and useful
product for adding a visual element to

personal -publishing material on the Mac.
is a pleasure to use, and requires no
technical knowledge.
It is slow, and the images it produces looks
rather fuzzy.
The software contains a number of
annoying bugs, and the manual ought to be

It

reprinted with corrections incorporated into
the text.

accepted standard.

Unfortunately for the consumer today,

we could all be tempted to use the conIN

Value for money
f

300

British Telecom invented a wheeze by which

Performance
Ease of use

modem, where the bulk of data is to be
uploaded to the host system, a 300 baud
modem becomes the more attractive

At the same time, the cost of a multi standard modem - one capable of both

PC VERDICT

AN

75 baud back channel of the typical Prestel

problem by not being able to handle high-

baud full -duplex modem settled down to
enjoy a brief heyday as the commonly

l'

Conversely, since 300 baud modems can
upload at 300 baud, as compared with the

alternative.
The cost of a typical 300 baud or 1,200/ 75
baud modem has come down to £100 or less.

became widespread, at least in
industrial/ office environment, the

0

waiting or thinking so the benefits of higher
data rate may turn out not to be as great as
they appeared at first sight.
Where you simply want to download data
1,200 / 75 baud should suffice in most cases.

300 baud modems for use of the public
switched telephone network (PSTN).
Indeed, it was the PSTN that caused the

THUNDERSCAN

e
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proportion of your time will be spent

speed data transmissions. Once modems

sales diagrams.

relatively expensive, the PSTN has become
capable of accepting such bandwidths across
the majority of the network. So now we see
the age of the third generation of consumer
modems: the 1,200 baud models, which also
go under the name V-22.
use you should select a high-speed model in
preference to the first -generation speed of
300 baud. The cost of using telephone time,

an exciting and remarkable product, and
fairly cheap. However, a question mark

something of an artistic toy. It is being
marketed as a photosetting tool, part of a

small-

siderable spare telephone capacity during
the evening and weekends. That wheeze was

called Prestel and, while not becoming the
runaway commercial success that BT hoped
it might be, it succeeded in establishing a
second modem generation standard of
1,200/75 baud.
Speeds of 300 baud, or roughly 30

speeds - is falling to just £100.

PATTERNS OF USE
Since different use patterns can have such

a marked effect on your overall cost, you
should do the necessary sums to work out
which type is best for you. For all but the
lightest business use, a multi -standard
modem will be the logical choice. For home
users, low initial cost may be more

important. While the cost of a typical 300
baud, 1,200/75 baud or multi -standard

characters per second, were seen by BT as an

modem continues to fall, the cost of the new
1,200 baud full -duplex models is still comparatively high.
An auto -answer facility is essential fo.
anyone who is considering setting up their

unacceptably low speed of transmission to

own dial -up database to become a host

sell to the waiting masses. At the same time,
the latest high-speed 1,200 baud full -

system. Auto -answer options usually raise
the price of a modem considerably, usually
by at least £50 and often considerably more.
Alternatively, BT can supply a phone line
which takes only incoming calls and has no
dial tone. If a host computer is holding such
a line permanently, anyone calling will automatically be given a modem tone. With a bit
of nifty programming on the host computer,

duplex modems becoming available were
very expensive - well into four figures and the PSTN was not capable of the high
bandwidth required for such modem use.
the command structure of Prestel was menu -

driven, so the simple numeric commands
required could be fed back to the Prestel
computer at a relatively low speed, thus
freeing the incoming bandwidth for high-

even the most basic of modems can be
turned into a dial -up host system.
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PC/XT PERIPHERALS

£24

Unique, Technically excellent Superb value
4 -LAYER XT MAINBOARD
SUPER XT MAINBOARD
SUPER TURBO XT MAINBOARD
384K MULTIFUNCTION CARD
512K RAM EXPANSION CARD
576K RAMASTER EXPANSION CARD
2MB RAM EXPANSION CARD FOR PC/PC-XT
PARALLEL PRINTER ADAPTER
ASYNC. SERIAL COMMS. ADAPTER
ASYNC. 2 PORT COMMS. ADAPTER
MULTI-ASYNC. CARD (PC/XT)
ADD-ON SERIAL PORT KIT
514-4 FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER CARD
514-48 FLOPPY DRIVE CONTROLLER CARD
MULTI I/O CARD WITH CABLES
P510 -405X7 MULTIFUNCTION CARD
MONOCHROME/GRAPHICS CARD
MONOCHROME (TEXT) DISPLAY ADAPTER
COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD
MULTI LAYER COLOUR GRAPHICS CARD
COLOUR/GRAPHICS AND PRINTER ADAPTER
COLOUR/MONOCHROME GRAPHICS
DISPLAY CARD
GAMES ADAPTER
£119

£599
£699
£849

£359
£459
£569
£889
£999

£84.95

£259
£55

£89

£149

£149

£139
£129

£95
£79
£79

£165
£129

£12.50
£54
£32

£149

£32
£59

£19

£P.OA.

£123
£49
£89

f219

£199
£169

8255 I/O CARD
PCP 128 EEPROM/EPROM PROGRAMMER
130W POWER SUPPLY UNIT
512K 4 BANK PROMBLASTER EPROM
PROGRAMMER/ANALYSER
PC/XT SWING TOP CASE
360K HALF HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

HARD DRIVES FOR SOFT PRICES
10MB Plus Controller & Cables
20MB Plus Controller & Cables
30MB Plus Controller & Cables
45MB Plus Controller & Cables
60MB Plus Controller & Cables
All above are internal upgrades for PC/XT
emulation (IBM and Compatible)

20MB (Voice coil) High Performance
30MB (Voice coil) High Performance
40MB (Voice coil) High Performance

All above are internal upgrades for PC/AT v and
Compatible.

£139

£69
£399
£475
£1.10 (each)
£4.75 (each)
£3.75 (each)

External Housing for 2 half -height drives -includes
40W power supply, cooling fan and LED power
indicator
£99
K -150L CHERRY TOP KEYBOARD
IRWIN-110 10MB TAPE BACK UP
IRWIN-225 20MB TAPE BACK UP
4164 DRAM CHIP
4128 DRAM CHIP
41256 DRAM CHIP
8087-2 MATHS CO PROCESSOR

PC/AT PERIPHERALS
SUPER AT -COMPATIBLE MAINBOARD
AT HARD/FLOPPY CONTROLLER CARD
3MB MULTIFUNCTION CARD FOR THE AT
SERIAL/PARALLEL CARD FOR THE AT
PSIO-405AT MULTIFUNCTION CARD
MULTI-ASYNC. CARD FOR THE AT
200W POWER SUPPLY UNIT FOR THE AT
PC/AT STYLE CASE
1.2MB FLOPPY DRIVE
AT -COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD

PRINTERS-DOT MATRIX

£149
£195
£189
£125
£149
£139

£925
£395
£449
£89

ANADEX / BROTHER / CANON / TOSHIBA /
DATAPRODUCTS / EPSON / HONEYWELL / JUKI
/ MANNESMANN TALLY / MICRO -PERIPHERALS

/ NEC / NEWBURY DATA / OKI -MICROLINE /
PANASONIC / TEC / RITEMAN / COPAL / STAR
/ TAXAN

£295

£199

£265

£1419

£849

EPSON LX -80 80col 100cps 16cps NLO
£195
EPSON LO -800 80col 180cps 60cps NLQ
£495
EPSON L0-1000 132col 180cps 60cps NLO P.OA.
EPSON FX-80 80col 160cps
£295
EPSON FX-100 F/T 136col 160cps
£395
EPSON L0-1500 200cps (NLO)

4 to 16" paper width
EPSON SQ2000 136col 176cps 1055cps
NLQ P+S+IEEE
JUKI 5510 80col 18cps F/T
STAR SG -10 (F/T) 120cps, 80col,
(50cps NLO)
STAR SG -15 (F/T) 120cps, 136col,
(50cps NLQ)

PRINTERS-DAISY WHEEL
BROTHER / TOWA / DIABLO / EPSON / JUKI /
NEC SPINWRITER / QUME / RICOH / SILVER REED / TEC STARWRITER

£295
£599
£659

£289
£445
£259

£199

132col, P11

BROTHER HR -15 Parallel 20cps
BROTHER HR -25 Parallel 25cps
BROTHER HR -35 Parallel 35cps
TOWA Daisy Junior 14cps 80col, P11
TOWA Daisystep 2000 18cps

£215
£312

EPSON DX -100 Parallel 20cps
JUKI 6100 18cps

QUME 12/20 Letter pro (F or 5)

SILVER REED E x P 500 1 bcp S Parallel

89

£99

£159
£75
£97

cry

APPLE COMPATIBLE

PERIPHERALS

Digitask is the major supplier of
peripherals in the U.K.-This month all

items in stock at 'Sale' prices!!!

Call for free price list

SOFTWARE

CARD BOX PLUS / CROSSTALK / DMS / DR /
D BASE / EASEL / FLIGHT SIMULATOR /
FRAMEWORK / LOTUS / MIRCO SOFT /
MULTIMATE / MULTIPLAN / NICEPRINT /
NORTON / OPEN ACCESS / PC / PEGASUS /
PERTMASTER / PFS / SAGE / SIDEKICK /
SIDEWAYS / SMART / SPREADSHEET /
SUPERCALC / SYMPHONY / TURBO PASCAL /

WORDSTAR / WORD PERFECT / QUICK BASIC
COMPILER

COMPUTERS
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DIGITASK are dealers for all the above manufacturers
For the most competitive pricing on all models call!!

APRICOT / EPSON / CANON / AMSTRAD /
£269 COMPAQ / IBM / OLIVETTI / SANYO

£85

£69

£389

COLOUR PRINTERS/PLOTTERS

ANADEX / ASTAR / CANNON / DIABLO /
EPSON / JUKI / MANNESMANN TALLY /

OKIMATE / PENMANN / SILVER -REED JUKI

5520, 180cps F/T 7 colour ink set

MONITORS

INDESIT / MITSUBISHI / PHILIPS / SANYO /
TAXAN / YAN JEN / ZENITH

PHILIPS 7502 12" Green,

composite 20MHz
PHILIPS 7513 12" Green,

IBM Compatible 20MHz
PHILIPS CM8533 MED CV RGB/LINEAR
RGB/TTL (IBM)
TAXAN KX 1201G 12" 20MHz,
Green, P31 tube
TAXAN KX 1202G 12" 20MHZ,
Green, P39 tube
INDESIT APRICOT Display 12"

(beige or black)

ZENITH ZUM 1220 Amber 12" monitor
ZENITH ZUM 1240 IBM PC Compat. Amber

FOR THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES,
PLEASE CALL!!

Prices do not indude VAT and carriage.

toc,

cx

yo.24,

Auto -answer version of Minima 3/12
Epad facility is extremely useful. Undercuts Miracle WS -3000
considerably
Equivalent of Miracle WS -3000. Proven in use. Includes software.
State-of-the-art high-speed modem

£399

£95

£145
£195
£245

£795

Tone or pulse autodial. Auto -answer. Includes intelligent software for PC
and similar for VT -100 emulation plus XModem file transfer. Internal and
external units available
Detects line drop
Detects line drop

1,200 and 2,400

1,200 full -duplex

2422B

Smartmodem 1200

GEC

4240

Lion Systems

Berkely

Interlekt

4142

Prospect

Interlekt

Lion Systems

Portman

Interlekt

Hayes

Datachat 1223A

1,200 and 2,400 fullduplex

300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex

1,200 half -duplex

1,200/75 and 75/1,200

1,200 half -duplex

1,200/75 and 75/1,200

full -duplex

1,200 and 2,400

300/300 or 1,200/75
or 75/1,200

GEC

SB series

Dowty

duplex

Datachat 1223

Quattro/Steebeck
2422

Dowty

GEC

Minima Plus 2

Dowty

Stripped -down version of Portman. Very basic. Good value for

£173

£125

Expensive upgrade path from the firm's other two models

Expensive

Cheapest approved async/syc modem available

£350

£365

£750

Auto -answer. Tone and pulse autodial. Capable of intelligent log -on with
suitable software
Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial

Async and sync tones. Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial

Senses line drop

money

Basic modem. Semi -intelligent but capable of interfacing to a wide
variety of computers. Low power consumption

£575

Auto -answer. Line -drop detect

Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial. Optional software
Auto -answer. Senses line drop

Could be useful with intelligent software
Late entry to U.K. market for Hayes. Over -priced and underpowered, even for the name. PC card version coming soon

£125.69

£86.91

£800 -plus

£749.95

Auto -answer. Line powered. Optional software for variety of computers

Optional modules for auto -answer, autodial facilities. 1,200 baud fullduplex, and 1,200 and 1,400 half -duplex versions also available
Optional Link 2000 software. Auto -answer and tone or pulse autodial.
Specified for business applications
Line powered. Optional software for a variety of computers

Auto -answer. Detects line drop
300/300, 1,200/75
75/1,200
Tone and pulse autodial. Auto -answer. Intelligent software allows auto log300/300
on plus Epad error -correction system for PSS, etc. Detects line drop.
1,200/75
Software emulates VT -52, VT -100 and Prestel terminal
75/1,200
Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial. Software included for VT -52, VT -100
300/300
and Prestel
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 and 2,400 full -

Access SAM 24

Minima Plus 1

Dowty

300/300
1,200/75, and 75/1,200

Gandalf

Minimo 300
Minima 3/12

Intelligent World
Modem

Modular modems installed by firm to retain BT approval. Good for
custom applications. Full -duplex model £495, half -duplex £317
Price depends on number of units and options. Not cheap, but
quality very high. Suitable for LAN systems
Line -powered modem. Very simple: suitable primarily for videotext
applications, particularly for portable PCs
As for Datachat 1223. Could be used as viewdata host

Compact, very basic modem, now superseded
Very basic multi -speed modem

£195

As for CT -1200/1200

1,200/75

£234

As for CT -300

Expensive modem with videotext capability. Error correction of
limited use in viewdata applications
Excellent all -in modem on an IBM-compatible expansion card.
Available as external unit, price £499

£224

As for CT -1200/1200

1,200 half -duplex

CT -1200

CT -1200/75

300/300 full -duplex, 600
and 1,200 half -duplex
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
300/300

High-priced basic modem with proprietary error -correction

Dowty
Dowty

Dataflex

Cheap method for high-speed micro -to -micro data transfer

£345
£224

CT -300

As for CT -1200/1200

£447

Similar to 2123 series but built as IBM-compatible expansion cards.
Top model costs £525
Unsuitable for Prestel use

£350

As for CT -1200/1200

CT -2400

Data Design
Data Design
Data Design
Data Design

1,200/1,200 full -duplex

Tone and pulse autodial. Auto -answer. On -board memory for auto log -on,
etc. Top model also has 1,200 baud full -duplex
Auto -answer, with optional tone or pulse autodial. Uses proprietary
data -packing error correction

2,400 half -duplex
300/300

CT -1200/1200

Data Design

300/300
1,200/75

PC range

State-of-the-art modem

£395

Dacom

log -on.

2123AD
2323GT

Dacom
Dacom
Dacom
Suitable for-PABX use

£60

Auto -answer optional upgrade. Battery or mains powered. Compact
Tone and pulse autodial. Auto -answer. Dacom ARQ error correction
Tone and pulse autodial. Auto -answer. On -board memory for auto

300/300, 1,200/75
300/300, 1,200/75

Buzzbox

Apple

COMMENTS
Well documented and easy to set up with Mac or Apple II
Useful for portables. Auto -answer model costs £85

£225

PRICE
£295

Autodial. Auto -answer

300/300, 1,200/75
300/300

MANUFACTURER

Apple Modem

MODEMS
ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

SPEED (baud)

MODEL

C

5

11111

C

0

VI

mil

C

Z

Voyager 7

Modem House

VX-543

Thorn Datatech

1,200 half -duplex

300/300, 1,200/75

300/300,
1,200/75,
1,200 half -duplex

Datasoft Ltd Ilminster, Somerset TA19
OAN. Telephone: (04605) 4809.

2 Jubilee Way, London SW19 3XD.
Telephone: 01-543 6417.

Dataflex Design,Merton Park House,

Parkway, Linford Wood, Milton Keynes
MK14 6LU. Telephone: (0908) 675511.

Dacom Systems Carina East, Sunrise

Kingsland Grange, Woolston, Warrington,
Cheshire WA1 4RW. Telephone: (0925)
818484.
GEC Elstree Way, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire WD6 1 RX. Telephone:
01-953 2030.

19

Road, Stokenchurch, High Wycome,
Buckinghamshire HP14 3SX. Telephone:
(024026) 3951.

Lion Systems Developments Oxford

Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP19 3TH.
Telephone: (0296) 88165.

Bessemer Crescent, Rabans Lane,

Interlekt Electronics DCE House,

(U.K.) Hayes House, The Gate Centre,
Syon Gateway, Great West Road,
Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9DD. Telephone:
01-847 4471.

Hayes Microcomputer Products

SUPPLIERS

Allerton Road, Bradford BD15 7AG.
Telephone: (0274) 488211.

Pace Micro Technology, Juniper View,

Telford Road, Bicester, Oxfordshire OX6
OXB Telephone: (0869) 253361.

Modular Technology Zygal House,

Exeter, Devon EX4 6AP. Telephone: (0392)
213355.

Modem House, 70 Longbrook Street,

Telephone: (0473) 216141.

Berkshire RG13 1 PA. Telephone: (0635)
30110.

Telindus 2/4 Oxford Road, Newbury,

North, Malvern, Worcestershire WR14 2TL.
Telephone: (06845) 68421.

Tandata Marketing Albert Road

Road, Hook, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG27
9PE. Telephone: (0256) 723911.

Racal Milgo Landata House, Station

PC Communications Business and
Technology Centre, Bessemer Drive,
Stevenage, Hertfordshire SG1 2DX.
Telephone: (0438) 310145.

Good value for money. Compact design. Datatalk software
included in price

Very compact modems from a new Belgian company. Could prove
competitive

Software available for a variety of micros. Uses non -Hayes
command set
A 1,200/1,200 version of the TM -512

Expensive. Plug-in card version available at same price

Enhanced version of the Breakout 2123

Peter's Street, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 1XB.

£375

tba

£465

£295

£450

£575

Plug-in modem card. Excellent value for money. Formerly called

£499

Missing Link

LCD display panel and printer output are nice touches. Not yet in
commercial production

Rather dated modem, suitable mainly for BBC Micro

Industrial -grade modems

Modular upgrades available. Rugged design. Cheaper rack mounted versions also available

Not yet in full production. Could offer excellent value for money

First approved modem to offer 300 baud Bell tones. Good
expansion possibilities. Buffered RS -232 allows split baud rates.
1,200/1,200 version costs £495; 2,400/2,400 version costs £650

Flexible multi -standard modem with excellent expansion facilities.
Superseded by the WS -3000. Good value

£295

£102

tba

£179 to £495

£150 -plus

£295

£105

Miracle Technology (U.K.) 10-12 St.

Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial. Software offers XModem file transfer

Gandalf Communications

(0635) 33009.

As for TM -512

Hardware -selectable parity/bit length, etc. on front panel

Newbury Buisiness Park, London Road,
Newbury, Berkshire RG13 2PZ. Telephone:

Daisy

Telindus

1,200 full -duplex

1,200/75 and 75/1,200
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200

Auto -answer. Autodial. On -board memory for autodial and log -on.
Buffered RS -232. Epad error correction

Auto -answer. Autodial. Software included for intelligent log -on. Proprietary
error checking for 1,200 half -duplex mode

Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial. Software in price offers intelligent
logging -on, XModem, Dacom ARQ, and Kermit file transfer

Dowty Information Systems

TM -602

Tandata

1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75
1,200 half -duplex
300/300

1,200/75 and 75/1,200

1,200 half -duplex
300/300

Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP2 7HQ.
Telephone; (0442) 60244

TM -512

Tandata

Bell tones on export model. Auto -answer. Optional tone or pulse autodial.
On -board memory

Auto -answer and autodial available where appropriate

Series of single -speed modems.

Auto -answer. Pulse autodial. Various computer/software packages
available

Auto -answer. Tone or pulse autodial. Modular upgrades to 1,200 baud
and/or 2,400 full -duplex

Optional auto -answer, pulse autodial boards. Export model has Bell tones

Optional auto-answer/autodial pulse board. Software available for BBC
Micro
Full LCD front -panel display. Auto -answer. Tone and pulse autodial.
Buffered RS -232 interface. Hayes command compatible. Intelligent onboard memory. Centronics printer output. Optional upgrades to 1,200 and
2,400 full -duplex
300/300
Auto -answer. Tone and pulse autodial. Uses Dacom ARQ standard for
error checking. Software included. Buffered RS -232
1,200/75 and 75/1,200

duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
600 and 1,200 halfduplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200 half -duplex
75/1,200
1,200 full -duplex
2,400 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
1,200 half -duplex
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200
300/300
1,200/75 and 75/1,200

300/300
1,200/75, and 75/1,200
600 and 1,200 half -

Apple Computer Eastman Way, Hemel

CP-2123

Mass Breakout 2123

Racal-Milgo

Communications

PC

Communications

Breakout 2123

Kingfisher

Pace

PC

Nightingale

M-4000 series

Pace

Technology

Modular

Technology

V series

WS -3000

Miracle
Technology

Modular

WS -2000

Miracle
Technology
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THE TANDATA PA.
PEI Data/voice communicating workstation. With
a wide range of useful standalone computing facilities;

--4

,*I
Tm 512 SMART MOD
NOW HAYES COMPATIBLE The Tm 512, a multi baud rate (V21&V23) modem which allows completely
automatic operation. Now understands Hayes or V25
(bis ) commands too, With EPAD error correction option

OVER 50,000 TAN DATA

-COMMUNICATIONS-I:PRODUCTS ALREADY
USE.

GET THE MESSAGE?
I -1'd like to know why more & more people are
investing in Tandata communications products.
(Please tick)
Please send me information on:
Viewdata terminals/adaptors
Tandata P.A. (data/voice communications
workstation)
Tm 512 V21/V23 modem
Tm 602 V22 & V21/V23 modem
Comms software for micro.

p terminal with matching 1 rcolour
omprehensive range of viewdata
aptors.

D
Iii

I

u I
0I
F-1

Name

-----

APPROVED

TRIPLE STANDARD MODEM

With a host of features the Tm 602 will meet virtually all
your communications requirements. Provides V22 plus
V23 & V21, auto -dial & auto -answer.

f Or use with

elecommunf cations systems
run by British
Telecommunications
in accordance with the
conditions in the
instructions for use

Albert Road North, Malvern,
Worcs. WR14 2TL.
Telephone: 06845 68421.
Telex: 337617 Tandat G.

andata Marketing Limited

2._

'
TPrestelelecom

Gold 81: TAN001

A subsidiary of Tandata Holdings plc.

Positio

AddressCompany

Telephone

I

Send to: Tandata Marketing Ltd., Albert Road North,
PC 4
Malvern, Worcs. WR14 2TL.

Circle No. 165

OPEN FILE!

In Open File we offer programming tips and free
software to key in - from demonstration routines to
ready -to -use business programs. As well as major
feature programs, every month we publish a selection of
software written by our readers.
We welcome serious software for any of the micro
systems listed opposite, especially short routines and
utilities. Programs can be in Basic, Pascal or any other
language.
Submissions should include a brief description which
explains what your program does, and how it does it. If
possible it should be typed, with lines double-spaced. We
need a disc of the program, and a printed listing from a
fully debugged, working program; hand-written listings
cannot be accepted.
When printing listings, please remember to use a new
ribbon or double -intensity printing - faint listings
reproduce badly. Use plain paper only, and try to list the
program across either a 35 -character or a 70 -character
width. Make sure all special graphics, inverse -video
characters or any other non-standard symbols are listed
correctly, or else include Rem statements to explain them.

Each program listing or disc must have your name and
address on it, or we cannot promise its safe return. A
stamped addressed envelope is appreciated.
If you write in with a comment, correction or enquiry
please state the machine and the program title.
We pay at least £10 for any programs used, or £35 per

page and pro rata for part pages.
OPEN FILE MONITORS

Amstrad
Apple
BBC

Commodore
CPIM
dBase
IBM PC

Tandy
Research Machines
Sharp
Sinclair QL

Ian Stobie
Bill Hill
Nicholas McCutcheon
Mike Todd

Glyn Moody
Ian Stobie

Glyn Moody
John Wellsman
Ian Stobie

John Hooper
Glyn Moody

TELECOM GOLD
104

TELEX ON GOLD

BT's electronic mail service can be used to send and receive telex messages. Jack Schofield
explains how

APPLE MACINTOSH
107

FLASH MAC

John Lewis on how to customise your front end

BUSINESS STATISTICS
108

REGRESSION

Owen and Daniel Bishop's series of programs for the BBC Micro. This month: scattergrams
and regression
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ELECTRONIC MAIL
WELL as offering the country's
premier electronic -mail service,
Telecom Gold also provides access
to a large number of other
facilities. These include games, an
editor, a spelling checker, a diary
called Tickler, an on-line directory
called Gold .Users , electronic
forms, the bankers clearing house
(Bacs), the electronic Official AirAS

line Guide (OAG), a translation
and

typesetting

Textnet,

a

group

called

daily computer

newsletter called Infomatics Daily
Bulletin (IDB), an agricultural
database, the world of Lotus 1-2-3,
and a large number of more or less
interesting commputer programs,

from magic tricks to statistics.
Typing OAG, IDB, Lotus, etc. at
the prompt should get you into the
public databases, but they are very
expensive. Agra Europe is private.
In addition, two of Gold's
proliferating Prime super -minis
host subsystems which are actually
within the Telecom Gold system,

but have their own distinctive
menu -driven front ends. These are
Microlink on system 72, and The

Times Network for Schools on
system 01.

The Microlink or MAG group,
run by Database Publications, has
a number of extra facilities which
are

accessed by selecting them

TELEX ON GOLD
The Telecom Gold system can do much more than transmit electronic

mail. Jack Schofield investigates what else it has to offer, and
explains how you can use it as a cheap medium for telex messages.
validated free of charge to send

TELEX SESSION SAMPLE

and receive telexes. There is a 50p
charge for each telex received, and

>TELEX

a storage overhead of around £2
per month. But compare this with

the £1,250 to £3,000 cost of a

Command: SEND TEST NI GLON
Night Transmission Requested.
More Recipients?
1 Message(s) Queued.
Message Reference Number is

dedicated telex machine, and the
hundreds of pounds a year for a
telex line and its virtues for all but
16

email systems can handle sophi-

Command: where 16

sticated

Time Now 01:31
Message Number:
16 UK
8811746(GUARDNG)
ATTN JACK SCHOFIELD - COMPUTER GUARDIAN
Sent.
556 Characters)
1 Attempts.
(ok: 811746GUARDN G )
From Text File TEST At 01:21 on
20/12/85
(

trains. Microlink also has its own
separate noticeboard which includes sections on Adventure and
Communications. Epsonlink is run
within Microlink.
The Times Network for Schools
has its own databases and
information sections of special
interest. The most noticeable
difference is the use of Como files
to produce frame -orientated dis-

The latest Telecom Gold software will skate over virtually all
these problems. It automatically

Command: QUIT

changing an illegal
£300
into
POUNDS 300
Or

(Later)

<>
into
()

Express letter call from TELEX

To:

plays with large text and colour
graphics. This makes it look like
the appalling Prestel system,
except that for those who log on at

Subject:

the prompt Country -name or
Country -code. Quote marks are no

JNL020
TELEX
Fri

It will also automatically provide
the G code, which identifies the

U.K. You just press Return at

>MAIL RE INURE

From:
Posted:

300/300 instead of 1,200/75 it is

creaking old telex the maximum is
69. There are other obscure
differences too.

lines, and do clever things like

telesoftware, and so on. FL is
Floralink, which enables you to
send flowers to your loved one. BR
lets you book tickets for British Rail

longer needed for the Attn line

20 -Dec -85

1:51 GMT Sys 83

which identifies the recipient.
When sending a telex, you can
type

(1)

Telex

17 Has Been Sent.

TELEX

then
INPUT

even slower.

However, for many people the
most important extra service
Telecom Gold offers is the facility
to send and receive telexes. Telex is
an old-fashioned, slow, primitive,
expensive and unreliable method
of sending messages. It is kept

going only by the ignorance and
stupidity of telex users - plus the
fact that there are about 1.6
million of them. It is therefore
useful to be able to send telexes to
those companies that are too
backward to have discovered
email.
A Telecom Gold mailbox can be
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lower-case

Finished.

reviews, WW for a Who's Who

microcomputing, XX for

things like

characters and obscure, unusual
signs like the exclamation mark,
the double quote and the £ sign.
In email lines can be up to 120
characters long, whereas in

changes your text into capitals, and
there is even a way to change
upper-case text received into lower
case. The software will retain long

from a menu: NN for news, RR for
in

the largest users are obvious.
Telecom Gold also makes
sending telexes simpler. However,
problems sometimes arise because

and be prompted for Text. You
can type it in or, better, load it

--More--

instantly from an existing file by

Action Required:

DEL

typing
.LOAD FILENAME

and then .S for Send, just as in
>TELEX DEL SENT
Finished.
Here the pre -loaded file called Test has been sent by telex at the cheap
night rate using only one command, Send Test NI Glon. Ten minutes
later the command Where 16 was used, and this shows the telex was
correctly addressed with both name and number, then sent. My
Param.lni file makes the system automatically notify me that the telex
has been sent by mailing an express letter, as shown.

Mail. The best approach is to avoid

the eight separate responses you
have to enter to send a telex, and
bypass all the prompts. To do this
you need a .RF. file which provides
short codes, just like Mail.Ref does
in Mail. You also need to have up-

loaded the telex you want to send
as a text file.
First, write your telex off-line,
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ELECTRONIC MAIL
create a file of abbreviations using
a command of the form

.RF. FILE

AB J N L020 > FILENAME -CREATE

>TY

but with your own box number,

RF.

You can then add

obviously.

0
m

abbreviations using -AC for Add
GLON

TLX 6 6811746(GUARDNG) 'ATTN JACK SCHOFIELD - COMPUTER GUARDIAN'

Command as follows:

GM AN

TLX 6 668920(EVNEWSG) 'ATTN GUARDIAN FEATURES - COMPUTER GUARDIAN'

or whatever. Typing simply MSU

PP

TLX 6 32157 'ATTN DOMINIC BOLAND - EDITOR, PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY'

PCOM

TLX 6 892084(BISPRSG) 'ATTN GLYN MOODY - PRACTCAL COMPUTING, L307'

The short -form file for telex users allows telexes to be sent using personalised names such as PCOM rather
than by filling each item every time. It is essential to follow this format precisely when specifying your own
.RF. file.
then upload it. There are three You can save money by using the captured. Finally type
COMO -END
ways you can do this. The first slightly more complex
SEND FILENAME NI GLON
You will then have an ASCII file
method uses the built-in line
editor. You type Ed, then upload where the NI specifies night called Filename, as you can see by
the text at the Input prompt, press transmission. The telex will then typing F for a list of files.
be queued and sent after 8p.m.,
Como is useful if you cannot get
Return for Edit, and save it using

which is 10 percent cheaper than
prime time.

something to work. You simply

Watch out that your text does not

contain any lines that comprise
only a Carriage Return, because

There are two ways to find out if
your telex has been sent. Each telex

.LOAD FILENAME

to mail the Como file to your

this is the command the editor uses
to switch between Input and Edit.
If you want a blank line, you must

is given a number, so when in

system manager for advice. You

Telex you can type

can send yourself a copy using

include a space and a Return, not
just a Return.

or whatever, and the system will
report whether that telex has
been queued, sent, aborted or
abandoned. Gold makes several
attempts before giving up.
The simpler method is to

SA FILENAME

An alternative is Xmit, on which

there is an Info file. Xmit works
but it uses prompts, which make it
long and boring. The third option
is to use the email facility. If you

want to upload

a telex called
Filename, you simply type

unread mail.
Abbreviations need to be turned
on before they can be used. If you
have used the file name Abfile, for

example, this would be done by
typing
AB ABFILE -ON

the system prompt. More
sensibly this line would be inserted
into your C -ID file, as explained
at

last month, so that it is turned on
automatically whenever you log
on. Type
AB -HELP

if you want more details.
You can have fun misusing your
Abfile to redefine the system

commands so that, for example,
the command Rabbit replaces the

. BC ME

TELEX ARX

will then provide a scan list of

record your attempts and use

WHERE 16

include the separate line

AB -AC MSU MAIL SCAN UNREAD

before .S, then delete the Como
file to reduce storage. Users of
Microlink, Epsonlink, Textnet,

TTNS, etc. will find that a Como
file records system commands that
they did not type in or see on their
screens at the time.
If you have a file that you want

command Chat, or Zap replaces D
for Delete:
AB -AC RABBIT CHAT
AB -AC ZAP D

For further personalisation, deter-

mined explorers may discover a
simple way to change the prompt
from the ordinary > via

to

MAIL ME SU FILENAME

in your Param.Ini file. The system
then automatically sends an

and you will get the Text: prompt,
so you can upload. The advantage
of this method is that the Linesize

express letter to your mailbox to
notify you when it has been sent.
This is important, partly because

command.

you want to know and partly
because queued telexes occupy

cannot even read it. If you want to
make a file read-only use

storage and storage costs money.
Go back and type.

PROTECT FILENAME 1

are almost endless. After all, as a

Cunningly, the command for un-

Telecom Gold user you have access

to a Prime supermini with several

involves an overhead of eight or

protect is also Protect, followed by
a number which varies according to
the type of protection being
removed. Under most circum-

nine blocks of storage. Typing

stances

command in your Param.Ini file
will automatically insert Carriage
Returns for you. Having mailed
yourself the text, you type
'MAIL READ UNREAD

DEL SENT

Unless you really want to read it
again, type
SAVE TEXT IN FILENAME

at the

- More prompt. This removes the mail
headers and uploads your text.

When you have a text file to
edit, you can simply type JU to
have it justified to the default
width

of 60

characters.

This

prevents you getting funny line
lengths when you feed
character email into the

80 69 -

character telex system.
Now make sure the recipient is
included in a file of code numbers
called .RF.; the sample reproduced
above shows the exact format that

must be used. Otherwise,

.RF.

works just like Mail.Ref, described
last month.
Suppose the Guardian's London
office telex number has been

defined as Glon, and you want to
telex a file called Filename. The

when the telex has been sent.
Being validated for telex

SEND FILENAME GLON
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is

not

accidentally

PROTECT FILENAME 0

will do the trick.

another three. A .RF. file would be

If you share a mailbox with
other people and you don't want

the ninth, bringing the storage

them to read confidential mail, the

cost to £1.80 per month.
There are many other telex

sender can password protect it

commands, including Requeue,
Get, Abort, .Uwrap and .Check.
The Telex system is complex, and
regular users should read the Info
files and Telecom Gold's separate
Telex Reference Manual.
Beyond Telex there are a

number of commands which are
far from essential, but which will
benefit some users. One useful
extra is Como, a command which

using
.PA XXXX

before sending it. The XXXX here
is, of course, the password. Bear in

mind that the recipient has to
know the password in order to read
the letter, which effectively means
it must be pre -arranged. For even

more protection Gold provides
an encryption

program

which

enables you to create a file which is

produces a file that is not even
ASCII - see Info Cipher. Of
course, you cannot mail non -

a complete record of activity on

ASCII files.

your mailbox. To start the process,
type

It is also possible to save typing
by setting up your own abbreviations on the system, such as NBD

COMO FILENAME

the prompt. After this

JACK>

that

OOPS >
you are

not just
following the prompts on a menu driven mail system the possibilities
Now

megabytes of RAM and tens of
megabytes of hard -disc space. At
night it is all yours to play with for
'ust £2.10 per hour.

PROTECT 7

at the prompt lists five blocks as
shown, but Mess and Queu take

all

for Noticebd or MQS for Mail

keystrokes and responses will be

Quick Scan. To do this you have to

at

Param.Ini. I use
and an error prompt of

protects the file so well that you

TELEX_STORAGE

command to do this, entered at
the Command: prompt, is simply

ensure

deleted you can use the Protect

TELEX COSTS
Telex hardware costs from
£1,250, with British
Telecom's own machines
priced between £2,000 and
£3,000 for 16K or 32K
models. It costs £88 to install

a telex line, than £85 per
quarter rental. Usage and
connect charges go on top.
With Telecom Gold, the
cheapest usable hardware is
about £350, including a
modem. It costs £40 to sign
on to Gold, though many
communicating micros come
with free boxes. Usage charges
go on top, the minimum
charge being £10 per month.
Telecom Gold also charges
you 50p to receive a telex via
your mailbox.
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MicroSight

El

Don't buy any
more ribbons!
Re -ink your old fabric ribbons for

pence and save £££s
Mains -powered & Clean & Simple 6
Colours available Blanks & Reloads

Cheap to run & Fits 1000 + Printers

NIMBUS VISION
A complete image capture system including an
80186 based microcomputer with high resolution
graphics, mouse, a high quality vidicon camera and
a video digitiser with up to 512 x 512 pixel resolution.
Applications include video displays, image analysis,
object counting etc. Complete systems from

£2950 + VAT
MICROSIGHT
For

connection

to

a

range

of

microcomputers,

Sole UK Distributor for

The Inker

Ap plied
lieu hnology

MicroSight systems can provide a low cost image

capture facility up to 512 x 512 resolution either
by scanning or frame grabbing. Packages including
interface, software for disk storage, hard

camera,

copy and display are available for IBM PC, Apricot,
Hewlett Packard, BBC Model B etc from

£985+ VAT

MICROEYE

FREEPOST M1 135,
Stockton-on-Tees,
Cleveland TS18 1YH.
Tel: 0642-672268
Circle No. 172

Video interface with 512 x 512 x 8 resolution

£570 + VAT

All Types of Business
Computer systems and
Peripherals from Micros
to Mainframes.
'`

t

is

We Buy - We Sell We Exchange

MicroScale image analysis
MicroSight Systems

software to

run with

Particle sizing and Orientation
User definable scaling
* Hard copy and disk file dumping of results
* Dimensioning
* User definable windows
Available for IBM PC, AT, XT, RML Nimbus,
*
*

Hewlett Packard 9816, Apricot, BBC Model B etc
from
For further details contact: -

RS

£950 + VAT

Nationwide Maintenance
Arranged.
All Types of
New Equipment Supplied.

D & R Computer
The image analysis people

Digithurst Ltd.
Leaden Hill, Orwell, Royston,
Telephone (0223) 208926
Herts. SG8 5QH

Circle No. 171
106

Analysis & Programming
for Any Application.

Services

(Nott'm)

Telephone:

0602 761504/278620
Circle No. 173
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MACI NTOSH

FLASH

MAC

E1Mffi

NT

John Lewis

explains how to alter
the Mac's desk top to
suit your own needs
and taste.
ONE OF THE many nice things about

the Macintosh

is

*

File Edit View Special
,a:atittitittAttAtittittttiittitttAttAiittitttittikAtttAt.' '4444
444
tttti1A11444A4144444444ittttiittAttAtAtttt4t4ttttktittAtt
Att.
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44444444
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that you can

personalise it to suit yourself.
Using the desk accessory known as

Control Panel you can adjust the
volume of the loudspeaker, change

the rates of cursor blinking, alter
the keyboard touch, and change
the pattern of the desk top. To do
this you clear the little left-hand
screen and then, using a similar

technique to that in Macpaint's
Fatbits, draw the picture or back-

"--- s' t
'-' 0 0

A

Al.

Above: You can use the Control Panel to personalise the Mac.
Below left: The Resedit directory of files and applications.

Calendar File

DeskTop

ground you require. The righthand screen gives a preview of

Font Mover

what you are designing. When you
are satisfied, you just click in that
screen and the whole background

Fonts

gragewriter

of your desk top changes to the

ResEdit

new pattern.
---

4>

and double click on
MENU ID=5

The menus are numbered from the
left; 5 is the special menu
containing the Empty command.

Scroll down the items until you
come to the relevant one, delete
the existing entry and retype the
new one.

At the same time you can alter
the attributes of the item as it will

appear in the pull -down menu.
You can select whether the text is
condensed, shadow, outlined,

the contents of STR # , which holds

1c5

SEM

RES.

SIZ.

STM

DITL

DLOG

ALIRT

FM'S

ME

error messages, etc., to reflect the
fact that Wastebasket is now Jaws.

LON

With these changes made, click
the close boxes, answer Yes to the
question whether you want to save
the Finder before closing, and you
will be back at the Resedit
directory.

Paint Font

Scrapbook File

Elm ICN#'s from Finder

If you have altered the Wastebasket you must also change the
menu items relating to it so select
Menu from the finder directory

menu item.
It will also be necessary to alter

9

Calendar

directory.

underlined, bold or even italic,
and you can also specify which
Command key corresponds to a

rallEMMIM Finder

System Disk

window, and close the ICN #

FAST

01

1014

Above right: The Contents of Finder displayed using Redit.
Below: The new waste icon, Jaws.
ICN#'s

ID = 130

from Finder

r--

The System file can also be
changed in a similar fashion. Curs
allows you to change the cursors,

while Font gives a list of the
founts. By double clicking one of
these you can see the pixel image

of the character and its ASCII
number. Again, its quite easy to
change or add to the character set.
I

One possibility is to add some of

I

.u...

your own characters or drawings in

It is possible to personalise your

the blank spaces; I have found
and to be very useful. You will

have to move the tabs

Mac even further if you have
Resedit or Redit. These public domain programs are available
from some Apple dealers or may
be downloaded from bulletin
boards - for details see my article

in last

version of Keycaps you can actually

month's Practical

4111111111114.11114.4.4A 1114.
A A AA A ,
1. AA AA A 4 A
i AA A
4.111
A4.AAA44A44AAA4
44444
44AAAA4kk
41411
14441
4.4.4.A.,
141AA41i

Computing.
Both programs give you access

into the Resource forks of applications so that you can alter the
icons, menus and founts to reflect
your own wishes. Resedit will be
used for the examples that follow;
in most cases you could also use
Redit, though its presentation is
slightly different. In case anything

should go wrong while you are
practising, copy a System Folder
and Resedit on to a new disc and
use this for the experiments.
When you open Resedit from

the desk top, a directory of the
various applications and programs
available on that disc will be
shown. By clicking in the Close box

you can eject the disc and insert
another if you wish to work on
programs on a different disc. Select
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at the

bottom of the window to open up
sufficient space for the character
you have created. With the latest

A.A. 4...4.4.,01.1.A.AAAAA1A.A.A.1.41.401.4. AA.,

the application you wish to
personalise and double click. The

Finder program is one of those
available within Resedit. It has its

own directory, and to select any
constituent you just double click
on its name. A window will then
open with its contents. If this new
window has the heading Data and
contains hexadecimal code, close it
quickly. At this stage it is best left

pixel image of the icon, its shadow

and a couple of icons on a plain
background and against the desk
top. Using the mouse you can add
or delete pixels as you do in Fatbits
to see what effect this has on the

icon. If you like, you can delete
both pixel images and start
drawing your own. The image on

the right should be a filled -in

see which keys correspond to the
additions. It is worth noting that
the first

fount shown in Font

Directory is the default fount for
the menus, etc., usually Chicago.
By experimenting with Cut, Copy
and Paste it is possible to change
this to, say, New York or one of the
more exotic founts such as Carroll.
Also in the System directory you

will find Icon, not to be confused
with ICN # . Again you select one
by double clicking, and then alter
it. Pat gives the desk top and scroll

bars background, and you can
personalise these too if you wish.
To achieve a consistent desk top
you will have to personalise all the

alone.

shadow of the detailed drawing on
the left. It is slightly easier to use

The first entry worth opening is
ICN # so double click this to get a

the Redit program for this, since
once you have completed the left-

once you get in the swing of things

pictorial directory of all the icons in

hand drawing you can copy it over
to the right and fill in. When you

do not recognise

Finder. Double click the first one
to display a window showing the

have finished, close the drawing

icons in all the applications, but
it need not take very long. If you
a particular
heading try opening it to see what
is there.
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BUSINESS STATISTICS
LLJ

LL

z
0

REGRESSION
Continuing their series of programs for the

BBC model B, Owen Bishop and
LLJ
Daniel
Bishop explain how you can plot
CI.

8

Figure 1.
X

x

7

a

we describe another
chart -drawing program which
helps to make data easier to under-

stand. This program is for data
which consists of two measurements for each case, which may

be an object, an individual or an
event.
For example,

imagine an
industrial process to manufacture

axis - while yield is measured
vertically, along the y-axis. Each
point on the scattergram represents one batch. If the
correlation is exact, the points
appear along a definite line across
the diagram.
More often the points are
scattered irregularly over the

X

00
x

5

0 00.

00.

I

.6,

X 00 ....
00
00
X X
x
x

X

15

16

17

18

associated with it. One of these is
the correlation coefficient, represented by the symbol r. Because

immediately clear that the two

Is temperature a factor
which affects the yield? In other
words, are temperature and yield

measurements are correlated.
Moreover, increasing quantity 1 the temperature in this example is associated with an increase in
quantity 2, the yield.

The obvious way of trying to
decide this issue is to measure
temperatures and yields for a
number of batches. You can then
draw a scattergram of the results,
which would look like figure 1.

by the original data. You cannot

measured hor-

assume that even higher temp-

izontally - that is, along the x-

eratures will necessarily result in

Temperature

is

20

also calculates various statistics

at

the process varies from batch to

This is called positive correlation. In view of this result you
might consider installing heaters
to increase batch yields in future,
but a word of caution is due here.
The effect is demonstrated only for
the range of temperatures covered

19

a sudden downturn in yield

according to the weather and
season. It is found that the yield of

during processing.

x

even higher yields. There could be
explosion.

the temperature at a fixed level

x

Temperature C

shape of the cloud may tell you all
you need to know. For example, if
the cloud is well-defined and
aligned as in figure 2, it is

correleated? If they are correlated,
it might be profitable to maintain

x

4

higher temperatures - or even an

batch.

x
X

diagram, forming a cloud. The

batches of a certain chemical. The
temperature of the factory varies

x

x

scattergram to detect the correlation between
two sets of measurements.
THIS MONTH

x
X

Other kinds of data might show
strong negative correlation, as in
figure 3. Here the value of
quantity 2 decreases as quantity
1
increases. Occasionally, when
correlation is weaker, the results
clear. If there is no
correlation a cloud like figure 4 is
produced.
The original example shown in
figure 1, appears to fall within the
last category, though there is just
a hint of positive correlation. You
are less

should not go ahead and install
heating equipment without a
closer look at the figures; you need
to resort to a statistical test.
This month's program not only
plots a scattergram of the data, but

of the way in which it is calculated r
always has a value in the range - 1

to + 1. Values close to - 1 and + 1
indicate strong correlation in one
direction or the other. Values
around zero indicate weak
correlation or no correlation.
With the data of figure 1 the
program calculates the value of r as

0.545. To discover exactly what
this means you can refer to tables
of critical values of r, such as can be

found in books of statistical tables

and in many books on statistics.
However, in general terms, if r is
more than 0.5 - or less than - 0.5
for negative correlation - and the
scattergram has at least 10 points,
the correlation is statistically sig-

SCATTERGRAM
LIST
10 REM- SCATTERGRAM

20 REMREM40 REM50 REM60 REM70 REM80 REM-

30

A Statistical Utility Program
by Owen and Daniel Bishop
Version 1.0 - 4/10/85
For the BBC Micro Model B

90 *FX4,1
100 *TV 255,1
110 FR=0:L$=STRING$(10,CHR$32)
120 MODE7:PROCcol:PRINT"SCATTERGRAM"
130 PROCbtm:PROCcol:PRINT "Enter name
of file to be loaded":PROCalpha("(max 7
letters): ",7)
140 ON ERROR PROCfserror:VDU31,15,0:PR
OCcls:GOTO 130
150 FILES=OR$:A=OPENIN FILE$
160 INPUT#A,DF$,NC,NR
170 IF NC(2 THEN CLOSE#0:VDU31,15,0:PR
OCcls:PROCbtm:VDU7:PROCco1:PRINT "AT LEA
ST 2 COLUMNS OF DATA REQUIRED":FOR L=1 T
0 5000:NEXT:GOTO 130
180 PROCtop
190 DIM SC(NC,NR),CL$(NC),RL$(NR),DP(1
2)

200 INPUT#A,CW,LC
210 IF LC=0 THEN 230

108

220 FOR J=1 TO NC:INPUT#A,CL$(J):NEXT
230 INPUT#A,LR
240 IF LR=0 THEN 260
250 FOR J=1 TO NR:INPUT#A,RLS(J):NEXT
260 FOR J=1 TO NR:FOR K=1 TO NC:INPUT#
A,SC(K,J):NEXT:NEXT
270 FOR J=1 TO NC:INPUT#A,DP(J):NEXT:I
NPUT#A,DP$
280 CLOSE#0:0N ERROR OFF
290 QR=0:FOR J=1 TO NC:IF DP(J)>QR THE
N OR=DP(J)
300 NEXT
310 SW=36-7*LR:CC=INT(SW/CW):IF NC.,CC
THEN CC=NC
320 CS=0:RS=0:HB=4+7*LR
330 IF LR=0 AND NR>=100 THEN HB=5
340 RB=NR+4:IF NR>16 THEN RB=24
350 VDU31,0,2:PROCcls
360 PROCbtm
370 RD=16:IF NR-RS<RD THEN RD=NR-RS
380 CD=CC:IF NC-CS<CD THEN CD=NC-CS
390 PROCcolumns:PROCrows:PROCdata
400 *FX21,0
410 VDU31,39,21:K$=GET$
420 IF K$=CHR$139 AND RS>0 THEN RS=RS16:GOTO 370
430 IF K$=CHR$136 AND CS>0 THEN CS=CSCC:GOTO 370
440 IF K$=CHR$137 AND CS+CDCNC THEN CS
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Figure 2.

Figure 4.

Figure 3.
x
CV

X
X

a

X

X

X

X

X

si
X
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X

It

a
Cfi

X

Quantity 1

nificant. In this example, with 25
points, the value of r is such that
there is a better than 99 percent

chance of there really being a

You are now in a position to
calculate expected yields for any
temperatures within the
range of the data. Taking heating
other

positive correlation between temperature and yield.
The program also calculates the

costs into account, you can then

equation of a particular straight

Before using the Scattergram
program you should run Data -

line that passes through the cloud,

Quantity 1

Quantity 1

calculate the

most economical
operating temperature.

type in the field name of the data
file. The data table appears, as in
Datamaker. If the table is too
large for the screen, you may use
the cursor keys to examine other
parts of it. When you are ready to
proceed, press the space bar. You
are asked to decide which column

of data in your original table.
The equation at the bottom of
the screen is the regression
equation for y on x. If the
coefficient of x happens to be very
small, it may sometimes be
displayed in exponential form. For
example,

of data is to be plotted in the x

3E -2x

and plots this line on the screen.
This line is called the regression
line of y on x, and represents the
average value of quantity 2 that
might be expected for each value
of quantity 1. It is plotted as a
dashed line in figure 1.
The program displays the

maker to prepare the data file, as
explained in the February issue.

direction,
direction.

and which in the y

is to be read as 3E - 2 times x or

This program normally uses a data
table of two columns with a row for

The scattergram is displayed,
with points corresponding to each

each individual or object. It can
also accept a table with more than
two columns and display scatter -

pair of values plotted within a

0.003x. The line of this equation is
plotted on the scattergram.
Press the space bar to return to

equation of the line on the screen.
In the example, the equation is

columns. You might, for example,
also measure the amount of a part-

y = 0.42x - 1.8

is:

icular constituent, such as a preservative, mixed with each batch
and then analyse the data to see if
the yield is correlated with the
amount added.

0.42 x 19 - 1.8
or 6.18 tonnes per batch.

Load and run the program, then
place the data disc in the drive and

What this means is that if, for
example, you heat the batch to
19°C, the expected average yield

grams for any selected pair of

=CS+CD:GOTO 370
450 IF K$=CHR$138 AND RS+RD<NR THEN RS
=RS+RD:GOTO 370
460 IF K$="R" THEN RUN
470 IF K$="S" AND FR=1 THEN 700
480 IF K$<>CHR$32 THEN VDU7:GOTO 400
490 PROCbtm
500 VDU31,0,20:PROCnum("Which column a
long X-axis (1-"+STRS(NC)+")?",1,1,1,NC)
:CX=ON
510 VDU31,0,21:PROCnum("Which column a
long Y-axis (1-"+STR$(NC)+")?",1,1,1,NC)
:CY=QN
520 IF CX=CY THEN PROCbtm:VDU31,0,22:P
ROCcol:PRINT"You have chosen the same co
lumn twice!":GOTO 500
530 CLS
540 VDU31,6,8:PROCco1:PRINT"Calculatin
g - please wait"
550 XL=1E38:YL=1E38:XH=-1E-38:YH=-1E-3
8:SX=0:SY=0:QX=0:QY=0:QZ=0:NT=0
560 FOR J=1 TO NR
570 IF SC(CX,J)=1E-29 OR SC(CY,J)=1E-2
9 THEN 670
580 X=SC(CX,J):Y=SC(CY,J)
590 NT=NT+1
600 IF X<XL THEN XL=X
610 IF Y<YL THEN YL=Y
620 IF X>XH THEN XH=X
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the data table and select other

grid. The values of x corresponding

pairs of columns, or to exchange

to the left and right edges of the
grid and the values of y corresponding to the top and bottom of
the grid are given below the grid,
together with the value of r. If

columns to obtain the regression of
x on y.

necessary, a statistical table can be
used to determine the significance
of the correlation. The number of

All the programs in this series,
along with five others, are
available on a single -sided 40 -track

degrees of freedom to be used

The price is £20
including postage and 15 percent
VAT. Please send your order to
Owen Bishop, c/o Practical

when consulting the table of r is
one less than the number of rows

made payable to Owen Bishop.

5.25in. disc.

Computing; cheques should be

630 IF Y>YH THEN YH=Y
640 SX=SX+X:SY=SY+Y
650 X2=X*X:Y2=Y*Y:XY=X*Y
660 QX=QX+X2:0Y=OY+Y2:QZ=QZ+XY
670 NEXT
680 IF NT=0 THEN NT=NR
690 MX=SX/NT:MY=SY/NT
700 MODE4:VDU19,1,2,0,0,0
710 MOVE 0,192:DRAW 1279,192:DRAW 1279
,1023:DRAW 0,1023:DRAW 0,192
720 FOR J=0 TO 1279 STEP 128
730 MOVE J,192:DRAW J,208:MOVE J,1023:
DRAW J,1007
740 NEXT
750 FOR J=192 TO 1023 STEP 83.2
760 MOVE 0,J:DRAW 16,J:MOVE 1279,J:DRA
W 1263,J
770 NEXT
780 PRINTTAB(11,27)"Fitting the line"
790 LX=XL*.95-.1:LY=YL*.95-.1:HX=XH*1.
05+.1:HY=YH*1.05+.1:XX=HX-LX:YY=HY-LY
800 FOR J=1 TO NR
810 IF SC(CX,J)=1E-29 OR SC(CY,J)=1E-2
9 THEN 840
820 X=SC(CX,J):Y=SC(CY,J)
830 PX=INT-((X-LX)/XX*279):PY=159-INT((
Y-LY)/YY*159):PLOT69,FNx(PX),FNy(PY)
840 NEXT J
continued on next page)
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BUSINESS STATISTICS
SCATTERGRAM
(continued from previous page)

850 VX=QX-SX*SX/NT:VY=QY-SY*SY/NT:VZ=0
Z-SX*SY/NT
860 R1=SQR(VX*VY):R=VZ/R1
870 B=VZ/VX
880 XP=INT((MX-LX)/XX*279):YP=159-INT(
(MY-LY)/YY*159):BB=B*XX/YY*.57
890 X1=XP:X2=XP
900 X1=X1-2:Y1=YP+(XP-X1)*BB:IFX1>2 AN
D Y1>0 AND Y1<159 THEN 900
910 X1=X1+2:Y1=INT(YP+(XP-X1)*BB)
920 X2=X2+2:Y2=YP+(XP-X2)*BB:IF X2:278
AND Y2<159 AND Y2>0 THEN 920
930 X2=X2-2:Y2=INT(YP+(XP-X2)*BB)
940 MOVE FNx(X1),FNy(Y1):DRAW FNx(X2),
FNy(Y2)
950 VDU31,11,27:PRINTSTRING$(16,CHR$32
):VDU30
960 PRINTTAB(0,27)"X-axis (col.";CX;")
";FNqr(LX);" to ";FNqr(HX):PRINT"Y-axi
s (col.";CY;"): ";FNqr(LY);" to ";FNqr(H
Y)

970 PRINT"Regression coefficient, R =
";INT((R+0.0005)*1000)/1000
980 C=MY-B*MX:S$=" + ":IF C<0 THEN S$=
II

XT

1280 FOR K=1 TO RD:VDU31,0,K+3:PRINT;K+
RS:NEXT
1290 IF LR=0 THEN VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDP
ROC
1300 FOR K=1 TO RD:VDU31,3,3+K:PRINT RL
4
$(K+RS)
1310 NEXT: VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDPROC
1320 DEF PROCnum(0$,Q1,Q2,Q3,04)
1330 *FX21,0
1340 PROCcol:PRINT 0$;:INPUT""ON$
1350 QN=VAL(QN$)
1360 IF QN=0 AND ON$<>"0" THEN 1390
1370 IF QN<>INT(ON) THEN 1390
1380 IF (03=0 OR QN<=Q4) AND (Q1=0 OR
N>=Q2) THEN ENDPROC
1390 PROCline
1400 GOTO 1330
1410 ENDPROC
1420 DEF PROCalpha(0$,Q1)
1430 *FX21,0
1440 PROCcol:PRINT Q$;:INPUT""OR$
1450 IF LEN(QR$)<=01 OR 01=0 THEN ENDPR
OC

990 C=ABS(C)
1000 PRINT"y = ";INT((B+.005)*100)/100;
"x ";S$;" ";FNqr(C)
1010 *FX21,0
1020 REPEAT:A=GET:UNTIL A=32
1030 MODE7:PROCtop:FR=1:GOTO 370
1040 DEF PROCtop
1050 CLS:PROCcol:PRINT"SCATTERGRAM":VDU
31,15,0:PRINT FILES:VDU31,24,0:PRINT"DAT
E:";DF$
1060 VDU31,0,1:PROCcol:PRINT"COLS: ";NC
;SPC(2);"ROWS: ";NR
1070 ENDPROC
1080 DEF FNx(N)=INT(N*4.58)
1090 DEF FNy(N)=INT((159-N)*5.23+192)
1100 DEF FNqr(N)=INTUN+.5/10---QR)*10"QR
)/10-'QR

1110 DEF PROCdata:LOCAL J,K;VDU23,1,0;0
;0;0;:FOR J=5 TO 20:VDU31,HB-1,J-1:PROCc
11 : NEXT

1120 FOR J=l+CS TO CD+CS:HH=HB-1+(J-CS1)*CW
1130 FOR K=1+RS TO RD+RS
1140 IF SC(J,K)=1E-29 THEN 1160 ELSE er/.
=&0102000A+(DP(J)*&100):A$=STR$(SC(J,K))

:IF RIGHTS(A$0)="."THEN A$=LEFT$(A$,LEN
(A$)-1)

1150 VDU31,HH-1,3+I-RS:PRINT RIGHT$(L$+
A$,CW):@%=&90A
1160 NEXT:NEXT
1170 VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;
1180 ENDPROC
1190 DEF PROCcolumns:LOCAL j:VDU23,1,0;
0;0;0;:VDU31,0,2:PROCc11:VDU31,0,3:PROCc
11

1200 VDU31,0,2:FOR J=1 TO CD
1210 VDU31,(HB-1+(J-1)*CW),2:PRINT;J+CS
1220
1230
ROC
1240
1250

NEXT
IF LC=0 THEN VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDP

VDU31,0,3:FOR J=1 TO CD
VDU31,(HB-1+(J-1)*CW),3:PRINTCL$(J

+CS);

1260 NEXT: VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;:ENDPROC
1270 DEF PROCrows:LOCAL K:VDU23,1,0;0;0
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;0;:FOR K=5 TO 20:VDU31,0,K-1:PROCc11:NE

1460 PROCline:GOTO 1430
1470 DEF PROCline:VDU1l:PROCc11:VDU7:EN
DPROC
1480 DEF PROCbtm:VDU31,0,20:PROCc1s:VDU
31,0,20:ENDPROC
1490 DEF PROCcol
1500 PRINT CHR$130;
1510 ENDPROC
PROCcls
1530
1540
1550
1560

LOCAL CRS7.,V,H
V=VPOS:H=POS
CRSZ=999-H-(40*V)
VDU23,1,0;0;0;0;

1570 REPEAT:IF CRS%<255 THEN 1590
1580 CRS%=CRSX-255:PRINTSTR1NG$(255,CHR
$32);
1590 UNTIL CRS7.<255

1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750

PRINTSTRING$(CRSX,CHR$32);
VDU31,H,V
VDU23,1,1;0;0;0;
ENDPROC
DEF PROCc11
LOCAL V,H
V=VPOS:H=POS
PRINT STRING$(40-H,CHR$32);
VDU31,H,V
ENDPROC
DEF PROCfserror
ON ERROR OFF
CLOSE#0
VDU7
IF ERR>44 OR ERR=6 THEN 1780
CLS:VDUll:REPORT:PRINT " at line

;ERL

1760 *FX4,0
1770 END
1780 PROCbtm:IF ERR=222 THEN PRINT"No s
uch file"::PROCcol ELSE VDUll:REPORT:PRO
Ccol

1790 PRINT" error. ":PROCcol:PRINT"Pres
s SPACEBAR, when you are ready "
1800 *FX21,0
1810 REPEAT:A=GET:UNTIL A=32
1820 VDU11,11:PROCcls
1830 ENDPROC
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'PRACTICAL COMPUTING
shop window
Telephone 01-661 8163
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Rates quoted below are subject to the addition of 15% VAT.

Display Rates 218.00 per single Column Centimetre Minimum 5cm x 1 col
One Insertion: 218.00 per scc, Three Insertions: 217.25 per scc, Six Insertions: £17.00 per scc,
Nine Insertions: £16.50 per scc, Twelve Insertions: £16.00 per scc

Micro Ads. Linage 40p per word minimum of 20 words. Prepayable.
COPY DATE
Shopwindow advertisements for the April edition will be accepted up to 25th March subject to space being available.
Post to Practical Computing, Classified Department, Room H211, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton Surrey SM2 5AS.
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LOW-COST PCDOSIMSDOS SOFTWARE TOOLS

111

Professional quality development tools for IBMPC compatibles
E9.95
Full -screen editor for programmers
Loaded with features
£1 5.95
80861808818087 assembler, Intel Mnemonics
E34.95
Fortran 66 !extended) with 8087 support
1, 2, 4 -Byte integers, 4, 8 -Byte reels (IEEE1 1 -Byte logicals, character
variables, pointers do for, do while, if then else constructs large arrays (up to
IMBytel. Common areas fixable at a physical address supports in -line
808818087 assembler sequences (with access to Fortran variables by namel.

GOOD

clocumenmIt°n poOFA

OUR TRAINING SOFTWARE
IN FINANCIAL PLANNING
IS SPREADSHEET COMPATIBLE

E15.95

Complete Fortran Math library
Single and Double precision

Sophisticated Object Module Librarian

E9.95
E1 5.95
Two -Pass Link Editor
Overlays, pre -link, map, Xref features.
f 9.95
8085 Cress -Assembler
E8495
BitSlice Micro Cross -Assembler
For AMD 2900 series devices and similar user -defined instruction formats and
mnemonics each format up to 64 fields, up to 128 bits wide.

The new WHAT IF? courses in asset and profit
management are designed to run with readily
available spreadsheet software on your
computer in the office or at home.

Eastlake Software, 76 Crwys Rd, Cardiff CF2 4NP

Phone: 0222 371173. Add f 2 P&P and 15% VAT to U.K.
address.
147

The fully documented courses will introduce a
host of new ideas to make your business more
profitable. They will also provide you with a
range of techniques which will bring your
spreadsheet to life.

Circle No. 320

Second-hand equipment in
excellent condition

TS800A

f1,000
f900.00
f550.00

SEROUS 1

10mb

f1700

QUME

9145 Daisywheel printer
with Rutishauser
sheetfeeder

f600

TELEVIDEO

TS806120
TS802

For futher information about this stimulating
new medium for understanding the essential
principles of financial planning just drop us a
line with details of your computer and
spreadsheet software.

/I

To bring your MANUALS
in line with your product
phone (0202) 732079

TEK-KNOW Services
106 Wedgwood Dr.
Poole BH14 8EX

152

Circle No. 325
LOW! LOW! LOW! LOW!
LOWEST PRICES
eg AMSTRAD PCW 8256 = £370 + VAT

ATARI 520 ST = £595 + VAT

/ Dept PA286

IBM COM PATABLES FROM £895 + VAT

Interactive Learning Programs, PO Box 2,
Redruth. Cornwall. TR15 2UD.
Telephone (0209842628)

//,,,/,,//,///

Circle No. 323

ALSO AVAILABLE
EPSON, CANNON, JUKI, VICTOR, SPERRY,
COMMODORE, OLIVETTI, etc etc

SOFTWARE - SUPPLIES - MAINTENANCE

RING US NOW

148

1st CHOICE DISCOUNT MICROS

All prices subject to VAT

DISK
COPYINGIFORMATTINGI
FILE TRANSFER

Cambridge Data Limited
15116 Margaret Street
London W1N 7NE
Tel: 01-580 9651
146

Circle No. 321

AMSTRAD & SHARP
SERIOUS SOFTWARE BY
RETURN OF POST
PCW 8256 programs include; Genny genealogical database £35 Bill -it
invoice generator £19 Videoshop
booking system £35 Club Secretary records £19 Stock control & analysis
£14 0 -level Maths & Physics £11
SAE FOR FULL CATALOGUE FOR
8256*464166416128*MZ-700*MM0NK
DCS(PC), 38 SOUTH PARADE,
BRAM HALL, STOCKPORT

Circle No. 322

TEL 01-992 2512
43 CHATSWORTH GDNS LONDON W3 9LP

Circle No. 326

WE CAN TRANSFER YOUR DATA
BETWEEN OVER 500 DIFFERENT
MICROS, MINIS AND MAINFRAMES VIA
FLOPPY DISC OR MAGNETIC TAPE.
FORMATS INCLUDE: CPM, CPM 86,
MSDOS, PCDOS, UNIX, XENIX, IDRIS,
TAR, RT11, MDOS, IBM BEF, ISIS, FLEX,
0S9, VICTOR-SIRIUS, APPLE, TORCH,
ACORN, AMSTRAD, MISC.
TYPESETTING/WORD PROCESSING.

/F yo

tv,

next day's Post from
'E10.00 + VAT per copy
(Blank disks not include)

NEED TO

OR IRELUP ONE

CA
p/14F L/re? I)
AJEATL,RMIAIALs
r

CALL Li QUICKLY

S Now

/06041

Solderless
'OVERNIGHT SERVICE - most formats returned by

858888

computer
Wiring systems

'DISCOUNT for BULK
TM

A.L.DOWNLOADING

mamas

166 PORTOBELLO ROAD

LONDON WII 2E8
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TELEPHONE 01-7278722
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CO/AWARE
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GEORGE WILLIAM HOLLAND & SONS LTD.,
Bugbrooke Road, GAYTON, NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.
Tel: (06041 8580111
Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G.

Circle No. 327

tnaow
LIDGEEER LTD.

FLOPPY DISCS 8", 5+" and 31"

FOR

Guaranteed for life. Example: 51" box of 10
DSDD 96TPI.E20.04.
TPI £16.30.

FERRANTI
££ SAVE ££
LAST FEW

ADVANCE 86b's
(256K RAM, TWIN 360K FLOPPY,
PERFECT SUITE I SOFTWARE, KEYBOARD

12 MONTH ON SITE WARRANTY
ONLY £670 incl DELIVERY & VAT

SCIENTIFIC SUBROUTINE LIBRARY

" box of 10 DSDD 48

P & P inc. No VAT. Official order or cheque
with order please.
Also cables, tools, connectors, data
switches etc.
Contact Runnymede Computer Hardware
Limited for our catalogue - 24 hour phone

service, 0784 39844. 69 Clarence Street,
Egham, Surrey.

VOLUME 2 - LINEAR PROGRAMMING
Reduction of a Simplex Tableau, Integer Programming, Partial Integer
Programming, Conversational Linear Programming System, Least Cost
Mix Problem.
VOLUME 3 - FURTHER STATISTICS
Ranking, Cluantiles, Frequency, Correlation Coefficient, T. Chi -Squared

and F Distributions and their Inverses, T. Test, Chi -Squared Test,
2 -way

145
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ALL WITH 256K RAM, PERFECT SUITE II
SOFTWARE KEYBOARD AND 12 MONTH
ON SITE WARRANTY.
TO CELEBRATE OUR EXPANSION INTO
NEW OFFICES WE ARE OFFERING A 10%
DISCOUNT ON MOST ITEMS.
LOOK OUT FOR OUR NEW RANGE OF
COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE IN MARCH.

When replying to
Classified advertisements,
readers are recommended
to take steps to protect
their interests before
sending money.

Circle No. 328

Criterion, Least Squares Fit to a Polynomial and Arbitrary Function,
Repetitive Least Squares Fits, Covariance Matrix, Chi -Squared
Statistics, Matrix Inversion, Solution of Linear Simultaneous Equations.

Wilcoxson Test, Linear and Multiple Regression, ANOVA 1 way and

PC 860 £11250 + VAT (REC £1250)
PC860-XT(10) £1935 + VAT (REC £2150)
PC860-XT(20) £2515 + VAT(R EC £2795)

CONTACT: COLIN ALLISON
SUITE 6, 2nd FLOOR SACKVILLE PLACE
44/48 MAGDALEN STREET
NORWICH NORFOLK NR3 1JE
TELEPHONE 0603 616221
149

VOLUME 1 - STATISTICS AND CURVE FITTING
Mean, SD, Normal Distribution, Partial Expectation, Chauvenets,

VOLUME 4 - TRANSFORMATIONS AND SORTING ALGORITHMS
Fourier and Fast Fourier Transforms, Numerical Integration and
Differentation, Harmonic Analysis, Interpolation, Coordinate
Transformations, Exchange Sort, Ouicksort, Shellsort, Tree Sort. All
routines are written in BASIC for easy implementation on any machine.
Machine readable source code - f75 plus VAT per volume.
Most disk formats plus Of microdrive now available)
Manuals including full source listings with implementation notes and

documentation - f25 per volume.
CPIM TO DEC FILE TRANSFER
Software to read and write RT-11 format RX01 diskettes under
CPIM80. Supplied on 8" SSSD diskette - f 25 plus VAT.
SERVICES

Micro Logic Consultants specialise in scientific data processing and the
interfacing and control of laboratory instrumentation.
We can advise you on the best approach to your problem, or provide a
complete solution. Contact Derek Clifford on 0860 319482.

MICRO LOGIC CONSULTANTS LTD.
57 Station Rd., Southwater, Horsham,
W. Sussex RH13 7HQ

EPSON

Telephone D403 7311310

GET MORE OUT OF YOUR BBC MICRO WITH
SUPERFAST BASIC

Circle No. 333

BCOMP is a simple to use. powerful BASIC compiler in ROM for the BBC micro which can
halve the sue and double the speed of your BASIC programs, supports all BASIC keywords
and has debugging facilities including TRACE and error messages.

BCOMP and manual

E39.95

66

4112111k

MODEMS

/0.

V

PERIPHERAL MANAGER

PIXIE

BSIOE is a disk based utility which allows you to create sideways ROMs from BASIC

**
1

programs compiled using BCOMP. Each ROM may contain up to 20 programs, each with its
own 'ilk ' command. Now you can create your own ROMs without using machine code. Real

variables supported.

BSIOE Dual format disk and manual

Et 2.95

Discover the secrets of assembler with DASM, a symbolic disassembles which allows you
to investigate machine code programs including sideways ROMs. This disk or ROM based
utility is simple to use yet offers some very powerful features to allow the disassembled
code to be formatted for easy reading. User entered symbols are substituted far address.

DASM dual format disk and manual
OASM sideways ROM and manual

LOGIK

[14.95
E19.95

Prices include p&p in U.K. Send CWD or
SAE As logik Engineers, 84. Portnalls
Road, Coulsdon, Surrey. CR3 30E.
Tel: Downland 52170

APPLICATION:
DATA CAPTURE
COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL

/AC E.

A new generation of intelligent buffers

PRINTERS

136

TheBug Computerbroo

ke Road

en

GCAYTtOreN,

NORTHAMPTON NN7 3EU.

TEL: (06041 858011

Circle No. 329

Telex 312242 MIDTLX G

Circle No. 332

Inner London Education Authority
PADDINGTON COLLEGE, 25 Paddington Green W2 1NB. Tel. No. 402 6221.

Computing Technician Grade 4

4 ports, 256k, electronic routing, printer sharing,
protocol conversion, port expansion.
Much more than a buffer
The Peripheral Manager not only stores information,
but sends it just where you want it when you want it,
any number of copies from up to three computers on
up to three peripherals simultaneously.
Put the PM in charge!
Re -configure your office computer system at the
touch of a button.

Easy to use: keypad and/or software operation.
Compatible: RS232 and/or Centronics interfaces.
No more cable -swapping or wasted time.
UNRIVALLED FLEXIBILITY- UNBEATABLE VALUE
£295 I+ VAT)

It

Dealer enquiries welcome.

To provide a technical support service at the College Computing site based at
Beethoven Street W9. Will also be required to assist the Senior Computing
Technician at any other site for College Computing as required. Duties include
testing, diagnosing faults, and carrying out repairs on equipment as required.
Preparing and copying discs. Maintaining levels of course materials including
documentation of available software for use by staff and students, and
maintaining a booking system for the mobile computing equipment.
Applicants should possess relevant ONC, OND, Ordinary City & Guilds, 2 'A' levels,

TEC/TEC Certificate or equivalent qualifications in appropriate subjects, and a

minimum of seven years relevant experience (including training period). Applicants

should be experienced in the use of micro -computers, including Networked

Systems, have the ability to check operation of micro -computers and peripherals,
and carry out repair procedures, and the ability to prepare and copy discs.
Salary scale: £6429 to £7395 plus £1365 London Weighting.
Application forms and further details are available from the college. Completed

application forms should be returned to EO/Estab 3A Room 36A County Hall

b..
snit

..

Adder Technology
Cambridge Science Park,
Milton Road, Cambridge CI34 4GF
Tel: 0223861912 Telex: 81417
INNCEN G Fax: 0223 061898

ADDER
Circle No. 334

HAND HOLDING
FOR BUSINESS MICRO USERS
Our team of on -site support staff can help you start to

release the full potential of your computer for your
particular business.

A short intensive training course may not be the
answer for you or your staff. Our approach is that our
people are there to help as the queries actually arise.
/and we don't charge the Earth)

London SE1 7PB BY 27 March 1986.

This post is subject to the ring -fence procedure. It is now being offered on an
unrestricted basis. Applications are invited from anyone with the appropriate

qualifications or experience, but priority will be given to employees of the
GLC/ILEA or MCCs.
ILEA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES EMPLOYER

1

12

DATAN COMPUTER SERVICES

TEL: 01-446 7955
863 High Road, London N12 OPT
137
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KAYPRO 2 SOLID CP/M work horse still
running well with free 'perfect' software
suite only £250. Please call 01-386 76561 any
time.

NEC PC8201 portable. Two extra 8K Ram

chips. Two 32K Ram cartridges. Data
recorder and Nicad battery packs. Total

value new over £900. Any reasonable offer
considered. Tel: 01-644 2602 anytime.
WANTED USED IBM. XT. + 10MB Hard Disk
+ Epson Dot Matrix Printer. DOS version 2

upwards: complete Phone Walsall 0922
25471.

RAIR BLACK BOX and ICL PCs (8 bit).
Bought sold exchange repaired advice
given. Ring 0734 668951 (Reading).

267M

FUTURE FX20, 128K, complete with Dbase,

w/processor, s/sheet, CPM 864, MSDOS.
Also microline 82A printer, microfocos
cobol. £1,200 ono, or separate offers. Eddie.
01-674 2529.

297M

TELEVI DEO TS806/20 processor 20Mbyte
Winchester disc, models 800 and 806a work
stations, each with 64K Ram offers (08926)
or 04352 6416 daytime
AMSTAT = Amstrad Statistics Package
(CPC 464/664/6128) Amstat 1 - means,
s.devs, t -test, 1-way-AOV, 2-way-AOV,
correlations, regressions, histograms,
scattergrams, transformations, file storage
and retrieval, manual. £14.99 cass, £19.50
disc.

AMSTAT2: a "Compleat Siegel".

27

nonparametric tests - £39.95

AMSTAT 1/AMSTAT2 together £49.95
Cheques, POs to S.C.Coleman, 33 Leicester
Road, Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leics. LE6 5DA.

TANDON - PC - XT - AT
Looking for a new PC or an upgrade to your
present machine for an engineering or other

application? Check out the new Tandon
range of very compatible machines (PCX

reviewed in Feb. issue Practical Computing).
We design and supply custom hardware to go

with these machines or you can try your

hardware or software on our machines before
making any decision.
PCX10 10MB Hard disk, 256K RAM, one 360K
floppy, 14" tilt/swivel mono. monitor £1595.

Options - PCX20 20MB £1795, 640K RAM
plus £200, 8087 plus £150.

PCA20 20MB, 512K, 1.2MB floppy, mono.
monitor and 8M HZ 80286. £2795

Colour graphic option £325. (Prices include
Basic and DOS and exclude VAT). Call A.R.
Microelectronics Ltd. Cambridge (0223)
893311.
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Telephone: 0530 415919. Technical
Enquiries after 6.00 pm or Weekends.
Coming soon 8256 versions.
KEYBOARD and Wordprocessing Course, 2

day intensive, aimed at managers new to
computing. Thursday and Friday or

Saturday and Sunday. Residential

ICL 1501/43, 21 MB fixed 21MB removable,
with 1525 dot matrix (120 cps) Printer and six

disc packs. ICL-maintained since new, all

documents and manuals. Offers? Mr
Edwards 60244) 570881

Televideo 806/10MB computer £1400 80UA
workstations £600 ICL K9 terminal £200 M PI
99 graphics printer £200. Tel Mr Mills 061 832
2816

ICL PC2 with 20MB hard disk 512K Ram.
Multi-user system with hi-res graphics
£1995. Tel Reading (0734) 876656

DISK COPYING SERVICE
Moving data and program files from
one machine to another is often made
difficult because different
manufacturers have adopted different
disk format standards.
We can copy your files to and from
over 250 disk formats including
CP/M, CP/M-86, MS-IXis, PC -COS, ISIS,
APPLE, SIRIUS, TORCH, APRICOT, HP150,
DEC RT-11, and IBM BEF.

in

Somerset. Fee includes hotel, lunches and
vat. £220.00. Bookings (0458) 45637.

TRS-80 MOD I, Drives, Software, Manuals,
books. MOD III, Drives, Software, Manuals.

Epson MX82/80 Graftrax +, Disks. Sharp

Disks are normally despatched on the
day they are received.

Our charge is £10.00+ disk + VAT.
Special prices for quantities.

PC -1500, CE -150 Printer Interface, Paper

For more information call us.

Rolls, Cassettes. Any reasonable offer

considered. Tel: (Day) 0602 761566, (Eve)
0949 37586.

FOR IBM/PC DOS compatibles. A full
feature comms. Software package. Free

MATTER

4 Pogg Meadow, Ashburton, Devon TO13 7DF.

TEL. (0364) 53499

auto-dialling/answer. Also some CP/M80
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versions. singles £67 & vat. Tel 01-876 1670.

o.

MICRO ADS. Order Form

SELL IT WITH PRACTICAL COMPUTING
Classified Rates

Please insert the following advertisement in Practical Computing

Linage 40p per word
Minimum 20 words prepayable.

LINAGE

Cost per insertions

Box No. £7.00 extra

SERIES Discounts

TOTAL

Ins.

1v5Z

£6.00

£0.90

£6.90

1

Display Adverts.
Rate per single column
Centimetre: £18.00
Minimum 5cm

£8.00

£1.20

£9.20

Tel: 01-661 8163.

£10.00

£1.50

£11.50

Method of Payment

£12.00

£1.80

£13.80

£14.00

£2.10

£16.10

£16.00

£2.40

£18.40

£18.00

£2.70

£20.70

Available on request

Cheques etc should be made
payable to BUSINESS PRESS
INTERNATIONAL LTD. and crossed.

I enclose herewith cheque/PO for

Post to:
Cut out the order form and return
together with your remittance to:
Classified Department,
Practical Computing,
Room H211, Quadrant House,
The Quadrant, Sutton,

Box No. Required YES/NO

No. of Insertions

(50p discount for 2 ins.)

NAME (Please include initials)
ADDRESS

Surrey SM2 5AS.

Conditions of Acceptance
Micro Ads are accepted from
Private readers only and must be
submitted on (or a photocopy of)
this order form. All Advertisements
must be prepaid.
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UPGRADE TO TRISOFT
SPEED UP WITH THE 8087

Now,

using

advanced,

large

integration technology, the Intel 8087 family
of chips dramatically boost the performance

of your PC. Simple to fit with only
switch to set on the motherboard.

1

by

failure rate.

12 Month warranty Expandable to
384K.

24 personal productivity programs.
Parallel port for printing power.
Serial port for communications power.

FOR IBM PC, OLIVETTI M24 AND ERICSSON PC

ver.2.0. Supercalc III Re1.2, Smart and
Autocad. Makes your IBM PC as fast as an

12 MONTHS LABOUR AND PARTS WARRANTY
WE CAN EITHER COLLECT AND INSTALL HERE

AT for £135. Available for the Apricot at

Clocklcalendar Autotime software.
Pal lockout option for security.

10 MB HARD DISK £695 20 MB £795

£135. For Olivetti and Compaq 8MZ f 175.

OR WE CAN INSTALL ON -SITE IN MOST AREAS.

For IBM AT 80287 £175. For other

enquire. 12

answer to AST Six Pak Plus Sub - 1%

INTERNAL HARD DISKS

an

machines please

BOARD

For IBM and compatibles Tecmar's

PROFESSIONAL ADVICE LOW PRICES HOTLINE SUPPORT
FAST SERVICE
DISCOUNTS FOR QUANTITIES

increasing number of
software packages including Lotus 1-2-3
Supported

TECMAR CAPTAIN MULTIFUNCTION

0629.3021

scale

Ramspooler

10 MB HARD DISK £825 20 MB £925

Month

We are dealers for
Tecmar, AST, Plus 5, Simon, Intel
and many other manufacturers of upgrade supplies.

Warranty.

APRICOT RAM EXPANSION BOARDS
12 Month Warranty
128K
£130.00
256K
£149.00
£265.00
512K

software

Ramdisk

software.

64K R.R.P. £335 OUR PRICE £195
384 R.R.P. £589 OUR PRICE £295

INTEL ABOVE BOARD/RAMPAGE
* TWO MEMORY BOARDS IN ONE * FILLS CONVENTIONAL

IBM RAM EXPANSION BOARDS

MEMORY BELOW 640K * EXPANDED WORKSPACE MEMORY

* 12 Month Warranty "
256K
£165.00
384K
£225.00
512K
£265.00

ABOVE 640K FOR USE WITH LOTUS 2.0, SYMPHONY 1.1,
FRAMEWORK 2.0, SUPERCALC III REL.2.1

Please telephone for details
HERCULES MONO CARD

2 Year Warranty *
£279
f289

FOR IBM PC & COMPATIBLES

..2 MB RAM £1330 £675

EXPANDED OUADBOARD 384K
Parallel port
Serial
port

FOR IBM AT & COMPATIBLES ...2 MB RAM f 1420 £795

Clocklcalendar. Memory expansion

' FIVE YEAR WARRANTY "

Game port I/O bracket and Quadmaster
software with spooler and QuadRAM drive

Local Authority, Government and Corporate enquiries welcomed.
All prices are subject to V.A.T.

PLUS 5 EXTERNAL HARD DISKS
For IBMIOlivettilEricssonlApricot
FIXED DISK SUBSYSTEMS
10 MB
ONLY £ 935.00
20 MB
ONLY £1045.00
" 12 Month Warranty

azaerritira

(RAM disk)

£295.00

PLUS 5 EXTERNAL HARD DISKS
FIXEDIREMOVABLE SUBSYSTEMS

Crown Square, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 3AT Telephone: 0629 3021.
Telex: 8950511 ONEONE G (Ref. 12977001)
Telecom Gold: NTG 344 Prestel: 533544601

10 MB + 5 MB....ONLY f1825.00
20 MB + 5 MB ...ONLY £1945.00
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STAR PRINTERS

EVERYONE
HATES US

PRICE LIST
MODEL

SG10 80 columns & 120 cps
SG10C 80 columns & 120 cps
Commodore dedicated
SG15 136 columns & 120 cps
SD10 80 columns & 160 cps
SD15 136 columns & 160 cps
SR10 80 columns & 160 cps
SR15 136 columns & 200 cps

BUT OUR CUSTOMERS

OUR
PRICE
195.00

LIST
259.00

200.00
295.00
295.00
375.00
355.00
425.00

225.00
389.00
389.00
489.00
489.00
589.00

!!! SPECIAL PROMOTION !!!

Gemini 10X
Gemini 15X

150.00
225.00

259.00
259.00

COMPUTER
1=4.

(Prices apply while stocks last).

=='

MNIM/

,/l Mk

=

1.1.1111.

ii...1111

SINGLE AND MULTI-USER MICRO -COMPUTER AND SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT
99 PARK STREET LANE BRICKET WOOD - BERES AL2 2JA TEL: ST. ALBANS (0727) 72790
Telex 8950511 ONE ONE G (Quote ref 154120011

All prices exclude VAT & Delivery.

FINANCIAL RESOURCES, Lamerton House, 24.33 High
Street, Ealing, London W5 5DF. Telephone: 01-567 6677.
Please quote ref number.
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0727-72790
Never Knowingly
Undersold
Circle No. 169
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ffordable and reliable
rint s fron2,1pic
u more bPS

ur moray
CPA 80 - 100 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
CPB 80 - 130 cps

+ IBM COMPATIBLE
FROM

E199*
11P micro P

MP 165 _ 165 cps
+ EPSON COMPATIBLE
NLQ PRINTER

oh*
ABouTE26,u
FOR

AP micro P
CPP 40 - 4 COLOUR
PORTABLE
PRINTER/PLOTTER
FOR

ABOUT

Even in today's high tech world, for most of us, the written word is still
the least expensive means of sending and receiving information. If you
own a microcomputer the chances are that sooner or later you are
probably going to need a printer in order to get into print.

micro P - CPP40
A low cost 4 colour 40/80 column printer/plotter capable of printing text or graphics on plain paper. The CCP40 is an ideal companion for small and portable micro's, as it is fitted with re -chargeable
batteries - perfect for beginners.

micro P cPA80
With 100 cps quality printing, the CPA80 probably gives more cps/
£ than any other printer available today. The CPA80 is packed with
features you would normally find on a more expensive printer.
With an optional RS232 version available (even for the QL) this
Epson compatible printer will hook up to almost any micro.
Buy from your local dealer today!
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micro P

E.7 9*

- MP165

Looking for a matrix printer as well as a daisywheel? Well, the
MP165 combines all the attributes of these two technologies to
give a matrix printer capable of printing at up to 165 cps, as well
as providing crisp Near Letter Quality, (NLQ) print at 75 cps.
Features include a 2k buffer as well as both friction and tractor
feed, as standard. Ideally suited to most popular micro's, the
MP165 is now available in a new RS232 QL compatible version.

fm micro
Peripherals lid
"PRINTERS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS"

INTEC UNIT 3, HASSOCKS WOOD, WADE ROAD,
1(5.
BASINGSTOKE, HANTS. ENGLAND, RG24 ONE.
Telephone: BASINGSTOKE (0256) 473232 (32 lines).
Telex: 859669 MICROP G Facsimile: 0256 461570
'Full 12 months warranty - R RP ex. VAT. QL is a registered Trade Mark
of Sinclair Research.

The

polished
manners
of a Parrot
Parrot flexible diskettes always

behave perfectly.
One of their secrets is the unique coating
specially developed to minimise head wear
which, coupled with the 'ultra -clean' liner
material used by Parrot, ensures elimination of
the problems causing data loss.
Another is the tough jacket, with its bonded
edges to resist distortion. And the virtually
indestructible dust resistant envelope
dramatically reduces the risk of static.
Parrot diskettes are honed to perfection in
what is probably the world's most advanced fully
integrated diskette plant. And they are British
through and through.
No other diskette is as well behaved.
For more information, and the name of your
nearest dealer, phone or write to: -

O

Parrot Corporation Limited
Llantamam Industrial Park, Cwmbran, Gwent NP44 3XL,
United Kingdom.
Telephone: (06333) 71144 Telex: 497253.
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Parrot
We're unbending on quality

